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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Pols, Tromp & Plomp (1973) and Van Nierop, Pols & Plomp (1973) are considered the
standard studies in which the vowels of Dutch are described acoustically (see for instance,
Fant, 1975; Disner, 1980; Rietveld & Van Heuven, 2001). The 12 monophthongal vowels of
Dutch are described in terms of the mean frequencies of the first three formants.
Pols et al. attributed the variance in the formant frequencies to three sources. In their
Table II (on page 1095), the total variance is classified as originating from the vowel, the
speaker, or measurement error (their “residual variance”). The vowel-related variance is the
most substantial source, followed by the residual variance and the speaker-related variance.
A similar classification of the sources of variation in the speech signal was proposed
earlier by Ladefoged & Broadbent (1957). They, too, distinguished linguistic and speaker-
related variation. However, their classification is more specific than Pols et al.’s: Ladefoged
& Broadbent split up the speaker-related variation into “personal” variation and “socio-
linguistic” variation. They stated that the personal variation in the signal originates from
differences between speakers in the shape and size of their vocal tract and larynx. The
sociolinguistic variation originates from differences in social characteristics of speakers, such
as regional background, educational level, or gender.
In the present research, I adopt Ladefoged & Broadbent’s classification and thereby
assume that the speech signal conveys three types of variation: phonemic variation (iden-
tical to Ladefoged & Broadbent’s “linguistic” variation), sociolinguistic (“socio-linguistic”)
variation, and anatomical/physiological variation (“personal variation”).
In different disciplines in speech science, the acoustic consequences of the three variation
sources are considered relevant or irrelevant, depending on the discipline’s goal. For instance,
in an automatic speech recognition task concerning speaker-independent vowel recognition,
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all phonemic variation is considered to be useful, while all speaker-related variation is consid-
ered to be noise. This is the case regardless of whether the variation in the signal originated
from sociolinguistic or anatomical/physiological characteristics of the speaker. Furthermore,
for a context-independent automatic speaker-verification task, all phonemic variation has to
be ignored, while all speaker-related variation, anatomical/physiological as well as sociolin-
guistic, can be used to improve the performance. Finally, in sociolinguistics – a branch of
speech science that studies the effects of sociological differences between speakers on their
spoken language – the phonemic variation and the sociolinguistic speaker-related variation
are considered useful, whereas variation related to the speakers’ anatomical/physiological
characteristics is considered to be noise.
Pols et al. (1973) aimed to cluster formant frequencies into their corresponding vowel
category for improving vowel categorization. Therefore, it can be said that their goal was
similar to the goal of the automatic speech recognition task described earlier: preserving
all phonemic variation, while minimizing the acoustic effects of both sources of speaker-
related variation. In order to minimize the speaker-related variation, they transformed the
formant measurements through a procedure consisting of subtracting a scaling factor, the
mean formant frequency (on a logarithmic scale) across all 12 vowels from a speaker, from
each individual formant frequency of each token produced by that speaker.
In phonetics, a wide variety of studies aimed at eliminating speaker-related variation
from the signal by designing procedures that can be subsumed under the heading of vowel,
or speaker, normalization (for instance, Gerstman, 1968; Lobanov, 1971; Syrdal & Gopal,
1986). The approach through which Pols et al. sought to improve clustering of formant
frequencies can be regarded as an example of acoustic vowel normalization.
It can be useful to apply normalization procedures for sociolinguistic purposes, especially
when small groups of speakers have to be compared. One of the problems associated with
comparing small groups is that the anatomical/physiological differences between individual
speakers obscure the sociolinguistic differences between the groups. Suppose, for instance,
that the speech of three women speaking language variety A and three men speaking language
variety B have to be compared. In such a case, it is not clear what causes underlie differences
between the vowels belonging to dialect A or B, sociolinguistic differences between the
speaker groups (dialect A vs. dialect B) or anatomical/physiological differences: e.g., the fact
that men generally have longer vocal tracts than females (e.g., Chiba & Kajiyama, 1941; Fant,
1966; Nordstro¨m, 1977). If the anatomical/physiological difference could be eliminated, it
would be possible to evaluate whether the differences between vowels can be attributed to the
sociolinguistic difference between the groups.
However, according to Thomas (2002), all normalization procedures have their specific
drawbacks and the appropriate choice of procedure depends on which drawbacks are toler-
able for the study at hand. He illustrated his statements using Nearey’s (1978) procedure.
According to Thomas, this procedure is, first, inappropriate for cross-dialectal comparisons,
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because differences between vowel configurations bias the scaling factors for the formants.
Second, Thomas argued that Nearey’s procedure does not reflect human speech perception;
in order to obtain the scaling factors for each formant, more than one vowel per speaker is
required, while ”...listeners are capable of normalizing a single vowel without hearing another
vowel by the same speaker.”.
Two additional disadvantages of vowel normalization procedures can be found in Disner
(1980) and Hindle (1978). Both researchers claimed that the procedures for a large part mini-
mize the variation in the speech signal related to sociolinguistic differences between speakers
along with the variation related to anatomical/physiological differences. Both researchers
stated furthermore that there are indications that, after transformation, the representations
of acoustic vowel data display artifacts of the normalization procedures. However, as is
discussed in further detail in Chapter 2, the validity of the claims made by Disner and Hindle
is questionable, because Hindle’s study was carried out on too small a scale to provide
conclusive support for his claims, and Disner used judgments that were not based on the
vowel data to which she applied the normalization procedures.
Nevertheless, other researchers have used vowel normalization procedures in sociolin-
guistics. For instance, Labov (1994) used a procedure proposed by Nearey (1978), a trans-
formation similar to the one used by Pols et al. (1973). Labov stated that Nearey’s procedure
provides an efficient and reliable way of eliminating variation in the acoustic signal that
is related to differences in vocal tract length between speakers, while preserving variation
related to sociolinguistic differences between speakers. More recently, Watson, Maclagan
& Harrington (2000) used a transformation by Lobanov (1971), to transform their acoustic
vowel data for displaying evidence for vowel change in New Zealand English.
Summarizing, although procedures for acoustic vowel normalization can be useful for
sociolinguistic research, it remains undisclosed whether these procedures preserve the soci-
olinguistic speaker-related variation in the transformed speech data. Therefore, in order to be
able to use normalization procedures for sociolinguistic purposes, it should be investigated
whether or not the normalization procedures eliminate the sociolinguistic variation along with
the anatomical/physiological variation.
Acoustic vowel normalization can, generally, be defined as a transformation of the acous-
tic representation of vowel tokens that aims at minimizing the acoustic consequences of
specific sources of variation in the acoustic representation of vowel tokens. For sociolin-
guistic purposes, acoustic vowel normalization is defined as a transformation of the acoustic
representation that aims at minimizing the acoustic consequences of anatomical/physiological
speaker-related sources of variation, while preserving the phonemic and the sociolinguistic
variation.
The research presented in this thesis aims to establish which procedures for acoustic
vowel normalization succeed best at separating the three types of variation conveyed in
the acoustic signal: phonemic variation, sociolinguistic speaker-related variation, and a-
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natomical/physiological speaker-related variation. To this end, a comparison of acoustic
normalization procedures is carried out.
Some of the studies that compare normalization procedures, evaluate the procedures’
success in the acoustic domain by collecting a vowel database, measuring the formant fre-
quencies on this database, applying the normalization procedures, and by applying a pattern
classification algorithm to the normalized acoustic data. If application of a procedure leads to
an increase of the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens, it is decided that it succeeds
in increasing the clustering of the formant frequencies. Other studies combine this acoustic
comparison with a an evaluation in the perceptual domain, by comparing the results of the
analysis with judgments of phonetically trained listeners.
The comparison in the present research consists of two parts: it combines an acoustic
analysis with a perceptual-acoustic analysis as was done in Hindle (1978) and Disner (1980).
The acoustic comparison is consists of applying the procedures to a large database with
speech from speakers of Dutch who were stratified for certain sociological and anatomi-
cal/physiological characteristics. Each procedure is evaluated on how it deals with the three
variation sources in the acoustic signal. In the perceptual-acoustic comparison, the output of
each procedure is compared to perceptual judgments that are obtained on (a subset of) the
same vowel data used for the acoustic comparison.
My research differs in three respects from other studies that evaluate normalization pro-
cedures in the acoustic domain only (Syrdal (1984); Deterding, 1990), as well as from
studies that evaluate the procedures with acoustic as well as perceptual-acoustic comparisons
(Hindle 1978; Disner 1980). First, where Hindle (1978) and Deterding (1990) use vowel data
produced by a small number of speakers, my vowel data was produced by a substantially
larger number of speakers. Second, Disner (1980) uses perceptual judgments that were
obtained using a different set of vowel data than the set of vowel data to which she applied
the normalization procedures. In my research, the perceptual judgments and the output of the
normalization procedures were obtained using the same set of vowel data. Third, most studies
use speech produced by speakers of (language varieties of) American or British English
(Syrdal, 1984; Deterding, 1990; Hindle, 1978), while I compared the procedures using speech
from speakers of various varieties of standard Dutch.
The remainder of this chapter is set up as follows. Section 1.2 discusses the process
of vowel normalization in more detail. Section 1.3 discusses the research goals and central
question of the present research. Section 1.4 provides an outline of the entire thesis.
1.2 Vowel normalization
1.2.1 Acoustic vowel normalization
Human listeners deal seemingly effortlessly with variability in speech and classify almost
all vowel tokens from any speaker of their native language correctly (e.g., Verbrugge et
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al., 1976; Assmann, Hogan & Nearey, 1982). Although humans can process the phonemic
variation (necessary for recognizing vowel tokens) independently of the anatomical/physi-
ological variation with apparent ease, formant measurements show considerable variation
related to anatomical/physiological differences between speakers. This variation in the mea-
surements becomes apparent, when the frequencies of the first two formants corresponding
to vowel tokens produced by different speakers are displayed in a so-called ‘F1/F2 plane’ (cf.
Ainsworth, 1975) or formant plot. As a rule, it can be observed that areas representing differ-
ent vowels show considerable overlap. The discrepancy between how listeners are affected by
differences between speakers and how these differences affect formant measurements, is also
known as the ‘lack of one-to-one correspondence between acoustics and perception’. This
issue is generally illustrated using the results of Peterson & Barney’s (1952) classic study.
Peterson & Barney found that vowel tokens from the same category produced by different
speakers can have widely differing formant frequencies, while vowel tokens from different
vowel categories produced by different speakers can have identical formant frequencies.
In phonetics, a wide variety of studies has been carried out that sought to improve the
correspondence between the acoustic and perceptual dimensions of speech. One of the
hypotheses in these studies is that listeners naturally perform normalization when perceiv-
ing speech sounds. Humans are assumed to somehow perceptually ‘even out’ differences
between speakers. Therefore, research in the acoustic domain aims at understanding the
normalizing behavior of listeners from the following two perspectives.
From the first perspective, transformations of formant frequencies are devised that aim to
classify vowel tokens as efficiently as humans. Vowel normalization procedures have been
developed to obtain higher percentages correctly classified vowel tokens for automatic speech
recognition purposes (cf. Gerstman, 1968, or Lobanov, 1971, both discussed in Chapter 2).
These procedures accomplish their goal by minimizing the dispersion of formant frequencies
within vowel categories due to differences between speakers, i.e., by minimizing speaker-
specific variation. Within this type of research, it is considered less important to understand
the perceptual and cognitive aspects of vowel processing.
From the second perspective, the goal is to understand the perceptual and cognitive
processes involved in vowel processing. To this end, various normalization procedures have
been developed to serve as stages in psychological models for human vowel recognition.
The primary purpose of these procedures is to model human speech perception in order to
explain how listeners categorize vowel sounds. The reduction of speaker-specific variation is
a secondary objective (cf. Syrdal & Gopal, 1986, and Miller, 1989, both discussed in Chapter
2).
1.2.2 Perceptual vowel normalization
In everyday conversation, listeners have to decode the same three types of variation encoded
in the acoustic signal as mentioned earlier: phonemic information, sociolinguistic variation,
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and anatomical/physiological variation. When recognizing vowels, listeners presumably se-
lect information in the acoustic signal that allows them to categorize vowel tokens correctly.
Studies carried out within the fields of experimental phonetics and cognitive psychology can
be classified into two approaches, depending on how listeners are thought to make use of the
three types of variation.
The first approach involves studies that presume that listeners categorize vowels from
different speakers by selecting the phonemic variation in the acoustic signal, while ignor-
ing the anatomical/physiological as well as the sociolinguistic variation. In this approach,
vowel normalization is regarded as a separate process in the perception of vowels, in which
the listener selects the relatively invariant, or phonemic, information in the acoustic signal
necessary to categorize a vowel token correctly. Under this guise, many studies examine the
relevance of different individual acoustic sources of information for vowel categorization,
such as the fundamental frequency (e.g., Traunmu¨ller, 1981), the first two formants (e.g.,
Joos, 1948; Peterson & Barney, 1952), the third formant (e.g., Fant, Carlson & Granstrøm,
1974), or relations between spectrally adjacent formant frequencies (Syrdal, 1984).
The second approach includes studies suggesting that listeners, under certain circum-
stances, can make use of anatomical/physiological variation as well as the phonemic varia-
tion, to achieve vowel recognition (e.g., Johnson, 1990b). Under this approach, models of
vowel perception1 are formulated in which normalization is not explicitly incorporated. The
ideas underlying these models result from experiments in which listeners were required to
categorize vowel tokens in single-speaker vs. multi-speaker conditions (e.g., Assmann et al.,
1982; Mullennix, Pisoni & Martin, 1989; Johnson, 1990b).
In order to establish how listeners deal with sociolinguistic information in the speech
signal, it is necessary to investigate how phonetically-trained (expert) listeners transcribe
sociolinguistic variation. Although phonetically naive listeners can perceive sociolinguistic
differences between speakers, only phonetically-trained listeners are able to interpret and
transcribe these differences. Trained listeners generally achieve this by making a phonetic
transcription of recordings of the speech material reflecting these differences. Such a tran-
scription entails recording the perceived realization of speech sounds using symbols from
the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association (IPA, 1999). The transcription is
either broad (or phonemic), involving only symbols for phonemes, or narrow (or phonetic),
involving diacritical marks to specify detailed and non-contrastive aspects of the realization
of speech sounds, such as palatalization and labialization, as well as phonemic symbols.
In sociolinguistics, phonetic transcription is used as a research tool to investigate language
variation, because even the smallest perceived aspect of the phonetic quality of a speech sound
can be indicated, thus allowing language changes in progress to be traced. For instance,
when it is suspected that a process of diphthongization is taking place in a certain language
or dialect, the transcriber can perceptually focus on cues in the realization of vowels by those
1For instance, the exemplar model of speech perception.
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speakers who are expected to display variation in the speech sounds in question, and represent
the perceived cues using narrow phonetic transcription.
However, the use of phonetic transcription as a research tool is not without drawbacks. It
has been shown that transcriptions vary depending on the transcriber’s language background
(Jaberg & Judd, 1927), the type of training the transcriber received (Ladefoged, 1960), the
type of speech material to be analyzed (Cucchiarini, 1993), and expectations about the type of
variation in the speech utterances to be transcribed (Oller & Eilers, 1975). Another drawback
is that phonetic transcription is an extremely time-consuming task, which is disadvantageous
when large corpora of speech utterances have to be analyzed.
It is assumed that phonetically-trained listeners process the three variation sources con-
veyed in the acoustic signal as follows, when describing speech utterances in their native
language. The listeners use phonemic variation that in the acoustic signal to make a broad
phonetic transcription. The use the available sociolinguistic variation as well as the phonemic
variation2 to make a narrow phonetic transcription. They, finally, ignore the anatomical/phy-
siological speaker-related variation in the acoustic signal to reliably judge the phonemic and
sociolinguistic variation.
1.3 Objectives
The present research investigates the following question: which procedure for acoustic vowel
normalization succeeds best at separating the three types of variation conveyed in the acoustic
signal: phonemic variation, sociolinguistic speaker-related variation, and anatomical/physio-
logical speaker-related variation?
As explained in section 1.1, I aim to answer this question for a specific research domain:
sociolinguistics. Therefore, in the present research, my goal is to establish which procedure
for vowel normalization is suitable for use in sociolinguistics.
A normalization procedure is considered suitable for use in sociolinguistics when it meets
the following criterion. The procedure must preserve the phonemic variation and the soci-
olinguistic variation and, at the same time, minimize the anatomical/physiological variation
in the transformed acoustic vowel data.
It was decided to limit the number of procedures to be compared in this thesis by selecting
only procedures that have already been used in sociolinguistics and to those that could theo-
retically be used in sociolinguistics. This decision was implemented in the present research
using the following two criteria. First, the procedure has to use formant frequencies and/or the
fundamental frequency as input data (instead of, for instance, whole vowel spectra, or formant
bandwidths). A second criterion is that the procedure was evaluated before, by someone other
2This is only the case when listeners are transcribing material in their native language. When making a narrow
transcription of a language (or dialect) that is not native to them, they may not be able to distinguish the anatomi-
cal/physiological speaker-related variation from the sociolinguistic variation, cf. Cucchiarini (1993).
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than its designer. A consequence of these two criteria is that no new procedures for acoustic
vowel normalization were proposed in this research. The reasons underlying these criteria
are discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.
In the present research, it is investigated for each selected normalization procedure whether
it is suitable for use in sociolinguistics. This was done through an acoustic comparison
of procedures, which involves comparing the normalized acoustic data of each procedure,
and through a perceptual-acoustic comparison of procedures and listeners, which involves
comparing the normalized acoustic data per procedure to judgments of phonetically-trained
listeners.
The acoustic comparison of the normalization procedures is similar to the comparisons
described in, for instance, Syrdal (1984). The only difference is that I evaluated the proce-
dures also on how well they preserved sociolinguistic variation, as well as evaluating how
well they preserved phonemic variation, while at the same time minimizing anatomical/phy-
siological variation.
The perceptual-acoustic comparison was set up as follows. In the present research, I
assume that a procedure for vowel normalization to be used in sociolinguistics should not
only model vowel categorization by phonetically-naive listeners when performing vowel
recognition tasks (as is done in some studies investigating acoustic and perceptual vowel
normalization, e.g., Assmann et al., 1982). Instead, the procedures evaluated in the present
research must meet a human benchmark consisting of the judgments made by phonetically-
trained listeners of phonemic and sociolinguistic variation in vowel tokens produced by
different speakers. Any method for vowel normalization that meets this human benchmark is
hypothesized to model judgment behavior and therefore to succeed in preserving phonemic
variation and sociolinguistic variation in the data, while minimizing anatomical/physiological
variation.
Listeners are considered to be phonetically-trained when they received formal training
in phonetic transcription, for instance the IPA system as described in The Handbook of
the International Phonetic Association (1999) or DJCVS (Daniel Jones’ Cardinal Vowel
System, as described in Jones, 1917). They are further expected to have extensive experience
with narrow phonetic transcriptions and therefore to be capable of judging the perceived
articulatory characteristics of a vowel token, regardless of the speaker. I regard the task of
categorizing vowel tokens as judging phonemic variation and judging differences between
vowel tokens belonging to the same vowel category as judging sociolinguistic variation. In
the present research, the expression ‘phonemic variation’ thus refers to variation between
vowels, while the expression ‘sociolinguistic variation’ refers to variation within vowels.
However, as argued in section 1.2.2, the reliability of trained listeners is questionable
(e.g., Ladefoged, 1960; Cucchiarini, 1993). Therefore, the performance of the listeners was
also evaluated in the present research, in order to the able to establish the stability of the
benchmark against which the normalization procedures were compared.
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The similarity in performance at preserving phonemic and sociolinguistic variation of the
normalization procedures and the listeners was established using two types of representations
of the same set of vowel data: acoustic and perceptual representations. The acoustic repre-
sentations consist of the values of the first three formants and the fundamental frequency for
each vowel token, normalized following the normalization procedures. These measurements
are considered to be related primarily to the articulatory characteristics of the vowel tokens.
The perceptual representation consist of series of judgments of the articulatory characteristics
of the same vowel tokens, perceived openness, tongue advancement, and lip rounding of the
vowel token. The similarity of these two types of representation is used to evaluate how well
each normalization procedure models the listeners’ judgments.
The perceptual representation used in the perceptual-acoustic comparison had, ideally, to
be of a continuous nature, because the acoustic representation was also continuous. Further-
more, discrete judgments – such as vowel category labels – usually do not display enough
variation (i.e., misclassifications) that can be modeled reliably. It was expected that a contin-
uous perceptual representation displays enough variation to be modeled reliably. A discrete
perceptual representation was obtained as well as a continuous perceptual representation,
using the same speech material. This was necessary in order to be able to investigate how
the response category affects the judgments of the articulatory characteristics of the vowel
tokens. Throughout the present research, the discrete perceptual judgments are referred to as
category judgments and the continuous perceptual judgments are referred to as articulatory
judgments.
1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses the criteria that were used to select the normalization procedures. In
addition, for each selected procedure, its original purpose, underlying idea(s), and imple-
mentation in the present research is described. This chapter further presents a literature study
of formerly published studies involving comparisons of normalization procedures: Hindle
(1978), Nearey (1978), Disner (1980), Syrdal (1984), Deterding (1990), and Nearey (1992).
This literature study aims at obtaining a preliminary idea about how well the procedures
perform in vowel categorization tasks, and to what extent the procedures model human
judgments.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of experiments carried out in experimental phonetics and
psychology investigating the relationship between vowel categorization and acoustic and/or
speaker-related factors. The goal of this literature study is to draw a picture of how listeners
preserve phonemic and sociolinguistic variation, while ignoring anatomical/physiological
variation when performing tasks involving category judgments or articulatory judgments.
In Chapter 4, I describe the research design of this thesis. First, the relevance of the studies
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described in Chapters 2 and 3 is evaluated for the present research. Second, I illustrate how
the normalization procedures are compared to a human benchmark through an experiment
involving phonetically-trained listeners.
Chapter 5 provides an overview of the setup of a larger sociolinguistic research project of
which my project is a part. The goal of the larger project, is to describe language variation
and change by describing the phonemes of standard Dutch in the Netherlands and Flanders.
This chapter also describes the speech material that is used in Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9.
Chapter 6 describes the raw measurement values, values of the fundamental frequency
(F0) and the first three formant frequencies (F1, F2, F3), of the acoustic representation. A
detailed description is given of the procedures and algorithms used to obtain these measure-
ment values.
In Chapter 7, it is described how the normalization procedures are compared with each
other. To achieve this, the raw acoustic measurements, described in Chapter 6, are trans-
formed using the normalization procedures described in Chapter 2. I evaluate the normaliza-
tion procedures on how well they preserve phonemic variation, preserve sociolinguistic vari-
ation, and minimize anatomical/physiological speaker-related variation in the transformed
acoustic representations of the vowel data described in Chapter 5. Using these comparisons,
it is established which normalization procedure meets the criterion proposed in the present
chapter best in the acoustic domain.
Chapter 8 describes the listening experiment outlined in Chapter 4. In this experiment,
phonetically-trained listeners provide a category judgment and an articulatory judgment of a
set of read vowel tokens. The purpose of this experiment is twofold. Using these articulatory
judgments, the articulatory perceptual representation is obtained, which is used for the com-
parison with the acoustic representation(s) in Chapter 9. Second, the articulatory judgments
are used to evaluate the reliability of the phonetically-trained listeners, and to evaluate the
role of the availability of various sources of variation on articulatory judgments made by
these listeners.
Chapter 9 presents the comparison of the acoustic representations and the articulatory
representation, carried out with regression analysis. This comparison is used to establish
which normalization procedure models the perceptual representation best.
Chapter 10 discusses the results and presents the conclusions of the present research. An
overview is presented of the procedures’ performance in tasks described in Chapters 7 to 9.
Given these results, it is decided which procedure is suitable for use in sociolinguistics.
Chapter 2
Acoustic vowel normalization
2.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with acoustic vowel normalization. Its purpose is threefold. First, the
criteria are presented that were used to select the normalization procedures evaluated in this
research. Second, the selected procedures are described in detail. Third, a literature study is
carried out that discusses studies describing previous comparisons of acoustic normalization
procedures.
Section 2.2 describes the selection of the normalization procedures. In section 2.3, the
classification of the selected normalization procedures is presented. Section 2.4 describes
the procedures themselves in detail. Section 2.5 discusses the literature study. Finally, in
section 2.6, the conclusions of the literature study are given.
2.2 Selection of normalization procedures
In Chapter 1, I wrote that a normalization procedure must meet two criteria in order to be
selected for comparison in the present research. First, the procedure must produce results
that can be used in sociolinguistic research investigating language variation and language
change. Second, the procedure was evaluated before, by someone other than its designer.
As for the first criterion, roughly speaking, two types3 of normalization procedures are
proposed in the literature: formant-based procedures and whole-spectrum procedures. Exam-
ples of formant-based procedures can be found in Gerstman (1968), Fant (1975), Syrdal &
Gopal (1986), and Miller (1989). Formant-based procedures seek to improve the correspon-
dence between the acoustic and perceptual domains of speech, for instance, by representing
3A third approach is to use neural nets to model vowel recognition, e.g., Weenink (1993; 1997).
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the formant frequencies on auditory scales (e.g., bark-scale, ERB-scale), or by multiplying
each value by a scale factor, for instance, to correct for differences in vocal tract sizes.
Overall, the purpose of formant-based procedures is to minimize the variation within a set of
vowel tokens spoken by different speakers, while maximizing the separation of sets of vowel
tokens that belong to different vowel categories by transforming the values of (combinations
of) F0, F1, F2, and F3.
Whole-spectrum approaches to vowel normalization are proposed in Klein, Plomp & Pols
(1970), Pols, Tromp, & Plomp (1973), Bladon & Lindblom (1981), Bladon (1982), and Klatt
(1982). Generally speaking, these approaches use spectral information beyond the center fre-
quency of the spectral peaks used in formant-based approaches. Whole-spectrum approaches
assume that all spectral information is relevant and that no speaker-specific information
should be discarded. For instance, Bladon & Lindblom (1981) claimed that the perceived
distance (in vowel quality) between two vowel tokens can be determined by the Euclidian
distance between the bark-transformed amplitude spectra of these two vowel tokens.
It was decided to only compare formant-based procedures in the present research4, for
two reasons. First, one of the advantages of formant frequencies is that they provide a very
compact (two- or three-dimensional) description of vowels. Because of this, it is possible to
visually represent acoustic differences between vowels in a two-dimensional formant plot;
which is a common way to display vowel tokens in phonetics and sociolinguistics (usually
displaying F1 vs. F2, and sometimes combinations such as F1 vs. F0, or F2 vs. F3). Second,
sociolinguists such as Labov (1994), who have used normalization procedures to reveal
variation patterns, have exclusively used formant-based procedures5.
The second criterion results in the selection of procedures that are discussed and com-
pared with each other in previously published papers on acoustic vowel normalization. A
variety of studies evaluate the performance of formant-based procedures, either for use in
studies of language variation and change (Hindle, 1978; Disner, 1980), for a phonetic theory
of vowel perception (Nearey, 1978; Syrdal, 1984; Nearey, 1992), or for automatic speech
recognition (Deterding, 1990). I decided to evaluate all procedures that are described in these
six studies, with the exception of those procedures that are not formant-based6, or are not
documented well enough to allow implementation7.
Finally, by applying the second criterion, several existing formant-based procedures are
4It is not unimaginable that whole-spectrum procedures can be applied for sociolinguistic purposes. However,
there are indications that formant-based procedures perform better at classifying vowel tokens correctly, cf.
Deterding (1990).
5It could of course be the case that differences between vowels are represented better with procedures as proposed
in Pols (1977), but my decision was to evaluate procedures that have successfully been used in, or that are very
promising for sociolinguistic research, and all these procedures are formant-based.
6Four of the procedures that are evaluated by Deterding (1990) are not selected: the vocal-tract correction
proposed by Wakita (1977), Bladon & Lindblom’s distance model (1981), Perceptually-based Linear Prediction
by Hermansky (1985a;1985b), and Pickering’s (1986) centroid procedure.
7This concerns Sankoff, Shorrock & McKay’s regression procedure (1974), described in Hindle (1978).
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excluded: i.e., any transformation involving F ′2 (the ‘weighted second formant’) as proposed
by Carlson, Fant & Grandstro¨m (1975) and an alternate version of Gerstman’s (1968) proce-
dure as proposed by Hieronymus (1991). Although these procedures are documented well,
they were not evaluated by someone other than the designer.
After applying the two criteria, 12 acoustic normalization procedures remained, the base-
line procedure, hertz, and 11 procedures that transform the data in hertz. These procedures
are selected for comparison in the present research. The procedures are also listed below and
are described in more detail in section 2.4.
HZ the baseline condition, formants in Hz
LOG a log-transformation of the frequency scale
BARK a bark-transformation of the frequency scale
MEL a mel-transformation of the frequency scale
ERB an ERB-transformation of the frequency scale
GERSTMAN Gerstman’s (1968) range normalization
LOBANOV Lobanov’s (1971) z-score transformation
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s (1975) vocal-tract scaling
CLIHi4 Nearey’s (1978) individual log-mean procedure
CLIHs4 Nearey’s (1978) shared log-mean procedure
SYRDAL & GOPAL Syrdal & Gopal’s (1986) bark-distance model
MILLER Miller’s (1989) formant-ratio model
2.3 Classification of normalization procedures
Traditionally, formant-based normalization procedures are classified according to the type of
information they employ. I describe two previously proposed ways to classify normalization
procedures. The first is a two-way classification, as proposed by Ainsworth (1975), the
second is a tripartite classification, proposed by Rosner & Pickering (1994).
The first classification is commonly referred to as the intrinsic/extrinsic classification.
Ainsworth (1975) was the first to distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic types of in-
formation in vowel recognition. Intrinsic procedures use only acoustic information contained
within a single vowel token to categorize that vowel token. These procedures typically consist
of a nonlinear transformation of the frequency scale (log, mel, bark), and/or a transformation
based on a combination of formant frequencies (e.g., F1 − F0). An example of an intrinsic
procedure can be found in Syrdal & Gopal (1986). Extrinsic procedures, on the other hand,
assume that information is required that is distributed across more than one vowel category of
a speaker; for instance, the formant frequencies of the point vowels for that speaker. Exam-
ples of extrinsic procedures can be found in Gerstman (1968), Lobanov, (1971), Nordstro¨m &
Lindblom (1975), and Nearey (1978). The majority of the intrinsic procedures was developed
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in the field of perceptual phonetics with the purpose of modeling human vowel perception.
In general, extrinsic procedures were designed for improving vowel classification, often for
automatic speech recognition.
The second classification was introduced by Rosner & Pickering (1994). In their tri-
partite classification, they classify the normalization procedures as category-independent, as
category-specific, or as speaker-specific.
Rosner & Pickering argued that the weakness of the intrinsic/extrinsic distinction lies in
the ambiguity of the role of F0. First, F0 can act as a factor enabling the identification of an
individual vowel token uttered by an individual speaker. Here, F0 acts as a vowel-specific
factor, reflecting vowel-intrinsic F0, independent of the type of speaker (male, female, or
child). The procedures that incorporate F0 in this manner are category-independent. Syrdal
& Gopal (1986) and Miller (1989) are examples of procedures that use F0 in this fashion8.
Second, they argued that the F0 of an individual vowel can provide a cue for the speaker
category: listeners may create separate templates for men, women, and children. Under
this hypothesis, F0 facilitates vowel recognition by selecting an appropriate template for
the speaker’s category. Procedures employing F0 in this manner are classified as category-
specific9. The third type are the speaker-specific procedures: these procedures correspond to
the extrinsic procedures in the intrinsic/extrinsic classification.
Rosner & Pickering’s tripartite division thus boils down to renaming extrinsic factors into
speaker-specific factors and splitting the intrinsic factors up into two categories, depending
on how the procedures employ F0; as providing information about the speaker or about the
vowel. Rosner & Pickering remarked that previously proposed theories of vowel normaliza-
tion are either category-independent or category-specific. They added that no explicit vowel
normalization theories were developed that incorporate category-specific factors.
In the present research, I adopt an extension to the intrinsic/extrinsic classification. The
intrinsic/extrinsic classification is expanded to the formants, thus creating formant-intrinsic
and formant-extrinsic categories in addition to the vowel-intrinsic and vowel-extrinsic cat-
egories. The intrinsic/extrinsic scheme classifies procedures according to whether they use
information within one vowel token or across vowel tokens. The added subdivision serves to
classify procedures based on whether the transformed dimensions use information contained
within one formant (including F0), using ‘formant-intrinsic’ information, or across formants
(including F0), using ‘formant-extrinsic’ information. This way, a two-way classification
of normalization procedures is created that has four possible combinations. My two-way
classification seems more efficient than Rosner & Pickering’s tripartite classification, the
8Rosner & Pickering (1994) argued against F0 as a category-independent factor, because the normalization
procedures proposed by Syrdal & Gopal (1986) and Miller (1989) cannot explain the recognition of whispered
vowel tokens (that have no F0).
9A similar hypothesis was also proposed by Johnson (1990b) and Nusbaum & Magnuson (1997). These authors
claimed that listeners use auditory variables such as F0 to learn the speaker’s vowel system.
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Table 2.1: Two-way classification of the 12 normalization procedures evaluated in the present
research sorted according to the type of information they employ.
Information Vowel-intrinsic Vowel-extrinsic
Formant-intrinsic HZ, LOG, BARK, MEL, ERB GERSTMAN, LOBANOV, CLIHi4
Formant-extrinsic SYRDAL & GOPAL NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM,
MILLER, CLIHs4
tripartite classification has one empty category, because no category-specific theories for
vowel normalization were proposed.
In Table 2.1, the scale transformations LOG, BARK, MEL, ERB, and HZ are classified as vowel-
intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures. SYRDAL & GOPAL is vowel-intrinsic because it uses
information contained within a single vowel token, and formant-extrinsic because it employs
information across formants: its first dimension involves F1 and F0 in bark, and its second
dimension includes F3 and F2 in bark.
GERSTMAN, LOBANOV, and CLIHi4 are classified as vowel-extrinsic/ formant-intrinsic
procedures in Table 2.1. All three transformations require formant frequencies across more
than one vowel per speaker, and are calculated for each formant separately10.
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM and MILLER, and CLIHs4 are classified as vowel-extrin-
sic/formant-extrinsic procedures. NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM use a scale factor derived from
the values of the mean values of F3 for a reference speaker11, and all formant frequencies for
all vowels of a speaker are multiplied by that scale factor. MILLER uses between-formant dif-
ferences on a logarithmic scale. One of these ratios includes a speaker-specific anchor point
based on the mean fundamental frequency of all vowel categories of that speaker. CLIHs4
corrects each formant frequency for a log-mean value computed using multiple formants
(i.e., the mean across F0, F1, F2, and F3).
My two-way classification has consequences for the status of F0. Some designers of
the procedures treat F0 implicitly as if it were a full formant, by using transformations like
F1 − F0. Such an F0-correction is then placed on the same level of importance as, say, a
transformation of the second formant frequency. All formant-extrinsic procedures treat F0
in this manner. Syrdal & Gopal (1986) stated that F0 and formants may be more similar for
the auditory system than they appear from their differences in production and their acoustic
10Nearey’s original procedure (CLIH) implies using only one scale-factor based on the formant frequencies of
F1 and F2, and is in its original form a formant-extrinsic procedure. But as is explained in section 2.4.3, in the
present research I adopted two versions, one with a shared scale factor (CLIHs4), that is therefore vowel-extrin-
sic/formant-extrinsic, and one with separate scale factors for each formant is adopted: (CLIHi4), that is therefore
vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic.
11NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM could be seen as ‘speaker-extrinsic’ in addition to being vowel- and formant-
extrinsic, because all values of all formants of all vowels of the speakers in a group depend on the values of a
reference speaker.
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definitions. Syrdal & Gopal supported their position by stating that F0 behaves ‘formant-
like’, because F0 and F1 vary systematically across vowels and by referring to Fant’s (1974)
and Traunmu¨ller’s (1981) studies, in which F0 influenced vowel perception. My two-way
classification thus implies treating F0 like a formant.
2.4 Description of selected normalization procedures
This section describes the 12 normalization procedures that are compared in the present
research. The description of each procedure consists of three parts: first, information is
given about the hypotheses underlying the design of the procedure, second, the procedure
itself is explained briefly, and third, a detailed description is given of how the procedure is
implemented.
When describing each procedure, it is assumed that the procedure attempts to represent
the acoustic variables in an n-dimensional space with axes D0 ... Dn. Additionally, the
names of the normalization procedures are displayed in superscript, e.g., DM for a mel-
transformation, or Dlobanov for Lobanov’s (1971) z-score transformation. Furthermore, in-
dices for the formant frequency (F ) number are displayed in subscript (e.g., F2). Moreover,
all procedures are applied to measurements of F0, F1, F2, and F3. This has consequences for
several procedures: Gerstman (1968), Lobanov (1971), as well as Nearey (1978) proposed
that it suffices to apply their normalization procedures to the first two formant frequencies per
vowel token. Nevertheless, as is explained in further detail in Chapter 4, these procedures are
also applied to F0 and F3, to be able to evaluate the role of F0 and F3 in the normalization
process as well as the role of F1 and F2. Finally, when a procedure’s name is printed in small
caps, then the procedure as implemented in the present research is referred to. For instance,
‘BARK’ refers to the transformation used in the present research, while ‘bark’ refers to the
generic bark-transformation.
2.4.1 Vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
HZ: the frequency scale
The frequency scale, or the hertz scale, served as the baseline scale against which all other
normalization procedures were evaluated. All raw measurements of the fundamental fre-
quency and the formant frequencies are presented in Hz. The baseline is expressed by F0,
F1, F2, and F3; transformed formants are represented by Di (e.g., DM0 , DM1 , DM2 , and DM3
for mel-transformed F0, F1, F2, and F3, respectively).
LOG: the logarithmic scale
Joos (1948) suggested using the logarithmic scale in vowel perception research. Both Miller
(1989) and Nearey (1978) applied a log-transformation in their normalization procedures.
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The logarithmic, or log, scale was originally presented as a scale of musical pitch: two notes
whose fundamental frequencies define a particular musical interval (octave = 2:1, fifth = 3:2).
The difference between log frequencies is constant for a given interval. The log scale is
thought to reflect the psychological equivalent of the frequency scale (cf. Miller, 1989). In
the present research, natural logarithms were used to transform a formant frequency in Hz to
LOG as in equation (2.1):
DLi = ln(Fi) (2.1)
MEL: the mel scale
The mel scale was derived by Stevens & Volkmann (1940) through scaling experiments that
involved subjective evaluations of pitch differences by naive listeners. They asked their listen-
ers to subdivide large pitch intervals between pairs of reference tones into four equal, smaller
intervals by adjusting three variable tones. The frequencies of the reference pair varied across
trials. The results of these experiments were confirmed by fractionation experiments. In
these experiments, listeners had to set a variable tone to a specified fraction of the reference
stimulus. The frequency of the reference stimulus was varied across trials. In the present
research, a formant frequency in Hz is transformed to MEL according to equation (2.2), as
described by Traunmu¨ller (1990):
DMi = 2595× ln(1 +
Fi
700
) (2.2)
BARK: the bark scale
Several authors selected the bark scale to represent perceived formant frequencies in their
normalization procedures (such as Syrdal & Gopal, 1986). The human auditory system can
be seen as composed of a series of overlapping bandpass filters, or critical bands. A critical
band refers to the effective range of frequencies to which each place on the basilar membrane
responds. The concept of the critical band was proposed by Fletcher (1940)12. Zwicker
(1961) presented the relation between the frequency scale and the critical band(width) and the
critical band rate in the form of a table. The critical band scale was determined from a wide
variety of psychoacoustic experiments. These experiments included loudness summation,
narrow-band masking, two-tone masking, phase sensitivity, threshold of complex sounds,
musical consonance, and discrimination of partials in a complex tone (Scharf, 1970). The
bark scale was derived from the critical band scale. The critical band scale divides the human
12However, Fletchers measurements were indirect and based on the (incorrect) assumption that a tone is masked
by a critical band of noise of the same sound pressure level as the tone. Therefore, his results are generally referred
to as critical ratios. See Moore (1977) for an overview.
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auditory range into 24 units, or barks, (named after Barkhausen, who introduced the phone,
the unit of loudness). One bark corresponds to 1.3 millimeter on the basilar membrane, or to
approximately 150 neurons (Zwicker & Feldtkeller, 1967).
Two formulae exist for transforming Hz values to bark values. The first was proposed by
Zwicker & Terhardt (1980). Their formula is used in the original version of Syrdal & Gopal’s
bark-difference model (1986). Zwicker & Terhardt’s (1980) equation is displayed in (2.3):
DBi = 13 arctan×(0.00076Fi) + 3.5 arctan×(
Fi
7500
)2 (2.3)
Traunmu¨ller (1990) proposed the second formula: a simplified approximation to Zwicker &
Terhardt’s (1980). Traunmu¨ller claimed that his formula is more accurate than equation (2.3)
for frequencies between 2000 and 6700 Hz. He found that values obtained with equation (2.3)
deviate from Zwicker’s (1961) tabulated values as much as 0.2 bark, while values calculated
with his formula deviate less than 0.05 bark. Therefore, in the present research, Traunmu¨ller’s
(1990) version is adopted. Traunmu¨ller’s equation for computing BARK is displayed in (2.4):
DBi = 26.81×
Fi
1960 + Fi
− 0.53 (2.4)
ERB: the equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale
Pickering (1986) as well as Rosner & Pickering (1994) implemented an ERB-transformation
in their respective vowel normalization procedure and model of vowel recognition. The ERB
scale was developed by Moore & Glasberg (1983). Moore & Glasberg believed that the
specifications described by Zwicker & Terhardt (1980) for the critical band are too wide and,
that the critical bandwidth continues to decrease until below 500 Hz (Zwicker & Terhardt
claimed that the critical bandwidth is constant below 500 Hz). Moore & Glasberg suggested
a new scale based on the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB), which reflects their own
measurements better. The ERB-transformation is similar to the bark-transformation, but it
differs in two respects. First, the ERB scale resembles a purely logarithmic scale, more so
than a bark scale. This holds especially for low frequencies. Second, as a consequence of
the narrower critical bandwidth of the ERB rate, one ERB is smaller than one bark. In a
later article, Glasberg & Moore (1990) proposed an adapted formula for the frequency-to-
ERB translation, derived using another experimental methodology. This formula, displayed
in equation (2.5) is used throughout the present research:
DEi = 21.4× ln(0.00437× Fi + 1) (2.5)
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2.4.2 Vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures
SYRDAL & GOPAL: Syrdal & Gopal’s (1986) bark-distance transformation
Syrdal & Gopal’s (1986) procedure was originally a component of their quantitative percep-
tual model of human vowel recognition. Syrdal & Gopal derived this model from psychoa-
coustics and speech perception experiments. The model is described extensively in Syrdal
(1984) and Syrdal & Gopal (1986).
The model leans heavily on the spectral center of gravity effect, as described in Chis-
tovich, Sheikin & Lublinskaya (1979). Chistovich et al. reported a critical distance between
spectrally adjacent formant frequencies of approximately 3 to 3.5 bark within which the effect
seems to operate. In their experiment, listeners were presented with a synthetic two-formant
vowel intended to sound like one of the Russian vowels. They had to match this vowel to
a single-formant synthetic vowel. If the distance was smaller than 3.5 bark, the listeners
chose a frequency intermediate between the two adjacent formant frequencies. If the distance
between the reference formants exceeded 3.5 bark, the listeners chose a formant that matched
one of the two formants, but not an intermediate frequency. Chistovich et al. suggested that
there may be a threshold or critical distance between 3 and 3.5 bark for the integration of
formants, and that this critical distance between the first and second formant is constant in
barks. The spectral center of gravity effect also implies that the critical distance may remain
the same over a wide range of frequencies and between other spectrally adjacent formants
(e.g., between the third and fourth formant). Chistovich et al. further suggested that this
kind of perceptual integration may help in perceptual vowel classification, especially for the
distinction between front and back vowels.
Syrdal & Gopal’s transformation incorporates Chistovich et al.’s finding by calculating
the formant distances in bark between F2 and F1, between F3 and F2, and F4 and F3.
They extended Chistovich et al.’s concept by including the distance between F1 and F0.
Subsequently, they investigated whether these distances between formants (and D0) can be
used to devise a binary feature system; distances between adjacent formants are classified on
whether they exceed the critical distance (of three barks) or not.
Syrdal & Gopal investigated whether vowels can be classified using this binary feature
system. They compared the three features (i.e., the three distances (DB1 − DB0 , DB2 − DB1 ,
DB3 − DB2 )) with raw F0, F1, F2, and F3 in Hz. They used a series of linear discriminant
analyses to evaluate how effectively the transformed data can be classified into the correct
vowel categories. The distances between the three formant pairs served as predictors, while
the percentage of vowel tokens classified into the corresponding vowel category served as
the dependent variable. They found that the transformed data results in higher percentages
correctly classified vowel tokens than the untransformed data.
Syrdal & Gopal designed their procedure as follows. They first transformed vowel data
described in Peterson & Barney (1952) to bark (DB0 , DB1 , DB2 , DB3 ), using the formula by
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Zwicker & Terhardt (1980), as displayed in equation (2.3), and using the end-correction
proposed by Traunmu¨ller (1981). Second, they calculated all the distances between adjacent
formants in bark for all the vowel tokens (DB1 −DB0 , DB2 −DB1 , and DB3 −DB2 ). Third, they
classified the vowel tokens according to the distance criterion using a binary feature matrix.
In this feature matrix, the vowel /a/ was, for instance, labeled as having a DB1 −DB0 distance
larger than three bark, and with a DB2 −DB1 distance smaller than three bark, and a DB3 −DB2
distance that was larger than three bark.
In their normalization model, Syrdal & Gopal stated that the DB1 −DB0 dimension repre-
sents the open-close dimension best, and that the DB3 − DB2 dimension represents the front-
back dimension best. They reasoned that the DB1 −DB0 dimension represents a continuum of
high to low vowels, in which high vowels have DB1 − DB0 differences less than three barks,
while mid and low vowels have DB1 −DB0 differences greater than three barks. The DB3 −DB2
dimension represents a continuum of front to back vowels; front vowels have DB3 − DB2
differences less than three barks and back vowels have DB3 − DB2 differences greater than
three barks13.
However, other authors suggested a combination such as F2 − F1 (Fant, 1973; 1982),
or F2 − F0 (Hirahara & Kato, 1992), to account for the front-back dimension. Fant (1982)
reported that all Swedish vowels can be classified into front and back vowels irrespective
of the question whether the distance between the first and second formant of these vowels
exceeds three bark or not. To account for this, Syrdal & Gopal claimed that the choice of the
critical distance for the front-back dimension is language-specific: the D2 − D1 distance is
not a language-universal measure reflecting front-back vowel distinctions. In addition, they
argued that, while all Swedish vowels can be classified using D2 − D1, American English
vowels cannot, because some of the American English vowel categories (/æ/ and /u/) have
D1 and D2 values that show substantial overlap.
In the present research, the two dimensions of SYRDAL & GOPAL are calculated using
equations (2.6) and (2.7). The transformation to barks is performed with equation (2.4).
Ds&g1 = D
B
1 −DB0 (2.6)
Ds&g2 = D
B
3 −DB2 (2.7)
13Note that the claim, that D3 − D2 distance is a language-universal measure reflecting front-back vowel
distinctions, is not expected to be valid for languages that have rounded front vowels (such as /y/ and /Y/ in Dutch,
French, German, or Swedish). In these languages, the distance between DB2 and DB3 exceed three bark. This means
that vowels such as /y/ and /Y/ are likely to be confused using Syrdal & Gopal’s binary classification.
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2.4.3 Vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
GERSTMAN: Gerstman’s (1968) range normalization
Gerstman (1968) aimed to establish the number of dimensions necessary to classify a single
speaker’s vowels and their specification. He argued that such a classification is required for
a (hypothetical) speech recognition system, so that this system can learn the speaker’s vowel
system. In addition, Gerstman wanted to establish how many calibration vowels the speaker
has to produce in order to obtain a specification that can be used by the recognition system.
Gerstman described a procedure that consists of re-scaling the frequencies of the first
and second formants. First, the lowest and highest formant frequencies for each speaker are
measured across vowels. Second, these values are set to 0 and 999, respectively. Third, all
other values are scaled linearly between the two extremes.
He designed a simple pattern classifier to compare the classification of the transformed
formant frequencies with the classification of untransformed formant frequencies for the
vowel data produced by the 76 speakers (33 male speakers, 28 female speakers, and 15
children) described by Peterson & Barney (1952). Gerstman concluded that two dimensions
are sufficient for classifying vowels of a single speaker. These two dimensions correspond to
the scaled F1 and the scaled F2. In addition, he stated that it is not necessary to use tokens
from all vowel categories of a speaker in order to derive the maximum and minimum values
for F1 and F2; the point vowels /i, A, u/ suffice. Gerstman presumed that /i/ can provide
minimum F1 and maximum F2, /A/ can provide maximum F1, and /u/ can provide minimum
F2.
In the present research, the minimum and maximum values for a speaker are calculated
using tokens from all nine monophthongal vowel categories of Dutch for each speaker. Al-
though Gerstman proposed to use only the standardized values for the first two formants,
I used the standardized values for the fundamental frequency and the first three formants.
GERSTMAN was calculated as described as in equation (2.8).
Dgerstmani = 999×
Fi − Fmini
Fmaxi − Fmini
(2.8)
In equation (2.8), Fi is the formant frequency value (where i = 0, 1, 2, or 3) to be scaled.
Fmini is the minimum value of all the formant frequencies for all the vowels for a speaker,
while Fmaxi is the maximum frequency for all the formant frequencies across all vowels for
that speaker.
LOBANOV: Lobanov’s (1971) z-score transformation
Lobanov (1971), like Gerstman, aimed at vowel normalization for automatic speech recog-
nition purposes. He suggested that inter-speaker differences could be minimized through
re-scaling, using the center of each speaker’s vowel space and the average dispersion from
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that center. He claimed that only the first two formants per vowel are necessary for the
normalization. Lobanov was not as concerned with using a minimum number of vowels for a
single speaker as Gerstman (1968). Lobanov stated that, in order to transform all values per
speaker to their z-scores, all formant frequencies for all the vowels of that speaker have to be
included.
The acoustic variables in this thesis are transformed to Lobanov’s transformation as
shown in equation (2.9).
Dlobanovi =
Fi − µi
σi
(2.9)
In equation (2.9), the mean formant frequency µi is calculated using all the vowels of a
speaker for a formant i, while σi refers to the standard deviation.
CLIHi4: Nearey’s (1978) individual log-mean model
The rationale behind Nearey’s transformation (1978) is that each speaker’s vowel space is
located on a logarithmic F1 by F2 plot by reference to one reference vowel. Nearey claimed
that a minimum of two vowels for a given speaker must be known in order to use his
procedure.
Nearey’s procedure is also known as the Constant Log Interval Hypothesis (CLIH). This
hypothesis states that corresponding formants of corresponding vowels for different speakers
stand in constant ratios to each other and can be transformed using a multiplication by this
ratio. After this transformation, the formant frequencies coincide. Nearey thus adopted the
idea that the ratios of formant frequencies are more relevant for vowel recognition than the
actual frequencies of those formants. This idea is commonly known as the ‘constant ratio hy-
pothesis’, which was first formulated by Lloyd (1890a; 1890b; 1891), and was also described,
for instance, by Chiba & Kajiyama (1941), Potter & Steinberg (1950), and Peterson (1961).
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM used this hypothesis as well, as is described in section 2.4.4.
Nearey’s procedure consists of expressing each log-transformed formant frequency as a
distance to a reference point, the log-mean. Nearey proposed two different ways to calculate
this reference log-mean, defined in the present research as either the shared log-mean (CLIH-
s4: the index s4 indicates that the shared log-mean is calculated over four dimensions, i.e., F0,
F1, F2, and F3) or the individual log-mean (CLIHi4: the index i4 indicates that four individual
log-means are calculated, one for each dimension). The individual log-mean is described
here. The shared log-mean is described as a vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure.
Whenever I refer to CLIHi2, the mean value of the (log) formant frequency for F1 (DL1 )
and the mean value of F2 (DL2 ) is referred to. For CLIHi3, the log-mean per formant is based
on the (log-transformed) mean values for F1, F2, and F3, and for CLIHi4, the log-mean per
formant is based on the (log-transformed) mean values for F0, F1, F2, and F3. The formula
for the single log-mean is displayed in (2.10).
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Dclihi4i = D
L
i − µDLi (2.10)
For the individual log-means, the second index of CLIHi4 is 4, because in my research, three
formants plus the fundamental frequency are calculated. Each log-mean is calculated on the
formant frequency values (or fundamental frequency) for all vowels per speaker.
Formally, CLIHi as suggested in Nearey (1978) is identical to the “centered” procedure
suggested five years earlier by Pols, Plomp & Tromp (1973). Pols et al. described a nor-
malization procedure that would be written as CLIHi3 in my notation. However, throughout
this thesis, I use Nearey’s terminology (i.e., ‘CLIH’ instead of ‘centered’) to refer to the
normalization procedure in (2.10), because all the studies that I describe in Section 2.5 refer
to Nearey’s (1978) procedure.
2.4.4 Vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures
CLIH: Nearey’s (1978) shared log-mean model
The rationale behind the shared log-mean (CLIHs4) is nearly identical to the rationale behind
the individual log-mean (CLIHi4). The only difference is that CLIHs4 uses one overall log-
mean. Nearey’s CLIHs4 thus uses a shared log-mean that is the grand mean of the log-means
of all formant frequency numbers.
The shared log-mean used in the present research is based on four log-means, because
the acoustic representation per vowel token consists of measurements of F0, F1, F2, and
F3. Therefore CLIHs4 is the mean value of µDL0 , µDL1 , µDL2 , and µDL3 . Each log-transformed
formant frequency value (DL0 , DL1 , DL2 , and DL3 ) is then expressed as its distance to the shared
mean (CLIHs4).
The version of CLIHs4 as used in the present research is presented in formula (2.11),
where i should be interpreted as if referring to either F0, F1, F2, or F3.
Dclihs4i = D
L
i − (µDL0 + µDL1 + µDL2 + µDL3 )/4 (2.11)
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM: Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s (1975) vocal tract transforma-
tion
Nordstro¨m & Lindblom (1975) sought to improve vowel categorization through the use of a
scale factor calculated using the average F3. Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s approximation is that
speaker-specific variation originating from anatomical differences between male and female
speakers can be accounted for solely in terms of vocal tract length. They argued that because
the vocal tract length variations affect all formant frequency values uniformly, the same scale
factor should be applied to all formants. Their procedure is therefore a uniform scaling
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procedure. The procedure consists of first estimating the speaker’s vocal tract length from the
average of the third formant for open vowels, that is, vowels with an F1 greater than 600 Hz
for the male and the female speakers in the speaker groups to be compared. Second, because
the length of a speaker’s vocal tract is inversely related to formant frequency, the average F3
can be used to estimate the average vocal tract length of the male and the female speakers in
the speaker group. Third, the scale factor k in Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s model is calculated
using equation (2.12). It expresses the ratio of the length of the average female vocal tract
(Lfemale) to the length of the average male vocal tract (Lmale). In equation (2.12), µmaleF3 and
µfemaleF3 are the mean values for the third formants of the open vowels for the male and female
speakers, respectively. Fourth, any formant frequency for a female speaker (F femalei ) can be
scaled by multiplying it with k as in (2.13).
In the present research, the scale factor k is calculated as in equation (2.12), using the
frequency of F3 of all vowel tokens with an F1 greater than 600 Hz of all speakers in the
speaker groups to be compared. Subsequently, the values for the female speakers were scaled
as in (2.13). The values for the male speakers were left unchanged.
k =
Lmale
Lfemale
=
µmaleF3
µfemaleF3
(2.12)
Dn&li = kF
female
i (2.13)
MILLER: Miller’s (1989) formant ratio transformation
Miller’s model (1989), like SYRDAL & GOPAL and CLIHi4 and CLIHs4, was based on the
constant ratio hypothesis. Miller proposed to use the distance between adjacent log-transfor-
med formant frequencies to acoustically represent vowel tokens. He evaluated several scale
transformations: bark, mel, log, and Koenig (a modified logarithmic scale by Koenig, 1949).
He argued that, while all scale transformations perform approximately equal, the log scale
can be compared directly with other types of sounds (e.g., musical). Additionally, he claimed
that the log scale allows the ratios between the formants to be expressed as distances. He
referred to these rations as ‘sensory formants’.
Miller defined three sensory peaks (D1, D2, and D3) corresponding to the log-transfor-
med first three formants. He proposed representing a vowel in three dimensions, consisting of
the distance between, first, the log-transformed first formant and an F0-based speaker-specific
anchor point, second, between the log-transformed second formant and the first log-transfor-
med formant, and third, between the log-transformed third formant and the log-transformed
second formant. Miller’s model puts considerable emphasis on the first and second formants;
they are both included twice.
The normalizing component of MILLER is expressed by the Sensory Reference (SR) (see
equation (2.14)). SR serves as a speaker-specific anchor point. Miller hypothesized that
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listeners use SR to judge the position of the first three formants. In the present research,
the SR is calculated using the geometric mean of all values of the F0 for a speaker, and
corrected for a constant (k in equation (2.14)). Miller suggested to use a value for k of 168
Hz, (the geometric mean of 125 Hz and 225 Hz, which he adopts for the average male and
female F0, respectively). In the present research, I calculate the value of the constant k using
the observed mean for the F0 for the male and female speaker groups that are compared.
MILLER is implemented as in equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17).
SR = k(µ
DL0
/k)
1
3 (2.14)
Dmiller1 = (
DL1
SR ) (2.15)
Dmiller2 = (
DL2
DL1
) (2.16)
Dmiller3 = (
DL3
DL2
) (2.17)
2.5 Literature on normalization procedures
This section discusses the design and the results of previously published studies. This was
done in order to assess how well the 12 selected procedures performed at the criterion pro-
posed in Chapter 1 of the present research: the procedure must preserve sociolinguistic
speaker-related variation and phonemic variation, while minimizing variation in the acoustic
representation related to the speaker’s anatomical/physiological characteristics. In addition,
the literature study is carried out as well in order to get an idea about the methodologies that
were previously employed to evaluate normalization procedures.
Hindle (1978)
Hindle (1978) compared three normalization procedures with raw data in Hz. His goal was to
establish which procedure could reduce speaker-specific variation so that “...different speak-
ers’ versions of the same phoneme coincide in the normalized system”, while the procedures
must also meet a ‘sociolinguistic criterion’. This sociolinguistic criterion is similar to the
criterion used in the present research.
Hindle tested the vocal tract length procedure developed by Nordstro¨m & Lindblom
(1975), Nearey’s (1978) CLIHs2 procedure (with a shared scale factor based on the mean
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frequency values of F1 and F2 across all vowels for each speaker), and a procedure from
Sankoff, Shorrock & McKay (1974)14.
Hindle performed the comparison by applying the procedures to two sets of vowel data,
in two tests. The first data set was obtained through a sociolinguistic interview, with speakers
from Philadelphia. Hindle used conversational speech data from nineteen speakers (10 female
and 9 male speakers). Hindle established how well each procedure meets his sociolinguis-
tic criterion by evaluating how well a well-known age-difference effect is preserved in the
normalized acoustic representations of his vowel data. This age-difference concerned a
difference in the realization of the American English diphthong “/ay0/”15.
In addition, Hindle obtained perceptual descriptions of the vowel data. These descriptions
consist of narrow phonetic transcriptions provided by phonetically-trained listeners. These
perceptual descriptions indicate an age effect: older speakers produce the diphthong with a
nucleus close to /a/, while the younger speakers’ nucleus is closer to /@/. This age effect
should be reflected in the acoustic representation by a higher first formant frequency for the
older speakers.
Hindle compared the performance of the three procedures through linear regression anal-
ysis. In each analysis, the transformed frequency of the first formant was regressed on
the chronological age of the speakers. It was found that all three procedures normalized
away some of the sociolinguistic variation, because only a very small age effect was found
after normalization, as compared with his baseline (the raw data in Hz). Only the effects
for Nearey’s CLIHi2 and Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s scale transformation procedures show
significant age effects. Hindle found these two effects to be slightly larger than those of the
procedure developed by Sankoff et al.16. Finally, Nearey’s procedure reveals slightly more
sociolinguistic variation than Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s.
The second data set that Hindle tested was obtained through a random survey of the
Philadelphia community. Telephone recordings were made of interviews with 60 informants.
Because telephone speech usually does not allow a third formant to be measured reliably,
Nordstro¨m & Lindblom’s procedure (which uses the third formant to estimate its scale factor)
was excluded. Otherwise, the same procedures were used as in the first study and the same
age-difference effect (a difference in the realization of the American English diphthong ‘/ay0/’
by a younger and an older group of speakers) was studied. The same pattern in the results
was found, Nearey’s CLIHi2 procedure performs slightly better than Sankoff’s procedure,
although some sociolinguistic variation is minimized compared with the baseline. The effects
for the age difference were significant for both procedures.
14Sankoff et al.’s procedure is not evaluated in the present research for reasons discussed in section 2.2.
15According to Hindle, this vowel occurs in American English words such as ‘fight’.
16It is not clear whether Hindle found a significant effect for Sankoff et al.’s procedure.
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Nearey (1978)
Nearey (1978) compared two versions of his own procedure, CLIHs2 and CLIHi2 (using F1
and F2) with two other procedures: Gerstman’s (1968) range-normalization, and Lobanov’s
(1971) z-transformation. He evaluated these four procedures by applying them to the formant
frequencies of Peterson & Barney’s vowel data (1952).
Each normalization procedure’s ‘resolving power’ was estimated. Nearey defined this
resolving power as “...the ability to allow the separation of normalized formant frequencies
into distinct groups corresponding to phonetic categories.”. Nearey thus evaluated the proce-
dures on how well they minimize all speaker-related variation, while preserving the phonemic
variation. He applied several measures of resolving power. Only the first measure is discussed
here: the percentage of vowel tokens that are correctly identified. Nearey calculated this
percentage by drawing (curved) boundaries between the vowel categories in the scatter plots
by hand. The results show that Lobanov’s procedure is the most powerful, 94%, followed
by Nearey’s procedures CLIHi2 (using an individual log-mean for F1 and F2) and CLIHs2
(shared log-mean calculated across µF1 and µF2 ), 93% and 90%, respectively. Gerstman’s
procedure performs poorest (89%). Nearey also performed a Linear Discriminant Analysis,
and found the same pattern in the results, i.e., Lobanov’s procedure performs best, followed
by CLIHi2 and CLIHs2, and Gerstman’s procedure performs poorest.
Disner (1980)
Disner (1980) compared four procedures with raw data in Hz: Gerstman’s range normaliza-
tion (1968), Lobanov’s z-transformation (1971), Nearey’s (1978) CLIHs2 procedure (based
on the mean value of µF1 and µF2 ), and Harshman’s (1970) PARAFAC model17.
She compared the four procedures in two ways. She first applied them to recordings
of vowel data from six Germanic languages: English (Peterson & Barney, 1952), Norwe-
gian (Gamnes, 1965), Swedish (Fant, Hennigson & Sta˚lhammer, 1969), German (Jørgensen,
1969), Danish (Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972), and Dutch (Pols, Plomp & Tromp, 1973). Disner
evaluated the percentages of ‘scatter reduction’ per procedure for each language. The proce-
dures were thus evaluated on how well they produced an acoustic representation in which all
phonemic variation was preserved, while all speaker-related variation was eliminated. Disner
accomplished this by plotting the acoustic representations of the vowel tokens in ellipses that
cover 95% of the variance per vowel category (following Labov, Yaeger & Steiner, 1972, and
Davis, 1976) in a formant space with F1 along the ordinate and F2 along the abscissa on a
mel scale, before and after applying the normalization procedures. The scatter reduction was
measured by comparing the surface of the areas covered by the ellipses covered before and
after normalization, per vowel. The resulting improved clustering for all vowel categories
17Not discussed or evaluated in the present research because it was not documented well enough to implement.
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was expressed relative to the baseline situation (raw data in Hz). For instance, after applying
Nearey’s CLIHs2 on the German data, 30% of the variance remained, compared with the
baseline data (set at 100%). Nearey’s procedure thus reduces the variance in the scatter with
70%, compared with the raw data. The results from this comparison show that, although no
specific procedure is the most effective for all the languages, Nearey’s CLIHs2 procedure is
generally the most effective. Lobanov’s procedure is slightly less effective than Nearey’s,
followed by Gerstman’s range normalization.
Disner’s second evaluation was a comparison of the procedures’ output to impression-
istic data to see how well the procedures preserve linguistic differences in the vowels of
the different languages. She gathered statements from trained listeners about the linguis-
tic characteristics of the vowels of the six languages from the literature. She argued that
these statements are relatively reliable indicators for the linguistic qualities of vowels across
languages, because she encountered examples where different phonetically-trained listeners
agree independently on the relative qualities of Germanic vowels. An example of such an
statement is: the Dutch /E/ is more open than the English vowel in ‘bed’; intermediate between
‘set’ and ‘sat’ (Koolhoven, 1968). She proposed that the normalized acoustic representation
of the vowel token must reflect the trends in the auditory impressions.
She found that most procedures reflected the linguistic differences between the languages
poorly, and in some cases even reversed them. In addition, the procedures that perform best
at improving clustering, reduce differences more severely than the ones that are less effective
at clustering.
Disner concluded that, in order to be able to compare procedures for vowel normalization
across languages or dialects, the data sets must be fully phonologically comparable, because
implicit assumptions about the underlying vowel system are made when languages are com-
pared using the normalized vowel frequencies. These assumptions concern the means and the
standard deviations for the vowel categories. Some procedures are only appropriate for cross-
language comparisons when the languages have comparable means, while others demand
that the languages have comparable standard deviations. Procedures as proposed by Lobanov
(1971) and Gerstman (1968) use scaling factors based on all vowels of the vowel inventory of
the speaker’s language or dialect. However, because different language or dialects can have
different vowel phonemes in their inventory, the scaling factors can be expected to differ
across languages or dialects. Comparing normalized speech from two dialects can thus result
in using different scaling factors to normalize vowel tokens, which can subsequently result in
artificial differences, or the deletion of differences, in vowel quality between and within the
vowels of speakers from two dialect groups.
Syrdal (1984)
Syrdal evaluated eight normalization procedures. These were the log-transformation, the
bark-transformation, Syrdal’s bark-difference model (1984), two versions of Miller: Enge-
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Table 2.2: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens for the two discriminant analyses
performed on the Peterson & Barney (1952) data. Based on Syrdal’s Table 2 (1984).
% LDA 1: Vowel (10) LDA 2: Speaker Groups (3)
Baseline (Hz) 82.3 89.6
Log 86.8 89.0
Bark 85.9 88.0
Bark-difference 85.9 41.7
Miller 1 79.2 62.2
Miller 2 (F0 corr.) 84.5 33.3
CLIHs4 88.9 35.1
CLIHi4 91.4 33.3
Gerstman 86.9 33.3
bretson & Vemula’s log-ratio model (1980), as in equation (2.15) and one with a corrected
male F0, two versions of Nearey’s (1978) CLIHs4 model (one log-mean factor per speaker;
based on the mean of µF0 , µF1 , µF2 , and µF3 . In addition, she evaluated CLIHi4, with one
individual log-mean factor for each of the three formants and for the fundamental frequency,
and finally Gerstman’s range normalization (1968), which was also applied at the three
formants frequencies and the fundamental frequency. All these procedures were compared
with the baseline procedure (F0, F1, F2, and F3 in Hz).
Syrdal applied the procedures to the Peterson & Barney (1952) data set. She carried out
two series of linear discriminant analyses (LDAs). In the first series, the procedures were
evaluated on how well they produced output that allowed the vowel tokens to be classified
correctly into the corresponding vowel category. The second series of LDAs can be seen as
the complement of the first; in this LDA the percentage of vowel tokens that were grouped
into the correct speaker group (male, female, child) was estimated. Syrdal stated that a good
procedure must eliminate the speaker-specific variation. A low percentage (at chance level)
for the results from this LDA indicates that certain speaker-specific variation is eliminated.
The results for both LDAs from Syrdal’s Table 2 (page 129) are replicated here in Ta-
ble 2.2. Nearey’s CLIHi4 procedure meets both requirements best, with the highest score for
LDA 1 and the lowest for LDA 2. Syrdal’s bark-difference procedure is not as powerful
as Nearey’s CLIHi4 for LDA 1, but it is more powerful than several other procedures at
normalizing away speaker-specific variation.
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Deterding (1990)
Deterding (1990) studied vowel normalization from the perspective of automatic speech
recognition. He evaluated normalization procedures on how well they minimize all speaker-
related variation (sociolinguistic as well as anatomical/physiological) and preserve the phone-
mic variation.
Deterding compared a broad range of procedures, of which eight were formant-based.
These procedures include Gerstman 1 (calculated using all the vowel tokens for a speaker to
calculate the scale factors) and Gerstman 2 (using only vowel categories /A/ and /i/ for each
speaker). Furthermore, Lobanov (1971), Nearey’s CLIHi2 (1978), Pickering (1986)), and four
scale transformation procedures ( log, mel, bark, ERB), as well as the baseline (Hz)18.
Deterding used a set of vowel data for his comparisons consisting of speech of eight
females, eight males, and two children, who all spoke the same variety of English (Standard
Southern British). All speakers pronounced one token of the 11 monophthongal vowels of
British English in a /hVd/ context. He calculated transformed values for all procedures for
the first two formant frequencies for each vowel token.
Deterding used a similar approach for comparing Gerstman’s (1968), Lobanov’s (1971),
and Nearey’s (1978) CLIHs2 procedure. He transformed the frequencies for the first two
formants of his vowel data according to each procedure. Subsequently, he derived ‘template
formant frequencies ’ by averaging all the transformed values for each vowel category for
the male speakers, the female speakers, and for the pooled adult speakers (male and female
speakers, not including the children). He evaluated the transformed values for each individual
speaker by comparing them to these templates. For instance, for each speaker the values
for Gerstman were calculated using formula (2.8), and subsequently the mean value per
transformed formant (for Dgerstman1 and Dgerstman2 separately) was calculated using all vowels
of the adult speaker group, for the male speakers separately and for the female speaker
separately. After computing the templates, a simple pattern classification procedure was
carried out, in order to obtain the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens. The
procedure consists of determining the closest template (i.e., mean value) in a D1 by D2
plot for each vowel token. He carried out this classification procedure for all speaker groups
(including children).
Table 2.3 shows the percentages correctly classified for Gerstman 1, Gerstman 2, Lobanov,
and CLIHs2 as reported by Deterding (1990). It can be seen that, overall, tokens from male
speakers can be classified best using the male templates, tokens from female speakers and
18Deterding evaluated the following procedures as well: auditory whole-spectrum approaches (Bladon &
Lindblom, 1981; Bladon, 1985), scale factors based on vocal-tract length (Wakita, 1977), a procedure for broad-
band spectral integration (Perceptually-based Linear Prediction, or PLP, Hermansky, 1985a, 1985b), and finally
Pickering’s (1986) centroid procedure. These procedures are not discussed here, for reasons given in section 2.2.
Deterding reported that the formant-based procedures generally perform better than the whole-spectrum approaches
in the tests he carried out.
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Table 2.3: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens for the five procedures compared by
Deterding (1990). Based on Deterding’s tables 6.5, 6.7, 6.9, and 6.11.
Templates
% Speakers All adult Male Female
male 76.1 90.1 56.8
Gerstman 1 female 73.9 59.1 80.7
child 45.5 36.4 45.5
overall 71.7 70.7 66.2
male 85.2 93.2 71.6
Gerstman 2 female 79.5 80.7 75.0
child 36.4 36.4 40.9
overall 77.3 81.3 69.7
male 96.6 96.6 79.5
Lobanov female 92.0 80.7 94.3
child 63.6 50.0 59.1
overall 90.9 84.3 83.8
male 97.7 96.6 79.5
CLIHs2 female 88.6 81.8 88.6
child 45.5 45.5 50.0
overall 87.9 84.3 80.3
children are classified best using female templates. In general, the scores are highest for
Lobanov, followed by CLIHs2. Gerstman’s data shows the lowest percentages correctly
classified for the overall data (from the pooled male and female data). However, using only
two vowel categories to estimate a speaker’s vowel space (Gerstman 2) substantially improves
the recognition percentages. Deterding concluded that Lobanov’s normalization procedure
yields the most successful classification of his data, followed by Nearey’s CLIHs2 procedure,
while Gerstman’s (Gerstman 1) procedure is least successful.
In addition, Deterding compared five scale transformation procedures: Hz, log, mel, bark,
and ERB. He applied the four procedures – Gerstman (1968), Lobanov (1971), CLIHs2,
Nearey (1978) – to data in bark, in log, and in ERB, in mel, and in Hz19. This procedure
resulted in combinations such as Gerstman applied to ERB-transformed formant frequencies.
Deterding used a similar classification task such as the one described earlier: he classified
each transformed vowel token by selecting its nearest vowel template for the male speakers,
19Deterding presumably applied the scale transformations before transforming the data according to Gerstman’s,
Lobanov’s, or Nearey’s CLIHs2 procedure.
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Table 2.4: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens for the five scale transformation
procedures compared by Deterding. Calculated using tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 in
Deterding (1990).
Templates
% Speakers All adult Male Female
male 79.3 90.9 57.9
Hz female 77.2 63.9 83.0
child 40.0 34.6 43.6
male 89.1 90.1 74.3
Log female 84.1 74.1 86.1
child 41.8 37.3 42.7
male 85.7 94.1 67.7
Mel female 81.4 70.0 83.9
child 44.5 36.4 46.4
male 87.5 94.6 70.7
Bark female 83.4 72.7 85.7
child 42.7 39.1 42.7
male 87.2 95.3 72.0
ERB female 84.3 73.9 85.9
child 41.8 38.2 44.5
the female speakers, and the children. This was repeated for the vowel templates for the adult
speakers, the male and female templates, and for each combination of scale transformation
procedure and Gerstman’s, Lobanov’s, or Nearey’s CLIHs2 procedures. The pooled results
for all the combinations are displayed in Table 2.4. I calculated these values myself, using the
results in his Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4. Any value in Table 2.4 is the mean of four combinations
(e.g. the mean for ERB is calculated across Gerstman 1 in ERB, Gerstman 2 in ERB,
Lobanov in ERB, and CLIHs2 in ERB) This was necessary, because Deterding presented
mean values in which the performance of procedures such as Pickering (1986), which I do
not discuss in this research, were included as well. Each percentage in Table 2.4 is the
average for the percentages for the combination of Gerstman’s (two procedures), Lobanov’s,
or Nearey’s CLIHs2 procedure and each scale transformation. For instance, in his Table 7.1
(page 158) Deterding presents the result for the following five combinations for the male
speakers classified using the adult templates: no normalization×Hz: 65.2%, Gerstman (all
vowels) × Hz: 76.1%, Gerstman (based on /i, A/) × Hz: 85.2%, Lobanov×Hz: 96.6%,
Nearey×Hz: 78.4%.
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Deterding concluded that the log scale performs best at his classification task. Note that, this
result cannot be observed in Table 2.4. Using my calculations, bark shows the same mean
as log, and ERB shows the highest percentage. This difference between my calculations and
Deterding’s results is most likely due to the fact that the results for Pickering’s procedure
(1986) were not included in my calculations.
In my opinion, Deterding’s results suggest that the performance of all normalization pro-
cedures he tested is sub-optimal. If the procedures effectively minimize the anatomical/phy-
siological differences between speaker groups, the percentages correctly classified vowel
tokens must be the same across speaker groups, across all templates (adult, male, female).
Since the speakers were controlled for their sociolinguistic characteristics, no considerable
sociolinguistic differences between groups could be present in the data. This indicated that
all speaker-related variation is of an anatomical/physiological nature, and that some of this
variation is preserved after normalization. The results show decreased percentages for nearly
every procedure whenever the template (adult, female, or male) do not match the speaker data
(male, female, or child)20.
Nearey (1992)
Nearey compared three scale transformations: bark, ERB and log, Syrdal & Gopal’s model
(1986), Miller’s (1989) transformation, and two versions of his own procedure: CLIHs3 and
CLIHi3. Nearey used Peterson & Barney’s (1952) data set. He used generalized linear
modeling to evaluate and model the transformations.
He restricted his evaluation to measurements of the (normalized) first formant, because
the scale transformations for bark and ERB are both nearly logarithmic in the region above
the highest first formant (around 700 Hz), so not much difference between the scale transfor-
mations was expected for the higher formants.
In the regression analyses, the criterion variable was the first formant of the first token
of each vowel produced by the speakers in Peterson & Barney’s data set (all 76 speakers
had to produce two tokens of each vowel). Nearey evaluated how well this first token could
be predicted through the transformed values of the second token for that vowel category for
that speaker. Effectively, Nearey tested the regression equation that is displayed in equation
(2.18). In equation (2.18), T1sv1 is the transformed measurement for the first formant for the
first token (last subscript) of vowel v by speaker s. T1s.2 is the mean transformed value for the
F1 for a speaker, averaged over all vowel categories of the second token. The factors T1s.2,
T0s.2, and T0sv1 correspond to the extrinsic formant, extrinsic fundamental, and intrinsic
fundamental information, respectively. In other words, Nearey regressed the transformed
formant frequencies of one repetition of a vowel by a certain speaker, plus additional intrinsic
20In addition, his results may partially be due to the pattern classification procedure used. In this procedure, he
did not take into account the (co)variance of the groups that he compared.
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and extrinsic factors onto the same vowel uttered by the same speaker on a second occasion
and evaluates the strength of the correlations between the predictor and the criterion variables.
T1sv1 = av + b1T1s.2 + c1T0s.2 + d1T0sv1 (2.18)
Nearey used analysis of covariance to obtain estimates of the coefficients for the regression
model. The magnitudes of these coefficients indicate the relative importance of different
sources of information in the regression model. The normalization procedures of Syrdal &
Gopal’s (1986), Miller’s (1989), and two versions of his own procedure – CLIHs3 and CLIHi3
(1978) – all make different predictions about the relative importance of the coefficients.
Certain combinations of the coefficients resulting from the analysis of covariance are
compatible with predicted magnitudes of the coefficients that could be made for Syrdal &
Gopal, Miller, or Nearey. For Nearey’s it is predicted that b1 = 1, c1 = 0, d1 = 0, for Miller’s
model this is b1 = 0, c1 = 0.333, d1 = 0 (cf. Nearey, 1992, page 583 for Nearey’s interpretation
of Miller’s (1989) procedure). For Syrdal & Gopal, the predicted magnitudes are b1 = 0, c1 =
0, d1 = 1.
When evaluating the resulting models, Nearey found that his regression model did not
allow him to decide which of the three scale transformations (log, bark, or ERB) is the best
option. However, after invoking extra tests to study systematic patterns in the residuals of
the bark, log, and ERB functions (Hinkley’s test, as described in McCullagh et al., 1989),
he found that the log scale is the best option, because its residual contains no systematic
patterns. Nevertheless, the differences between the three scale transformations are small. In
addition, he found that the only coefficient that had substantial weight in the analysis was
the coefficient for the speaker’s average mean F1 (b1), suggesting that Nearey’s own CLIH3
may be the best option (because this method consisted of correcting each value for DL1 for
the log-mean value for µDL1 based on all other vowels for a speaker).
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter describes the normalization procedures that are compared in the present research
in detail. In addition, six formerly published studies that compared normalization procedures
were discussed. This was done to get a preliminary idea about how well the normalization
procedures perform at the criterion proposed in the present research (minimizing anatomi-
cal/physiological speaker-related variation while preserving sociolinguistic speaker-related
and phonemic variation). It appears that applying Lobanov’s procedure or Nearey’s CLIHi21
procedures results in an acoustic representation of vowel data that preserves phonemic vari-
ation best. Procedures by Gerstman (1968), Miller (1989), and Syrdal and Gopal (1986)
perform slightly less well, but are still an improvement compared with the baseline (Hz). No
21CLIHi2 or CLIHi3.
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systematic or substantial differences were found between the scale transformations, and the
improvement over the baseline was overall small.
However, the comparisons in the six studies that were discussed are by no means exhaus-
tive, because not all 12 procedures evaluated in this research were directly compared with
each other. It is not possible to obtain exhaustive results for all these procedures by pooling
the results from the six studies, for the following three reasons.
The first reason is that the procedures were applied to different sets of vowel data in the
six studies. Nearey (1978), Nearey (1992), Disner (1980), and Syrdal (1984) used Peterson
& Barney’s (1952) data set. Hindle (1978) used data from a sociolinguistic interview carried
out with speakers from Philadelphia. Deterding (1990) used yet another data set, consisting
of speech produced by his co-workers and his children.
The second reason is that the performance of procedures was evaluated differently in
each study. Hindle (1978) used regression techniques, Nearey (1978) and Syrdal (1984)
used linear discriminant analysis. Disner (1980) computed the relative scatter reduction by
calculating the difference in the areas of each vowel category in a F1 by F2 plot before and
after transformation. Nearey (1992) used generalized linear modeling. Finally, Deterding
(1990) used his own procedure: a pattern recognition procedure that involves computing
the distance between each token’s transformed frequency and the mean frequency for (a
subsection of) the speaker population.
The third and final reason is that in four cases (Nearey, 1978; Disner, 1980; Syrdal,
1984; Nearey 1992) the procedures were applied to data that was not controlled for the
regional background of the speakers. It was therefore not possible to monitor the elimination
of sociolinguistic information, because there were probably no systematic sociolinguistic
differences present in the data. The two studies that compared the procedures on how well
they preserve sociolinguistic variation used either indirect judgments (Disner, 1980, the part
of the study involving the linguistic validity), or did not consider preserving sociolinguistic
variation in the data (Deterding, 1990).
In order to get a complete overview of how well the procedures preserve all phonemic and
sociolinguistic speaker-related variation in the acoustic representation of vowel data, while
minimizing the anatomical/physiological speaker-related variation, the following comparison
must be carried out. All 12 procedures must be compared with each other by applying them
to the same set of vowel data. This data set must be produced by speakers that are controlled
for certain sociolinguistic variables, e.g., regional background. When speech from such a
controlled data set is used, systematic differences in phonemic and sociolinguistic speaker-
related variation are most likely present in the data set. When systematic variation is present,
it is possible to evaluate how the normalization procedures deal with this variation.
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Chapter 3
Perceptual vowel normalization
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a discussion of studies that focus on vowel perception by phonetically-
naive and phonetically-trained listeners. I discuss these studies in the context of the three
sources of variation discussed in Chapter 1: how good are listeners at preserving phonemic
and sociolinguistic variation, while ignoring anatomical/physiological speaker-related varia-
tion? In this chapter, studies are discussed that evaluate vowel processing tasks involving
vowel normalization: category judgment tasks and articulatory judgments tasks. It can
be expected that studies involving category judgment tasks give insight into how listen-
ers preserve phonemic variation while ignoring sociolinguistic and anatomical/physiological
speaker-related variation. Studies involving articulatory judgment tasks are expected to pro-
vide insight into how listeners preserve both phonemic as well as sociolinguistic variation,
while ignoring anatomical/physiological variation.
In Section 3.2, I discuss studies in which listeners were required to categorize synthetic
speech stimuli. Here, the role of the four acoustic variables (F0, F1, F2, and F3) in category
judgment tasks is evaluated. These studies aim to establish the role of speaker-specific
information in vowel categorization. I describe several studies in which the performance
of listeners at tasks involving category judgments in speaker-blocked and in speaker-mixed
conditions is evaluated (Strange et al., 1976; Verbrugge et al., 1976; Macchi, 1980; Assmann,
Hogan & Nearey, 1982; Mullennix, Pisoni & Martin, 1989).
In section 3.3, I turn to articulatory judgments of vowel tokens. Three studies are de-
scribed: Ladefoged (1960), Laver (1965), and Assmann (1979). These studies evaluate
the performance of phonetically-trained listeners at tasks involving articulatory judgments
of vowel tokens. Section 3.4 presents the conclusions of the literature study.
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3.2 Category judgments
3.2.1 Synthetic speech
Effects of vowel-intrinsic information
Various studies evaluate the effects of vowel-intrinsic F0, F1, F2, and F3 on vowel cate-
gorization. Overall, these studies aim to gain a better understanding of the mapping of the
acoustical dimension onto the perceptual dimension of speech. The majority of these studies
use synthetic speech material, to be able to systematically vary one specific acoustic factor
(for assessing the relative relevance of that factor) while keeping other factors constant. In all
the experiments discussed in this section, the listeners were required to categorize the stimuli.
These stimuli generally consisted of nonsense syllables or words in isolation.
Some researchers found a systematic effect of intrinsicF0 on vowel categorization (Miller,
1953; Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1968; Traunmu¨ller 1981; Ryalls & Lieberman, 1982). The
majority of these experiments involved establishing how much the frequency of F1 should be
raised or lowered to preserve the perceived category of the vowel token, given variation in
the frequency of F0.
For instance, Traunmu¨ller (1981) carried out a series of categorization experiments using
synthetic one-formant vowels with various vowel heights to explore the relation between
F1 and F0 in vowel perception. In his experiments 2, 3, and 4, the listeners were required to
categorize synthetic vowels by circling one of the following 13 symbols on their answer sheet:
“u”, “u¨”, “i”, “o”, “o¨”, “e”, “a˚”, “o¸”, “e¸”, “au”, “a¨ul”, “ai”, “a”22. He found that the category
boundaries for F1 were strongly affected by the frequency of F0. Traunmu¨ller found that
vowel-intrinsic F0 and vowel-intrinsic F1 appear to show a ‘cue-trading’ relationship (see
also Repp, 1982): listeners can perceptually compensate for a change in F0 when this change
can be offset by a smaller change in F1.
It is widely accepted that a strong relationship exists between the perceived vowel cate-
gory and the first two formants. The frequencies of F1 and F2 are seen as the primary acoustic
correlates of perceived vowel identity (e.g., Joos, 1948; Potter & Peterson, 1948; Peterson &
Barney, 1952; Stevens, 1998). Some researchers even suggested that vowel categorization
depends entirely on the first two formants (e.g., Delattre, 1952).
The role of F3 in vowel categorization is less well understood than the role of the F1 and
F2 (or evenF0). The relevance of F3 for vowel classification appears to vary depending on the
language and on the vowel. First, there are indications that F3 is necessary for distinguishing
between certain classes of rhotacized vowels in American English (Peterson & Barney, 1952,
Lehiste & Peterson, 1959; Miller, 1989, Ladefoged, 2001). Second, the results of some
studies show that F3 may help listeners distinguishing between certain classes of unrounded
front vowels (Fujimura, 1967; Fant, Carlson & Granstrøm, 1974; Aaltonen, 1985; Schwartz
22Orthographic symbols used in the Bavarian dialect spoken by the listeners.
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& Escudier, 1987). For instance, Fujimura (1967) found for Swedish that F3 is necessary
to explain the categorization behavior of his listeners. However, studies for other languages
report conflicting results on whether F3 is necessary for the identification of rounded front
vowels; listeners identify these vowels well using only the first two formant frequencies (for
American English: Delattre, 1952, for Dutch: Cohen, Slis & ‘t Hart, 1963; 1967, and for
German: Fischer-Jørgensen, 1967).
Effects of vowel-extrinsic information
It has been hypothesized that F0, F1, F2, and F3 do not only play a role as vowel-intrinsic
factors in vowel categorization, but can also influence human vowel processing as vowel-
extrinsic factors23. Here, I provide a short overview of studies advocating this hypothesis24.
The experiments described in this section, evaluated how the presentation of a stimulus
token in various acoustic contexts (e.g., in carrier phrases) affects the categorization of that
stimulus token. These experiments aimed to investigate the role of intrinsic and extrinsic
information sources on vowel categorization. In some of the experiments, the carrier phrase
was constructed as if produced by a different (synthetic) speaker than the (synthetic) speaker
of stimulus word. To this end, vowel-intrinsic F0, F1, F2, or F3 of the stimulus word and of
the F0, F1, F2, or F3 of the carrier phrase (vowel-extrinsic) were varied independently.
Ladefoged & Broadbent (1957) presented listeners with stimulus vowel tokens in isola-
tion and preceded by six sentences. These precursors sentences were designed to sound as if
produced by six different speakers, by varying the values of the first two formant frequencies
of the vowels in each sentence. The listeners were required to categorize the vowel stimuli.
Their results show that the perceived identity of the stimulus vowel token depends in part
on the precursor sentence. The perceived category label of a vowel token thus appears to be
determined by its vowel-intrinsic characteristics (the values of the F1 and F2 for that stimulus
token), as well as by the (vowel-extrinsic) characteristics of the vowels preceding the stimulus
token.
However, Broadbent & Ladefoged (1960) showed, in a follow-up study, that the effect
found in the 1957 study vanished when the word to be identified was presented before the
carrier sentence instead of after. They also showed that the effect increased with the length
of the preceding carrier sentence.
The study by Ainsworth (1975) resembles Ladefoged & Broadbent (1957), but differs
in one respect. Ainsworth did not only evaluate the effects of varying vowel-extrinsic F1
and F2 on the perceived identity of the stimulus vowel, but he also varied the frequency of
F0 of the carried phrase (vowel-extrinsic F0). As in Ladefoged & Broadbent’s experiment,
23As mentioned in Chapter 1, whenever I refer to ‘vowel-intrinsic’, I refer to characteristics of the (stimulus)
vowel token itself, and whenever I refer to ‘vowel-extrinsic’, I refer to characteristics outside that token.
24For further details on these studies, I refer to Rosner & Pickering (1994).
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listeners were required to categorize the stimulus vowels, once in isolation and once preceded
by each of 10 precursor sentences. Ainsworth found that the perceived vowel identity of each
stimulus vowel varies depending on the values of vowel-intrinsic F1 and F2 of the stimulus
token. Second, this perceived identity shifts depending on the values of extrinsic F1, F2, and
of extrinsic F0 in the precursor sentence. The effects of extrinsic F1 and F2 are roughly twice
the size of the effect of vowel-extrinsic F0. Ainsworth’s study thus corroborates the results
of Ladefoged & Broadbent (1957).
Nearey (1989) carried out an experiment similar to Ainsworth’s (1975) and Ladefoged &
Broadbent’s (1957) and generally found the same results.
Johnson (1990b) hypothesized that vowel-intrinsic F0 is used directly or indirectly in
vowel categorization25. When vowel-intrinsic F0 is used directly, all normalizing information
serves as a cue to the vowel token’s identity (as is done in Syrdal & Gopal’s procedure, 1986).
When vowel-intrinsic F0 is used indirectly, it serves as a cue to the speaker’s identity (i.e.,
male, female, or a child), as is done in Nearey’s (1978) procedure. Johnson tested whether vo-
wel-intrinsic F0 is used directly or indirectly by carrying out an experiment in which listeners
were required to categorize vowel stimuli preceded by a precursor phrase. By varying the
difference in frequency between vowel-extrinsic F0 and vowel-intrinsic F0, the perceived
speaker identity was varied. One half of the listeners had to categorize the stimulus word in
isolation, while the other half had to categorize the stimulus when preceded by the precursor
sentence. The results showed that the effect of varying the perceived speaker identity on
the categorization of the vowel stimuli is larger for the vowels presented in isolation than
for the vowel tokens in the precursor sentence. Furthermore, Johnson concluded that when
differences in speaker identity are reduced for the stimuli in the precursor phrases, the effect
of varying F0 on the categorization of the vowel tokens decreases as well. These results
were consistent with the hypothesis that the F0 acts as an indirect cue, a finding that lends
support to indirect theories of vowel categorization. Johnson concluded that users process
vowel-intrinsic F0 primarily as a cue to the speaker’s identity, instead of a cue to the vowel’s
category.
The results discussed in this section show that, when judging a vowel token’s category,
listeners interpret the vowel-intrinsic characteristics of a vowel token relative to the vowel-
extrinsic characteristics of other vowel tokens in the utterance.
3.2.2 Natural speech
Several past studies used natural speech to investigate how listeners adapt to a speaker. These
studies evaluated the effect of the availability of more or less information about a speaker.
However, only a few hypotheses were formulated about how much speech material or what
25A similar suggestion was made in Weenink (1986) and in Van Bergem, Pols, & Koopmans-van Beinum (1988).
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type of phonetic information is necessary. In general, three different issues/hypotheses have
been investigated.
First, it was repeatedly suggested that the ‘point vowels’ /i, A, u/26 can serve as the
primary calibrators of the vowel system (e.g., Joos, 1948; Lieberman, Crelin & Klatt, 1972).
These researchers argued that a listener can benefit from hearing these point vowels when
categorizing vowel tokens produced by a new speaker. They furthermore argued that point
vowels are the most likely candidates of all vowels, because they represent the extreme
positions in a speaker’s articulatory vowel space and therefore represent the extreme formant
frequencies in that speaker’s acoustic vowel space. Finally, point vowels are argued to be
relatively stable for small changes in articulation (Stevens, 1972). In this section, I discuss
one study in which the effect of the presentation of point vowels is evaluated, Verbrugge et
al. (1976).
Second, some researchers, for instance Strange et al. (1976), hypothesized that the conso-
nantal environment of a vowel token may facilitate vowel identification in two ways. Strange
et al. first suggested that formant transitions may provide the listener with information about
vocal tract differences between speakers. Second, they argued that vowels presented in
isolation are more difficult to perceive, because it can be hypothesized that listeners usually
rely upon information distributed throughout the entire syllable for categorization. I discuss
three studies that deal with the effect of consonantal context: Strange et al. (1976), Macchi
(1980), and Assmann, Nearey & Hogan (1982).
A third issue was concerned with how vowel categorization was affected by presenting
vowel stimuli in speaker-mixed or speaker-blocked conditions. For speaker-mixed condi-
tions, it has been hypothesized that the categorization performance decreases because the
listeners have to recalibrate every time they categorize a token, because they have to deal with
a new speaker in every trial. I discuss five studies in which this procedure is implemented,
Verbrugge, et al. (1976), Strange et al. (1976), Macchi (1980), Assmann, Nearey & Hogan
(1982), and finally, Mullennix (1989).
Verbrugge et al. (1976)
Verbrugge et al. (1976) described three experiments, of which the first two are discussed
here. In these two experiments, they investigated the influence of point vowels, as well as the
effect of speaker-mixed versus speaker-blocked presentation of stimuli on the categorization
of vowel tokens.
The stimuli that were used in the first experiment had the following characteristics. Thirty
speakers produced 10 American English monophthongal vowels and five diphthongal vowels
in a /hVd/ context (/i, I, E, æ, a, O, 2, Æ, u, U, eI, oV, aV, OI/). In addition, each speaker
pronounced a precursor string that contained the point vowels /i, A, u/, each in a /kVp/ context.
26For English; for Dutch this should be /i, a, u/.
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The stimuli were presented in two experimental conditions. In the first condition, the stimuli
were preceded by the precursor string produced by the speaker of the test stimulus. In the
second condition, the stimuli were presented in isolation. In both conditions, the stimuli were
presented randomized by speaker and vowel.
The listeners in this experiment were phonetically naive. Under both experimental con-
ditions, they were required to categorize each stimulus by checking choosing one of the
options on the response sheet. The responses were arranged as follows: ‘hood’, ‘head’,
‘hoed’, ‘heard’, ‘who’d’, ‘hide’, ‘heed’, ‘how’d’, ‘hud’, ‘hayed’, ‘hod’, ‘hoyed’, ‘had’, ‘hid’,
or ‘howed’.
First, Verbrugge et al. calculated the errors (e.g., the response vowel category differed
from the intended vowel category). Subsequently, they compared error scores across exper-
imental conditions. The results of this analysis revealed no differences between the iden-
tification rates of the two conditions. Furthermore, when they looked at the results for
the individual vowels, generally no significant effects were found either. Finally, several
vowels, /i/, /u/ (two of the three point vowels), /Æ/, /eI/, /aI/, and /OI/, were identified with high
accuracy, even in the no-precursor condition.
Verbrugge et al. remarked that the high level of identification (around 87%) points to a
ceiling effect in the no-precursor condition. They argued that the failure to find an effect
of the precursor string may indicate that point vowels do not play a role as calibrators of
a speaker’s vowel system, or that the listener does not need additional information about a
speaker’s vowel system to perform categorization tasks, and that categorization errors were
due to uncertainties in normalization (i.e., the listener did not have enough information about
the speaker to make a correct judgment).
Subsequently, Verbrugge et al. established what proportion of the errors made in the no-
precursor condition is due to listeners’ uncertainty about the vocal tracts of the speakers. This
proportion would then define the maximum improvement that could be obtained by present-
ing precursor phrases, compared with a condition in which no precursor was presented. They
investigated this hypothesis in their second experiment.
In the second experiment, categorization of vowel stimuli in a /pVp/ context was eval-
uated by combining the presentation of precursor sentences with the presentation without
precursors in speaker-blocked as well as speaker-mixed conditions. Thus a total of four
conditions was evaluated: speaker-blocked without precursor sentences, speaker-mixed with
precursor sentences, speaker-mixed with point-vowel (/hi, hA, hu/) precursor speaker-mixed
with a central-vowel (/hI, hæ, h2/) precursor. The vowels in the precursor sentence of the
fourth condition were chosen to represent point vowels. If point vowels are really “privileged
carriers of information for normalization”, then the condition with the point vowels should
produce lower error scores than the central-vowel-precursor condition. Finally, Verbrugge
et al. predicted that if the information available in point vowels is gained by the listener
during extended familiarization with a speaker’s vocal tract, then the performance in the
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point-vowel-precursor condition should resemble that of the speaker-blocked no-precursor
condition.
The speech material of the second experiment consisted of natural speech, read aloud
by 15 speakers (five men, five women, and five children) who were selected to represent “a
wide variety of vocal tract sizes and fundamental frequencies”. The speakers were selected to
represent a fairly homogeneous “dialect group”. Each of the talkers pronounced one token of
each of nine monophthongal vowel categories (/i, I, E, æ, A, O, 2, U, u/) in a /pVp/ context. In
this experiment, listeners were required to identify the stimuli as one of these nine categories:
‘peep’, ‘pip’, ‘pep’, ‘pawp’, ‘pap’, ‘pop’, ‘pup’, ‘puup’, or ‘poop’.
Verbrugge et al. reported error rates for the speaker-blocked and the speaker-mixed con-
ditions of 9.5% and 17.0%, respectively. They concluded that familiarity with a speaker
improves the accuracy of vowel categorization. They further found that the effect of speaker
familiarity accounts for only half of the errors made. In addition, they remarked that 9.5%
is rather high error rate for a condition in which the speaker’s characteristics and the con-
sonantal context are entirely predictable from trial to trial, while 17.0% seems rather low
given the unfamiliarity with the speaker’s voice from trial to trial. In order to investigate
these percentages further, they compared the error percentages in the two speaker-mixed
conditions: the central-vowel-precursor condition and the point-vowel-precursor condition.
Here, no difference could be found between the two conditions. Finally, they concluded that
neither set of vowel precursors appears to be efficient carriers of information that is available
in more prolonged exposure to a speaker’s voice.
Based on their two experiments, Verbrugge et al. concluded that a single (CVC) syllable
contains enough information about its vowel, regardless of whether the listener is familiar
with the speaker’s voice and that familiarity with a speaker’s voice plays only a secondary
role in vowel identification. They finally concluded that point vowels play no major role as
calibrators of the speaker-specific vowel space.
Strange et al. (1976)
Strange et al. (1976) compared the identifiability of natural vowel tokens produced in a
consonantal environment and in isolation, in speaker-blocked and speaker-mixed conditions.
Their goal was to establish the relative effect of the vowel token’s consonantal context and of
information about the vowel token’s speaker on the accuracy of vowel categorization.
They formulated two hypotheses. First, if the presence of a consonantal context aids
vowel categorization by serving as a calibrating signal for vocal tract normalization, an
interaction should occur between the context and speaker information. In this case, the
loss in identifiability of the vowel tokens that occurred due to the absence of consonantal
transitions is expected to be more severe in the speaker-mixed condition, because the listener
is required to re-calibrate before each trial. No such disadvantage was expected for the
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speaker-blocked conditions. The second hypothesis stated that, if the consonantal transitions
provide information that specifies vowel identity independently of speaker normalization, no
interaction should occur between context and speaker information. Here, the categorization of
vowel tokens in isolation should be less accurate than for the vowel tokens in the consonantal
context for the speaker-blocked and speaker-mixed conditions.
The speech material was produced by the same set of speakers as described in Verbrugge
et al. (1976) second experiment. These speakers had produced the same nine monophthongal
vowels in isolation as well as in a /pVp/ context. For the speaker-mixed conditions, three
out of nine vowels per speaker were selected (one of which was a point vowel). For the
speaker-blocked condition, one man, one woman and one child produced a list of 45 items
that contained five different tokens of each of the nine vowel categories.
Four experimental groups of listeners were asked to label each stimulus as one of the
nine vowel categories in four experiments. By orthogonally combining the factors blocking
(blocked or mixed presentation) and context (presentation in isolation or in context) four
experimental conditions were obtained.
The results showed a higher error percentage for the isolated vowels than for the con-
text vowels, and a higher error percentage for the mixed condition than for the blocked
condition (speaker-blocked/isolation 31.2% errors, speaker-blocked/context 9.5%, speaker-
mixed/isolation 42.6%, speaker-mixed/context 17.0%). No significant interaction between
the variables was found. Therefore, the hypothesis that consonantal environment contributes
to vowel perception by providing cues for vowel normalization, was not supported by the
results. Instead, the results supported the second hypothesis: consonantal transitions provides
the listener with information about the vowel token’s category. Furthermore, the results
indicated that variation in the speakers increases the number of identification errors, but that
the presence or absence of context is the most influential factor. Strange et al. concluded that
the presence of a consonantal context is much more relevant to listeners than the familiarity
with the speaker. In addition, they stated that isolated vowel stimuli may be poor stimulus
material, because the error percentages for isolated vowels are substantially higher than those
for vowel tokens in a consonantal context.
Strange et al. performed a second experiment to investigate whether a consonantal context
that varied from trial to trial provides relevant information for vowel identification. They
asked a subset of the speakers from the first experiment to produce the nine vowel tokens
in CVC contexts consisting of symmetrical and asymmetrical combinations of six stop con-
sonants (/p, t, k, b, d, g/). For the speaker-blocked condition, the same three speakers were
selected as in the first experiment. Listeners had to categorize the CVC stimuli in a speaker-
mixed and a speaker-blocked condition.
For the speaker-mixed condition for the vowel tokens in the varying contexts, Strange et
al. found 21.7% errors; a percentage not significantly higher than the percentage found for
the /pVp/ contexts in the first experiment (17.0%). For the speaker-mixed condition, vowels
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in CVC-contexts were identified considerably better than vowel tokens in isolation. They
concluded that presenting vowel tokens in a consonantal context gives listeners an advan-
tage over stimuli in isolation even when the consonantal context is not known beforehand.
However, they could not find an advantage for the speaker-blocked condition over the mixed
condition. Finally, the results revealed 22.9% errors for the speaker-blocked condition for
the CVC stimuli. This percentage is lower than the percentage found for vowels in isolation
(31.2%), but not significantly higher than the error percentage for the vowels in the /pVp/
context (9.5%).
Given their results, Strange et al. concluded that ‘consonantal’ cues contribute to vowel
perception; many of these cues are contained in the formant transitions. They further sug-
gested that no temporal cross-section of a syllable conveys as much vowel information as is
present in the dynamic contour of the formants. They finally stated that the categorization of
vowels in isolation can be viewed as a rather unnatural task, and that processes during this task
are not the same as those typically used in speech perception. Strange et al.’s conclusions can
be summarized as consonantal context being of major importance for vowel categorization
and that information about the speaker is of minor importance.
Macchi (1980)
Macchi (1980) aimed to falsify Strange et al. ’s (1976) hypothesis that vowels in isolation are
impoverished stimuli. Macchi’s experiment differs from Strange et al.’s in three respects. In
Macchi’s experiment, the listening tasks were carried out under high-quality conditions and
the speakers and the listeners were closely matched for regional accent. Finally, the possible
response alternatives for the vowel tokens were minimized to ensure that listeners did not have
difficulty pairing stimuli with orthographic symbols, and that the symbols themselves would
not bias the listeners’ performance towards either isolated vowels or vowels in contexts, by
having listeners rhyming the stimuli with English words.
Macchi’s speech material consisted of recordings of 11 American English vowels read in
isolation and in /tVt/ contexts (i, I, e, E, æ, u, Ñ, o, O, A, 2/). These stimuli were presented in the
same four conditions as in Strange et al.’s (1976) study (speaker-blocked/isolation, speaker-
blocked/context, speaker-mixed/isolation, speaker-mixed/context). The listeners were re-
quired to label these stimuli as ‘teet’, ‘tit’, ‘Tate’, ‘tet’, ‘tat’, ‘toot’, ‘Toot’27, ‘tote’, ‘taut’,
‘tot’, or ‘tut’.
The resulting percentages of identification errors (vowel tokens classified as another
vowel than their intended vowel) were as follows: speaker-blocked/isolation: 1.5%, speaker-
blocked/context: 2.0%, speaker-mixed/isolation: 7.8%, mixed-speaker/context: 8.6%. A
main effect was found for the factor ‘presentation type’: for the two blocked conditions,
the mean error rate was 1.8%, while for the speaker-mixed conditions the mean was 8.2%.
Second, no effect was found for the factor ‘context’ (isolation vs. context).
27As in “Tootsie roll” (cf. Macchi), for /Ñ/.
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Macchi reported differing results across vowels. The percentages of misclassified vowel
tokens was highest for the vowel /Ñ/ (21.4%) in the speaker-blocked/isolation condition, while
for the three other conditions the percentage misclassifications was highest for vowel /A/
(speaker-blocked/ context: 10.6%, speaker-blocked/isolation: 3.3%, speaker-mixed/context:
42.5%).
When Macchi’s results are compared with the results reported by Strange et al., it can
first be observed that Macchi’s error percentages are considerably lower across the four ex-
perimental conditions. For instance, the overall error percentages for the blocked conditions
reported by Strange et al. show an increase of 10% compared to Macchi’s results. Second,
while Strange et al. found differences between the presentations of vowel tokens in context
and vowel tokens in isolation, Macchi reported no differences between the error rates for the
vowels in isolation and vowels in the /tVt/ context.
Macchi concluded that vowel identification is a function of the familiarity of the listener
with the voice of a speaker. Second, she concluded that vowel tokens presented in isolation
are not poor stimulus material and that in general, naive listeners can identify vowels in
isolation satisfactorily when listening conditions, accent of the speakers, and the response
alternatives are carefully controlled.
Assmann, Nearey & Hogan (1982)
Assmann, Nearey & Hogan (1982) performed two experiments in which vowel stimuli were
presented in a speaker-blocked or a speaker-mixed condition. Their aim was to investigate if
familiarization with several vowels from a single speaker may facilitate vowel identification.
In their first experiment, 100 vowel stimuli were recorded: 10 vowel categories of Cana-
dian English: /i, I, e, E, æ, 2, 6, o, U, u/, produced in isolation by five male and five fe-
male speakers of Canadian English. These stimuli were presented in a speaker-blocked and
speaker-mixed condition. All listeners were phonetically-trained. They had to categorize the
vowel tokens as one of the 10 IPA symbols listed above. The results from this experiment
showed error rates of 5.4% for the mixed condition, 4.1% for the blocked condition. The
differences between responses for the two presentation types were therefore minimal.
Assmann et al. concluded that context is not essential for vowel identification, because
very few errors were made overall with the isolated vowels. They offered three possible
explanations. First, they suggested that there exists less overlap between formant frequencies
of different vowel categories in the F1/F2 plane than expected. Second, they posed that
English vowels could be distinguished along other dimensions than tongue advancement and
openness, such as the tense and lax distinction. Third, (vowel-intrinsic) dynamic properties
of the vowels such as duration and diphthongization can be used to disambiguate vowel
categories with overlapping formant frequencies.
A second experiment was designed to investigate the hypothesis that an increase in errors
is expected if the intrinsic dynamic properties are eliminated from the stimuli. They varied
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presentation type (blocked versus mixed) independently of the dynamic specification of the
stimuli. The stimulus vowels were shortened by gating out part of the waveform, in order
to eliminate the effects of dynamic characteristics such as diphthongization and duration.
The gated vowel tokens were presented in isolation in speaker-blocked and speaker-mixed
conditions. Assmann et al. hypothesized that the error rate for the gated speaker-blocked
presentations should be lower than for the mixed speaker condition, if errors in the speaker-
mixed condition are the result of overlap in formant frequencies, and if exposure to more
vowel tokens from one speaker aids the identification process.
The results showed that the overall error rate for the gated vowel tokens in the speaker-
mixed condition was 13.8%, while the percentage for the gated speaker-blocked vowel tokens
was 9.5%. According to Assmann et al., this result indicated that steady-state segments
contain speaker-specific information that can be used by the listener to improve vowel identi-
fication. In addition, they remarked that the error rates were still remarkably low, even though
the gated vowels showed overall higher error rates than the full vowels in isolation that were
investigated in the first experiment.
Based on these two experiments, they concluded that vowels are well identified, even in
the absence of consonantal context and that their results indicate that the overlap between
vowel categories may not be as severe as suggested by, for instance, Joos (1948).
Mullennix, Pisoni & Martin (1989)
Mullennix, Pisoni & Martin (1989) investigated the effect of speaker variability on spoken
word recognition in four experiments. In the first experiment, listeners were asked to identify
CVC words with varying consonantal contexts in three different signal-to-noise ratios (an
S/N ratio of +10, 0, and −10). The CVC syllables were presented in a speaker-mixed and a
speaker-blocked condition. In the blocked condition, all the stimulus words were produced
by a single speaker (a different speaker for each listener). In the mixed condition, syllables
produced by 15 speakers were mixed (eight females and seven male speakers, who all spoke
a midwestern variety of American English).
Mullennix et al. found effects of condition (blocked-mixed) and of the S/N level. The
identification scores were 40.6% correct for the mixed-condition and 33.6% for the blocked-
condition (pooled for the three S/N levels). The percentages for the three S/N ratios were
63.6% for the +10 S/N condition, 42.2% for the 0 S/N condition, and 5.9% correct for the
−10 S/N ratio. Mullennix et al. concluded that speaker variability has a substantial effect on
the perception of words degraded by noise.
Mullennix et al. performed two additional experiments in order to investigate the robust-
ness of these effects with non-degraded stimuli. These experiments involved naming tasks;
the listeners had to repeat the word they had just heard. In all experiments, response latencies
were measured in addition to the identification responses. These two naming experiments
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replicated the results from the first experiment. Higher percentages correctly classified vowel
tokens were found for the speaker-blocked conditions (95.8% for experiment 2 and 97.8%
for experiment 3) than for the speaker-mixed conditions (91.4% for experiment 2 and 92.9%
for experiment 3). The listeners could furthermore repeat the stimuli in the speaker-blocked
condition overall 50 ms faster than in the speaker-mixed condition28.
Finally, Mullennix et al. suggested that listeners do not evoke normalization processes for
every sample of speech they hear. Instead, some exposure to the speech of a new speaker
is required in order to process speech of that new speaker as efficiently as the speech from
speakers that the listener is already familiar with.
3.2.3 Summary category judgments
When listeners are required to categorize tasks that involve preserving the phonemic in-
formation in the acoustic signal, while discarding, or ignoring, anatomical/physiological
speaker-related information, the following results were reported in the literature on category
judgments for the following vowel-extrinsic and vowel-extrinsic sources of information.
First, in section 3.2.1, I discussed the role of the acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3
in vowel categorization as vowel-intrinsic stimuli for the categorization of synthetic one-
syllable stimuli. For this type of stimuli, the most relevant acoustic correlates of the perceived
vowel category appear to be vowel-intrinsic F1 and F2. The relevance of vowel-intrinsic
F0 for vowel categorization is smaller than F1 and F2. Finally, the results for the studies
that investigated the role of F3 show that its relevance for vowel categorization of isolated
syllables is unclear.
Second, I discussed the finding that F0, F1, F2, and F3 affect the categorization of vowel
tokens as vowel-extrinsic factors. When the F1 and F2 of precursor sentences are varied
independently of the F1 and F2 in the stimulus words, the (vowel-extrinsic) F1 and F2 affects
the categorization of the vowel tokens, albeit to a lesser extent than varying vowel-intrinsic
F1 and F2. In addition, a similar effect was found for vowel-extrinsic F0. No such effects
were found for vowel-extrinsic F3.
Third, in section 3.2.2, I discussed the effect of vowel-intrinsic and vowel-extrinsic in-
formation on the categorization vowel tokens produced by real speakers. In order to give
an overview of the general pattern in the results found in this section, the percentages of
misclassified vowel tokens per experimental condition for the studies that were discussed in
this section, are listed in Table 3.1. For each study only the significant effects for the speaker-
blocked and speaker-mixed conditions (following the significance levels of that study) are
included.
In the studies listed in Table 3.1, the type of information available to the listener was
varied, the listener was provided with only vowel-intrinsic information or with vowel-ex-
28Mullennix et al. carried out one last experiment, which is not discussed here, because its emphasis is on the
effects of word frequency on word recognition, which is beyond the scope of my research.
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Table 3.1: Error percentages for the studies discussed in this section, per presentation type.
% Error Study Speaker-blocked Speaker-mixed
Isolation Strange et al. 31.2% 42.6%
Macchi 1.5% 7.8%
Assmann et al. 4.1% 5.4%
Context Verbrugge et al. 9.5% 17.0%
Strange et al. 9.5% 17.0%
Macchi 2.0% 8.6%
Context: gating Assmann et al. 9.5% 13.8%
Noise Mullennix et al. 66.4% 59.4%
trinsic information in addition to vowel-intrinsic information. In speaker-mixed conditions,
the listeners have only intrinsic information and to base their judgment on one single vowel
token. In speaker-blocked conditions, the listener is provided with more information about
speaker’s vowel system. As can be seen in Table 3.1, it was generally found that listeners
make less errors in speaker-blocked conditions.
In addition, the consonantal context was varied: the vowel tokens were presented in
isolation and in consonantal contexts. Verbrugge et al. (1976) and Strange et al.’s (1976)
results indicated that vowels in isolation are categorized with considerably more difficulty
than vowels in context. However, results found by Macchi (1980) and Assmann et al. (1982)
(listed in Table 3.1) did not confirm Verbrugge et al. and Strange et al. ’s findings. It thus
seems plausible that isolated vowels are not poor stimulus material, as stated by Strange et
al., compared with vowels in context. Finally, all studies described in this section, except for
Strange et al. (1976) and Mullennix et al. (1989), report ceiling effects.
3.3 Articulatory judgments
Phonetic and articulatory dimensions of vowel tokens
Although it can be presumed that trained listeners are able to distinguish a large number
of points on the three articulatory dimensions tongue height, tongue advancement, and lip
rounding (resulting from different configurations of the vowel tract), only a limited number
of points per dimension are defined in phonetic theory. In the IPA chart (IPA, 1999) the
following four levels of tongue height are distinguished: close, close-mid, open-mid, and
open. For tongue advancement, three levels are distinguished: front, central, and back. For
lip rounding, two levels are defined: rounded and unrounded (sometimes also referred to as
‘spread’). Using these levels on each dimension, vowels are described in terms such as ‘a
close rounded back vowel’ (/u/).
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The acoustic consequences of different configurations are extensively documented (e.g., Lind-
blom & Sundberg, 1971; Ladefoged et al., 1978; Stevens, 1998). It is generally assumed
that strong correlations exist between F1 and articulatory tongue height and between F2 and
articulatory tongue advancement.
The relationship between articulatory lip rounding and acoustic variables is less trans-
parent than for tongue height and tongue advancement. Although lip rounding is generally
accepted as one of the three articulatory dimensions that are necessary for describing differ-
ences between vowels, no straightforward relations between lip rounding and the acoustic
dimensions of speech have been reported in the literature. For instance, in speech production,
the effect of lip rounding on the values of F2 is confounded with the effects of tongue ad-
vancement (e.g., Fant, 1960; Lindblom & Sundberg, 1971, Stevens, 1998). Stevens predicted
a different effect of lip rounding on the acoustic characteristics of different types of vowel
categories. For instance, when the lips were rounded as opposed to not rounded, Stevens
reported a lowering of the frequency of F1 for low vowels, a lowering of F1 and F2 for low
back vowels and a lowering of F2 and F3 for low front vowels. Furthermore, other researchers
even suggested that, at least for English, lip rounding is an articulatory maneuver without a
contrastive function distinct from backing the tongue (Bloomfield, 1933; Ladefoged, 1975).
Finally, others put forward that lip position is not conveyed reliably in the acoustic signal at
all (Abercrombie, 1985; Lisker & Rossi, 1992).
Although the knowledge about the relationship between articulatory and acoustic char-
acteristics is far from complete, even less has been published about the relationship between
the perceived articulatory characteristics of vowel tokens and the acoustic characteristics of
those vowel tokens. To my knowledge, only one study described the relationship between
F1 and perceived tongue height and between F2 and perceived tongue advancement, namely
Assmann (1979). This study is described in section 3.3.1. In section 3.3.2, two studies are
discussed that describe experiments in which articulatory judgments were obtained.
3.3.1 Articulatory judgments
Assmann (1979) described five experiments, four of which are discussed in Assmann, Nearey
& Hogan (1982). Here, the fifth experiment is discussed (see section 3.2.2 for a description
of two of the remaining four experiments). The fifth experiment used the same vowel stimuli
as the second experiment: 100 stimuli with gated vowel centers, produced in isolation by five
male and five female speakers of Canadian English, belonging to the vowel categories /i, I, e,
E, æ, 2, 6, o, U, u/.
Assmann (1979) aimed to find answers to the following three questions. First, do judg-
ments of perceived vowel height and perceived vowel advancement show overlap in cases
where vowels are confused by listeners? Second, do these judgments correlate best with F1
and F2 or do F3 and F0 play as role as well? Third, do phonetically-trained listener use
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information about the speaker in their judgments?
Two phonetically-trained listeners provided a phonemic label (i.e., a category judgment)
of each of the 100 vowel tokens, and they had to judge the vowel token’s height and advance-
ment (an articulatory judgment). The stimuli were presented blocked by speaker in a fixed
order. The listeners could listen to each token as often as they wanted. All category and
articulatory judgments were based on the consensus of the two listeners.
In the transcription task, the listeners could use one of the 10 phonetic symbols, with
optional diacritical marks ( ‘>>’ for fronting, ‘<’ for retraction, ‘/’ for raising and ‘\’ for
lowering). In the judgment task, each stimulus token was to be located on a two-dimensional
vowel diagram. The diagram was partitioned into 80 cells. The 10 vowel categories (/i, I, e,
E, æ, 2, 6, o, U, u/) were placed in the vowel diagram as reference points. The coordinates
of the chosen location were used as the perceived height and advancement for each stimulus
vowel.
Assmann first calculated the mean coordinates per vowel and observed that the listeners
did not use the 10 key point as anchors, because in some cases the mean locations per vowel
differed considerably from the locations of the 10 reference points. When he carried out a
discriminant analysis on the coordinates for height and advancement, he found that 95% of
the vowel tokens could be assigned to the correct (intended) vowel category on the basis of
the height and advancement coordinates. This result indicates that there appears to be little
overlap between vowel categories in the judgments of height and advancement. Therefore, it
seems plausible that the listeners were influenced strongly by the vowel token’s (perceived)
category. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the vowel token’s perceived category does
not necessarily have to be located at the same point in the vowel diagram as the reference
point.
Second, Assmann correlated the judgment coordinates with acoustic measurements. He
correlated the judgments of height and advancement for the judgments pooled for all vowel
categories with log-transformed F0, F1, F2, F3 (his G0, G1, G2, G3) and mean log-trans-
formed F1 (G1AV) and mean log-transformed F2 (G2AV). The two parameters G1AV and
G2AV served as ‘speaker parameters’, additional information about the speaker. For height,
he found a high correlation between height and G1 (88%). When G1AV was added to the
model for height, the fit of the model improved. Adding G0, G2, and G3 to the model
did not lead to a improvement of the correlation. However, when G0 and G2 were both
entered as predictors, a significant effect was found. The same was found for G0 and G3, and
when G0 was entered as the sole predictor. Assmann found a significant correlation between
advancement and G2 (95%), adding G2AV improved the model significantly. When G0, G1,
and G3 were entered together as predictors for advancement, a significant effect was found,
as was the case for the combination of G0 and G3. In addition, he tested a model for both
dependent variables with CLIHi2 (Nearey, 1978) normalized values of G1 and G2 (i.e., the
log-transformed values of the mean formant frequencies per speaker for each formant were
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subtracted from the frequency of G1 or G2). He found that the correlations were stronger
after transforming the values of G1 and G2 (91% for CLIHi2-transformed G1 and 96% for
CLIHi2-transformed G2). Finally, to correct for the shape of the vowel diagram (which may
have influenced the judgments) he subtracted the mean judgment value per vowel category
from the height and advancement judgments for each judged vowel token. Using these values,
he carried out the analyses again for height and G1 and for advancement and G2 again and
found significant correlations: 26% for G1 and height and 54% for G2 and advancement.
Assmann’s results suggest, first, that listeners’ height judgments can be modeled using
the log-transformed vales of F1, while the judgment of advancement can be modeled through
log-transformed F2. Second, the correlation scores increase when modeled with acoustic
parameters that reflect more information about the speaker, such as the speaker parameters
G1AV and G2AV or formant frequencies transformed using CLIHi2.
3.3.2 Articulatory judgments of cardinal vowels
In this section, I describe two studies: Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965). These two
studies discuss the relative merits of Daniel Jones’ Cardinal Vowel System or DJCVS (Jones,
1917), a system for vowel classification. Daniel Jones claimed that training with this system
provided phoneticians with fixed perceptual reference points in a phonetic space for a set of 18
vowels, the primary and secondary cardinal vowels. Ladefoged and Laver both investigated
the validity of this claim.
Ladefoged (1960)
Ladefoged (1960)29 compared the variability in, and agreement between, judgments made by
15 British phoneticians trained using DJCVS and three phoneticians who were not trained to
use DJCVS.
Ladefoged selected 10 Gaelic stimulus words that contained vowel tokens that strongly
resembled 10 of the Cardinal Vowels defined by Daniel Jones (1917): beid, sgo`l, cu`l, reub,
lon, big, fa´l, laochan, stagh, and gaoth30. The vowels in these words were also selected
because they were thought to be fairly monophthongal and differ greatly in their phonetic
quality. A native speaker of Gaelic pronounced the 10 words.
The phoneticians were asked to plot the 10 stimulus words on cardinal vowel diagrams.
When locating each stimulus word this way, the listeners could listen to it as often as they
thought was necessary. The listeners were not familiar with the selected variety of Gaelic.
Ladefoged hypothesized that his experimental procedure was sufficiently standardized to
ensure that each one of the listeners “was assessing the same phonetic data and presenting
29Also published in Ladefoged (1967).
30Ladefoged did not explicitly provide corresponding IPA symbols.
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his results in the same way”, and that the procedure resembles a typical task of describing
vowels phonetically.
Ladefoged’s results showed that, first, the judgments of the phoneticians trained in DJCVS
show a high degree of agreement compared with the judgments of the phoneticians who were
not trained to use DJCVS. However, he found there was some disagreement among the pho-
neticians trained in DJCVS as well; differences were found between the phoneticians from
London and from Edinburgh. The phoneticians from London showed a greater tendency to
consider vowel tokens as peripheral. Second, he reported greater agreement in the judgment
of some words than for other words in the data from the DJCVS phoneticians. Furthermore,
he found that all 15 phoneticians had more difficulty with the judgment of lip-rounding,
compared with the open-close and front-back dimensions. he inferred from this last result
that lip-rounding is not easy to perceive through listening alone.
Ladefoged concluded that training with DJCVS allows phoneticians to make adequate
judgments of vowel tokens that were judged to have articulatory positions like those of similar
primary cardinal vowels. In addition, he concluded that phoneticians trained in DJCVS are
in substantially closer agreement than phoneticians with other types of training.
Laver (1965)
Laver (1965) aimed to establish to what extent a listener’s judgments of the same stimulus
vowel token varied over a given period of time. Laver designed an experiment, resembling
Ladefoged’s (1960) experiment, in which phonetically-trained listeners were asked to judge
the same stimuli on different occasions. Laver stated that Ladefoged’s experiment was useful
in assessing the phoneticians’ variability and agreement, but that its results lost some of their
relevance and validity because Ladefoged used only one localization per vowel stimulus per
listener.
Laver synthesized thirty three-formant vowel-like sounds on the PAT synthesizer (Law-
rence, 1953): 10 test vowels (labeled A to J), designed to correspond to 10 cardinal vowels,
plus 20 filler stimuli (labeled 1-20). The filler vowels were, first, intended to obscure the
fact that the same 10 test vowels were localized three times and, second, to reduce learning
effects. The F0 of each stimulus was set at 120 Hz and the frequency of the fourth formant
was 3800 Hz. The 20 filler vowels were synthesized at intermediate frequency values between
the values for the 10 cardinal vowels.
The listeners were phonetically-trained (with DJCVS). They were asked to locate the
thirty stimulus vowels on a vowel diagram in six separate tests on six different occasions.
The first test (test A) consisted of 50 stimuli; the 20 filler stimuli each occurred once, and
the 10 test vowels each occurred three times in a randomized sequence. In the next three
tests (1, 2, and 3), each of the 10 test vowels occurred only once and were interspersed
with 10 of the filler vowels in a randomized sequence. The last two tests (4 and 5) were
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identical to tests 2 and 3. The first two tests (A and 1) were held on the same day, a few
hours apart, the remaining four tests were held one per day in the following four days. The
listeners were allowed to listen to the vowel stimuli as often as they thought necessary. They
were instructed to locate each vowel on the provided vowel-quadrilaterals (paper), using one
diagram per vowel, thus obtaining judgments of tongue height and tongue advancement. They
were expected to judge the position of the lips (rounded or spread) on the chart as well, but
only if the lip-position corresponded to that of the nearest primary cardinal vowel. In addition,
if the degree of perceived lip-rounding seemed ‘inappropriate’ to its position on the chart in
relation to the nearest Primary Cardinal Vowel, the listeners had to indicate the appropriate
degree of rounding or spreading for that stimulus, using the scale ‘close-rounding, open-
rounding, neutral, spread’ as reference points. The tests were taken by five experts, two of
whom had also participated in Ladefoged’s (1960) experiment.
Laver restricted his analyses to the locations of the test vowels. He analyzed the dispersion
of the individual locations for each listener and of each test vowel, the average locations,
and the consistency (i.e., the variability of the locations in the five tests). He calculated the
dispersion of the locations by calculating the mean locations for each of the 10 stimulus
vowels for each listener, once for Test A and once for Tests 1-5. Using these mean values,
it was calculated for each vowel what percentage of the entire response area was occupied
by responses for that test vowel. For instance, for the test vowel labeled A, it was found that
95% or the responses that were closest to test vowel A enclosed 3.4% of the total response
area for Test A (cf. Laver’s Table 3). Laver noted that the locations of lip-position are,
overall, the most divergent of the judgments of his three dimensions (i.e., tongue height,
tongue advancement, and lip position).
He proceeded with the position of the average locations. He analyzed the shifts of
the average positions for the test vowels in Test A and Test 1-5. He found only random
movements of the shift over the period of a week (the period between Test A and Test 5) in
the locations for each test vowel.
Furthermore, he aimed to find the limits of the variability of the location of a given
stimulus within the most extended test (Test A) and across a number of short tests (tests
1-5). For each data point (i.e., a localization by one of the listeners), Laver calculated its
distance to each location of the 10 test vowels. In order to limit the number of calculations,
Laver grouped the 10 test vowels into eight ‘divisions’ based on articulatory criteria, such
as ‘Close front’, ‘Open back’, or ‘Front’. He used the standard deviation for each division
to represent each test vowel within that division. Since one of the assumptions of DJCVS is
that the intervals between the Cardinal Vowels are ‘auditorily equal’, the standard deviation
should not vary significantly from test vowel to test vowel within a division. Laver compared
the standard deviations of the test vowels in the divisions for test A with those in Tests 1-5. He
found significant results for only one listener, indicating that the overall variability was low.
Laver stated that no overall significant variability in different areas of the vowel quadrilateral
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(i.e., the divisions) indicates that the relative inter-area variability is constant, although the
inter-listener variability may vary.
Given all his results, Laver concluded that phonetically-trained listeners vary in their
judgments over a short period of time. Laver found no systematic patterns in the variations.
Laver concluded that the Cardinal Vowel Theory has an important weakness: the cardinal
reference points are relatively unstable, and show some variation with time31.
3.3.3 Summary articulatory judgments
In this section, literature study was carried out to investigate the influence of acoustic factors
on articulatory judgments by trained listeners to get an idea about how listeners succeed in
preserving phonemic and sociolinguistic variation in the acoustic signal, while ignoring the
anatomical/physiological variation. I started by describing studies investigating the relation-
ship between articulatory and acoustic characteristics of vowels. Subsequently, I discussed
studies about the relation between the acoustic and the perceived articulatory characteristics
of those vowels.
The first discussion can be summarized as that the relationship between the position of the
tongue during articulation (height and advancement) and the acoustic variables is reasonably
well understood: F1 correlates with articulatory tongue height and F2 with articulatory
tongue advancement. The relation between lip rounding and the acoustic variables appeared
to be less clear. Regarding the second set of studies, it was first found that there exists a
(strong) correlation between perceived articulatory vowel height and (log-transformed) F1
and between perceived articulatory tongue advancement and (log-transformed) F2. Fur-
thermore, listeners’ behavior can be modeled better when the acoustic predictor variables
incorporate more information about the speaker.
The results of the studies discussed in section 3.3.2 can be summarized as follows. Both
Ladefoged and Laver found that the Cardinal Vowels in DJCVS cannot serve as stable and
fixed universal reference vowels and that localizations vary with time and across listeners.
Nevertheless, the two studies are limited in that they do not provide insight in how reliably
phonetically-trained listeners normalize speech from different speakers, because the studies
used either speech from only one speaker (Ladefoged) or synthetic speech (Laver).
3.4 Conclusions
The literature study described in the present chapter was carried out to get a better under-
standing of how (phonetically-trained) listeners perform at the task of preserving phonemic
31It is not clear from Laver’s results whether this variation was substantial.
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and sociolinguistic information in the acoustic signal, while ignoring, anatomical/physiologi-
cal speaker-related information when making category and articulatory judgments of vowel
tokens.
For the experiments involving category judgments, for which it can be said that the
listeners were required to preserve phonemic variation, I found the following. For studies
that used synthetic speech material, it was concluded that the perceived vowel category is
determined primarily by vowel-intrinsic F1 and F2, and to a lesser extent by vowel-intrinsic
F0 and F3. In addition, F0, F1, F2 influence vowel categorization as vowel-extrinsic factors.
There are also indications that listeners interpret the vowel-intrinsic characteristics of vowel
tokens relative to the vowel-extrinsic characteristics of other vowel tokens in the utterance,
when judging a vowel token’s category.
For studies involving vowel categorization tasks that employ natural speech, the following
results were found. Listeners’ performance decreases when listeners categorize vowel tokens
in a condition in which the speaker changes from trial to trial (speaker-mixed condition)
compared with a condition in which the speaker is kept constant across trials. Two compatible
interpretations were provided in the literature for this result. First, the listeners’ performance
decreases because it is necessary to ‘recalibrate’ for each new speaker in the mixed condition.
Second, the listeners’ performance increases in a speaker-blocked condition compared with
the speaker-mixed condition, because the listener is provided with more information about
the speaker’s vowel system, which facilitates the judgment process.
For studies describing articulatory judgments, for which it can be said that listeners are
required to preserve phonemic and sociolinguistic variation, while anatomical/physiological
variation must be ignored, the results are as follows. First, it was found that perceived
vowel height and perceived vowel advancement correlate with F1 and F2, respectively. This
issue must be further investigated in order to establish how acoustic measurements relate to
judgments by phonetically-trained listeners. Second, the results of two studies that investigate
the performance of phonetically-trained listeners at tasks involving articulatory judgment
indicate that these judgments show questionable variability. It must be concluded that it is not
clear how reliably phonetically-trained listeners judge speech material produced by multiple
speakers, because in both of the two studies speech from one (synthetic) speaker was judged.
Chapter 4
Research design
4.1 Introduction
The present research aims to establish which procedure for vowel normalization is most
appropriate for use in sociolinguistics. In Chapter 1, I formulated a criterion that must
be met in order for the normalization procedures to be considered appropriate. The nor-
malization procedure must preserve the phonemic variation and the sociolinguistic speaker-
related variation, while minimizing the anatomical/physiological speaker-related variation in
the transformed acoustic vowel data. In this chapter, I describe how it was evaluated how
well the procedures met this criterion.
The setup of this chapter is as follows. The conclusions from the two literature studies
described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that are relevant for the research design, are put together
in section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents and discusses the research design and its components.
4.2 Previous research
In the two previous chapters, I discussed studies that evaluate the performance of normaliza-
tion procedures (Chapter 2) and listeners (Chapter 3) on tasks involving vowel normalization.
The results in Chapter 2 show that it was not feasible to establish which procedure performs
best at preserving phonemic variation and reducing anatomical/physiological variation, be-
cause the 12 procedures evaluated in the present research were never exhaustively compared.
Moreover, although it can be said that the studies by Hindle (1978) and by Disner (1980)
compare normalization procedures on how well they preserve sociolinguistic variation, no
definitive conclusions can be drawn from these studies. This is because Hindle’s study is
carried out on too small a scale and because Disner’s argumentation does not seem very
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convincing: she based her conclusions on comparisons between acoustic patterns in the vowel
data and indirect judgments by phonetically-trained listeners.
Given the literature study in Chapter 2, I concluded that it is necessary to carry out an
exhaustive comparison of the procedures on well they preserve phonemic variation; no such
comparison was carried out before. In addition, in order to evaluate how well the procedures
preserve sociolinguistic variation, the procedures must be applied to a database in which
systematic sociolinguistic variation is present.
The conclusions of the literature study described in Chapter 3, in which perceptual vowel
normalization was studied, are as follows. It was concluded that the effect of F0, F1, F2,
and F3 as intrinsic and as extrinsic factors on tasks involving vowel categorization seems to
be established reasonably well, for phonetically naive listeners as well as for phonetically-
trained listeners. Furthermore, it must be concluded that the performance of listeners at
tasks involving vowel judgment was studied less extensively: only two studies deal with
this issue: Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965). These two studies show that judgments by
phonetically-trained listeners vary over time and show variability depending on the type of
training that the listener received. It must be concluded that the performance of phonetically-
trained listeners at tasks involving judgment of speech produced by multiple speakers has
not been investigated in great depth. For instance, both of the studies presented the listeners
with speech from only one speaker. Finally, the results of the literature study show that the
relationship between the acoustic factors (F0, F1, F2, and F3) and perceived vowel height,
vowel advancement, and lip rounding has not been not studied extensively: only one paper
examined this relationship (Assmann, 1979a). It was concluded that it is necessary to further
investigate this relationship.
4.3 General scheme
The research design is depicted in Figure 4.1. The boxes in Figure 4.1 refer to processes
in which information is generated and ellipses refer to that information itself. The research
design is described as follows.
Instruction × Articulation
The box at the top of Figure 4.1 that contains the word ‘Instruction’ refers to the instruction
to the speaker to pronounce the word that contains the target vowel token. This target
vowel is one of the nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch: the ‘intended’ vowel category.
‘Articulation’ refers to the speaker’s response to this instruction.
In analogy with Pols, Tromp & Plomp (1973) and Van Nierop, Pols & Plomp (1973) the
present research focuses on read monophthongal vowels in a fixed consonantal context.
This means that the three diphthongal vowels of Dutch /au, Ei, œy/) are not taken into
account in the present research, due to the dynamic character of their formant frequencies.
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Figure 4.1: The design of the present research.
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The three long mid vowels (/e, o, ø/) are excluded for the same reason: they show more
diphthongization than the nine remaining monophthongal vowels of Dutch in some regional
varieties of Northern Standard Dutch (cf. Van de Velde, 1996). The three long mid-vowels are
regarded as semi-diphthongal and therefore excluded from the research design. The dynamic
specification of the six (semi)-diphthongal vowels is considered to be an additional (and
complicating) source of variation. If it is assumed that diphthongization results in variation
in the values of the formant frequencies at different points in the vowel duration, then this
variation is of a phonemic nature. If a normalization procedure preserves phonemic variation,
then it can be expected that the dynamic variation in the formant frequencies is present in the
normalized formant frequencies as well. The same can be argued for the consonantal context
if it is assumed that the formant frequencies are affected systematically by the context.
The speakers are selected on their anatomical/physiological (e.g., sex, age) and sociolog-
ical (e.g., regional background) characteristics. This is necessary to obtain a sociolinguisti-
cally balanced database. The speakers in this database must differ as much as possible in their
anatomical/physiological characteristics32, in order to be able to evaluate the normalization
procedures on how well they minimized the acoustic consequences of these characteristics.
Some of the sociological characteristics are kept constant (such as education level and profes-
sion) across all speakers in the database and others (such as regional background) are varied.
This is necessary in order to obtain a database in which systematic sociolinguistic variation
is present that can be attributed to a specific sociological factor. In total, speech from 160
speakers, 80 females and 80 males, is used. I describe the setup of this database in Chapter 5.
Signal
The ellipse in Figure 4.1 labeled ‘Signal’ refers to the acoustic signal, which was argued
in Chapter 1 to transfer three types of variation: phonemic, sociolinguistic speaker-related,
and anatomical/physiological speaker-related. This acoustic signal is used to generate the
perceptual and the acoustic representations.
Acoustic measurements×normalization procedures
This box in Figure 4.1 denotes the process in which the raw values of F0, F1, F2, and
F3 are measured. These measurements are taken at one point in the duration of the vowel
token. Special attention is given to the formants: the aim is to automatically generate reliable
formant frequencies and to minimize measurement error. To this end, two programs for
formant estimation are evaluated, as is described in Chapter 6. The raw measurements of
the four acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3 are transformed through each procedure for
normalization, described in Chapter 7.
32In order to maximize this variation, children should also be included, but no recordings of children were included
in the data set that was used.
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F0, F1, F2, and F3 are measured and subsequently transformed following each of the 12
selected normalization procedures. This way, 12 different acoustic representations are gener-
ated for each vowel token in the sociolinguistically balanced database. The normalized values
of F0, F1, F2, and F3 are referred to as D0, D1, D2, and D3 throughout the present research,
using the notation system described in Chapter 2.
Judgments: category and articulatory
This box in Figure 4.1 refers to the judgments of the stimulus vowel tokens, which are
obtained through an experiment with phonetically-trained experts. Two types of perceptual
representations are obtained: the vowel token’s category label, the category judgment, and
a judgment of the vowel tokens’ perceived tongue height, tongue advancement, and lip
rounding or spreading, i.e., the articulatory judgments. The category judgment is of a discrete
nature and the articulatory judgment are considered to be of a continuous nature.
In the experiment, phonetically-trained are required to perform two tasks. They have to
categorize each stimulus vowel token as one of the nine monophthongal Dutch vowels: /a, A,
E, I, i, O, u, Y, y/. Second, they have to judge the articulatory characteristics of each stimulus
vowel token by locating that vowel token in a phonetic space. The stimuli are read vowel
tokens, produced by 10 male speakers and 10 female speakers of Dutch, a subset of the 160
speakers of the sociolinguistically balanced database.
The coordinates of the locations of the vowel tokens are regarded as the perceptual
counterparts of the acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3. The coordinates of the perceived
articulatory characteristics of each stimulus token are obtained as follows. For each token the
perceived tongue height, tongue advancement, and lip rounding has to be judged by locating
the vowel token in a phonetic space, as was done in Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965). This
phonetic space consists of a vowel quadrilateral in which the abscissa represents the perceived
advancement and the ordinate represented the perceived height. However, in contrast with
Ladefoged and Laver’s studies, rounding is judged on a scale outside the quadrilateral to be
able to obtain a (continuous) articulatory judgment of perceived rounding33 A second reason
to use a separate scale for rounding is to prevent confounding of judgments of advancement
with rounding judgments; this is explained in Chapter 8 when the experimental procedure is
discussed. Throughout the present research, I refer to the three articulatory variables, per-
ceived tongue height, perceived tongue advancement, and perceived lip rounding, as Height,
Advancement, and Rounding, respectively.
In the listening experiment, articulatory judgments are obtained as well as category judg-
ments, because it was expected that the variation in the category judgments is small. This
can be expected, given the results from the studies by Strange et al. (1976), Verbrugge et
al. (1976), Macchi (1980), and Assmann et al. (1982), in which low error rates are reported
33Both Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965) used discrete responses for rounding.
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in speaker-blocked as well as in speaker-mixed conditions. Another reason for obtaining
articulatory judgments is to be able to establish whether the normalization procedures are
able to model the judgment of articulatory differences within vowel categories.
In my opinion, phonetically-trained listeners can project the perceived articulation of a
vowel token as one point in an three-dimensional phonetic space. Disner (1980, page 253)
worded a similar view: “in some real sense, there is a level of representation, comprised of
all but the speaker-particular aspects of the speech signal, in which each vowel is effectively
a point in phonetic space.”.
My choice to use an experimental approach comparable to Ladefoged’s (1960), Laver’s
(1965), and Assmann’s (1979) has two implications. In the first place, it means that I do not
use phonetic transcriptions to represent the speech material. Narrow phonetic transcription
can be said to be the common procedure in phonetics and sociolinguistics for describing dif-
ferences in articulation. However, it seems justified to exclude narrow phonetic transcription
as a possible way to represent vowel tokens perceptually, because I expect that allowing the
listeners to use diacritical marks will introduce unwanted variation into the data. It may, for
instance, be the case that some listeners have different notions about some of the diacritical
marks than other listeners, or use different marks for perceived height, advancement, or
rounding. Second, I expect that trained listeners are able to perceive and reliably record
differences in the articulation of vowel tokens that are considerably more fine-grained than
can be expressed through narrow phonetic transcription.
Acoustic representations
Two sets of acoustic representations are used. First, the normalization procedures are applied
to the vowels from all 160 speakers. Second, a subset is distinguished; vowels produced by
the 20 speakers that are also used to obtain the perceptual representations. The first data set
is used in the acoustic comparisons, which are carried out in the process referred to by the
box ‘Acoustic comparison’. The second data set is used to carry out the comparison with the
perceptual representation (based on the same speech material). This comparison is described
in the box in Figure 4.1 labeled ‘Perceptual-acoustic comparison’.
For each data set, the 12 acoustic representations are calculated separately. This is neces-
sary, because two of the normalization procedures, MILLER and NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM,
use scaling factors calculated using measurements from the speakers in the speaker groups
that are compared.
Perceptual representations
The perceptual representation is obtained using speech material with the following charac-
teristics. To limit the number of stimuli that are judged in the experiment, a subset of 20
speakers of the sociolinguistically balanced database is used in the experiment. The speech
material of this subset must meet the two following requirements. The first requirement is
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that the anatomical/physiological differences between the speakers are maximal, in order
to be able to investigate whether (and how) the listeners are able to perceptually process
a considerable amount of anatomical/physiological speaker-related variation in the speech
signal. The second requirement is that the sociolinguistic speaker-related variation present
in the speech material should be moderate. This is essential, because one of the goals of
the present research is to evaluate whether the normalization procedures are able to preserve
subtle sociolinguistic differences between vowel tokens. These differences can be indications
of possible language changes. Furthermore, presenting listeners with vowel stimuli reflecting
moderate to fine-grained sociolinguistic differences between and within vowel tokens may
encourage them to use their perceptual scale optimally. If listeners are presented with stimuli
in which large sociolinguistic differences between vowel tokens are present, it is not possible
to establish whether phonetically-trained listeners can perceive, and reliably represent, subtle
sociolinguistic differences.
Acoustic comparison
The process described in this box involves the comparison of the 12 normalization procedures
on how well they preserve phonemic variation and sociolinguistic variation, while minimizing
anatomical/physiological variation in the acoustic domain. This process is described in
Chapter 7. The 12 normalization procedures are applied to the vowel data produced by the
160 speakers of the sociolinguistically balanced database.
It is evaluated how well the phonemic variation is preserved in the transformed acoustic
representations by assessing how well the transformed data can be grouped into the intended
vowel category as described in Nearey (1978), Syrdal (1984), and Deterding (1990). The
procedure that delivers the highest percentage correctly classified vowel tokens, is considered
to preserve phonemic variation best. Furthermore, it is evaluated how well the normalization
procedure reduces anatomical/physiological speaker-specific variation, this time using mul-
tivariate analysis of variance. This is done to establish how much of the variance in the
data of each transformed data set is related to characteristics such as the speaker’s sex and
chronological age. If a normalization procedure shows little anatomical/physiological vari-
ation, then this procedure is considered to efficiently minimize the anatomical/physiological
speaker-related variation. Finally, the same set of transformed vowel data is used to evaluate
how well sociolinguistic variation is preserved in the data. Here, the same procedure is used
as for determining which procedure minimizes anatomical/physiological variation best. The
only difference is that it is evaluated how much variation in the multivariate analysis can be
attributed to sociological differences between speaker groups, such as regional background.
The procedure that shows the relatively highest variance component, is considered to be the
best option for preserving sociolinguistic variation.
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Perceptual comparison
The following is concluded on the basis of the literature study described in Chapter 3. It is
necessary to assess the relative importance of vowel-intrinsic and vowel-extrinsic sources of
information for vowel categorization and judgment behavior by phonetically-trained listeners,
to be able to carry out the comparison between the acoustic and perceptual representations.
In my opinion, the results from the literature study described in Chapter 3 show that
is not feasible to directly establish which normalization procedure models human judgment
behavior best, for three reasons. First, it is not clear how the judgment behavior of listeners
is influenced by vowel-intrinsic or vowel-extrinsic and formant-intrinsic or formant-extrinsic
sources of information in the speech signal, because no studies were published that investigate
this matter. Second, although one study describes the effect of the availability of additional
vowel-extrinsic information on vowel categorization by phonetically-trained listeners (Ass-
mann, Nearey & Hogan, 1982), no studies have been published that investigated the relation-
ship between the category that a vowel token was assigned to and the judgment of articulatory
characteristics of that vowel token. It is necessary to establish whether the availability of a
vowel token affects the judgments, because it can be hypothesized that the reliability of the
judgments is influenced by the presence or absence of the vowel token’s category label. Third,
studies by Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965) show that judgments of vowel stimuli that are
judged on different occasions show considerable variation. Consequently, it is not clear how
reliably phonetically-trained listeners judge the articulatory characteristics of vowel tokens.
The listeners are required to judge a set of vowel stimuli under three different experi-
mental conditions to be able to study the effect of two additional factors, i.e., the presence or
absence of information about the vowel category’s label and of information about the speaker.
In the first condition, the stimuli are presented in a random order (speaker-mixed condition)
and the listeners have to categorize each vowel token. In the second condition, the stimuli are
presented blocked by vowel category, but mixed by speaker. In this condition, the listeners
are not required to categorize the vowel token; the category label is provided (vowel-blocked
condition). In the third condition, the stimuli are presented blocked per speaker (speaker-
blocked condition). In this task, information about other tokens produced by the same speaker
as available. In this condition, the listeners are required to categorize the vowel tokens.
By varying the information available to the listeners across conditions, differences in the
judgments of the three variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding can be examined. For
instance, it is expected that the variance of the judgments would vary across experimental
conditions. All the differences that are expected between the three sub-experiments are
discussed in Chapter 8.
Finally, it is decided to examine the reliability of the phonetically-trained listeners, be-
cause studies from Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965) show that listeners vary in their
judgments over time, both between and within listeners. To examine whether this is the case
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in my experiment, listeners are required judge a subset of the stimuli twice within each of the
three experimental conditions, to allow the intra-rater as well as the inter-rater reliability to
be established.
Perceptual-acoustic comparison
The perceptual representation consists of the judgments of Height, Advancement, and Round-
ing, while the acoustic data consists of the measurements of the fundamental frequency and
the first three formant frequencies at one point in the vowel duration, transformed following
each of the 12 selected normalization procedures. Both types of representations are generated
using the same subset of the sociolinguistically balanced database.
The comparison of the perceptual and acoustic representation is carried out using re-
gression techniques. Using linear regression analysis, it can be evaluated how well the
perceptual data, the coordinates of Height, Advancement, and Rounding, are modeled using
the (transformed) values of D0, D1, D2, and D3.
This comparison (described in Chapter 9) serves two purposes. It is used to determine
which normalization procedure models judgment behavior by phonetically-trained listeners
best. The perceptual representation is regarded as a ‘human benchmark’. The procedure that
generates an acoustic representation that showed the best fit with this human benchmark is
considered to model the judgments of phonetically-trained listeners best. The comparison
of acoustic and the perceptual representation is further used to obtain a mapping of the four
acoustic variables, D0, D1, D2, and D4 onto the perceptual variables Height, Advancement,
and Rounding.
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Chapter 5
Speech Material
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the speech material used in the present research. The present research
is part of a larger sociolinguistic project34(cf. Van Hout et al., 1999), on pronunciation
variation in the Netherlands and in Flanders, the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. This
project aims to generate more insight into how certain sociological characteristics (e.g.,
gender, age, regional background) of speakers affect variation and change in the articulation
of standard Dutch (SD) as spoken in the Netherlands and in Flanders. To achieve this goal,
realizations of all phonemes of Dutch were collected through a so-called ‘sociolinguistic
interview’ and described in terms of their acoustic characteristics. These recordings constitute
a sociolinguistically balanced data set. Although monophthongal and diphthongal vowels of
Dutch were collected, I concentrate solely on the monophthongal vowel phonemes.
Section 5.2 describes the setup of the (sociolinguistically balanced) data set. In sec-
tion 5.3, it is described which task in the sociolinguistic interview was used to obtain the
target vowels used in the present research.
5.2 Design of the data set
The speech data was obtained from 160 speakers of standard Dutch (SD) who were stratified
for the following sociological variables: speech community, regional background, gender,
and age. All 160 speakers were teachers at secondary education institutes at the time the
34Also known as the ‘VNC-project’.
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interview was recorded. The majority of them were teachers of Dutch35. They were selected
for the three following reasons. First, Dutch teachers can be considered professional language
users, because they are expected to speak standard Dutch on a daily basis. Second, they are
instructors of the standard language and can thus be regarded as having a normative role (Van
de Velde & Houtermans, 1999). Third, Dutch teachers’ speech is expected to show more
variation than that of broadcasters, whose speech is used in most other pronunciation studies
of variation and change in standard Dutch (Van Hout et al., 1999; Van de Velde & Van Hout,
2000).
Speech community
Two speech communities are distinguished: the Netherlands and Flanders. There are 80
Dutch speakers and 80 Belgian speakers.
The data set was split into a Dutch and a Belgian component, because the pronunciation of
Dutch spoken in Flanders differs considerably from that of Dutch spoken in the Netherlands.
Two different varieties are identified: Northern Standard Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands,
and Southern Standard Dutch as spoken in Flanders. The differences in the pronunciation of
the two varieties have evolved differently from the time the Dutch area was split up into two
parts in the 19th century. See Van de Velde (1996) for a detailed description.
Regional background
The 160 speakers were sampled across four regions per speech community. In each commu-
nity, four regions were appointed: a central region, an intermediate region and two peripheral
regions (peripheral I and II). These are described below.
The central region is the economically and culturally dominant region in each of the
speech communities. For the Netherlands, the central region is the west, consisting of the
provinces of Northern-Holland, Southern-Holland and Utrecht, also known as “De Randstad”
and referred to as “N-R” (Netherlands- Randstad) in the present research. The cities Amster-
dam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, and The Hague are part of the Randstad. In Flanders, the central
region is “Brabant”, denoted as ‘F-B’ (Flanders-Brabant). Brabant contains the provinces
Antwerpen and Flemish-Brabant, with the cities of Antwerpen and Leuven, respectively.
The intermediate region in the Netherlands encloses the southern part of the province of
Gelderland, named “South-Gelderland” by Daan & Blok (1967), and a part of the province
Utrecht. This region is referred to as “N-M” (Netherlands-Middle). The intermediate region
in Flanders is the province of East-Flanders, referred to as “F-E” (Flanders-East). The
intermediate region was thought to be a transitional region between the central region and
the peripheral regions. Dutch as spoken in the intermediate selected regions was thought
35The original design aimed at 160 teachers of Dutch, but it turned out not to be feasible to find enough teachers
to fill the design.
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to show only moderate regional influences and to resemble Dutch as spoken in the central
region.
The choice for the peripheral regions was made using criteria for geographical distance
and linguistic distance. The linguistic distance is the distance between language varieties
that are considered standard and language varieties that are considered less standard, such
as regional dialects. Generally, dialects are spoken more in peripheral regions than in the
central region. The linguistic distance is therefore expected to be larger between the varieties
of Dutch spoken in the central region and the peripheral regions than between the central
region and the intermediate region. In the Netherlands, the two peripheral regions are the
province of Limburg, or “N-S” (Netherlands-South), in the south of the Netherlands, and
the province of Groningen, or “N-N” (Netherlands-North), in the north of the Netherlands.
The two peripheral regions for Flanders are the provinces of (Belgian) Limburg, or “F-L”
(Flanders-Limburg), and of West-Flanders, denoted by “F-W” (Flanders-West).
Several towns were selected per region. The criteria for the selection of the towns were
as follows. First, the selected towns in all regions had to have a comparable socioeconomic
profile. Second, the towns within a region had to belong to the same dialect group. Third, the
Dutch spoken in that town had to be regarded as characteristic of that region. No major cities
were selected, because it was expected that the Dutch spoken in these cities is influenced by
other dialects (or languages) as well as by the dialects spoken in the surrounding region, due
to migration. And finally, there had to be enough teachers of Dutch at the schools to meet the
requirements of the research design. Table 5.1 shows the towns that were selected per region
and per speech community.
The teachers who participated as speakers in the interview taught at schools for secondary
education in the selected towns. These speakers were required to meet the following require-
ments. First, at the time of the interview, they all lived in one of the selected towns, or near
that town in the dialectal region characteristic for that region. Second, they were born in the
region or moved there before their eighth birthday. Third, they had to have lived in the region
for at least eight years prior to their 18th birthday. This last requirement was formulated on the
basis of research studies by Payne (1980) and by Scovel (1988). Payne stated that children
younger than eight years old have no difficulty acquiring the phonological system of the place
they have moved to. Scovel concluded that learners of a second language generally do not
acquire near-native pronunciation of this language after puberty. This last requirement was
furthermore used to make sure that the speakers had lived in the town/region from an age at
which they had no difficulties in learning the language variety spoken in that region or town.
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Table 5.1: The selected towns per speech community per region and the names of the
corresponding provinces.
Speech community Region Name Selected towns
Netherlands Central (N-R) Randstad Alphen aan de Rijn,
Gouda
Intermediate (N-M) South-Gelderland Tiel, Veenendaal,
Ede, Culemborg,
Elst
Peripheral 1 (N-S) Limburg Sittard, Geleen,
Roermond
Peripheral 2 (N-N) Groningen Assen, Veendam,
Winschoten
Flanders Central (F-B) Brabant Lier, Heist-op-den-
berg
Intermediate (F-E) East-Flanders Oudenaarde,
Zottegem, Ronse,
Brakel
Peripheral 1 (F-L) Limburg Tongeren, Bilzen
Peripheral 2 (F-W) West-Flanders Ieper, Poperinge
Gender
One of the aims of the larger project of which the present research forms a part, is to get
more insight into the roles of both genders36 in processes of language variation and change.
Therefore, a division was made for speaker-sex in the design. It is hypothesized that men
and women adopt different roles in the process of changes in the standard language. Women
use more prestigious pronunciation varieties. Also, the idea that women act as pioneers in
language changes with a high prestige is generally accepted (Trudgill, 1983; Cameron &
Coates, 1988, Labov, 1990; Holes, 1997; Chambers, 2003).
Age
The speakers were divided into two age-groups, a younger and an older one. The speakers
in the younger group were born between 1960-1978 and were therefore 22 to 44 years old at
the time of the interview. The speakers in the older age group were born between 1940 and
1955 and were between 45-60 years old at the time of the interview.
36Nevertheless, in the present research I was concentrated on the acoustic effects of biological gender, or of
speaker-sex, because the sociolinguistic variation in the acoustic representation of vowels related to cultural gender
(cf. Chambers, (2003) for the terminology) is expected to be small. Variation related to cultural gender can be found
to a larger extent in consonants, for instance in Van Hout & Van de Velde (2000).
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Design
In Table 5.2, an overview is displayed of the distribution of the listeners over the factors
region, speaker-sex, and age.
Table 5.2: The design of the research project, with 160 listeners distributed over 32 cells.
Speech community Central Intermediate Peripheral I Peripheral II
Netherlands N-R N-M N-S N-N
younger male 5 5 5 5
female 5 5 5 5
older male 5 5 5 5
female 5 5 5 5
Flanders F-B F-E F-L F-W
younger male 5 5 5 5
female 5 5 5 5
older male 5 5 5 5
female 5 5 5 5
5.3 Sociolinguistic interview
The target phonemes from all the 160 informants were elicited through a sociolinguistic
interview. The interview consisted of a guided part and a spontaneous part. In the guided
part, all vowels and consonants of Dutch were recorded:
• All vowels of Dutch (/E, A, O, I, Y, a, o, e, i, ø, y, u, œy, Ou, Ei/) in a neutral context and
in several consonantal contexts,
• All consonants of Dutch (/p, b, t, d, k, g, f, s, v, z, G, x, S, Z, m, n, N, l, r, w, j, h/) in
word-initial, intervocalic and word-final position.
A complete description of the design and further specifics of the entire sociolinguistic inter-
view can be found in Van Hout et al. (1999).
Neutral context sentences
The speech material used in the present research was taken from the ‘neutral context’ task in
the interview. The goal of this task was to elicit all the phonemes of Dutch in a consonantal
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context that would influence the target phoneme as little as possible. The vowel tokens in
their neutral consonantal contexts were recorded in a carrier sentence.
Two different carrier sentences were constructed for recording the vowels: one for the
short vowels and one for the long vowels of Dutch. Dutch vowels are traditionally categorized
into short vowels (/A, E, I, O, Y), long vowels (/a, e, ø, i, o, u, y/), diphthongs (/au, Ei, œy/),
and schwa (/@/) (Booij, 1995). Schwa was not included in the target sentences, because it does
not occur in stressed syllables in Dutch. The sentences have the following generic structure
for the short vowels (‘V‘ indicates the target vowel):
‘In sVs en in sVsse zit de V’
/In sVs En In sVs@ zIt d@ V/
[In sVs and in sVsse is the V]
For the long vowels and the diphthongs, the sentences have the following structure:
‘In sVs en in sVze zit de V’
/In sVs En In sVz@ zIt d@ V/
[In sVs and in sVze is the V]
The distinctions between the short vowels on one hand and the long vowels and diphthongs
on the other hand was made because in Dutch an /z/ never occurs after a short vowel in a
CVCV37 consonantal context. It was thus decided to use a postvocalic /z/ for long vowels
and diphthongs, and a post-vocalic /s/.
Of the three different consonantal contexts in which the target vowel was recorded (CVC,
CVCV, or V), the CVC contexts were selected for further processing throughout the present
research, because the vowels in isolation (V) lacked a consonantal context. It may be pos-
sible that the vowels in isolation are not as ‘natural’ than vowel tokens in a consonantal
context, because only the monophthongal vowel /y/ occurs in isolation in standard Dutch.
Furthermore, the vowels in isolation were produced in sentence-final position, which may
also affect the naturalness of the F0 values. The vowels in the CVCV consonantal context
were not selected, because they contain different postvocalic consonants depending on the
target vowel in the neutral context task (for the short vowels, this was /s/, and for the long
vowels and the diphthongs it was /z/)38.
The vowel tokens in the syllabic structure CVC can be regarded as vowels in a neutral
context for Dutch. No recordings were made of vowels pronounced in the ‘traditional’
neutral /hVt/ consonantal context (/hVd/ for English) because it could not be predicted how
people from Flanders would pronounce the word-initial /h/. Almost all people interviewed in
37Except in a handful of loan words (e.g. in mazzel, which translates as ‘luck’).
38An additional argument not to use the CVCV contexts with postvocalic /z/ is that in the CVCV contexts for the
short vowels postvocalic /s/ is ambi-syllabic, whereas a postvocalic /z/, as it occurs in the CVCV contexts for the
long vowels, is not.
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Flanders are originally dialect speakers. They usually speak Southern Standard Dutch as well
as their (native) dialect. Some (West-)Flanders dialects do not have an /h/ in their phoneme
inventory. When asked to produce a word-initial /h/, some speakers of West-Flanders dialects
tend to replace /h/ by either a glottal stop, or by /X/. A /sVs/ context was adopted to make
sure that no additional sources of variation were added to the data.
During the interview, the carrier sentences were presented to the speaker on a computer
screen, with a three-second interval between sentences. When the speaker made a mistake,
the interviewer interrupted the computer program and went back at least two sentences and
asked the speaker to read these sentences again, to make sure that all sentences were recorded
correctly. The neutral sentences task was performed twice during the interview; each vowel
token was therefore available twice in each syllabic structure.
A total of 4800 vowel tokens was recorded in the neutral context sentences task: two
tokens of each of the 15 vowel categories of Dutch, produced by 160 speakers.
Recording conditions
The recordings were made on DAT with a TASCAM DA-P1 portable DAT-recorder, with
an AKG C420 Headset condenser microphone. The recordings were digitized through a
Lucid Technology PCI24 digital audio card, and stored at 48 kHz on a PowerMac 7500/100.
The neutral context sentences used in this experiment were down-sampled to 16 kHz, after
applying an anti-aliasing low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency just below 8 kHz.
Recording conditions were different for each of the speakers. Some were interviewed
in an empty classroom while others were interviewed at home. Due to these differences in
recording conditions, background noises were audible in some cases. Whenever this was the
case, the speech segment was excluded from further processing39.
39As is described when the vowel data is discussed in detail, in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 6
Acoustic measurements
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the procedure through which the measurements of F0, F1, F2, and
F3 were generated. These measurements were obtained from the vowel data from the 160
speakers (described in Chapter 5).
Section 6.2 describes how the acoustic measurements were generated. These measure-
ments represent the raw acoustic description of the vowel data. This section describes how
F0 was measured using the program Praat. Next, a comparison of two programs for formant
estimation, Praat, Boersma, (2001) and Nearey’s program (described in Nearey, Assmann, &
Hillenbrand, 2002), is given. This comparison is followed by a verification of the measure-
ments that were obtained through the program that was found to the most suitable of the two.
Section 6.3 provides a summary of this chapter.
6.2 Measurements
6.2.1 Segmentation of vowel tokens
As described in Chapter 5, recordings were made for a total of 4800 vowel tokens: 15
vowels of Dutch, pronounced twice by 160 speakers. Before the acoustic measurements
were obtained, I segmented all 4800 vowel tokens by hand in the digitized speech wave.
In doing so, I made sure that the surrounding speech sounds (/s/) were not audible in the
remaining signal. Segment labels were placed at zero crossings. The labeled vowel segments
were extracted from their carrier sentences automatically, using the program Praat, version
4.02 (Boersma, 2001).
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6.2.2 Fundamental frequency
For each vowel token, F0 was extracted automatically with the program Praat, using the
autocorrelation method, Praat’s default procedure, and which is evaluated as the best option
in Boersma (1993)40. I set the range within which the algorithm was to estimate F0 between
50 and 300 Hz for male speakers, and between 100 and 500 Hz for female speakers. F0
was extracted at the vowel’s temporal mid-point. Although I estimated F0 for all 4800 vowel
tokens in this fashion, I discuss only the measurements for the 2880 monophthongal vowel
tokens (nine vowel categories × 160 speakers × two tokens).
As a first step, the data was checked for outliers (a case with a value between 1.5 and
3 times the interquartile range (IQR)), and extreme values (cases > 3 IQR)41. Whenever I
refer to outliers or extreme values, this definition is meant. The data of each speaker was
investigated separately. Every outlier and extreme value was verified by hand.
In total, 74 outliers and extreme values were found in the 2880 cases. Of these 74 cases,
63 cases were remeasured and reinserted in the database and 11 cases were excluded from
further analysis. Of the 63 cases, 26 were octave errors that were remeasured by hand and
subsequently reinserted. The remaining 37 outliers were neither caused by octave errors,
nor by anomalous behavior of the F0 measurement algorithm, nor by idiosyncrasies of the
speaker’s voice. To explain these findings, I inspected the other vowels pronounced by the
same speaker, and I concluded that each one of these 37 values must be attributed to variation
in F0 of that speaker. Therefore, these 37 values were included in the data set. The remaining
11 cases were excluded from further analysis, because the voice characteristics of the speaker
(e.g hoarseness) did not allow F0 to be measured reliably. These 11 cases were replaced by
the mean F0 for that speaker42. This was done because some of the procedures for vowel
normalization – that are evaluated in Chapter 7 – use speaker-dependent scale factors (e.g.,
LOBANOV, GERSTMAN) and these factors could be biased if calculated using fewer vowels
for that speaker.
6.2.3 Algorithms from Praat and Nearey
Two programs for obtaining formant measurements were compared, in order to obtain valid
formant measurements. The first program, Praat, is widely-used for obtaining formant mea-
surements. Using the algorithm embedded in this program, formant measurements can be
obtained semi-automatically.
The second program, developed by Nearey (Nearey et al., 2002), uses a formant mea-
suring algorithm comparable to the algorithm used in Praat, and formant frequencies can
40It was not feasible to compare Praat’s estimations of F0 with Nearey’s, because Nearey’s program did not
provide estimations of F0.
41Using the definition of the statistical package (SPSS).
42Which is a standard procedure for replacing missing values.
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also be obtained semi-automatically. Nearey’s program differs from Praat in two respects: it
generates alternative sets of solutions (i.e., a different set of measurements) for each vowel
token and it allows the user to manually verify and adjust the formant measurements.
In this section, the technical details of the two programs are described and subsequently
a description is given of how both programs were used to generate formant measurements
using the same set of vowel data. Next, a description is given of how the quality was assessed
of the measurement resulting from the two programs.
Nearey’s program
Nearey’s program (described in Nearey et al., 2002) consists of two parts: a formant tracking
algorithm and a user interface that allows the user to verify, and, where necessary, adjust
the formant tracks generated by the tracking algorithm. The hypothesis is that Nearey’s
program has two advantages compared with Praat. The formant measurements obtained with
this program should first be more reliable and accurate than measurements obtained with the
other programs, as it goes through several cutoff frequencies and selects the best option for
each vowel token separately when making the formant estimations. Other programs generally
allow the user to select only one cutoff frequency that is identical for all vowel tokens to be
measured. Second, the interface in Nearey’s program allows for making adjustments to the
output formant tracks: the course of the tracks proposed by the algorithm can be altered,
or the user can select an alternative cutoff frequency than the one proposed by the tracking
algorithm. This way, possible errors of the system can be corrected and the resulting formant
tracks can be altered to obtain better measurements.
The setup of Nearey’s program is as follows. The program’s preprocessing consists of
applying a cosine4 window with a time-step of two milliseconds43. Subsequently, three
formant candidates are estimated by means of root extraction, using a version of Markel
& Gray’s (1976) “FORMNT” algorithm, followed by a five-point running median smoothing.
The number of LPC-coefficients is fixed at nine. For each vowel token, the settings were
identical.
Three parameters must be set by the user. The tracking program puts considerable em-
phasis on the frequency range within which the three formant tracks are to be estimated. This
frequency range consists of two parts, a lower range and an upper range, the lower range
is fixed between 0 and 3000 Hz, while the upper range is set between 3000 and a variable
value constituting the highest cutoff frequency in Hz. The user determines the value of this
highest cutoff frequency. Within this upper range (3000 to the highest frequency), the user
must also provide the number of cutoff frequencies44 to be evaluated. For instance, if the
43A cosine4 is a cosine window 4-cubed; interval from− 1
2
pi to + 1
2
pi.
44These cutoff frequencies can be regarded as estimates of a frequency between F3 and F4: the cutoff frequency
of the F3.
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user set the highest cutoff frequency to 4000 Hz, and the number of cutoff frequencies to six,
the following six frequencies are evaluated: 3000 Hz, 3200 Hz, 3400 Hz, 3600 Hz, 3800 Hz,
and 4000 Hz. The third parameter that must be set concerns the distribution of the F3 cutoff
frequencies across the total range, i.e., whether the distance between the cutoff frequencies is
spaced logarithmically (Log) or linearly (Hz) across the upper range.
Subsequently, the program compares the three formant tracks associated with each of the
cutoff frequencies to be evaluated. This comparison consists of tracking all three formants
within the range specified by each cutoff frequency and by evaluating the results45. Finally,
the program forwards one particular high cutoff frequency, together with the three formant
tracks that were estimated using this cutoff frequency, as the best option.
The resulting formant tracks for the input vowel tokens are to be verified by hand in
the user interface of the program. For this purpose, the tracks are plotted on the smoothed
spectrogram. It is possible to alter the course of each track. For instance, if the F1 is estimated
at a frequency that is probably the frequency of F0 (a ‘formant jump’), which can be expected
for speakers displaying a high F0 for close front vowels, such as /i/, the track for F1 can be
altered to position it at the appropriate place in the spectrogram. In addition, the user can cut
off the beginning and/or ending of the tracks, if the initial or final /s/ appears to have affected
the course of the tracks. Finally, it is possible to select one of the five alternative tracks (using
the other five cutoff frequencies), if another cutoff seems more appropriate when inspecting
the smoothed spectrogram.
In order to find the optimal configuration of Nearey’s program, I investigated the effect of
three variables: the range within which the third formant was to be tracked (the highest cutoff
frequency was set to 3900, 4200, or 4500 Hz), the number of cutoff frequencies in the upper
range (5, 6, or 8 cutoff frequencies), and the spacing of these cutoff frequencies (log or Hz).
Table 6.1: Combinations of input settings for calibrating Nearey’s tracker.
Combination High cutoff Nr. of cutoffs Spacing
1 3900 5 Hz
2 4200 5 Hz
3 4200 5 log
4 4200 6 log
5 4500 5 Hz
6 4500 6 Hz
7 4500 8 Hz
45Using a complex system of calculating nine ‘figures of merit’ (Nearey, personal communication, 2002). The
best cutoff frequency is calculated by multiplying the scores for all nine figures of merit. The program forwards the
cutoff frequency with the largest compound score is forwarded as the best option.
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When selecting combinations of these three variables, I used the smallest number of combi-
nations possible. In total, I evaluated the seven combinations of settings, listed in Table 6.1.
The rationale behind each of these seven combinations was the following. Combination 1
was selected to investigate the effect of a low F3 cutoff frequency. Combination 2 was
used to investigate the effect of a slightly higher cutoff frequency than the one used in
combination 1. Combination 3 was used to test the effect of log spacing instead of linear (Hz)
spacing. Combination 4 was used to assess whether a higher number of cutoff frequencies
than in combination 2 in the same range would improve the quality of the measurements.
Combinations 5 and 6 were used to establish whether the results found with combinations 2
and 3 would remain stable with wider spaced cutoff frequencies. Combination 7 was used
to find out if using a considerably higher number of cutoff frequencies affects the quality of
the measurements. Pairwise comparisons were made between combinations of settings, to be
able to decide which one of two parameters yielded better results.
The seven combinations of input settings for the tracker were evaluated using the vowel
data from 20 speakers from the N-R region in the sociolinguistically balanced data set de-
scribed in section 5.3. For each of the N-R speakers, both occurrences of each monophthongal
vowel (/A/, /a/, /E/, /I/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Y/, /y/) were used. In total, 360 vowel tokens (nine
vowel categories × 20 speakers × two tokens per vowel category) were selected for this
evaluation. These 360 vowel tokens were passed through the tracker seven times.
The raw output data from the seven combinations was not verified by hand, or altered
in any way, because checking the data by hand may obscure the differences between the
combinations. For each combination, for each vowel token, the frequencies for F1, F2, and
F3 at each vowel token’s temporal center point were extracted from the tracker’s results.
The seven combinations were evaluated using linear discriminant analysis (LDA)46. Us-
ing LDA, I evaluated how well the formant data from each combination could be used to
classify each vowel token into the corresponding intended vowel category. For each vowel
token, the values of the first three formants were entered as predictors. For each procedure,
the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens was calculated on the basis of these three
predictor variables. A higher percentage of successfully classified vowel tokens was thought
to reflect fewer mistakes in the tracking process. For each combination of settings, the
discriminant analyses were repeated three times, once for the 10 male speakers, once for
the 10 female speakers, and once for all 20 speakers combined.
Before the discriminant analyses were performed, the correlations between the data re-
sulting from the seven combinations were calculated for F1, F2, and F3. The correlations
between the combinations were overall high to very high. The correlation coefficients (Pear-
son’s r) ranged between 0.97 and 1.00 for F1, between 0.87 and 0.97 for F2, and between
46A non-linear, or quadratic, discriminant analysis could also have been used here, because it can be expected that
the covariance matrices between groups are unequal. However, it was decided to use linear discriminant analysis
throughout this research, for reasons discussed in further detail in Chapter 7.
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0.75 and 0.97 for F3. The slightly lower correlation coefficients for F3 were due to pairs
involving combination 1; when combination 1 is not included, the coefficients range between
0.90 and 0.97. The results suggest that the value of 3900 for the highest cutoff frequency
used in combination 1 may be too low for reliable calculation of F3.
Table 6.2: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens from the LDAs.
Combination Female speakers Male speakers All speakers
1 83 82 76
2 86 81 76
3 86 82 76
4 83 82 75
5 83 79 76
6 86 80 76
7 81 81 74
Table 6.2 shows the results of the discriminant analyses. All percentages are rounded of
to the nearest whole number, as is done throughout this research. It can be observed that
all percentages correctly classified vowel tokens are around 80%, for the male as well as
for the female speakers, whereas the percentages for all speakers are slightly lower, around
76%. Therefore, it must be concluded that all seven combinations produced data that could
be classified reasonably accurately, especially considering that this data was not verified
manually and therefore contained some errors.
Table 6.2 shows furthermore that combinations 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 yield the highest scores
(76%) for all speakers. Of these five, combination 3 appears to be the best option, because
it leads to the highest percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens for male and female
speakers. Moreover, it can be observed that the log scale (combinations 3 and 4) produces
slightly higher percentages than the Hz scale (combinations 1, 2, 5, 6, 7), a cutoff frequency
of 4200 yields higher scores than higher and lower cutoff frequencies (3900 and 4500), and
a smaller number of cutoff frequencies produces higher percentages correctly classified than
a higher number.
Given the results of the evaluation described above, I decided that combination 3 was the
best option. Therefore, combination 3 was used for all formant measurements described in
the present research using Nearey’s program.
Praat
As was done for Nearey’s program, several combinations of settings were evaluated for
Praat’s formant measuring algorithm. It was decided to evaluate several settings of Praat’s
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default procedure. Praat’s default procedure for formant estimation is the Burg-algorithm,
which is implemented using algorithms from Press et al. (1992). For formant estimations,
one signal is calculated every 10 ms using a Gaussian window with a length of 51.9 Hz,
shifted every 10 ms. The number of LPC-coefficients is linearly dependent on the highest
cutoff frequency: two coefficients are calculated per 1000 Hz, or per 1100Hz (for the female
speakers). For female speakers, five formants are to be found in a range of 0-5500 Hz and five
formants in the 0-5000 Hz range for male speakers. This means that for the females and for
the males 10 LPC-coefficients were estimated. Although five formants were measured, I used
only the values for the first three. I set the program to measure the formant frequencies at each
vowel token’s temporal midpoint. It should be noted that, because the formant frequencies are
not passed through a tracking algorithm after their estimation by the LPC-procedure, Praat’s
procedure delivers formant candidates. However, this does not necessarily affect the quality
of the formant frequencies. A tracking procedure can be seen as an algorithm that ‘connects
the dots’ across all frames of the signal (where the ‘dots’ are the formant candidates in each
frame). This implies that if the measurement algorithm is good, then tracking these formant
candidates does not result in better measurements.
The height of the highest cutoff frequency and the shift of the Gaussian window were
evaluated. Four combinations of settings were evaluated. Combination 1 was identical to the
default settings: the shift was 10 ms and five formants were to be estimated in 5000 Hz for
male speakers and in 5500 Hz for female speakers (only the values of the first three formants
were used). In combination 2, all settings were identical to the default settings (and thus to
combination 1), the only difference was that the shift was set at 2 milliseconds instead of 10.
In combinations 3 and 4, three formants were to be estimated in 3000 Hz for male speakers
and in 3300 Hz for female speakers. In combination 3 the window shift was set at 10 ms and
the window shift was set at 2 ms. Table 6.3 lists the specifics of the four combinations.
Table 6.3: Combinations of input settings for calibrating Nearey’s tracker.
Combination Nr. Formants & Cutoff frequency Window shift
1 5 formants in 5000/5500 Hz 10 ms
2 5 formants in 5000/5500 Hz 2 ms
3 3 formants in 3000/3300 Hz 10 ms
4 3 formants in 3000/3300 Hz 2 ms
The four combinations were used to generate four sets of measurements of F1, F2, and F3,
using the same 360 vowels as used to calibrate Nearey’s program. These combinations were
subsequently evaluated using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to establish how well the
data resulting from each combination could be used to classify each vowel token into the
corresponding intended vowel category. For each vowel token, the values of the first three
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Table 6.4: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens from the LDAs for the four combinations
for Praat.
Combination Female speakers Male speakers All speakers
1 76 79 72
2 73 77 71
3 64 74 66
4 58 75 65
formants were entered as predictors. For each combination, the percentage of correctly clas-
sified vowel tokens was calculated using the three predictor variables. A higher percentage
successfully classified vowel tokens was thought to reflect fewer mistakes in the measuring
process. For each combination, the discriminant analyses were repeated three times, once for
the 10 male speakers, once for the 10 female speakers, and once for all 20 speakers combined.
The formant data was not checked for outliers or extreme values.
Correlation coefficients were calculated between measurements resulting from the four
combinations for F1, F2, and F3. The correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) ranged between
0.94 and 0.99 for F1, between 0.91 and 0.99 for F2, and between 0.84 and 0.98 for F3 and
were thus overall high to very high.
Table 6.4 shows the resulting percentages correctly classified vowel tokens per combi-
nation for the female speakers, male speakers, and for all speakers. It can be observed
that combination 1 yields the highest scores for all three sets of speakers (76% females,
79% for the males, and 72% for all speakers). Combinations 3 and 4 perform poorer than
combinations 1 and 2, indicating that estimating five formants in 5000 or 5500 Hz leads to
higher percentages correctly classified vowel tokens than estimating three formants in 30000
or 3300 Hz. In addition, combination 1 performed marginally better than combination 2 and
combination 3 performed marginally better than combination 4, which indicates that a time
shift of 10 ms is more suitable than a shift of 2 ms. Closer inspection of the measurements of
combinations 3 and 4 revealed that their low scores can most likely be accounted for by the
fact that F3 could not be measured for over 45% of the vowel tokens for the female speakers
and over 30% for the male speakers. It was found that this was the case for the vowels /i/, /I/,
/a/, and /A/. A possible explanation is that the cutoff frequency of 3000 or 3300 Hz is too low
for these vowels to allow F3 to be measured reliably. Given the results in Table 6.4, it was
decided to measure the formant frequencies for the comparison with Nearey’s program using
the settings of combination 1, i.e., Praat’s default settings.
6.2.4 Comparing Nearey’s and Praat’s measurements
The 360 vowel tokens from the 20 speaker of the N-R region were measured twice, once using
Nearey’s program, with the settings of combination 3, and once with Praat’s combination 1.
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Table 6.5: Parameters for Nearey’s program and for the Praat program.
Parameters Nearey Praat
Window shape Cosine4 Gaussian
Window length 125 Hz 51.9 Hz
Time step 2 ms 10 ms
Estimating LPC- FORMNT (Markel & Grey, 1976 Burg (Press et al., 1992)
candidates
LPC-coefficients 9 10
Cutoff-frequency Variable: 3000, 3263, Not variable, males: 2500 Hz,
3550, 3861 or 4200 Hz females: 2750 Hz
Tracking yes no
The specific characteristics of each procedure are displayed in Table 6.5.
As a first step in the analysis of both data sets, the data was checked for outliers. All
outliers were included in the data set and all extreme values were inspected visually, and
where thought necessary, excluded from further analysis. This procedure was repeated for
male and female speakers, for each of the nine vowel categories, and for the values of F1,
F2, and F3 separately. Four vowel tokens measured with Praat were remeasured. After
remeasuring, they were included in the data set. The data from Nearey’s program showed no
extreme values, therefore no cases were excluded from the analysis.
To establish the correlation between the measurements from both programs, Pearson’s r
was calculated. For F1 an r of 0.95 was found, an r of 0.94 for F2, and r was 0.73 for F3. No
substantial differences were thus found between the measurements of the first two formants
by the two programs, although the measurements for F3 were found to differ more.
To get more insight in the precise nature of the differences between the two programs,
three scatter plots are displayed in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1 shows that the variation around the
center line does not seem to be random. Overall, the measurements obtained using Praat are
lower than those obtained using Nearey’s program.
For F1, the deviations from the center line seem to be caused mainly by the fact that
Praat’s estimations of /A/ and /a/ are lower than Nearey’s estimations. For some tokens
for /A/ in Figure 6.1 the estimations by Praat are between 300 and 400 Hz, while Nearey’s
program generated estimations between 600 and 900 Hz. A possible explanation may be
that Praat estimated a frequency somewhere between the fundamental frequency and the first
formant for these tokens. The same can be said about Praat’s low values for /a/. For F2, it
seems that Praat’s estimations of /i/, /E/, /y/, and /I/ were lower than Nearey’s estimations.
For instance, for /i/ some of Praat’s estimations in Figure 6.1 are around 1500 Hz, while
Nearey’s estimations of those vowel tokens are around 2800 Hz. It seems that Praat missed
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F2 altogether for these tokens, and chose a value intermediate between F1 and F2 instead.
For F3, deviations from the center line can be observed for each vowel category, although it
can be observed that the some of the tokens from vowels /i/, /y/, and /E/ are lower for Praat’s
program, presumably due to estimations that were somewhere intermediate between F2 and
F3.
Linear discriminant analyses (LDAs) were carried out on the formant data generated by
both programs to establish if there were differences between Praat and Nearey’s measure-
ments. In each of these analyses, the values of the first three formants served as predictor
variables, while the percentage vowel tokens that were classified into their corresponding
vowel category was used as the dependent variable. It was assumed that higher percentages
classified would reflect less random variation in the formant estimations and less overlap
between the vowel categories. This analysis was repeated for the female and the males
separately and for the pooled data of all 20 speakers.
Table 6.6: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens resulting from the LDAs.
Program Female speakers Male speakers All speakers
Praat 79 81 72
Nearey 86 82 76
Table 6.647 shows the percentages correctly classified vowel tokens from the LDA on Nearey’s
and Praat’s measurements. All percentages for the data estimated using Nearey’s program
are higher than those for Praat, 1% to 7 % higher. Overall, Nearey’s program produced
data that could be classified more easily into vowel categories. This indicates that Nearey’s
program represented the phonemic variation in the raw formant frequencies better than Praat.
Therefore, Nearey’s program was considered to be the best option for obtaining formant
measurements of the two.
Given the analyses described in this section, i.e., the calibration of the ideal settings of
Nearey’s program and the comparison with Praat, it can be concluded that Nearey’s program
produced better formant measurements than Praat. Nearey’s program was therefore used to
measure the total set of vowels. All 4800 vowels were passed through Nearey’s formant
tracker, both the diphthongs (1920) and the monophthongal vowel tokens (2880). In the
present research, only the results concerning the 2880 monophthongal vowel tokens are
discussed in further detail.
Summarizing, the three formant frequencies for all vowel tokens described in the present
research were measured using Nearey’s program, using a highest cutoff frequency of 4200
Hz, with different five cutoff frequencies to be evaluated that were log-spaced throughout the
higher range (3000-4200 Hz).
47The values for the Praat data are slightly higher than in Table 6.4, because here the data were checked for outliers
and missing values, which was not the case for the data used in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plots of Praat’s and Nearey’s estimations of F1, F2, and F3 in Hz.
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6.2.5 Verification of formant frequencies
All 2880 vowel tokens were verified with the user interface implemented in Nearey’s pro-
gram. The program presents the user with the smoothed LPC-spectrogram, with the three
proposed tracks with their corresponding cutoff frequency printed on it.
All vowel tokens were verified as follows. First, the cutoff frequency proposed by the
tracker was evaluated. In Nearey’s program, it is possible to view the three formant tracks
for each of the four alternative cutoff frequencies, and, if necessary, to select one of these
alternatives (including the three corresponding formant tracks). Second, the formant tracks
can be altered independently of the proposed cutoff frequency. For instance, if the second
formant’s track was set too high (e.g., in back vowels like /u/), the track can be put at the
correct frequencies by hand. Third, the user can remove parts from the signal (for instance
if noise from the surrounding /s/-sounds was still audible and visible). Finally, the user can
choose to save the formant at the vowel’s temporal midpoint or the user can choose to reject
the entire set of measurements. Overall, the modifications that I made in the formant tracks
were small, although in some cases (especially for /O/, for which F3 was often estimated at a
too-low frequency) the position of F3 was adjusted.
Table 6.7, which lists the percentage of altered and unaltered vowel tokens, shows that the
data from the 40 female speakers from the Dutch community required the highest percent-
age of modifications48, whereas the 40 Flemish males required the lowest percentage. The
Flemish data required fewer modifications than the Dutch data.
After calculating the outliers and extreme values (for the male and female speakers and for
each vowel separately), it was decided to include all outliers in the data set, while all extreme
values were verified using the tracking program’s graphical user interface again. This was
done to ensure that the extreme value was not the result of a mistake that was made during
the first round of manual verification with the interface. As a result, three vowel tokens were
excluded from further analysis due to background noises: two from the Dutch data set and
one from the Flemish data set. All three tokens were produced by male speakers. For these
three tokens, the values for F1, F2, and F3 were replaced by the mean values calculated for
all remaining vowels for the corresponding speaker. This was done for the same reason as
given for the measurements of F0, described in section 6.2.2.
In addition, an LDA was carried out on unverified and verified data from the tracker, to
ensure that manual verification did in fact improve the quality of the results. The analysis
was carried out using only the monophthongal vowel data from all eight speaker groups (N-
R, N-M, N-S, N-N, F-B, F-E, F-L, and F-W). Each speaker group consisted of 20 speakers.
Both tokens of each monophthongal vowel were included in the data set. The total number
of cases was 2880 for the unverified data and 2877 for the verified data. In each LDA, the
values of the first three formants for each vowel token served as the predictor variables, while
the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens served as the dependent variable.
48The majority of the modifications were minor changes to the course of the formant tracks.
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Table 6.7: Percent unaltered and altered data for the 2880 monophthongal vowel tokens. The
number of speakers per cell is 20.
% Netherlands Flanders
Females Males Females Males
Altered 54 49 47 45
Unaltered 47 51 53 56
Table 6.8: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens from the linear discriminant analyses for
the unaltered and altered data.
% Unverified data Verified data
Region Female Male Female Male
N-R 86 82 85 84
N-M 84 76 88 86
N-S 80 74 81 86
N-N 89 77 87 86
F-B 87 89 88 90
F-E 87 89 92 93
F-L 90 82 88 89
F-W 86 81 86 87
All regions 80 75 81 82
Table 6.8 displays the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens from the LDA on the
verified and the unverified data. Given these results, it can be concluded that verification of
the data generally improved the classification of the male speakers; the percentages correctly
classified vowel tokens are overall higher than the females’ percentages. Both pooled per-
centages for the verified data are higher than the percentages for the unverified data. Some of
the percentages in Table 6.8 are higher for the verified data, but, overall, those differences are
minor, compared with the improvements found for, for instance, the N-S region for the male
speakers (12% higher after verification). Given these results, it seemed justified to assume
that manual verification of the data resulted in higher quality formant measurements.
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6.3 Summary
This chapter presents an outline of how the measurements of the fundamental frequency and
the first three formants of each vowel token were obtained. First, the measurements of F0
are discussed, these measurements were generated using the program Praat. For each vowel
token, the fundamental frequency was extracted automatically and subsequently verified by
hand. Second, process is described through which the measurements of F1, F2, and F3 were
obtained. To obtain valid measurements, I compared two programs for semi-automatically
measuring formant frequencies: the program Praat and a program developed by Nearey.
Before carrying out formant measurements using Nearey’s program, its optimal settings were
estimated, using a subset of the sociolinguistically balanced database, described in Chapter 5.
This procedure was repeated for Praat; several settings of its default procedure were evaluated
using the same data as used for the calibration of the settings of Nearey’s program. After the
optimal settings were established for both programs, a comparison of the formant frequencies
measured with the two programs was carried out using Linear Discriminant Analysis. I
concluded that the measurements made with Nearey’s program were better than Praat’s.
Third, it is described how all 4800 vowel tokens of the sociolinguistically balanced data
set (described in Chapter 5) were measured using Nearey’s program and verified by hand.
Chapter 7
Acoustic comparisons
7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the comparison of the 12 normalization procedures in the acoustic do-
main. The procedures are evaluated on how well they meet the criterion proposed in Chapter
1. A procedure is considered to meet this criterion when the application of the procedure
results in better representation of the phonemic variation compared with the baseline (no
normalization). This improved performance should be accompanied by a reduction of the
anatomical/physiological variation, and by the preservation of the sociolinguistic variation.
If a procedure performs poorly at one (or more) of these tasks, it is decided that it does not
meet the criterion in the acoustic domain.
The acoustic comparisons were carried out as follows. As a first step, the normalization
procedures were applied to the raw acoustic measurements of F0, F1, F2, and F3 (described
in Chapter 6). These measurements were obtained using the vowel data from all 160 speakers
from the sociolinguistically balanced data set (described in Chapter 5). Thus, 12 normalized
sets of measurements were obtained.
Section 7.2 describes to what degree the 12 normalization procedures meet the criterion.
In section 7.3, the three procedures that meet the criterion best are discussed in more detail
as to how they deal with specific sources of sociolinguistic variation. Section 7.4 presents
the conclusions of this chapter. Parts of the research that is described in this chapter are also
described in Adank (1999).
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7.2 General comparisons
7.2.1 Applying normalization procedures
In Chapter 2, a detailed description of the 12 normalization procedures was given. In addition,
it was described how the procedures are classified as vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic, vo-
wel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic, vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic, or as vowel-extrinsic/for-
mant-extrinsic procedures. All procedures were applied to the raw measurements of F0,
F1, F2, and F3 for each of the 2880 vowel tokens. However, because the implementation
of NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM and MILLER involves the calculation of scale factors that
depend on the specifics of the speaker groups that are compared, a short description of these
procedures is given here.
First, my interpretation of NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM (formula (2.12)) entails multiply-
ing each frequency of F0, F1, F2 and F3 in Hz of the female speakers with a scale factor k.
k was calculated using equation (2.13), as described in section 2.4.4, and was set at 0.87 for
the population of 160 speakers.
Second, MILLER’s three dimensions were calculated using equations (2.15), (2.16), and
(2.17). MILLER uses a sensory reference SR (equation (2.14), which incorporates a scale
factor k. Here, k is the geometric mean of µF0 (mean F0) for the female speakers and µF0
for the male speakers. Because µF0 for the 80 female speakers was 233.9 Hz, and µF0 for
the 80 male speakers was 147.7 Hz, the geometric mean (k) was set to 185.9 Hz.
7.2.2 Preserving phonemic variation
A series of discriminant analyses was carried out to establish how well the 12 normalization
procedures preserved phonemic variation in the transformed version of each vowel token. The
purpose of these analyses was to establish how well the vowel data produced by younger and
older male and female speakers – containing considerable anatomical/physiological speaker-
related variation – can be categorized. The transformed acoustic variables (D0, D1, D2, D3)
for each procedure served as predictor variables, while the intended vowel category, having
nine possible values, was the dependent variable. The percentage of correctly classified vowel
tokens was used as the measure to express how well the 12 procedures preserve phonemic
variation.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a standard pattern recognition technique that as-
sumes that the covariance matrices are equal across categories. The expectation is that the
data cannot meet this assumption. In cases like these, quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA)
is the appropriate analysis. A disadvantage of QDA is that it requires much larger numbers
of parameters to be estimated. Therefore, for the first analysis LDA as well as QDA were
carried out, to establish whether the percentages correctly classified vowel tokens by the two
analyses were substantially different.
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Table 7.1: Results for LDA 1 and for QDA 1: percent correctly classified vowel tokens
from the linear and quadratic discriminant analyses on the pooled data from 160 speakers.
For LDA 1, all percentages higher than 81% or lower than 77% (all percentages are
rounded off to the nearest whole number) are significantly different from the baseline
condition (HZ). For QDA 1, these percentages are 79% and 83%, respectively. The four
classes of procedures (vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic, vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic,
vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic, and vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic) are separated by
horizontal lines.
% LDA 1 QDA 1
HZ 79 81
LOG 80 81
BARK 80 82
ERB 80 82
MEL 80 82
SYRDAL & GOPAL 69 70
LOBANOV 92 93
GERSTMAN 84 86
CLIHi4 90 91
CLIHs4 82 83
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM 82 84
MILLER 76 77
Table 7.1 shows the following results. For LDA 1, five out of 11 procedures performed
significantly better than HZ, two performed significantly poorer and four show no difference
in performance. Of the five procedures that performed above the baseline, LOBANOV’s
procedure and Nearey’s CLIHi4 procedure show the highest percentages (92% and 90% of
the vowel tokens was categorized correctly, respectively), followed by GERSTMAN (84%).
SYRDAL & GOPAL (69%) and MILLER (76%) show a deterioration compared with the base-
line. No differences in performance are observed between the four scale transformations and
the baseline.
The results for QDA 1 show that four out of 11 procedures performed significantly better
than HZ, two performed significantly poorer and five show no difference in performance.
Furthermore, the percentages for QDA are only 1-2% higher than the results for LDA 1.
Therefore, for the analyses described in the present chapter, LDA was used instead of QDA.
The next issue to be addressed is the precise nature of the classification errors. The pro-
portion of misclassified vowel tokens per normalization procedure is displayed in Table 7.2, to
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Table 7.2: Percent errors per vowel category for each of the 12 procedures, based on LDA
1. Percent per vowel type is displayed in the bottom row. S & G refers to SYRDAL & GOPAL
and N & L refers to NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM.
% /A/ /a/ /E/ /I/ /i/ /O/ /u/ /Y/ /y/ mean
HZ 26 14 31 40 14 13 12 19 15 21
LOG 23 10 29 32 16 15 14 23 17 20
BARK 26 11 29 34 14 15 13 23 14 20
ERB 24 10 28 34 15 14 13 23 14 20
MEL 25 11 29 36 14 15 13 22 14 20
S & G 26 16 31 40 39 16 18 36 55 31
LOBANOV 11 7 17 9 2 6 7 4 7 8
GERSTMAN 24 11 32 28 2 14 8 16 14 17
CLIHi4 14 7 17 13 4 9 10 9 7 10
CLIHs4 23 11 28 24 11 14 14 13 13 17
N & L 23 14 31 31 8 17 12 15 13 18
MILLER 27 14 13 41 17 16 17 35 20 22
Mean 23 11 26 30 13 14 13 20 17 20
establish whether the errors show a systematic pattern, or whether merely random variation
is present. The percentages in Table 7.2 were obtained from confusion matrices that were
calculated for LDA 1 in Table 7.1.
Table 7.2 shows that vowel tokens in the vowel categories /I/ and /E/ were misclassified
most often (30% and 26%, respectively), followed by /A/ (23%) and /Y/ (20%). The lowest
percentages were found for the point vowel categories /a/ (11%), /i/ (13%), and /u/ (13%).
This pattern can be observed for all 12 procedures, except for SYRDAL & GOPAL. Apparently,
SYRDAL & GOPAL’s low LDA 1 scores in Table 7.1 can be explained by the high error
percentages for the vowels /y/ (55%), /I/ (40%), /i/ (39%) or /Y/ (36%). Finally, LOBANOV
(and, to a lesser extent CLIHi4) shows a considerable lower error percentage, compared with
the other procedures, especially for /i/ (2%), /Y/ (4%), /I/ (9%), and /y/ (7%).
Comparison with results from earlier studies
Chapter 2 discusses a variety of studies that evaluate how well the normalization procedures
represent phonemic variation in the transformed vowel tokens. Here, my results are compared
with the results of two of these studies, Syrdal (1984) and Deterding (1990).
Syrdal (1984) evaluated eight normalization procedures, the baseline procedure (raw
data in Hz), the log-transformation, the bark-transformation, Syrdal’s bark-difference model
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(1984), two versions of Miller’s log-ratio model (1980), two versions of Nearey’s (1978)
model (CLIHs4 and CLIHi4), and Gerstman’s range normalization (1968). She applied these
procedures to Peterson & Barney’s (1952) data set and used the percentage of correctly
classified vowel tokens from an LDA to evaluate the success of the procedures.
Overall, my results show a pattern similar to Syrdal’s. Syrdal found that CLIHi4 is the best
of the eight procedures that she compared with her baseline condition (Hz), while I found that
CLIHi4 is the second best procedure, after LOBANOV (not evaluated by Syrdal). One major
difference between Syrdal’s results and the results presented in the present research lies in
the fact that Syrdal found that the ‘bark-difference’ procedure (85.9%) – nearly identical to
SYRDAL & GOPAL discussed here – performs better than her baseline condition (82.3%),
while I found that SYRDAL & GOPAL clearly performed below the baseline. In LDA 1,
SYRDAL & GOPAL scored 69.8% correct (nine response categories). LDA 1 can be seen
as a test similar to Syrdal’s test (her test with all speakers pooled) for which she reported a
percentage of 85.9% (for 10 response categories) for her bark-difference procedure. A small
part of the difference between my results and Syrdal’s could be accounted for by differences
in implementation: a different formula was used to calculate the bark-transformation. Syrdal
used Zwicker & Terhardt’s (1980) formula and I used Traunmu¨ller’s (1990) formula. A
second explanation for this difference in performance can possibly be attributed to the speech
material to which the procedures were applied. I used a database of speakers of Dutch and
Syrdal’s speakers spoke American English. It could be the case that Dutch is one of the
languages that cannot be described as adequately by SYRDAL & GOPAL’s second dimension
as American English, as was suggested in Syrdal & Gopal (1986), described in detail in
Chapter 2.
Deterding (1990) evaluated eight formant-based procedures. He evaluated a baseline
procedure (raw data in Hz), two versions of Gerstman (1968), Lobanov (1971), Nearey’s
CLIHi2 (1978), four scale transformations (log, mel, bark, ERB). He applied the procedures
to a small data set consisting of female speakers, male speakers, and children. He evaluated
the procedures using his own pattern classification algorithm. Deterding found that all eight
procedures perform better than the baseline. In addition, he found that the performances of
the procedures LOBANOV and CLIHi2 are superior to all other procedures. Also, he did not
find considerable differences between the four scale transformations (log, mel, bark, ERB).
My results show a pattern similar to Deterding’s.
In summary49, my results are comparable with most of the results reported in the literature
(Syrdal, 1984; Deterding 1990), except for the results found for SYRDAL & GOPAL, as
reported in Syrdal (1984).
49Pols, Tromp, & Plomp (1973) used their vowel normalization procedure (identical to CLIHi4) to obtain higher
percentages correctly classified vowel tokens using Dutch vowels that were produced by 50 male speakers. They
found that the percentages increased considerably (e.g. from 86.7% for the raw data in Hz to 97.2% for the
normalized data (cf. page 1097, Pols et al., 1973).
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7.2.3 Minimizing anatomical/physiological variation
To establish how well the 12 procedures minimize anatomical/physiological speaker-related
variation in the acoustic data, four series of linear discriminant analyses were carried out:
LDA 2-5. In these analyses, combinations of the four acoustic variables, F0, F1, F2, and F3,
transformed through each of the 12 normalization procedures, were entered as predictors.
In LDA 2, the normalization procedures were evaluated on how well they produce output
that can be classified as produced by a male or by a female speaker. In this LDA, speaker-sex
was the dependent variable, having two levels; (transformed versions of) F0, F1, F2, and
F3 were entered as predictors. For LDA 2, it was expected that F0 would be the dominant
predictor, especially for the baseline transformation (HZ). Large differences in values of F0
between both sexes were expected.
To investigate whether differences between the procedures found for LDA 2 can be
attributed to differences in F0, or that they are due to differences in F1, F2, and F3, two
additional LDAs were carried out. In both analyses, speaker-sex served as the dependent
variable. In LDA 3, F0 was entered as the sole predictor and in LDA 4, F1, F2, and F3 were
entered as predictors.
In LDA 5, F0, F1, F2, and F3 were entered as predictors. Here, it was evaluated how well
the procedures classify vowel tokens as being produced by a younger or older speaker. The
dependent variable was the factor age, also having two levels. Any procedure that effectively
eliminates anatomical/physiological variation related to the speaker’s sex or age must not
perform above chance level in the LDA. If a normalization procedure is performing at chance
level in classifying tokens as male of female, it has eliminated all anatomical/physiological
variation.
Table 7.3 presents the results for all four LDAs, i.e., the percentage of vowel tokens
successfully classified as one of the two sexes (LDA 2, LDA 3, LDA 4) or as one of the two
age-groups (LDA 5). For SYRDAL & GOPAL and MILLER, the analyses could not be carried
out for LDA 3 and LDA 4, because these two procedures do not use F0, or F1, F2, or F3 in
the same way as the other procedures (cf. Chapter 2). For instance, SYRDAL & GOPAL use
DB1 −DB0 as their first dimension (see equation (2.6)).
Table 7.3 shows that, for LDA 2, 93% of the vowel tokens were categorized correctly on
speaker-sex for HZ. This can be interpreted as that most of the anatomical/physiological was
preserved in the raw data. If all speaker-sex related variation would have been eliminated,
the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens would have been 50%. LOBANOV (50%)
and CLIHi4 (50%) performed best, they removed all variation related to the speaker’s sex.
GERSTMAN (53%) and SYRDAL & GOPAL (53%) removed nearly all sex-related variation,
followed by MILLER (79%), CLIHs4 (81%), NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM (83%). The scale
transformations LOG, BARK, MEL, and ERB did not eliminate any anatomical/physiological
variation related to the speaker’s sex. Only three procedures perform at chance level for
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Table 7.3: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens for LDA 2-5. For all four LDAs, the
chance level was 50%. For LDA 2, all percentages lower than 92% are significantly different
from the baseline (HZ). For LDA 3, this is 87%, and for LDA 4, this is 78%. For all LDAs: all
percentages are higher than 53% are significantly higher than chance level. All percentages
were rounded off to the nearest whole number.
% LDA 2 LDA 3 LDA 4 LDA 5
Dependent variable Speaker-
sex
Speaker-
sex
Speaker-
sex
Speaker-
age
Predictor variables F0, F1, F2,
F3
F1, F2, F3 F0 F1, F2, F3
HZ 93 89 80 57
LOG 93 89 80 57
BARK 93 89 80 58
ERB 93 89 80 57
MEL 92 89 80 58
SYRDAL & GOPAL 53 - - 51
LOBANOV 50 51 51 52
GERSTMAN 53 53 51 52
CLIHi4 50 51 49 50
CLIHs4 81 78 69 57
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM 83 82 52 57
MILLER 79 - - 51
LDA 2: LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. All other procedures do not eliminate variation
related to speaker-sex from the vowel data effectively enough.
The results for LDA 3 and LDA 4 show that F0 contains considerable anatomical/physi-
ological variation. This variation can be attributed to differences between male and female
speakers, because 89% of the vowel tokens could be correctly classified in LDA 3 (in which
F0 was entered as the sole predictor). The variation in F0 stems most likely from differences
in the anatomy and physiology of the larynx of males and females. However, the three
formant frequencies display anatomical/physiological sex-related variation as well, although
less than F0. The variation in the formant frequencies is caused by differences in vocal-
tract-length between males and females. The results for LDA 4 show that NORDSTRO¨M &
LINDBLOM, a procedure designed to account for vocal-tract-length differences, succeeded
in eliminating these differences. The results for NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM in LDA 2,
LDA 3, and LDA 4 indicate that this procedure dealt effectively with (vocal-tract-related)
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anatomical/physiological variation in the formants, but that it did not succeed in eliminating
the (larynx-related) anatomical/physiological variation in the fundamental frequency.
The results for LDA 5 in Table 7.3 show that less anatomical/physiological age-related
than sex-related variation was present; the percentages of correctly classified vowel tokens
according to speaker-age are considerably lower than the percentages for speaker-sex. Five
procedures perform at chance level for LDA 5: SYRDAL & GOPAL, LOBANOV, GERSTMAN,
CLIHi4, and MILLER. All other procedures perform (slightly) above chance level and did not
eliminate all age-related anatomical/physiological variation from the vowel tokens50.
To sum up, the results in Table 7.3 show that the acoustic consequences of the anatomi-
cal/physiological related to speaker-age were overall considerably smaller than the acoustic
consequences of the speaker-sex. For age, the percentages across all procedures are overall
just above chance level. Most of the variation in the acoustic signal seems to be related to
the anatomical/physiological differences in the vocal tract and larynx of female and male
speakers, whereas the differences related to speaker-age could not be attributed univocally
to specific anatomical or physiological differences between younger and older speakers.
Overall, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN eliminated anatomical/physiological variation
from the acoustic measurements best of all 12 procedures.
7.2.4 Preserving sociolinguistic variation
The 160 speakers were stratified for the three sociolinguistic variables speaker-sex (male or
female), speaker-age (young or old), and regional background (regions 1-8). LDA 6 was
carried out to establish to what extent regional variation was preserved in the transformed
acoustic representations of the vowel data. The acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3,
transformed through each of the 12 normalization procedures, were entered as predictors.
Region served as the dependent variable. The analysis was carried out for each of the nine
vowel categories separately, to eliminate the effect of the vowel token’s category and to eval-
uate whether some vowels displayed more regional variation than others. If all percentages
for a certain procedure are at or near chance level (12.5%), it must be concluded that the
procedure eliminates all systematic sociolinguistic variation related to the speaker’s regional
background. The results are displayed in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 shows that the percentages correctly classified vowel tokens are above chance
level across all procedures for all vowels. This indicates, first, that regional variation was
present in the data of the 160 speakers, and second, that none of the investigated procedures
eliminated all regional variation from the data. Third, vowel tokens intended to belong to
the vowel categories /E/, /I/, and /Y/ show most regional variation. The mean percentages for
50The analyses for LDA 2 and LDA 5 were repeated per normalization procedure and per vowel category, to
ensure that the effects described in Table 7.3 were not due to one specific vowel, or due to a subset of the vowels.
Overall, percentages of the same magnitude were found as found for LDA 2 and LDA 5 across all nine vowels.
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Table 7.4: Results for LDA 6: percent vowel tokens that were classified into the corresponding
region, for each vowel category for each normalization procedure. The number of tokens per
vowel category is 320. Percentages higher than 18% (rounded off) are significantly different
from chance level (12.5%). SYRDAL & GOPAL is referred to as S & G, and NORDSTRO¨M &
LINDBLOM as N & L.
% /A/ /a/ /E/ /I/ /i/ /O/ /u/ /Y/ /y/ mean
HZ 27 23 36 35 29 29 33 38 26 31
LOG 26 20 37 33 26 31 33 36 26 30
BARK 27 22 35 34 26 29 33 37 27 30
ERB 26 22 35 34 26 30 33 37 27 30
MEL 27 22 35 33 26 29 33 37 25 30
S & G 22 19 32 30 20 25 25 28 22 25
LOBANOV 26 18 35 31 28 27 32 25 31 28
GERSTMAN 25 22 36 34 19 26 25 31 26 27
CLIHi4 23 19 34 31 29 29 33 31 28 28
CLIHs4 28 20 37 35 31 31 30 32 25 30
N & L 27 21 37 33 29 30 33 34 27 30
MILLER 23 17 35 31 31 25 29 32 23 27
Mean 26 20 35 33 26 28 31 33 26 29
these vowels are higher than for the other six vowels (35%, 33% and 33%, respectively). Of
the point vowels, /a/ and /i/ show little regional variation (20% and 26%, respectively), /u/,
on the other hand, shows more variation (31%).
In Table 7.4 some differences between procedures can be observed. SYRDAL & GOPAL
reduced more sociolinguistic variation than the other procedures, followed by GERSTMAN
and MILLER, LOBANOV, and CLIHi4. Given the results for GERSTMAN, MILLER, LOBANOV,
and CLIHi4, it can be concluded that some of the procedures that were performed best at
reducing anatomical/physiological variation show a small reduction of the sociolinguistic
variation, if that reduction is substantial at all.
7.2.5 Discussion
In sections 7.2.2, 7.2.3, and 7.2.4, the procedures were evaluated on how well they meet the
criterion described in section 7.1 (as well as in Chapter 1). A procedure is considered to meet
this criterion when the application of the procedure resulted in better representation of the
phonemic variation compared with the baseline. This improved performance should be ac-
companied by a reduction of the anatomical/physiological variation, and by the preservation
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of the sociolinguistic variation. If the procedure performs poorly at one (or more) of these
tasks, then the criterion is not met. In the present section, the classification scheme described
in Chapter 2 was used to discuss the performance of the normalization procedures.
Table 7.5: Rank scores for the acoustic comparisons for each (class of) normalization
procedures. The results from LDA 1 were used for the column “Preserve phonemic”, results
from LDA 2 and 5 were used for the column ‘Reduce anatomical/physiological’, and the mean
results from LDA 6 were used for the column “Preserve sociolinguistic”.
Procedure Preserve phonemic Reduce anatomi-
cal/physiological
Preserve sociolinguis-
tic
HZ 10 10.5 1
LOG 7.5 10.5 4.5
BARK 7.5 10.5 4.5
ERB 7.5 10.5 4.5
MEL 7.5 8 4.5
S & G 12 3 12
LOBANOV 1 1.5 8.5
GERSTMAN 3 4 10.5
CLIHi4 2 1.5 8.5
CLIHs4 4.5 6 4.5
N & L 4.5 7 4.5
MILLER 11 5 10.5
Table 7.5 summarizes the results for all normalization procedures at the tasks of preserv-
ing phonemic variation, reducing anatomical/physiological variation, and preserving soci-
olinguistic variation. The results for the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, HZ
(baseline) and the four scale transformations LOG, BARK, ERB, and MEL, are as follows.
The results for the scale transformations show that applying the four scale transformations
to the measurements did not result in an improvement (nor deterioration) in performance
compared with the baseline. The performance at the first two tasks (preserve phonemic and
reduce anatomical/physiological variation) is identical across all five procedures. For the third
task, preserving sociolinguistic variation, it was found that the four scale transformations
performed slightly poorer than the baseline (rank score 7.5 vs. 1, respectively, in Table 7.5).
SYRDAL & GOPAL, the vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure, performed poorer
than the baseline at representing phonemic variation (rank score 12 in Table 7.5). Never-
theless, SYRDAL & GOPAL performed considerably better than the baseline at minimizing
anatomical/physiological variation (rank score 3). Finally, this procedure was found to elim-
inate more sociolinguistic variation from the data than all other procedures (rank score 12).
Overall, the class of vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and
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GERSTMAN, performed better than the other three classes. The three vowel-extrinsic/for-
mant-intrinsic procedures performed best at preserving phonemic variation (rank scores 1,
2, and 3 for LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN, respectively), and minimized the anatomi-
cal/physiological variation best (rank scores 1.5, 1.5, and 4, respectively). However, these
procedures were found to minimize some of the sociolinguistic variation from the data (rank
scores 8.5, 8.5, and 10.5 respectively). LOBANOV and CLIHi4 thus performed best of all
procedures in two of the three tasks.
The performance of the class of vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures, CLIHs4,
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM, and MILLER was poorer than the vowel-extrinsic/formant-in-
trinsic procedures. Overall, of the three procedures, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM (‘N & L’)
and CLIHs4 performed better than MILLER at preserving phonemic variation (rank score 3.5
vs. 11, respectively). MILLER performed better than NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM and CLIHs4
at minimizing anatomical/physiological variation (rank score 5 vs. 7 and 6, respectively).
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM (‘N & L’) and CLIHs4 performed better than MILLER at preserv-
ing sociolinguistic variation (rank score 4.5 vs. 10.5, respectively).
The results for all four classes of procedures show that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures performed best at transforming the acoustic measurements in such a
way that the phonemic variation was represented better than in the baseline procedure. These
procedures further performed best at the task of eliminating the anatomical/physiological
variation from the data. Finally, these procedures performed only slightly poorer than most
other procedures at the task of preserving sociolinguistic variation; it is by no means the case
that all variation was normalized away. In sum, it seems justified to conclude that the vowel-
extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures met the criterion best of all procedures in the acoustic
comparison of the procedures described in this section, because they performed best at two
of the three tasks that were evaluated.
7.3 Performance of the three best procedures.
7.3.1 Multivariate analysis
This section aims to get more insight into how the procedures deal with the acoustic conse-
quences of specific (sociolinguistic) variation sources in the acoustic measurements. In sec-
tion 7.2, linear discriminant analysis was used to evaluate the performance of the procedures,
whereas in the present section multivariate analysis of variance (manova) is used. Manova
provides a different perspective on the performance of the procedures. Linear discriminant
analysis can be used to establish which combination of predictors allows the vowel tokens to
be categorized best (e.g., into the corresponding vowel category, region or speaker-sex) and
manova can be used to establish the relative proportion of variance in the data correspond-
ing to specific variation sources. For instance, LDA 2 (section 7.2) used the four acoustic
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variables as predictors, and speaker-sex as the dependent variable. When manova is used,
the predictor and the dependent variables are switched; this way, it can be assessed which
proportion of the variance can be attributed to anatomical/physiological differences between
speakers and to regional differences between speakers. Furthermore, it can be established
how much this variance decreases when the acoustic variables are transformed using the
normalization procedures. Finally, it can be established which interactions exist between
predictor variables.
In this section, I describe various manovas in which the speaker-sex, age, regional back-
ground and the vowel token’s category were used to predict the variation in the four (trans-
formed) acoustic variables. The four acoustic variables were the dependent variables. To limit
the present evaluation of the normalization procedures, only the baseline and the three vowel-
extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN were investigated.
Section 7.2 shows that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed best at two
of the three tasks described in the previous section. The baseline was included to allow for
comparisons.
Variance reduction
Four manovas were carried out to get a more detailed picture of the differences between the
baseline data and the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures. One manova was
run for HZ, one for LOBANOV, one for GERSTMAN, and one for CLIHi4. For each analysis,
the values of (subsets of) the raw or transformed fundamental frequency and the first three
formant frequencies served as dependent variables. Vowel, Region, Speaker-sex and Speaker-
age were entered as fixed factors. These manovas were repeated three times, once with F0,
F1, F2, and F3 as dependent variables, once with F1, F2, and F3 as dependent variables, and
once with F1 and F2 as dependent variables. This was done to get more insight into the role
of F0 and F3 in the reduction of variance, and to establish whether a combination consisting
of only F1 and F2 would explain the variation equally well.
The multivariate measure of effect size for each set of factors and interaction terms was
η2. η2 reveals the proportion of the total variation in the dependent variable that is accounted
for by the variation in the independent variable. The significance level of this measure was
estimated using Pillai’s trace51. Table 7.6 displays the significant results (p < 0.001). Here,
first the differences between the four procedures are discussed and second the differences
between the three different sets of dependent variables are discussed.
Table 7.6 shows that the values of the dependent variables varied primarily depending on the
factor Vowel: the values of η2 are highest for the factor Vowel across all procedures. For HZ,
51One of the tests available in multivariate analysis of variance, used for reflecting the proportion of the variance
in the dependent variable that can be accounted for, given variation in the independent variable(s). See Rietveld &
Van Hout (1993) for more information on Pillai’s trace.
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the largest variation in the dependent variables could be accounted for by the factor Speaker-
sex (for F0, F1, F1, F3, Speaker-sex shows a larger effect than Vowel). In contrast, there is no
effect of Speaker-sex for LOBANOV and for CLIHi4, and only a minor effect of Speaker-sex
for GERSTMAN. This corroborates the earlier finding that these three procedures effectively
removed anatomical/physiological variation from the acoustic measurements. Furthermore,
for all four procedures a relatively large effect was found for the interaction between vowel
and region. This indicates that other vowels showed region-dependent variation. Finally, the
factor Speaker-age showed small effects for all four procedures (for HZ and GERSTMAN), or
no effects (LOBANOV and CLIHi4). Small effects were also found for the majority of the other
interaction terms.
The results for the three sets of dependent variables show the following pattern for the
analyses that first excluded F0, and F3 in a second step. For HZ, excluding F0 had the
following four consequences. First, for F1, F2, and F3, the value of η2 for the factor Vowel
increases compared with the results for F0, F1, F2, and F3. The factor Vowel explains the
variation in the formant measurements better than the variation in F0. Second, the value of η2
for Speaker-sex decreases. F0 was therefore affected more by the factor Speaker-sex than the
other acoustic variables. Third, the effect of Speaker-age disappeared altogether, meaning
that this factor only affected F0. Fourth, the interaction term Vowel×Region increases, as
well as the interaction term Vowel×Speaker-sex. This indicates that some vowels show more
systematic acoustic variation across different regions after exclusion of F0. Excluding F0
resulted in a clearer perspective on variation patterns in the data.
For the analysis with F1 and F2 as dependent variables (in which F3 and F0 were ex-
cluded) the following pattern was observed in the results. Compared with results for F1, F2,
and F3, the value for η2 increased further for the factor Vowel as well as for Vowel×Region.
For the three procedures LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN, a pattern identical to the one
for HZ is found for Vowel and for Vowel×Region. The values of η2 in Table 7.6 further show
that the proportion of variation in the measurements is attributable to different sources of
variation. The anatomical/physiological variation is most prominent in the raw data (Speaker-
sex and Speaker-age), followed by the phonemic variation (Vowel), and the sociolinguistic
variation (Region). When the data is normalized following the successful normalization
procedures, a different pattern emerges; then the phonemic variation is most prominent,
followed by the sociolinguistic variation, while the anatomical/physiological variation does
not play a role of any importance52.
52Although Pols, Tromp & Plomp (1973) describe a similar division of the variation sources in their data set (cf.
Chapter 1 of this research), I did not compare my results with theirs. No systematic sociolinguistic variation could
have been present their data; they did not include information about the speaker’s regional background.
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7.3.2 Analyses with two formants
Given the results for the three sets of dependent variables, it seems justified to exclude D0
and D3 from further analysis in this section and to use only D1 and D2. Furthermore, as can
be observed in Table 7.7, when LDA 1 (displayed in Table 7.1) is repeated with only D1 and
D2 as predictors for HZ, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. The decrease in performance
is highest for HZ (7%) and lowest for LOBANOV and GERSTMAN (both 1%). All percentages
are only 1-7% lower than when all four acoustic variables were added.
Table 7.7: Results for the LDA with F1, F2 as predictors, and from the LDA with F0, F1, F2,
and F3 as predictors (i.e., LDA 1). All percentages higher than 75% or lower than 69% (all
percentages rounded off to the nearest integer) are significantly different from the baseline
condition (HZ).
% F1, F2 F0, F1, F2, F3 (LDA 1)
HZ 72 79
LOBANOV 91 92
GERSTMAN 83 84
CLIHi4 87 90
The next step in the analysis of the four procedures was to focus on the (sociolinguistic)
variation within the vowel categories. To this end, the same four manovas were carried out as
displayed in Table 7.6, the only difference was that this time the analyses were repeated per
vowel. The dependent variables were F1 or D1 and F2 or D2, and the independent variables
were Region, Speaker-age and Speaker-sex. In Table 7.8 the significant results (p<0.001)
are displayed. Given the results in Table 7.6, it was expected that different vowel categories
would show different values of η2. This seemed plausible, because effects across all four
procedures were found for the interaction term Vowel×Region, and no, or very small, effects
for Region. This indicates that my data displays no differences between the whole set of
vowels, but rather that regional differences exist within individual vowels.
Table 7.8 shows that the values for η2 for the factor Speaker-sex are much lower, or
nonexistent, for the three normalization procedures. The same pattern can be observed in the
results for factor Speaker-age.
When comparing the results in Table 7.8 with those in Table 7.6, it can be observed that
the values for η2 for the factor Region are considerably higher for all individual vowels than
when the data was not split up per vowel category. Little or no differences in the shape and
or size of the entire vowel system seem to be present between the eight regional varieties,
instead, the differences could be found for individual vowels. This could be expected given
the significance of the interaction term Vowel×Region in Table 7.6. For the vowels /E/, /I/,
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Table 7.8: Results for the four multivariate analyses of variance: η2 for each significant
factor, per procedure and vowel category (p<0.001). The dependent variables are F1/D1
and F2/D2. The number of tokens per vowel category is 320.
η2 Factor HZ LOBA-
NOV
GERST-
MAN
CLIHi4
/A/ Region 0.155 0.149 0.205 0.139
Speaker-sex 0.446 - - 0.081
Region×Speaker-age 0.083 - -
Region×Speaker-sex ×age 0.069 - 0.071 0.060
/a/ Region 0.062 - 0.061 -
Speaker-sex 0.564 - - -
Speaker-sex×Speaker-age 0.062 -
/E/ Region 0.342 0.366 0.399 0.368
Speaker-sex 0.622 - -
Region×Speaker-sex 0.064 - - -
Speaker-sex×Speaker-age - - 0.048 -
/I/ Region 0.282 0.295 0.333 0.274
Speaker-sex 0.716 0.059 - 0.059
Speaker-age 0.052 - - -
Region×Speaker-sex ×Speaker-age - - - 0.069
/i/ Region 0.076 0.137 - 0.097
Speaker-sex 0.645 0.053 0.146 0.157
Speaker-age 0.058 - - -
/O/ Region 0.170 0.150 0.144 0.178
Speaker-sex 0.318 0.066 0.063
Region×Speaker-sex - - 0.063 -
/u/ Region 0.205 0.220 0.133 0.221
Speaker-sex 0.330 - - -
Region×Speaker-sex - - 0.065 -
/Y/ Region 0.210 0.171 0.247 0.204
Speaker-sex 0.731 0.105 - 0.099
Region×Speaker-sex - - 0.061
/y/ Region 0.194 0.236 0.109 0.169
Speaker-sex 0.564 0.101 0.095 -
Region×Speaker-sex - - 0.063 -
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and /Y/, the values of η2 for the factor region are highest for all for the three normalization
procedures (but not for HZ).
Given the results in Tables 7.6 and 7.8, the effects for the four procedures can be summa-
rized as follows. The measurements for the baseline procedure, HZ, displayed considerable
variation related to the speaker-sex and age. Furthermore, for the three procedures, it seems
that the transformed data displayed no (LOBANOV and CLIHi4) or very little (GERSTMAN)
anatomical/physiological sex- or age-dependent variation. Instead, the transformed data
showed greater clustering according to the vowel token’s category. For these three proce-
dures, the data was found to vary depending of the region for a subset of the vowels: the
values of η2 were overall highest for the vowel categories /E/ and /i/, the vowel categories that
show the highest mean scores in Table 7.8.
To sum up, the results of the comparisons carried out throughout this section indicate that
the sociolinguistic variation in the sociolinguistically database was predominantly related to
differences in the regional background of the 160 speakers, while the speaker’s sex and age
played a minor role after normalization.
7.3.3 Specific differences between regional varieties
Randstad Dutch versus Valkenburg Dutch
This section evaluates how well sociolinguistic differences were preserved in the acoustic
measurements after normalization through LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. The so-
ciolinguistic differences are those reported by Adank, Van Heuven & Van Hout (1999),
a pilot study to the present research. Adank et al. report sociolinguistic differences for a
subset of the Dutch vowels, i.e., for /E/, /I/, and /Y/. They aimed to uncover sociolinguistic
differences in the vowels of different regional varieties of standard Dutch (SD). To this end,
they used data sets from two groups of female speakers (speakers from the Randstad and from
Valkenburg); a different set of data than the set described in Chapter 5; for further details
about this data set, see Van Rie, Van Bezooijen & Vieregge (1995)53. These speakers were
thought to differ minimally in their anatomical/physiological characteristics and maximally
in their socioeconomic characteristics. Because these latter differences were maximized, it
was expected that their acoustic consequences would be considerable.
The speech material used by Adank et al. was set up as follows. The speakers were
divided into two groups of 15 female speakers,. Of the se 15 five were between 20 and 30
years of age, five were between 30 and 40 years, and five were between 40 and 50 years. They
had comparable body size and body height. The Randstad speakers were highly educated and
the speakers from Valkenburg had a lower than average education level. The speech material
was obtained through a sociolinguistic interview. One of the tasks in this interview was to
53I wish to thank Rene´e van Bezooijen for supplying this speech material.
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read the 15 vowels of Dutch in isolation.
Two phonetically-trained listeners reported that the vowels /E/, /I/, and (to a lesser extent)
/Y/ were pronounced with minimal (for /Y/) to considerable (for /E/ and /I/) lower height (more
open), while /E/ was pronounced with less advancement (more back), when pronounced by
the speakers from Valkenburg than when pronounced by the Randstad speakers.
The sociolinguistic differences reported by Adank et al. should also be observable in the
data set of the 160 speakers that is used in the present research. However, the differences of
the 160 speakers were expected to be smaller than those reported on the 30 speakers used
in Adank et al.’s study. Nevertheless, the same differences should be found comparing N-R
(speech from towns in the Randstad in the present research, cf. Chapter 5) with N-S (speakers
from towns in Limburg) speaker groups. To make an overview of the differences found
for the N-R and N-S regions visible, the mean values of D1 and D2 across all 20 speakers
for the region N-R and the mean values across the 20 speaker for region N-S for all four
procedures are displayed according to their values for the first two formants in Figure 7.1.
Figures displaying the mean values for all eight regions for all four procedures are presented
in Appendix A.
In Figure 7.1, differences between the mean values for N-R and N-S region can be
observed for nearly every vowel category, for all four conditions. In addition, the differences
in height for the vowels /E/ and /I/ are relatively large across all four conditions, while for /Y/
and /u/, an advancement difference was found. In order to establish whether these differences
between the two regions are significant, a manova was carried out. In this manova, F1 and F2
(or D1 and D2) served as the dependent variables, while the factor region (N-R or N-S) was
entered as a predictor variable. The manova was repeated for each vowel category (to see if
other differences in Figure 7.1 were significant too) and for each of the four normalization
procedures.
Table 7.9 shows the results for the manovas for the differences between the two regional
varieties. For HZ, effects were found for three vowels: /E/, /I/, and /Y/, plus an extra effect
for /u/. If it is assumed that perceived height correlates primarily with F1 and that perceived
advancement correlates primarily with F2 (as was reported by Assmann, 1979), then the
effects are, generally, in the direction predicted by Adank et al. For /E/ and /I/, the effects
are largest for F1 (0.429 and 0.252, respectively), and smaller for F2 (0.190 and 0.154,
respectively). For /Y/ no effect was found for F1, but an effect was found for F2 (0.167).
Finally, the results for HZ show an effect of F2 (0.329) for /u/, indicating that an Advancement
difference exists between the N-R and the N-S data.
For LOBANOV the same pattern in the results can generally be observed as was found for
HZ. However, there are some differences. First, all values of η2 are higher for LOBANOV,
except for D1 for /I/. Second, three significant effects were found for LOBANOV that were
not found for HZ: effects were found for D1 and D2 for /i/ (0.157 and 0.296, respectively),
and D2 for /A/ (0.187). GERSTMAN’s results show the same pattern as HZ. One difference
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Figure 7.1: Mean values per vowel across the 20 speakers in the N-R region, r, and the N-S
region, s, for HZ, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. Each mean frequency represents the
measurements of 40 tokens. Some mean values are not (clearly) visible because they overlap
with other mean values.
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Table 7.9: Significant results (p<0.001) for the multivariate analyses of variance for HZ,
LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN: η2 per vowel for the differences between the regions
N-R and N-S. N per vowel category is 40.
η2 HZ LOBANOV CLIHi4 GERSTMAN
Vowel F1 F2 D1 D2 D1 D2 D1 D2
/A/ - - - 0.187 - - - 0.303
/a/ - - - - - - - -
/E/ 0.429 0.190 0.544 0.360 0.565 0.444 0.497 0.479
/I/ 0.252 0.154 0.149 0.336 0.168 0.472 0.210 0.465
/i/ - - 0.157 0.296 - - - -
/O/ - - - - - - - -
/u/ - 0.329 - 0.336 - 0.443 - 0.171
/Y/ - 0.167 - 0.473 - 0.547 - 0.555
/y/ - - - - - - - -
with HZ is that an effect was found for D2 for /A/ (0.303), an effect also found in LOBANOV’s
results (0.187). The results for CLIHi4 show the same pattern as HZ, the only difference is
that all values of η2 are higher for CLIHi4. This indicates that more of the variation in the
values of D1 and D2 can be attributed to the two different regions.
In conclusion, the results show that similar effects were found for the three vowels re-
ported on by Adank et al. It must be concluded that the three procedures transformed the data
in such a way that sociolinguistic differences in the data were preserved. However, two out of
three procedures also found effects that are not predicted by Adank et al.: LOBANOV shows
three such effects and GERSTMAN shows one effect. It is not clear whether these results
would also be reported by phonetically-trained listeners when listening to these data.
Regional variation in /E/
To get a better view of how the four procedures preserved sociolinguistic variation, the mean
values for all eight regions for the vowel /E/ are shown in Figure 7.2. I selected the vowel
/E/, because it appears from Figure 7.1 that the difference between the two regions (N-R and
N-S) are largest for this vowel. It can furthermore be observed in Figure 7.2 that the general
structure of the variation between the eight region is as follows. The three regions N-N, N-M,
N-R are clustered together, F-W and F-L are clustered together, F-B is positioned between
these two clusters. N-S is the most deviant of all. F-E is positioned between the cluster F-W
and F-L and N-S. Large differences between regions appear to have been preserved in the
data normalized following the three procedures, some smaller differences between regions
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Table 7.10: Results for the analyses of variance for the baseline data (HZ) for the 28
combinations of the eight regional varieties for /E/. ‘+’: significant (p< 0.001).
HZ Vari-
able
N-R N-M N-S N-N F-B F-E F-L F-W
N-R F1 0 - + - - + + +
F2 0 - + - - + + +
N-M F1 0 + - - + + +
F2 0 + - - + + +
N-S F1 0 + + - + +
F2 0 + - - - -
N-N F1 0 - + - -
F2 0 - + + +
F-B F1 0 + - -
F2 0 - - -
F-E F1 0 - -
F2 0 - -
F-L F1 0 -
F2 0 -
F-W F1 0
F2 0
were inverted (horizontally as well as vertically). For instance, in the data following the three
normalization procedures the mean values for F-L and F-W are inverted compared with the
mean data in HZ.
It would be interesting to establish whether the procedures eliminated certain differences
that were present in the HZ data, or whether the procedures created differences that are not
present in the HZ data. To this end, a series of pairwise comparisons of the eight regional
varieties was carried out. For each pair of combinations (28 in total) an analysis of variance
was carried out on the values of F1 and F2 for /E/.
Table 7.10 shows the results for the 56 anovas (28 combinations forF1 and forF2), carried
out on pairs of language varieties for HZ. The results in this table indicate that significant
differences were found for mean values that differ considerably in Figure 7.2 (for HZ), such
as the mean values for N-N and N-S, or for N-M and F-L. Mean frequencies that are closer
together, such as N-M and N-R, show no effects.
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Figure 7.2: Mean values for each of the eight regions, r: N-R, m: N-M, s: N-S, n: N-N, b:
F-B, e: F-E, l: F-L, and w: F-W, for /E/, for the four procedures for HZ, LOBANOV, CLIHi4,
and GERSTMAN. Each mean frequency represents the measurements of 40 tokens.
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Table 7.11: Number of ‘Extra’ effects (effects not found for HZ), and ‘Missed’ effects (effects
found for HZ, but not for these procedures) for the analyses of variance carried out on pairs
of regional varieties on F1 and F2 for /E/ (p< 0.001) for the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures.
Effects LOBANOV GERSTMAN CLIHi4 Total
Extra F1 2 1 2 5
Missed F1 4 3 4 11
Extra F2 5 1 3 9
Missed F2 0 3 0 3
Total 11 8 9 28
The analyses reported on in Table 7.10 were repeated for the data transformed following
LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. For each of these three procedures, each significant and
non-significant result was compared with the results found for HZ. For each procedure, the
number of additional, or ‘extra’, differences was calculated, i.e., the number of significant
differences that was present in the transformed data but not in the raw data. In addition, the
number of ‘missed’ differences was calculated, these are the differences between the mean
frequency values that were significantly different in the raw data, but not in the transformed
data.
Table 7.11 shows the number of extra and missing significant effects compared with HZ. It
can be observed that the total number of differences for LOBANOV is highest (11), followed by
that for CLIHi4 (9), and GERSTMAN (8). It can further be seen that the number of differences
is higher for F1 (total 16) than for F2 (total 12). Finally, the number of extra differences is
equal to the number of missing differences (both 14).
Table 7.12 shows differences between the three normalization procedures between pairs
of the eight regional varieties. These pairs are associated to the differences in Table 7.11.
Table 7.12 shows that a considerable number of differences was found for all three procedures
(e.g. N-S×F-E). This was taken to indicate that the discrepancies in the significant results
between HZ and the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures were not random. At
present, it is not possible to establish how large a difference between two mean values must
be to constitute a difference that would also be reported by phonetically-trained listeners.
Estimating scale factors using three vowels
In section 7.2, it was concluded that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures per-
formed best in the acoustic domain. However, one of the disadvantages of these procedures
is that they require information across all (monophthongal) vowels of a single speaker to
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Table 7.12: Pairs of regional varieties for which of ‘Extra’ effects (effects not found for HZ),
and ‘Missed’ effects (effects found for HZ, but not for these procedures) were reported. Italics
indicate that the effects were found for all three procedures, for /E/ (p< 0.001).
Effects LOBANOV GERSTMAN CLIHi4
Extra F1 N-S×F-E N-S×F-E N-S×F-E
N-N×F-L - F-B×F-W
Missed F1 N-R×F-L N-R×F-L N-R×F-L
N-R×F-W N-R×F-W N-R×F-W
N-M×F-L - N-M×F-L
N-M×F-W N-M×F-W N-M×F-W
Extra F2 N-R×F-B N-R×F-B N-R×F-B
N-M×F-B N-M×F-B N-M×F-B
N-N×F-B N-N×F-B -
F-B×F-L - -
F-B×F-W - F-B×F-W
Missed F2 - N-M×F-L -
estimate the scale factors necessary to normalize the raw measurements. For LOBANOV, this
scale factor is the standard deviation per formant, for CLIHi4 this is the log-mean per formant
and for GERSTMAN these are the minimum and maximum frequency for each formant. In
the present research, I calculated these values using the nine monophthongal vowels per
speaker54.
However, measuring all vowels can be a laborious task, especially when a lot of speakers
need to be investigated, which is quite common in sociolinguistic research. In addition, one
can imagine that a subset of vowels is sufficient to estimate the overall mean frequency and
the size of a vowel space. The point vowels seem plausible candidates for such a subset.
Deterding (1990) described how he calculated Gerstman’s (1968) scale factors using only
two vowels per speaker, two of the cardinal vowels for English /A/ and /i/, with good results.
To find out if the scale factors for the three procedures can be estimated with only the
three point vowels per speaker, I estimated these scale factors for LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and
54For the present research, a total of 15 vowels per speaker was available (each pronounces twice). However,
six of these were (semi)-diphthongs (/o, e, ø, œy, Ou, Ei/). I decided against estimating the scale factors using all
15 vowels for two reasons. First, because I excluded the diphthongal vowels due to the dynamic character of their
formant frequencies (cf. Chapter 4). Second, I did not expect that the diphthongal vowels would provide additional
information about the speaker’s vowel system. It is reported for these vowels that their formant frequencies measured
at the begin and end points of the Dutch diphthongs coincide with the values of the formant frequencies of one of
the nine monophthongal vowels (Pols, Tromp & Plomp, 1973).
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GERSTMAN using the fundamental and formant frequencies of the three Dutch point vowels
(/a/, /i/, and /u/). Three vowels were used, because LOBANOV – which uses a standard
deviation – was included as well, and to include both a maximum and a minimum frequency
for F1 and F2. Subsequently, using these scale factors, the normalization procedures were
applied to the raw data of F0, F1, F2, and F3. The correlations were calculated between the
measurements obtained with all nine vowels, and the measurements obtained based on the
three vowels per speaker.
Table 7.13: Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) for the four acoustic variables, transformed
following the three normalization procedures, for the measurements normalized using a scale
factor obtained using nine vowels, and normalized using a scale factor obtained using three
vowels per speaker.
r LOBANOV GERSTMAN CLIHi4
D0 0.90 0.86 0.95
D1 0.97 0.99 0.99
D2 0.98 0.97 0.99
D3 0.87 0.87 0.96
Table 7.13 shows the correlations between the two versions of each normalization procedure.
It can be observed that all correlations are high (between 0.86 and 0.99). All measurements
that were obtained with scale factors estimated based on the three point vowels per speaker
correlate strongly with measurements obtained using scale factors estimated using all nine
vowels per speaker. Furthermore, the correlations for D0 and D3 are lower than those for D1
and D2, for all three procedures. As a final step, I carried out an analysis identical to LDA 1
(described in Table 7.1) using both sets (nine vowels and three vowels), to evaluate whether
the percentages correctly classified vowel tokens would drop when the measurements were
normalized using scale factors that were estimated using only three vowels per speaker.
Table 7.14 shows that the percentage of correctly classified vowel tokens for all three
procedures is lower for the scale factors estimated using three vowels. For LOBANOV and for
CLIHi4, the percentages decrease (8% and 6%, respectively), for GERSTMAN, this decrease
is less dramatic (2%). This result shows that the three procedures represent the phonemic
variation in the transformed measurements less well when only three vowels were used. As
the correlations were lower than 1.00 and the percentages correctly classified vowel tokens
were lower for three vowels than for nine vowels, it can be concluded that the normalization
based on three vowels is of a lesser quality than a normalization based on nine vowels.
Apparently, some relevant information about the speaker’s vowel system was excluded when
only three vowels were used to estimate the scale factors.
The results in Table 7.13 and Table 7.14 thus indicate that it is better to obtain recordings
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Table 7.14: Results for the LDA with D0, D1, D2, and D3 as predictors for the three
procedures. The set of predictors was calculated once using scale factors estimated with three
vowels and once using all nine vowels from the LDA with F0, F1, F2, and F3 as predictors.
% Three vowels Nine vowels)
LOBANOV 84 92
GERSTMAN 82 84
CLIHi4 84 90
and measurements of the three point vowels and to normalize the vowels using the corre-
sponding scale factors than to use no normalization at all. The results for data normalized
using these scale factors are still better than carrying out no normalization (the percentage of
correctly classified vowel tokens for HZ in Table 7.1 was 79%). However, this matter needs
to be investigated in further detail before more conclusive remarks can be made.
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, it was first established that the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic proce-
dures, LOBANOV, GERSTMAN, and CLIHi4, meet the criterion best. These three procedures
were subsequently evaluated using multivariate analysis of variance on how well they pre-
served sociolinguistic variation from different sources, age-related, sex-related, and regional
variation. Second, it was found that when my acoustic data was represented using only
F1 and F2, the phonemic and the sociolinguistic variation could be represented adequately.
F1 or D1 and F2 or D2 were related primarily to the vowel and D0 and D3 appeared
to be related primarily to the speaker’s sex, and to a lesser extent, to the speaker’s age.
Third, the evaluations carried out on the raw data and on the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures revealed that the sociolinguistic variation related to the speaker’s age
and speaker’s sex was considerably smaller than the variation related to the speaker’s re-
gional background. The vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures preserved this regional
variation. It was further found that some vowels showed considerable variation related to
the speaker’s regional background (such as /E/ and /I/), while other vowels showed very little
regional variation (/a/ and /i/). Furthermore, it was found that the three procedures preserved
previously reported sociolinguistic differences, although two of the procedures, LOBANOV
and GERSTMAN reported differences that cannot be observed in the literature. However,
this matter requires further investigation. Fourth, the scale factors used by the three vowel-
extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures could be estimated reasonably well using three vowels
per speaker, although the resulting acoustic data was less good than when the scale factors
were estimated with all nine vowels.
Chapter 8
Perceptual comparisons
8.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the perceptual side of the normalization problem. In Chapters 1 and 4,
it was argued that the output of the 12 acoustic normalization procedures must be compared
to a human benchmark, i.e., the articulatory perceptual representation. The primary purpose
of the present chapter is to describe how this perceptual representation was obtained. The
articulatory perceptual representation consists of phonetically-trained listeners’ judgments of
the perceived Height, Advancement, and Rounding of a set of vowel tokens. These judgments
were obtained through a listening experiment. In this experiment, a category judgment was
also obtained for the set of vowel tokens. The secondary purpose of the present chapter is to
evaluate the reliability of the articulatory judgments. In Chapter 3, it was concluded that it
is unclear whether phonetically-trained listeners provide reliable articulatory judgments and
that it is unclear how these judgments are affected by the availability of different vowel-in-
trinsic and vowel-extrinsic sources of information. For this reason, it was decided in Chapter
4 that the reliability of category and articulatory judgments of phonetically-trained experts
had to be established before comparing these judgments to the normalized acoustic data.
Furthermore, it was decided in Chapter 4 that it is necessary to establish how the articulatory
judgments are affected by the availability of information about the speaker and/or the vowel
token’s intended category label.
Section 8.2 describes the design of the listening experiment and section 8.3 describes its
results. The selection of the articulatory perceptual data used in Chapter 9 for the comparison
with the acoustic data is described in section 8.4. Section 8.5 discusses the results.
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8.2 Method
8.2.1 Stimulus material
The speech material used in the experiment consists of read vowels in a neutral context. The
stimuli were taken from the ‘neutral sentences’ task from the VNC-database, described in
Chapter 5. In this task, the speaker had to read aloud sentences containing the target vowel
in three syllabic positions: in a closed syllable (CVC), in an open syllable (CVCV), and in
isolation (V). The vowels in the closed syllables are used throughout the present research (cf.
Chapter 5).
A subset of the VNC-database was used as the stimulus material in the experiment: i.e.,
the vowels from the 20 speakers from the N-R region. As argued in Chapter 4, this region was
selected because the sociolinguistic variation was expected to be relatively moderate, while
at the same time a considerable amount of anatomical/physiological variation was expected
to be present. The sociolinguistic variation must be moderate, as I expected in Chapter 4 that
presenting listeners with stimuli that reflects subtle sociolinguistic differences may induce
them to use their perceptual scale optimally. If the sociolinguistic differences are too large, it
may be impossible to establish whether the listeners can perceive (and reliably record) subtle
sociolinguistic differences.
For each speaker in the N-R region, two tokens were available in a /sVs/-context for each
of the nine monophthongal vowels (two tokens × 20 speakers × nine vowel categories =
360). To limit the number of experimental trials, only the second token for each speaker was
selected to serve as a stimulus, thus selecting a total of 180 stimuli (one token for each of
the nine vowel categories for each of the 20 speakers). However, on five occasions it was
decided to select the first token. This was done whenever something was wrong with the
second token: for instance, if the token displayed a deviant F0-pattern, or when background
noises were clearly audible during the realization of the vowel token.
The stimulus words were extracted semi-automatically from their carrier sentences. When
extracting the syllable, I ensured that no part of the surrounding sounds was audible in the
final stimulus. Markers used for cutting the stimulus word out of the carrier sentence were
placed at zero crossings, to avoid possible ‘clicks’ in the stimuli.
8.2.2 Listeners
Eleven phonetically-trained experts participated as listeners in the experiment. One of them
participated in a pilot version (his data was excluded from further analysis), while the other
10 participated in the actual experiment. The participating listeners were selected on the basis
of their extensive experience with narrow phonetic transcription of speech sounds. Table 8.1
presents information about the 10 listeners who participated in the experiment.
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Information about the listeners’ backgrounds was collected through a questionnaire (see
Appendix B for a translation of this questionnaire from Dutch). Note that whenever the
results for individual listeners are presented in section 8.3, their listing is not identical to the
listing in Table 8.1, thus preventing the listeners’ identity to be revealed.
Table 8.1: Information about the 10 phonetically-trained listeners participating in the
experiment.
Listener Age Gender Native
tongue
Years of ex-
perience
Transcrip-
tion system
1 51-65 male German >25 IPA
2 51-65 male Dutch >30 IPA
3 21-35 female Dutch 2 IPA
4 51-65 male Dutch >10 DJCVS, IPA
5 51-65 male Dutch >20 DJCVS, IPA
6 36-50 male Dutch 11 IPA
7 36-50 male Dutch 20 IPA
8 21-35 female Dutch 4 IPA
9 51-65 male Dutch 35 IPA
10 21-35 female Dutch 2 IPA
8.2.3 Procedure
Experimental interface
The experiment was designed with NESU (“Nijmegen Experiment Set Up”), a software
package designed at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen for carrying
out psychological experiments. The experimental response screen is displayed in Figure 8.1.
This response screen contains 11 functional objects: nine vowel buttons, a copy of the IPA
vowel quadrilateral for judging Height and Advancement, and a rectangular field for judging
Rounding. All these objects were presented on a computer monitor with a resolution of 640
× 480 pixels. The size of the vowel buttons was 40 × 32 pixels, the rounding scale was 352
× 48 pixels and the vowel quadrilateral was a rectangle, 400 × 304 pixels in size.
The nine vowel buttons on the left-hand side of the response screen were used for the
category judgments. Each button contains a phonetic symbol corresponding to one of the
nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch. The placement of the individual vowel buttons on the
screen from top to bottom is (roughly) alphabetical.
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A copy of the IPA vowel quadrilateral (the 1996 corrected version) was used as the response
area for the articulatory judgments in this experiment, as I expected that phonetically-trained
listeners know it well. In addition, it is in widespread use in teaching phonetics and phonetic
transcription courses. All listeners were asked whether they were familiar with the 1996 IPA-
chart as described in “The Handbook of the International Phonetic Association” (1999). They
all replied affirmatively.
 
a
ε

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
u

y
– +
i u
a
 
Figure 8.1: The experimental interface used in the experiment.
The quadrilateral is empty, except for the horizontal and vertical slanted lines (also present
in the original version). The listeners were instructed to regard the four corners as theoretical
end points of the quadrilateral. In addition, they were instructed to regard the horizontal axis
as the axis along which the articulatory dimension ‘place of constriction’ (from left to right
representing front to back) was displayed and that the vertical axis represented the articulatory
dimension ‘vowel height’ (from bottom to top representing low to high).
Rounding was judged independently of Height and Advancement. This was necessary
to obtain explicit lip rounding judgments. If Rounding was to be judged inside the vowel
quadrilateral, the listeners may use two different strategies for judging vowel rounding. The
first strategy entails using the quadrilateral as a two-dimensional chart and using the phoneme
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category as an explicit indicator for the perceived lip rounding55. When using this strategy,
the listener follows the IPA description that rounding is superimposed on the quadrilateral and
that differences in location on the chart refer only to perceived differences in vowel height
and place of constriction.
The second strategy entails using the left-right dimension of the IPA-chart for the judg-
ments of place and vowel rounding. When this strategy was used, judgments for Rounding
would be confounded with Advancement judgments. For instance, if the stimulus was per-
ceived as high and advanced, the listener would place the mouse in the top half of the chart
and click in the left hand corner if the vowel was perceived as spread, and more to the right if
the vowel was perceived as rounded. The listener would then be expected to categorize this
vowel as either /i/ or /y/, and click the mouse more to the left when the vowel was categorized
/i/ than when the vowel was categorized /y/. Because of the possibility of obtaining results in
which the Advancement and Rounding judgments are confounded, it was not desirable that
listeners would use this strategy.
Thus, to encourage the listeners to use the first strategy, Rounding was judged outside
the quadrilateral: in the rectangular field displayed in the top right-hand side of the computer
screen in Figure 8.1. Inside the rectangle a horizontal scale is shown, flanked by a minus sign
on the left and a plus sign on the right; the left side (−) of the scale represented a maximally
spread vowel and the right side (+) represented a maximally rounded vowel. If the listener
clicks on the scale, the horizontal coordinate corresponding to that pixel on the screen is
recorded.
The listeners were informed that they should regard the end points of the axis as unrelated
to the specific vowel category of the stimulus vowel to be judged. Instead, this axis represents
the entire phonetic space for all vowels. For instance, when they perceived an /a/ as very
spread for an /a/, then they should place the mouse only slightly to the left of in the middle
of the axis, and when they perceive an /i/ as extremely spread, they should place the mouse
more towards the extreme left side of the axis.
Experimental cycle
The sequence of events in one experimental trial (in which one stimulus vowel was judged)
was as follows. First, a signal tone was played (a sine wave of 1000 Hz and a duration of 200
ms). Next, the stimulus was repeated 10 times with 1.5-second intervals. While the stimulus
was repeated, the listener had to perform three tasks: first, a category judgments was made
by clicking on one of the vowel buttons56, second, the articulatory judgment was made. This
55The 1996 IPA-chart is essentially a three-dimensional space: for place of constriction, vowel height, and vowel
rounding. In the IPA chart, if two vowel symbols are printed directly next to each other, the right-hand one of the
two represents the rounded version.
56As explained in section 8.2.4, there were three experimental conditions, in one of these conditions, (“sub-
experiment 2”) it was not mandatory for the listeners to identify the stimulus by selecting one of the vowel buttons.
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was done by clicking on the axis in the rounding scale to judge the vowel’s Rounding, and
by clicking in the vowel quadrilateral to judge the vowel token’s Height and Advancement.
After the listener had performed these three tasks, the experimental program would proceed
to the next experimental trial, even if all 10 repetitions had not yet been completed. If the
stimulus had been presented 10 times, the program waited for the listener to click in the
vowel quadrilateral before it moved on to the next trial. If the listener clicked on the vowel
quadrilateral before the rounding scale was clicked on, the experimental program proceeded
as well. This results in a missing value for the judgment of rounding. It was attempted to
prevent this from happening by explicitly warning the listener about this characteristic of the
experimental program.
The experiment was divided into a number of experimental blocks. After each experimen-
tal block, a screen appeared with the word ‘pauze’ (pause). Whenever this screen appeared,
the listener could temporarily interrupt the experiment to take a break or to ask a question,
but the listener could also proceed with the next block without pausing.
The entire experiment consisted of three parts in which the stimuli were judged under
three different conditions (sub-experiments 1, 2, and 3). The setup of these sub-experiments is
explained in detail in section 8.2.4. Each sub-experiment was preceded by several familiariza-
tion stimuli (five in experiments 1 and 2 and nine in sub-experiment 3). These familiarization
trials were used to explain the course of events and to allow users to get used to the tasks in
the experiment. The five familiarization trials were taken from the VNC-database, from the
N-M region. The familiarization trials were identical for each listener.
The vowels of three out of the 20 speakers were presented twice in each sub-experiment.
The judgments of these three speakers were used to establish the consistency of each listener
within each sub-experiment. In all, 207 stimuli were judged ((20 + 3 speakers) × 9 vowels
= 207 stimuli). All listeners judged the data from speaker 17 and from two other speakers
twice. These two other speakers were different across listeners. It was decided to use only
one common speaker, to prevent possible effects related to individual idiosyncrasies of the
speakers. Speaker 17 (female, young) was randomly chosen as the common speaker. The
distribution of speakers who were judged twice per listener, is displayed in Table 8.2.
8.2.4 Three sub-experiments
When phonetically-trained listeners are asked to locate the perceived articulatory charac-
teristics of a vowel token as a point in a three-dimensional space, one would expect that
the availability of information about the speaker or about the vowel category influences that
localization. For instance, if one of these sources of information is not available, the listener
may be less sure about the precise placement of the point and the variation of the localizations
may increase as a consequence.
To find out if this is the case, three sub-experiments were designed, in which two features
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Table 8.2: Speakers that were judged by each listener across the three sub-experiments.
Listener Speakers judged twice
1 17, 1, 2
2 17, 3, 4
3 17, 5, 6
4 17, 7, 8
5 17, 9, 10
6 17, 11, 12
7 17, 13, 14
8 17, 15, 16
9 17, 18, 19
10 17, 20, 1
were systematically varied: the presence of the vowel token’s category label and the pres-
ence of systematic information about other vowel tokens from a speaker. The stimuli were
presented either speaker-mixed or speaker-blocked, and the vowel category label was made
available or not. The blocked and mixed presentation were varied to evaluate the role of
the availability of speaker-specific information. In the speaker-blocked presentation, vowel-
extrinsic information as well as vowel-intrinsic information is available. In this condition
– after being presented with a few stimuli – the listener is expected to be able to make a
more reasonable estimation of the speaker’s vowel space than in a speaker-mixed condi-
tion. Consequently, the listener may locate the stimulus more reliably in a speaker-blocked
condition than in a speaker-mixed condition. This expectation is based on findings that
were reported by Verbrugge et al. (1976), Strange et al. (1976), Macchi (1980), Assmann,
Nearey & Hogan (1982), and Mullennix, Pisoni & Martin (1989) on vowel-categorization
experiments involving speaker-blocked and speaker-mixed presentation of vowel stimuli, as
discussed in Chapter 3.
Information about the vowel token’s label was made available to the listener or not. In
two of the three sub-experiments, the listeners had to provide a category label and in one sub-
experiment they did not have to provide a label. This was done as the expectation was that
listeners maximize their perceived differences in the vowel tokens when making articulatory
judgments in a vowel-blocked condition.
By combining a random presentation with two blocked presentations (for speaker and for
vowel), three experimental conditions were obtained. In the first condition, referred to as sub-
experiment 1, all stimuli were presented in a random order and the listeners were required
to provide category judgments. In the second condition, sub-experiment 2, the stimuli were
presented blocked per intended vowel category, thus providing the listeners with the intended
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Table 8.3: The presentation of the stimulus vowels and the availability of the vowel’s category
label per sub-experiment.
Sub-experiment Blocking Vowel labels
1 no no
2 vowel yes
3 speaker no
category label for each stimulus within a block. In the third condition, sub-experiment 3,
all stimuli were presented blocked per speaker and the listeners were required to provide
category judgments57. In all three sub-experiments, the same 207 stimuli were used (180
stimuli plus the 27 stimuli that were judged twice). Table 8.3 presents an overview of the
three experimental conditions.
It was expected that judging stimuli in a speaker-blocked condition provides the listeners
with extrinsic information that may allow them to build a ‘mental image’ of the vowel
constellation for that speaker. Therefore, the speaker-blocked condition (sub-experiment 3),
which was expected to provide more extrinsic information than sub-experiments 1 and 2,
was run last. The fully random condition (sub-experiment 1) was run first, because in this
condition less extrinsic information was expected to be available than in sub-experiments 2
and 3.
Sub-experiment 1: random condition
In sub-experiment 1, all stimuli were presented in a random order. Because the listener was
not provided with information about the vowel category or with systematic information about
other vowels by the same speaker, this sub-experiment was expected to be the most difficult
one of the three. It was hypothesized that the listener has to rely solely on the vowel-intrinsic
information within one stimulus and has to judge its articulatory characteristics in the absence
of extrinsic information about the speaker’s other vowels58.
Sub-experiment 1 was divided into 11 blocks: the first one consisted of the five familiar-
ization trials, and – because a total of 207 stimuli was to be judged – it was decided to create
10 experimental blocks: one block consisting of 27 trials and nine blocks consisting of 20
trials each. For each listener, a different randomized stimulus list was created. The stimuli
were randomized with two restrictions: no two vowels from the same speaker, or three vowels
belonging to the same intended vowel category were allowed to be presented in succession.
57The fourth possible condition, blocking by speaker and by vowel would result in blocks consisting of a single
trial and was not implemented.
58Strictly speaking, this is only true for the very first time a stimulus from a speaker is presented, but in this
sub-experiment the extrinsic (speaker-specific) information is minimal compared with sub-experiment 3.
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The five familiarization trials were identical for each listener and were selected from the N-M
region in the VNC-database. This was token 2 from ‘saas’ (/sas/) from speaker 19, token 2
from ‘suus’ (/sys/) from speaker 47, token 2 from ‘ses’ (/sEs/) from speaker 68, token 2 from
‘sies’ (/sis/) from speaker 69, and token 2 from ‘soes’ (/sus/) from speaker 73. When selecting
the tokens and speakers, an attempt was made to select tokens and speakers that displayed no
or very faint regional accents and no prominent voice characteristics.
Sub-experiment 2: vowel-blocked condition
In sub-experiment 2, all stimuli were presented blocked by vowel category. It was hypoth-
esized that this would induce listeners to judge the vowels without systematic information
about the other vowels of the speaker. Therefore, the listeners were expected to rely solely on
vowel-intrinsic information. Second, presenting the stimuli blocked by vowel may encourage
the listeners to use the vowel quadrilateral in a different way than in sub-experiments 1 and 3.
In particular, it was hypothesized that listeners may ‘enlarge’, or maximize, the perceived
differences between vowel tokens within the same category. In experiments 1 and 3 it
could be the case that listeners merely categorize the vowel tokens and pay less attention
to within-vowel differences between vowel tokens. However, in this sub-experiment, it was
hypothesized that listeners pay more attention to these differences.
The course of an experimental cycle in sub-experiment 2 was different from sub-experi-
ments 1 and 3. In sub-experiment 2, the CVC-syllable that the speaker was supposed to read
out aloud during the interview was printed in the lower mid-section of the experiment screen.
The listeners were told that they were not required to provide a category judgment; they could
start with the articulatory judgments by clicking on the rounding scale and subsequently in the
vowel quadrilateral. They were given the option to indicate that they disagreed with the vowel
token’s label. If for instance they perceived a stimulus as /E/, while the vowel was supposed to
be /I/ (and the word ‘sis’ was printed on the screen) they could indicate this by clicking on the
button for /E/, before judging its height, tongue advancement and rounding. They were asked
to use the same procedure as in sub-experiment 1 and to click on the vowel button before
they clicked on the rounding scale and the vowel quadrilateral. The familiarization trials in
this sub-experiment were the second tokens from the CVC-syllable ‘saas’ (/sas/) from five
speakers from the N-M region of the data base described in Chapter 5.
Sub-experiment 3: speaker-blocked condition
In sub-experiment 3, all stimuli were presented blocked by speaker. Sub-experiment 3 con-
sisted of 24 blocks: the first one with nine familiarization trials (all nine monophthongal
vowel tokens of speaker 19) and 23 blocks for the 20 speakers and the three repeated speakers.
The 23 blocks each consisted of nine stimuli (of the nine monophthongal vowels). Again, a
stimulus list was created. The nine vowel tokens within each block were randomized, as well
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as the sequence in which the 23 blocks were presented. When randomizing these blocks,
it was ensured that no two blocks of the same speaker were presented in succession (at
least two other speakers were judged between two blocks of the same speaker). The nine
familiarization trials were identical for each listener.
8.2.5 Expectations
Table 8.4 presents an overview of the information hypothesized to be available in each
experimental condition. Given the information hypothesized to be present in each condi-
tion, I formulated the following expectations about the results for the three conditions on
the category judgment task and the articulatory judgment task. For the category judgment
task, a different number of misclassified vowel tokens (i.e., the listener categorized a vowel
token into another category than the intended vowel category) was expected across the three
conditions. Because the listener was expected to have less vowel-extrinsic information in ex-
periment 1, the number of misclassifications (confusions) was expected to be higher than for
sub-experiments 2 and 3. In sub-experiment 2 the listener had more information than in sub-
experiment 3 (i.e., the vowel token’s category label) therefore the number of misclassification
was expected to be lower for sub-experiment 2 than for 3.
Table 8.4: Information hypothesized to be available in each experimental condition.
Sub-experiment Information
1 (random) Intrinsic
2 (vowel-blocked) Intrinsic + vowel category
3 (speaker-blocked) Intrinsic + extrinsic
For the articulatory judgment task, it was expected that the variance within vowel categories
was different under each of the three experimental conditions. These articulatory judgments
may be affected by the availability of information about other vowels produced by the same
speaker, or by the vowel token’s category label. It is first expected that the variance is highest
in sub-experiment 2. Listeners have more information about the vowel token’s intended
category. This may induce them to enlarge the area for their judgments. Furthermore, I
expected that the variance within vowels would be higher in sub-experiment 1 than in sub-
experiment 3. It can be hypothesized that the listener may be less certain where to locate
the stimulus in the vowel quadrilateral or rounding rectangle, if less information about the
speaker or vowel category label is available. The expected differences per sub-experiment
are listed in Table 8.5.
It is not unimaginable that the three conditions affect the overlap between vowels and
the dispersion of the mean values per vowel per condition. However, at this point in the
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research it is not feasible to formulate expectations about how the availability of (additional)
information may affect the articulatory judgments.
Table 8.5: Expected pattern in the results for the two tasks in the three sub-experiments.
Category judgments: Articulatory judgments:
Sub-experiment number of confusions variance within vowels
1 (random) High Intermediate
2 (vowel-blocked) Low High
3 (speaker-blocked) Intermediate Low
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Raw data
Four dependent variables were evaluated in the experiment. The first was a discrete variable:
the response vowel category from the categorization task. The other three were the articula-
tory variables: Height (the corresponding y-coordinate of the vowel quadrilateral), Advance-
ment (i.e., the corresponding x-coordinate of the vowel quadrilateral), and Rounding (the
x-coordinate of the rounding scale). Before further processing, the values were transformed
to a scale between 0 and 100.
High values for Height correspond to perceived lower openness (e.g., for /i/) and lower
values to perceived higher openness (e.g., for /a/). Low values for Advancement correspond
to perceived fronting (e.g., for /i/) and high values with perceived backing of the vowels (e.g.,
for /u/). Finally, low values for Rounding correspond to perceived spreading (e.g., for /i/) and
high values to rounding (e.g., /u/). Table 8.6 lists the four dependent variables.
Table 8.6: The dependent variables in the experiment.
Dependent variable Experimental origin Level of measurement
Response vowel category identification: one of nine
vowel buttons
nominal
Height y-coordinate of quadrilateral interval
Advancement x-coordinate of quadrilateral interval
Rounding x-coordinate of rounding
scale
interval
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Outliers and extreme values
The outliers and the extreme values were explored for the three variables Height, Advance-
ment, and Rounding separately, to detect possible mistakes made by the listeners. For each
listener, the data for the three variables was sorted into the nine vowel categories using the
category judgments. An outlier was defined as a case with a value between 1.5 and three
times the interquartile range (IQR). An extreme value was defined as a case with a value
larger than three times the IQR.
All extreme values were removed, except when it was obvious that the extreme value was
not a mistake, but a ‘genuine’ judgment. This was taken to be the case when the extreme value
belonged to a larger series of outliers and extreme values (i.e., when the listener expressed
larger differences between vowel tokens in this manner more often), or when the listener had
judged the same vowel token twice within the same sub-experiment and both judgments were
extreme values or outliers.
All outliers were in principle included in the data set, because it was not always possible
to decide whether they were mistakes or formed a part of the listeners’s judging strategy. An
exception was made for cases with a value close to three IQR (but lower than three IQR) and
for cases that were the sole outlier for a vowel for a listener.
If one of the responses was taken to be the result of a mistake, the entire case was removed
(including the response category, Height, Advancement, and Rounding). I removed a total of
33 cases from the data set. In addition, a total of 36 cases was missing due to mistakes made
by the listeners when performing the categorization task59. The total number of missing cases
is therefore 33 + 36 = 69 (i.e., only 1.2% of the total number of cases, which was 5589).
After cleaning the data by removing mistakes and after the verification of the outliers, I
carried out a series of diagnostic tests. This was done to establish if the 10 listeners were
equally consistent, equally reliable, and whether they produced results that were overall
comparable to each other. After having performed these analyses (described in section 8.3.2
and 8.3.3), I decided to exclude one of the listeners’ results from further analyses, because
this listener showed the lowest intra-rater consistency values for the labeling task (Cohen’s
κ values of 0.833 for sub-experiment 1, 0.958 for sub-experiment 2, and 0.875 for sub-
experiment 3), the highest number of misclassified vowel tokens (a value of 48; Table 8.9),
and the lowest intra-rater consistency values for the judgment task (Cochran’s α values of
0.997 for Height, 0.981 for Advancement, and 0.924 for Rounding; Table 8.12). In addition,
the misclassifications of this listener were generally in a different ‘direction’ than those of the
other listeners, for instance, where the majority of the listeners categorized a vowel token as
/Y/, while the vowel token was intended to be /u/, this listener categorized this vowel token
as /y/60. Therefore, in the description of the results in this section, only the results from the
remaining nine listeners are described.
Table 8.7 shows the number of valid cases per dependent variable. The number of cases
59For instance, when they forgot to provide a category label before clicking in the rounding rectangle and the
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Table 8.7: Number of cases (N) for the three variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding.
N is corrected for mistakes, missing values and deleted cases.
Variable Number of cases (N)
Height 5520
Advancement 5520
Rounding 3657
(N) of 5520 was composed as follows: 3 experiments × 9 listeners × (20 speakers + 3
speakers) × 9 vowel categories = 5589. The value 5589 was corrected for the number of
missing values (36) and excluded extreme values (33), the final number of cases for Height
and Advancement is therefore 5520. Rounding shows a smaller number of cases (3657),
because the responses for Rounding were not recorded in sub-experiment 2, due to an error61
in the experimental program (3657 = 23 × 5589 − 69 missing cases and removed extreme
cases).
8.3.2 Category judgments
Consistency
To establish whether the listeners were consistent in their judgments, the intra-rater consis-
tency was calculated. When a listener is consistent with him- or herself, he or she gave a token
the same category label whenever this token was judged, across and within sub-experiments.
The intra-rater consistency is examined using the categorizations of the tokens from the
three speakers that were judged twice within each experiment (see Table 8.2). Cohen’s κ
(Cohen, 1960), a measure for agreement suitable for nominal variables, was calculated for
each listener separately.
Table 8.8 shows the values for Cohen’s κ for each listener for each sub-experiment. A
value close to 1 implies perfect consistency and a value close to 0 implies randomness. An
analysis of variance (rm-anova) was carried out on the κ values in Table 8.8 for the nine
listeners, with the sub-experiment as the independent variable. This analysis revealed no
significant differences.
Table 8.8 shows further that all listeners categorized the vowel tokens with high con-
sistency; two listeners (3 and 8) even reached a perfect score. This means that these two
listener assigned the same category label to the stimulus on both presentations within each
sub-experiment. Of course, it may well be the case that the listeners assigned the vowel
quadrilateral.
60These misclassifications were not included in Table 8.10.
61Which unfortunately remained undisclosed during all trial runs and pilot tests of the experimental program.
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Table 8.8: Intra-listener consistency: Cohen’s κ for the 27 tokens that were categorized twice
per sub-experiment. A value of 1 indicates that all the 27 tokens were assigned to the same
category within a sub-experiment.
Sub-experiment 1 Sub-experiment 2 Sub-experiment 3
Listener (random) (vowel-blocked) (speaker-blocked) Mean
1 0.917 1 0.958 0.958
2 0.958 1 0.958 0.972
3 1 1 1 1
4 0.916 1 1 0.972
5 0.958 1 1 0.986
6 0.958 0.958 0.917 0.944
7 0.958 0.958 0.873 0.930
8 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 0.958 0.972
mean 0.963 0.991 0.963 0.972
tokens to different categories across experiments, e.g., twice as /O/ in sub-experiment 1 and
the same stimulus twice as /Y/ in sub-experiment 3. Other listeners performed less well: the
scores for listener 7 are less than perfect, meaning that this listener assigned the same vowel
token to different categories on several occasions. However, the intra-rater consistency is
overall high.
Vowel confusions
A vowel confusion occurred whenever a listener chose a category label other than the in-
tended category label (e.g., when the vowel token in the stimulus ‘sas’ is categorized as /E/).
To find out whether the number of confusions differed across the three experimental condi-
tions, this number was calculated for the three sub-experiments per listener. An overview of
the number of confusions per sub-experiment per listener is listed in Table 8.9.
A repeated measures analysis of variance was carried out on the confusions data from the
individual nine listeners displayed in Table 8.9 to establish the significance of the differences
in confusions per sub-experiment. An effect was found for the factor ‘sub-experiment’
(F(1.818, 8)=17.6, p< 0.01, Huynh-Feldt correction). All pairwise comparisons showed
an effect for ‘sub-experiment’ as well, indicating that all pairs of combinations of sub-
experiments differed significantly from each other.
An important observation from Table 8.9 is that few confusions were made: between
1.2% and 5.6% of the stimuli received a label other than the intended label. In addition, the
expectations about the differences between the sub-experiments described in Table 8.5 were
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Table 8.9: Confusions per experiment per listener. The number of confusions is displayed in
every left-hand column per experiment, the corresponding percentage is displayed in every
right-hand column.
Sub-experiment 1 Sub-experiment 2 Sub-experiment 3
Listener Confusions % Confusions % Confusions % Total
1 15 8.3 0 0 9 5.0 24
2 11 6.1 2 1.1 3 1.7 16
3 5 2.8 0 0 3 1.7 8
4 11 6.1 0 0 5 2.8 16
5 7 3.9 0 0 2 1.1 9
6 20 11.1 5 2.8 6 3.3 31
7 12 6.7 10 5.6 10 5.6 32
8 4 2.2 2 1.1 3 1.7 9
9 6 3.3 0 0 5 2.8 11
Total 91 5.6 19 1.2 46 2.8 156
confirmed; fewer stimuli were confused in sub-experiment 2 (the vowel-blocked condition)
than in sub-experiments 1 (the random condition) and 3 (the speaker-blocked condition), and
more confusions were made in sub-experiment 1 than in 3. This pattern in the results can be
observed for all listeners. This finding can be interpreted as that the listeners accepted more
variation in the vowel tokens when the labels were supplied beforehand, even though they
were allowed to indicate disagreement with the provided label.
Because so few vowel confusions were found for the categorization task, it seems justified
to pool the results of the three sub-experiments. In Table 8.10 an overview is displayed for
all the vowel confusions per intended vowel pooled for the three sub-experiments and for
the nine listeners. Only category judgments that were obtained the first time each vowel
tokens was presented were included (thus excluding the categorizations of the stimuli from
the three speakers that were presented twice). The total number of cases was therefore 4860
(3 experiments × 9 listeners × 9 categories × 20 speakers).
Table 8.10 shows that mid vowels /I/, /E/ and /Y/ generated the highest percentages of
confusions (8.5%, 6.7%, and 4.7%, respectively), while the point vowels /u/ (0.2%), /a/
(0.8%) and /i/ (0.7%) were rarely confused. Another observation from Table 8.10 is that the
confusions are asymmetric: /E/ was categorized 30 times as /I/, whereas /I/ was categorized as
/E/ only on 5 occasions. The same holds for /I/ - /i/ (28, versus 3 for /i/-/I/), /Y/-/y/ (18 versus
4 for /y/-/Y/), and /O/-/A/ (15 versus 8 for /A/-/O/).
To verify that the patterns in Table 8.10 were not the result of idiosyncrasies in the
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Table 8.10: Confusion matrix for the intended and response vowel category. The data was
pooled for sub-experiment 1-3, and for the nine listeners. The rows represent the intended
vowel category and the columns represent the response vowel category. The total number
of cases is lower than 4860, because some cases were missing due to mistakes. The last
two columns represent the number of confusions for each intended vowel category and the
corresponding percentage, respectively.
Vowel /A/ /a/ /E/ /I/ /i/ /O/ /u/ /Y/ /y/ To-
tal
# %
/A/ 524 2 2 8 536 12 2.2
/a/ 4 528 532 4 0.8
/E/ 501 30 6 537 36 6.7
/I/ 5 487 28 8 4 532 45 8.5
/i/ 1 3 536 540 4 0.7
/O/ 5 524 539 15 2.8
/u/ 536 1 537 1 0.2
/Y/ 2 5 508 18 533 25 4.7
/y/ 5 5 4 521 535 14 2.6
total 543 530 511 525 569 532 541 527 543 4821 156 3.3
stimulus material, the responses to individual stimuli that elicited four or more confusions
(i.e., four or more times into the same vowel category) are listed in Table 8.11.
The six stimuli (a total of 49 confusions) displayed in Table 8.11 apparently accounted for
31.4% of the total percentage of confusions for the three sub-experiments (the total number
of confusions of the entire data set is 156). The results shown in Table 8.10 could therefore
be accounted for in part by responses to individual stimuli, but even if the responses to these
six stimuli would be removed, the same trends are found.
Summary category judgments
The following results were found for the category judgment task. First, a significant differ-
ence was found in the performance of the listeners under the three experimental conditions.
The performance was highest for sub-experiment 2, followed by the sub-experiment 3, while
the performance was lowest for sub-experiment 1. Overall, the number of vowel confusions
was low, this points to a possible ceiling effect operating on the results. Second, the number
of confusions between the intended vowel category and the response vowel category was
relatively high for vowels in the middle of the vowel space, such as/E/, /I/, and /A/, while
the number of confusions was lowest for point vowels such as /i/, /u/, and /a/. Third, the
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Table 8.11: Overview of the stimuli that elicited four or more confusions. The data was
pooled for sub-experiments 1-3.
Speaker Intended vowel Response vowel Nr.
5 /O/ /A/ 7
6 /E/ /I/ 14
6 /Y/ /y/ 7
13 /Y/ /y/ 8
17 /I/ /i/ 4
18 /I/ /i/ 9
confusions showed an a-symmetric pattern, for instance, tokens intended to belong to the
vowel category /E/ were categorized more often as /I/ than tokens intended to belong to the
vowel category /I/ were categorized as /E/.
8.3.3 Articulatory judgments
Reliability
Per listener, 27 vowel tokens were judged six times in total (twice in each sub-experiment).
The intra-listener reliability was established using Cochran’s α, a measure of reliability
suitable for variables at the interval level of measurement (Rietveld & Van Hout, (1993)).
In Table 8.12, the values for Cochran’s α are listed per dependent variable, for each listener.
The values of α in this Table are the mean values of the αs for the three sub-experiments.
Values close to 1 indicate high reliability, values close to 0 indicate poor reliability.
In Table 8.12, it can be seen that all listeners show high intra-listener reliability values
(higher than 0.9). Overall, the average reliability is highest for Height, slightly lower for
Advancement and lowest for Rounding. An analysis of variance was carried out on these
data. The differences between the three variables appeared to be significant (F(2, 24)=10.148,
p<0.01), a post-hoc comparison pointed out that this was due to Rounding: Rounding dif-
fered significantly from Height as well as from Advancement (Bonferroni, p<0.01), while
Advancement and Height were not found to differ significantly.
Second, to assess the inter-rater reliability, Cochran’s α was calculated for the three
variables for each sub-experiment. For each of the three variables Height, Advancement, and
Rounding, the judgments of the nine listeners were compared with each other. Table 8.13
lists the results. The values of Cochran’s α represent the mean value across the three sub-
experiments. The results show very high values of Cochran’s α. These results indicate
the listeners’ behavior was very similar, and that it can thus be concluded that the listeners
behaved reliably.
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Table 8.12: Intra-listener reliability,: Cochran’s α calculated per listener for each dependent
variable, for the six times a token was judged during the course of the entire experiment. The
α values were first calculated for sub-experiments 1-3 separately, and subsequently the mean
values were calculated over the three αs for the three sub-experiments. The latter values are
displayed here.
Listener Height Advancement Rounding Mean
1 0.997 0.993 0.994 0.996
2 0.990 0.988 0.978 0.985
3 0.992 0.985 0.980 0.986
4 0.987 0.992 0.917 0.965
5 0.986 0.984 0.952 0.974
6 0.993 0.992 0.941 0.975
7 0.993 0.984 0.963 0.980
8 0.995 0.991 0.987 0.991
9 0.995 0.992 0.965 0.984
Mean 0.992 0.989 0.964 0.982
Table 8.13: Inter-listener reliability: Cochran’s α calculated per dependent variable for the
180 stimuli per experiment.
Experiment Height Advancement Rounding
Sub-experiment 1 0.993 0.992 0.978
Sub-experiment 2 0.994 0.990 not recorded
Sub-experiment 3 0.994 0.992 0.981
Mean 0.994 0.992 0.978
Sub-experiments
The next step in the analysis of the results was assessing whether the listeners behaved
differently in the three sub-experiments when judging Height, Advancement, and Rounding.
This was done to test the predictions from Table 8.5 regarding the use of the area of the vowel
quadrilateral and the rounding scale.
Three possible patterns in the results are discussed here. First, the conditions could differ
in the locations of the mean values per vowel category for the three judgment variables.
Second, differences could be found between the standard deviations around those means
per sub-experiment. Third, it is possible that the covariance between the three dependent
variables varies across the sub-experiments. Each of these possible patterns could be found
independently of the other two patterns. For instance, it could be the case that while differ-
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Table 8.14: Significant (+) results (p<0.01) from the rm-anovas for the intended and response
vowel categories. Results are shown for the Intended (I) and Response vowel category (R),
for the three variables Height (H), Advancement (A), and Rounding (R). µ refers to the mean
value, σ refers to the standard deviation, and r refers to the correlation coefficients.
Variable Sub-experiment Vowel Vowel×Sub-experiment
Effect I R I R I R
µ H - - + + - -
A - - + + - -
R - - + + - -
σ H + - + + - -
A + - - + - -
R + + + - - -
r H×A - - - + - -
H×R - - - + - -
A×R - - - + - -
ences were found between the mean values, no differences between the standard deviations
per vowel category were found. And in the case where there are no differences between
the means and the vowel categories’ standard deviations, the three dependent variables could
co-vary differently across the three sub-experiments.
To get more insight into possible patterns of differences in the results, repeated measures
analyses of variance (rm-anova) were carried out on the mean values per vowel category per
listener, the standard deviations per vowel category per listener and the correlation coeffi-
cients (Height with Advancement, Height with Rounding, and Advancement with Rounding)
as a measure for the covariance for the three sub-experiments. These analyses were carried
out twice, once with the data grouped according to the intended vowel category and once
with the data grouped according to the response vowel category. The significant results are
listed in Table 8.14.
The nine rm-anovas on the data grouped according to the intended vowel category were
carried out to assess how the listeners judged the same stimulus vowel tokens in the three
sub-experiments. In the first three rm-anovas, the dependent variables were the mean (µ)
judgments per listener per vowel category, in the next three rm-anovas, the dependent vari-
ables were the standard deviations (σ) of the judgments per listener per vowel category, and
in the final three rm-anovas, the dependent variables were the correlation coefficients (r)
between the three variables per listener per vowel category. The independent variables were
identical across all nine rm-anovas. i.e., the three sub-experiments (Sub-experiment) and
the nine vowel categories (Vowel). All calculations that involved the Rounding judgments
were carried out on the data for sub-experiments 1 and 3 only. All degrees of freedom were
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subjected to the Huynh-Feldt correction for possible non-sphericity.
Table 8.14 shows that the factor Vowel had a significant effect of the intended vowel
category on the mean Height judgments (F(3.989, 31.91)=273.225, p<0.01). No significant
effects were found for Height for the factor Sub-experiment, nor for the interaction between
vowel category and sub-experiment (Vowel×Sub-experiment). The results for Advancement
show a similar pattern: a significant effect for Vowel (F(2.833, 22.661)=230.093, p<0.01)
was found, while no significant effects for Sub-experiment nor for Vowel×Sub-experiment
were found. The mean Rounding judgments were significantly affected by the factor Vowel
(F(3.066, 24.526)=75.926, p=<0.01). No significant effects were found for Sub-experiment
nor for Vowel×Sub-experiment. This indicates that the mean positions per vowel category
do not vary across the three sub-experiments for Height, Advancement, or Rounding.
The results for the standard deviations per listener revealed a different pattern. For the
standard deviations for Height, a significant effect was found for Sub-experiment (F(1.95,
15.598)=6.204, p<0.05) and for Vowel (F(5.546, 44.366)= 12.979, p<0.01), while Vowel×-
Sub-experiment was not significant. For Advancement, again a significant effect was found
for Sub-experiment (F(2, 16)= 4.369, p<0.05). No significant effects were found for Vowel
or Vowel×Sub-experiment. For Rounding, a significant effect was, first, found for Sub-
experiment (F(1, 8)= 11.193, p<0.01). A second significant effect was found for Vowel
(F(3.785, 30.278)=2.85, p<0.05) and Vowel×Sub-experiment was not significant. These
results indicate that the judgments showed variation depending on the presentation of the
stimuli in the three sub-experiments for Height, Advancement, and Rounding.
The correlation coefficients show no significant effects. This indicates that the covariance
per vowel category did not vary across the three sub-experiments.
In summary, the main findings from these nine rm-anovas are that the vowel category has
a large effect on the judgments; vowel category affected the mean values and the standard
deviations. Second, the results show that the standard deviations per vowel category were
affected by the division in sub-experiments.
It seems possible that the listeners relied entirely on the vowel category and did not
reliably judge the variation within vowel categories. If this is the case, then the effect of the
sub-experiment on the standard deviations may be an artifact of the categorization task. In the
current series of rm-anovas, the response vowel category was not yet taken into account. The
expectation is that the effect found for sub-experiment disappears, when the data is sorted
according to the response vowel category. This seems plausible, because it was found that
the listeners categorized the vowel stimuli differently under the three experimental conditions
(as can be observed in Table 8.9). Thus, if the listeners’ articulatory judgments are affected
predominantly by their response vowel category and not by the experimental condition, then
the effect for sub-experiments should disappear when the rm-anovas are carried out again,
this time with the stimuli sorted according to the response vowel category. If the effect for
the standard deviations disappears, then this effect was an artifact of the grouping of the
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responses according to the intended vowel categories. However, if no effect is found, it must
be concluded that the listeners were primarily influenced by their response vowel category
label, and not by the experimental condition.
Therefore, to establish whether the response vowel category affected the means, standard
deviations, and correlation coefficients for the articulatory judgments, nine rm-anovas were
carried out. The significant effects for these analyses are listed in Table 8.14.
The first three rm-anovas were carried out on the aggregated mean values (µ) per response
vowel category per listener. The results for the means reveal a significant effect of the factor
Vowel on the Height judgments (F(3.933, 31.465)=273.939, p<0.05). No significant effects
were found for the Height judgments for Sub-experiment, nor for Vowel×Sub-experiment.
The results for Advancement show a significant effect of vowel category on the mean judg-
ments (F(2.651, 21.211)=222.663, p<0.05) and no significant effects for Sub-experiment, nor
for Vowel×Sub-experiment. The results for the mean Rounding judgments show a significant
effect for vowel category (F(3.025, 24.199)=80.165, p=<0.05). No significant effects were
found for the factor Sub-experiment, nor for the Vowel×Sub-experiment interaction term.
The results for the standard deviations (σ) per listener per vowel category reveal no
significant effects of sub-experiment on the standard deviations of the Height judgments. A
significant effect was found for the vowel category (F(3.663, 29.306)=9.217, p<0.05), while
the factors Sub-experiment and Vowel×Sub-experiment interaction were not significant. For
Advancement, a significant effect was found for vowel category (F(6.989, 55.913)=3.617,
p<0.05). No significant effects were found for Sub-experiment, nor for Vowel×Sub-expe-
riment. For Rounding, a significant effect was found for sub-experiment (F(1, 8)=8.865,
p<0.05). Neither the factor Vowel, nor Vowel×Sub-experiment was found to significantly
affect the standard deviations of the Rounding judgments.
The rm-anova on the correlation coefficients (r) of Height × Advancement show a sig-
nificant effect for vowel category (F(7.638, 61.105)=11.367, p<0.05). The factors Sub-
experiment and the Vowel×Sub-experiment were not significant. Vowel category shows a
significant effect on the correlation coefficients for Height × Rounding (F(8, 64)=4.012,
p<0.05). No significant effects were found for the factors Sub-experiment and Vowel×-
Sub-experiment. The vowel category significantly affects the correlation coefficients for
Advancement×Rounding (F(7.842, 62.738)=6.805, p<0.05). The factor sub-experiment and
the interaction between vowel category and sub-experiment show no significant effects.
The results of the nine rm-anovas on the response vowel categories can be summarized
as follows. First, there appear to be no systematic differences between the judgments in the
three sub-experiments, neither in the mean values, nor in the standard deviations, nor in the
correlation coefficients. Only one significant effect was found for Sub-experiment: for the
standard deviations for Rounding. Second, the judgments are shown to be systematically
affected by the response vowel category, for Height, Advancement, and Rounding, for the
mean values, standard deviations and correlation coefficients, except for the standard devia-
tions for the Rounding judgments. This last result was in the direction predicted in Table 8.5,
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the standard deviations were higher for sub-experiment 1 (the mean value for σ across all
nine response vowel categories was 13.13) than for sub-experiment 3 (mean σ was 12.15).
Nevertheless, this result is not of much importance; the difference between the mean values
is small and the results for Height and Advancement did not show similar significant results
for the standard deviations.
From the results in Table 8.14, it appears that the differences in the standard deviations
across the three sub-experiments in the judgments disappeared for the largest part when the
analyses were performed on means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients grouped
according to the response vowel category. It must therefore be concluded that the difference
in standard deviations found for the analyses for the judgments grouped according to the
intended vowel category was an artifact of the analysis.
Sociolinguistic variation
The next step in the analysis of the articulatory judgments was establishing how reliably
listeners judged the vowel tokens within each vowel category. In other words, establishing
how reliably the listeners judged the sociolinguistic variation. To this end, Cochran’s α was
calculated for each vowel category for each listener for the three articulatory variables. If the
values of Cochran’s α are equal to zero, this indicates that the listeners did not reliably judge
sociolinguistic variation.
Table 8.15: Mean Cochran’s α per vowel category across sub-experiments 1, 2, and 3 for
Height, Advancement, and Rounding (for Rounding the values were calculated using only
sub-experiments 1 and 3); mean values calculated using the values for the nine listeners.
Vowel Height Advancement Rounding Mean
/A/ 0.235 0.433 0.233 0.299
/a/ 0.378 0.654 0.237 0.423
/E/ 0.498 0.452 0.108 0.353
/I/ 0.378 0.283 0.150 0.270
/i/ 0.230 0.343 0.052 0.208
/O/ 0.367 0.598 0.206 0.390
/u/ 0.299 0.311 0.176 0.262
/Y/ 0.452 0.336 0.211 0.333
/y/ 0.110 0.381 0.106 0.199
Mean 0.327 0.421 0.164 0.304
Table 8.15 lists the mean values per vowel category per dependent variable. The values were
first calculated for each listener separately and subsequently the mean of these values was
calculated. The values for each individual listener were calculated for the intended vowel
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Table 8.16: Cochran’s α per vowel category (mean value calculated across the sub-experi-
ments 1, 2 and 3) for Height, Advancement, and Rounding (for Rounding the values were
calculated only for sub-experiments 1 and 3); mean values calculated using the values for all
listeners, except for listeners 4 and 8.
Vowel Height Advancement Rounding Mean
/A/ 0.442 0.669 0.242 0.451
/a/ 0.485 0.645 0.334 0.488
/E/ 0.674 0.455 0.252 0.460
/I/ 0.438 0.250 0.145 0.278
/i/ 0.178 0.333 0.129 0.213
/O/ 0.501 0.650 0.281 0.477
/u/ 0.467 0.470 0.124 0.354
/Y/ 0.572 0.394 0.304 0.423
/y/ 0.211 0.399 0.323 0.311
Mean 0.441 0.474 0.237 0.355
categories62 and are displayed in Appendix D. Table 8.15 shows that the reliability scores
are considerably lower within vowel categories than between vowel categories (displayed in
Table 8.12). This indicates that the listeners appear to be able to judge phonemic variation
(between vowel categories) more reliably than sociolinguistic variation (within vowel cat-
egories). Some listeners are less reliable than others: Appendix D shows that listeners 4
and 8 (see Table D.1) show the lowest values of all listeners for all three dependent variables.
Therefore, to investigate the effect of listeners 4 and 8 on the mean reliability scores, the mean
values of Cochran’s α were calculated again, this time excluding the values from listeners 4
and 8.
In Table 8.16, it can be seen that, overall, the values for Cochran’s α are higher when
the scores for listeners 4 and 8 are excluded. In addition, the following pattern can be
observed in Table 8.16 more clearly than in Table 8.15. The reliability scores for Height
and Advancement are moderately high for some vowel categories, i.e., for /E/, /O/, and /Y/.
For some other categories, low values were found, e.g., for /I/, /i/, and /y/, indicating almost
random judgment behavior within these vowel categories. Finally, it can be observed that
all vowel categories show very low values for Rounding; these values depressed the overall
mean values considerably.
Given the results in Tables 8.15 and 8.16, it can be concluded that the hypothesis, that
62Using the response vowel categories would result in missing values.
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listeners did not reliably judge sociolinguistic variation, is not valid: the listeners judged
sociolinguistic variation in Height and Advancement reliably and systematically for vowel
tokens in all (intended) categories except for /I/, /i/, and /y/.
Anatomical/physiological variation
The last issue to be addressed is whether the articulatory judgments showed variation depend-
ing on the anatomical/physiological characteristics of the speaker. Both older and younger
male and female speakers were included in the design of the experiment, so the anatomi-
cal/physiological variation was expected to be considerable in the stimulus material.
To establish if the listeners were influenced by the anatomical/physiological characteris-
tics of the speakers of the vowel stimuli, various analyses of variance were performed, for
the three articulatory variables, for each of the three sub-experiments, and for each of the
nine listeners. Speaker-age and speaker-sex served as independent variables, and Height,
Advancement, and Rounding served as dependent variables in each analysis. No significant
effects were found for the factors gender or age in any of these analyses. It was concluded
that the articulatory judgments did not vary systematically depending on the anatomical/phy-
siological characteristics of the speaker.
Summary articulatory judgments
The findings of the articulatory judgments task can be summarized as follows. First, the
variation in the judgments was related primarily to the stimulus token’s response category
label. Second, overall, no systematic effects could be found for the presentation of the stimuli
in three sub-experiments except for Rounding (the variation in the Rounding judgments
was higher in sub-experiment 1 than in sub-experiment 3 for the data grouped into the
response vowel categories). Third, the listeners appeared to be able to judge phonemic
variation (between vowel categories) more reliably than sociolinguistic variation (within
vowel categories). Fourth, it was found that the sociolinguistic variation in the stimulus
material could be judged with relative reliability for all vowels except for /I/, /i/, and /y/,
the vowel tokens for the remaining six vowel categories showed higher reliability scores.
Fifth, it was found that listeners’ judgments were not affected by the anatomical/physiological
characteristics of the speaker.
8.4 Selection of articulatory perceptual data
As announced in section 8.1, the purpose of the experiment was not only to get more insight
into the judgment strategies and use of information sources by the listeners, but also to
generate an articulatory perceptual description of a set of vowel data used for the comparison
(described in the next chapter) with acoustic data (measurements of F0, and F1, F2, and F3,
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transformed according to the procedures for vowel normalization that are evaluated in the
present research). In this section, the selection criteria for the articulatory perceptual data
that were used for this comparison are described.
8.4.1 Listeners
The first step that is to be taken in the selection of the articulatory perceptual data, is to decide
which listeners to include. In section 8.3.3, it was concluded that listeners 4 and 8 had the
lowest within-vowel reliability. Furthermore, the results in Table 8.16 show that the values for
Cochran’s α are higher when listeners 4 and 8 are excluded. The reliability values should be
as high as possible, to allow the comparison in Chapter 9 between the articulatory perceptual
data and the acoustic data to be successful. It seems therefore reasonable to exclude listeners
4 and 8 from further processing. However, there is one aspect that should be taken into
account, which relates to the reliability of the listeners as a group. Because the goal of the
comparison of the articulatory perceptual and acoustic data is to model not only the judgments
of the individual listeners but also of the listeners as one instrument, it is important that the
reliability of the group is not decreased by including the judgments of a few less reliable
listeners. To assess how the judgments of the two relatively unreliable listeners 4 and 8
influence the reliability of the whole listener population, Cochran’s α was calculated per
vowel category on the data across the three sub-experiments, once on the pooled data from
all nine listeners, and once on the data from the seven listeners (excluding listeners 4 and 8).
Table 8.17 shows the results of the two sets of reliability analyses. It turns out that
the exclusion of the data from listeners 4 and 8 did not substantially influence the results.
Excluding the data from listeners 4 and 8 appears improve the reliability scores for the closed
rounded vowel categories: /O/, /u/, /Y/, and /y/). The scores for the other categories are
slightly lower, when listeners 4 and 8 are excluded. In general, when reliability analysis are
performed on a smaller number of raters, the overall reliability scores decrease, even if the
excluded raters’ data contains a lot of noise. However, that does not appear to be the case
here. Removing the two listeners did not considerably lower the reliability scores of the
group. For some vowel categories, especially for /u/ and /O/ considerable higher scores were
obtained.
Finally, in Table 8.17, it can be seen that, when the data of all nine listeners are pooled,
the reliability values are considerably higher for Rounding than in Table 8.15 and 8.16.
This can partially be explained by the fact that this analysis is performed on more data; the
reliability was calculated for a group of judges and not for a single judge. Given the results
in Table 8.17, it was decided to exclude listeners 4 and 8’s data from further analysis. The
data from the remaining seven listeners was used in the comparison with the acoustic data in
Chapter 9.
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Table 8.17: Cochran’s α per vowel category across the sub-experiments 1, 2, and 3 for
Height and Advancement, and across sub-experiments 1 and 3 for Rounding. The values were
calculated on the data for 7 listeners (listeners 4 and 8 excluded) and for 9 nine listeners,
‘list.’: listeners.
Vowel Height Advancement Rounding Mean
9 list. 7 list. 9 list. 7 list. 9 list. 7 list. 9 list. 7 list.
/A/ 0.724 0.713 0.783 0.781 0.908 0.898 0.805 0.797
/a/ 0.702 0.690 0.831 0.840 0.910 0.881 0.814 0.803
/E/ 0.877 0.888 0.690 0.657 0.825 0.801 0.797 0.782
/I/ 0.858 0.857 0.804 0.820 0.553 0.519 0.738 0.732
/i/ 0.773 0.759 0.822 0.852 0.755 0.734 0.783 0.781
/O/ 0.853 0.886 0.808 0.818 0.452 0.739 0.704 0.814
/u/ 0.736 0.756 0.660 0.694 0.658 0.761 0.685 0.737
/Y/ 0.902 0.859 0.924 0.911 0.586 0.704 0.804 0.824
/y/ 0.792 0.773 0.765 0.798 0.678 0.698 0.745 0.756
Mean 0.802 0.798 0.787 0.797 0.703 0.748 0.764 0.781
8.4.2 Sub-experiments
The articulatory perceptual data that was used for the comparison with the acoustic data in
the next chapter could be selected in two possible ways. An option would be to pool over
the data from the three sub-experiments. However, as a small effect was found for Rounding,
this was not an option. Another option would be to use the articulatory data from either
sub-experiment 1, 2, or 3. However, sub-experiment 2 is excluded, for reasons mentioned
earlier. Although the data from sub-experiment 1 and sub-experiment 3 seem both equally
suitable (because only minimal differences in performance between the two sub-experiment
were found), I decided that the data from sub-experiment 1 was most suitable. The reason
for this is that the judgments obtained in sub-experiment 1 more closely resemble the way
the acoustic data was obtained than the way the judgments were obtained in sub-experiment
3. In sub-experiment 1, no information about other vowel tokens from the same speaker
was made available. Analogously, the measurement program that extracted the F0 and the
formant frequencies, could not make use of information about other vowel tokens from the
same speaker either. Consequently, I decided to use only the data from sub-experiment 1
for the comparison with acoustic data in the next chapter. For the stimuli that were judged
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twice, the first occurrence was selected, thus selecting 180 articulatory judgments from the
seven selected listeners. The precise nature of the setup of the articulatory perceptual data is
discussed in further detail in Chapter 9.
To get a clearer picture of the data of the seven listeners for the three variables from sub-
experiment 1, the data was plotted in Figure 8.2. This figure shows all judgments for the
seven listeners, for Height, Advancement, and Rounding, labeled according to the response
vowel. It can be observed that the data appear to be (more or less) grouped per response
vowel in all three plots.
8.5 Discussion
8.5.1 Main findings
The main findings of the experiment were as follows. First, although the presentation type
(sub-experiments 1, 2, and 3) affected the category judgments, no systematic effect of pre-
sentation type could be found for the articulatory judgments. Second, the reliability of the
judgment of phonemic variation was high; high scores were found for the category judgments
and for the articulatory judgments between vowel categories. Third, the overall reliability of
the listeners was considerably lower for the articulatory judgments of sociolinguistic varia-
tion. However, all vowel judgments were reliable (all values of Cochran’sαwere significantly
different from 0, as can be seen in Tables 8.15 and 8.16), and some vowels (/E/, /O/, /Y/, and,
to a lesser extent, /A/ and /a/) were judged with higher reliability than others. These findings
are discussed in further detail below.
Category judgments
It was found that the overall percentage of confusions was low, between 1.2% and 5.6% of
the vowel tokens was misclassified. I concluded that a ceiling effect seemed to operate on the
results for the three sub-experiments. Furthermore, it was found that the differences between
sub-experiments went in the predicted direction (cf. section 8.2.4, Table 8.5): when only
vowel-intrinsic information was available to listeners (sub-experiment 1), the results showed
a higher number of misclassifications, than when extrinsic as well as intrinsic information was
made available (sub-experiment 3), and the lowest number of misclassifications was found
when the vowel token’s intended category label was made available.
Articulatory judgments
The results for the articulatory judgment task show a small but significant difference be-
tween the judgments in the three sub-experiments when the data was sorted according to the
stimulus token’s intended vowel category. However, this difference disappeared when the
data was sorted according to the listeners’ response vowel category. Given this latter result,
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Figure 8.2: Scatter plots of the Height, Advancement, and Rounding judgments for the 180
vowel tokens for the seven listeners for sub-experiment 1. Each phonetic symbol represents
a single judgment. The judgments are expressed on a scale from 0-100 (original pixel values
from the experiment transformed to 0-100).
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I concluded that there were no systematic differences between the judgments for Height,
Advancement, and Rounding, regardless of the information hypothesized to be available
to the listener in each sub-experiment. Only for the standard deviations for the Rounding
judgments a difference was found for presentation type. However, the importance of this
difference should not be overestimated, because the reliability scores were overall lower
for Rounding for individual listeners than for Height and Advancement (see the results in
Tables 8.12, 8.13, and 8.17).
It can thus be concluded that listeners were not influenced systematically by the avail-
ability of extra information (the vowel token’s category label or information about other
vowels from the same speaker) when performing the judgment task. Consequently, because
no systematic differences in judgment strategies were found across the three sub-experiments,
none of the predictions about the means, correlation coefficients and variance in Table 8.5
were confirmed.
It is unclear why the listeners were influenced by the three presentation types when
making category judgments but not when making articulatory judgments. It seems possible
that the listeners did not judge sociolinguistic variation in the stimulus vowel tokens, and
focused only on the phonemic variation when making articulatory judgments. However, this
explanation does not seem plausible: if listeners had indeed randomly clicked in the vowel
token’s category area, low reliability values should have been found for each listener for each
vowel, given the results in Appendix D and in Table 8.17. It must therefore be concluded
that the listeners judged the sociolinguistic variation within certain vowels more reliably than
within other vowels.
The finding that listeners judged a subset of the vowels relatively reliably, corroborates an
alternative explanation: the listeners judged the sociolinguistic variation in the vowel tokens
reliably whenever enough variation was present. If it was indeed the case that, for instance,
less linguistic within-vowel variation was present in the vowel category /I/ than in the vowel
category /E/ in the N-R variety of standard Dutch, then this explains why listeners apparently
judged vowel tokens that they had categorized as /I/ less reliably than vowel tokens they
categorized as /E/. However, it is not possible to test this hypothesis until the comparisons
with the acoustic representations are presented (in Chapter 9).
As mentioned before, the results show that the articulatory judgments were not affected
by the vowel-specific or speaker-specific information made available to the listeners across
sub-experiments. This indicates that listeners were primarily influenced by information con-
tained within the stimulus token itself. If a single token contains enough information about
the speaker, it can be hypothesized that the listener uses the speaker-specific information
present in that vowel token to estimate a speaker-related frame of reference, against which
the perceived articulatory characteristics of the single vowel tokens can be judged. If this
is the case, then providing additional information about the speaker or the vowel does not
considerably influence these judgments63.
63If this is true, then the fact that listeners could listen up to 10 times may have improved the reliability of the
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8.5.2 Comparison with previous studies
Category judgments
Chapter 3 discusses various studies investigating the effect of speaker-blocked versus speaker-
mixed presentation of vowel tokens. The results of these studies were summarized in Ta-
ble 3.1. The results from my experiment (2.8% and 5.6% error rates in the speaker-blocked
and speaker-mixed conditions, respectively) are in agreement with those found by Verbrugge
et al. (1976), Macchi, (1980), Assmann et al. (1982), and Mullennix et al. (1989). These
authors found lower percentages for speaker-blocked presentations than for speaker-mixed
presentations. Furthermore, my results also indicate a ceiling effect, as reported by all
these studies, except by Mullennix et al.64. Finally, I found vowel-specific differences in the
percentages of confusions. The percentages were highest for the (intended) vowel categories
in the middle part of the (monophthongal) vowel system of Dutch, such as /I/, /Y/, and /E/.
The percentages were lowest for vowels at the corners of the vowel system, such as /i/, /a/,
and /u/. Other authors, such as Verbrugge et al. (1976) and Macchi (1980), reported a similar
pattern in the error percentages for central and point vowels.
Articulatory judgments
In Chapter 3, I discussed Assmann (1979). I interpreted his results as that phonetically-trained
listeners are strongly influenced by the perceived vowel category when judging the height and
advancement of vowel tokens. My results showed the same effect as found be Assmann. The
articulatory judgments in my experiment appeared to vary predominantly depending on the
response category label of the stimulus token.
Both Ladefoged (1960) and Laver (1965) compared the reliability of articulatory judgments
made by phonetically-trained listeners. They both reported that lip rounding was judged
considerably less reliable than tongue height and tongue advancement. In my experiment, I
found a similar pattern in the results.
articulatory judgments, or have decreased the variance around the means per vowel of these judgments. However,
it could not be tested whether presenting a stimulus token only once led to a deterioration in the reliability scores
(as displayed in Table 8.13), or an increase in the variance per vowel, because the experiment had to resemble a
situation in which a listener makes a narrow phonetic transcription of a vowel token. Whenever a listener does this
in a ‘real-life’ listening situation, he or she usually has the opportunity to listen to the vowel token to be transcribed
more than once.
64It was not possible to attempt to avoid a ceiling effect by presenting the stimuli in noise, like was done by
Mullennix et al., because the vowel stimuli were used for the articulatory judgment tasks, a task that required a good
sound quality.
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8.5.3 Conclusions
The purpose of the listening experiment was twofold. First, it was carried out to evaluate
the effect of the availability of different vowel-intrinsic and vowel-extrinsic sources of in-
formation on category and articulatory judgments of vowel tokens by phonetically-trained
listeners. The results of the experiment show that the category judgments varied depending
on the presentation type. Furthermore, the articulatory judgments varies primarily depending
on the response vowel category. The results further indicate that phonetically-trained listeners
reliably judged phonemic information present in vowel tokens. Finally, the results indicate
that a single vowel token may contain enough information to allow phonetically-trained
listeners to reliably judge the articulatory characteristics of that vowel token.
The second purpose was to collect articulatory perceptual data necessary for a comparison
with acoustic data in the following chapter. I decided to use the mean judgment values (of
seven individual listeners) from sub-experiment 1 (the random condition) for the comparison
with the (transformed) acoustic vowel measurements in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Perceptual-acoustic comparisons
9.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the comparison between the perceptual representation and the 12
acoustic representations of the set of 180 vowel tokens from the N-R region of the sociolin-
guistically balanced database (described in Chapter 5). The perceptual description consists
of judgments of each vowel token’s perceived articulatory characteristics. These judgments
were elicited by means of the experiment described in Chapter 8. The acoustic description
consists of measurements of each vowel token’s fundamental frequency and its first three
formants, which were transformed through 12 vowel normalization procedures, as described
in Chapters 2 and 7. This chapter aims to establish which procedure for vowel normalization
produces acoustic data that allows the articulatory perceptual data to be modeled best.
The setup of this chapter is as follows. Section 9.2 describes the articulatory perceptual
data and the acoustic data. Section 9.3 describes how the phonemic variation in the perceptual
data can be modeled using (transformed versions of) the acoustic data. Section 9.4 describes
how the comparisons between the articulatory perceptual and acoustic data were carried for
each individual vowel, to establish how well the sociolinguistic variation could be modeled.
Section 9.5 elaborates on the results found in Section 9.4. Section 9.6 lists the conclusions of
this chapter. Parts of the research in this chapter are also described in Adank (2000) and in
Adank, Van Hout & Smits (2001).
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9.2 The acoustic and perceptual representation
Acoustic representation
The acoustic data consist of measurements of F0, F1, F2, and F3, taken from the vowel
token’s temporal midpoint, as described in Chapter 6. The measurements of tokens from the
nine monophthongal vowel categories (/A/, /a/, /E/, /I/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Y/, /y/) from the
20 speakers in the N-R speaker group (10 female and 10 male speakers) were used as the
raw acoustic representation to be compared to the perceptual representation. Each speaker
produced two tokens per vowel category during the interview; in general, the second token
was used (on five occasions, the first token was used instead).
Figure 9.1 shows the raw acoustic data. It can be observed that the measurements for
the four acoustic variables are scattered across the acoustic F2 × F1 and F3 × F0 spaces.
The measurements are not tightly clustered, which means that the vowels show considerable
overlap.
Perceptual representation
As described in Chapter 8, section 8.4, the perceptual representations consists of the values
of Height, Advancement, and Rounding. The perceptual data was generated using the same
180 vowel tokens used to generate the acoustic data: from each of the 20 speakers from
the N-R region, the second token of each realization of each of the nine monophthongal
was selected. For each vowel token, the mean across the seven listeners was calculated for
Height, Advancement, and Rounding. These mean values were calculated using the results
from sub-experiment 1. In this sub-experiment, the data was presented to the listeners fully
mixed.
Figure 9.2 shows the mean judgments of the 180 vowel tokens of the three dimensions
Height, Advancement, and Rounding from the judgments made in sub-experiment 1. As
mentioned earlier in section 8.3, all judgment values were transformed to a scale between 0
and 100. Two differences can be observed between Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.1 in the dispersion
of the measurements. First, the perceptual data is concentrated mainly across the edges of
the auditory spaces, while the acoustic measurements are scattered across the entire acoustic
space. Second, the perceptual data are clustered more tightly per vowel category than the
acoustic data.
Correlations
Three sets of correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) were calculated to obtain a preliminary
idea of how the raw acoustic descriptions and the perceptual description of the vowel data set
relate to each other. The first set was calculated for the four acoustic dimensions separately
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Figure 9.1: Scatter plots of F2 × F1 and F3 × F0 for the 180 vowel tokens. Each phonetic
symbol represents one vowel token. All values are in Hz.
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Figure 9.2: Scatter plots of the Height, Advancement, and Rounding judgments for the 180
vowel tokens. Each phonetic symbol represents the mean across the judgments of seven
listeners. The judgments are expressed on a scale from 0-100.
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(F0, F1, F2, and F3), and is listed in Table 9.1. Second, a set of correlation coefficients was
calculated between the three perceptual dimensions (Height, Advancement, and Rounding),
these are given in Table 9.2. The third set was calculated between the acoustic and perceptual
dimensions (between F0, F1, F2, and F3, and Height, Advancement, and Rounding). The
results are displayed in Table 9.3.
Table 9.1 shows that F0 correlates positively with F3 (0.29), and with F2 (0.19). F1
correlates positively with F3 (0.24).
The results in Table 9.2 show a high negative correlation between Height and Advance-
ment (−0.55). This means that high values for Height correspond to low Advancement
values, and vice versa. In addition, a positive correlation was found between Advancement
and Rounding (0.40), indicating that vowel tokens with high Advancement scores yield high
Rounding scores. The correlation between Height and Rounding was significant as well
(0.27), indicating a positive correlation between Height and Rounding (high Height values
correspond to high Rounding values).
Table 9.1: Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) for the acoustic dimensions (F0, F1, F2, and
F3). Based on the mean values for the 180 vowel tokens. * p<0.013, which is p<0.05 after
Bonferroni correction for the number of correlations tested.
r F0 F1 F2 F3
F0 - −0.02 0.19∗ 0.29∗
F1 - −0.09 0.24∗
F2 - 0.18
F3 -
Table 9.2: Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) for the perceptual variables (Height,
Advancement, and Rounding). Based on the mean values for the 180 vowel tokens. *
p<0.017, which is p<0.05 after Bonferroni correction for the number of correlations tested.
r Height Advancement Rounding
Height - −0.55∗ 0.27∗
Advancement - 0.40∗
Rounding -
Table 9.365 shows that F1 correlates negatively with Height (−0.85), indicating that high
values for Height correspond to low values for F1 and vice versa. Height further correlates
65A similar series of correlations was carried out for log-transformed acoustic data (log-transformed) and the
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positively with F2 (0.35), as well as with F0 (0.21), indicating that low values for Height
were found to correspond to low F2 and low F0 values. F3 correlates negatively with Height
(−0.19).
Table 9.3: Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) between the perceptual (Height, Advance-
ment, and Rounding) and acoustic variables (F0, F1, F2, and F3). Based on the mean values
for the 180 vowel tokens. * p<0.004, which is p<0.05 after Bonferroni correction for the
number of correlations tested.
r F0 F1 F2 F3
Height 0.21∗ −0.85∗ 0.35∗ −0.19∗
Advancement −0.09 0.31∗ −0.89∗ 0.08
Rounding 0.07 −0.36∗ −0.63∗ −0.25∗
For Advancement, the correlation coefficients are largest for F2 (−0.89). The minus sign
indicates that high values for Advancement (i.e., to the right in the vowel quadrilateral,
indicating back articulation) were found to correspond to low values for F2, and vice versa.
It was further found that F1 (0.31) correlates positively with Advancement (low values for
F1 correspond to higher values for Advancement and vice versa).
For Rounding, three significant correlations were found. The first, and largest, was found
for F2, −0.63, indicating that high Rounding values correspond to low values for F2. F1
correlates negatively with Rounding (−0.36), indicating that high Rounding values corre-
spond to low values for F1. F3 correlates negatively with Rounding (−0.25), indicating that
high Rounding values correspond to low F3 values. In sum, the relations between the three
perceptual variables and the four acoustic variables appear to be relatively straightforward,
Height’s most important correlate is −F1, the most important correlate for Advancement is
−F2, while Rounding’s most important correlate is −F2.
9.3 Modeling perceived phonemic variation
9.3.1 Comparison of categorization performance
This section aims to establish to what extent the variation in the articulatory perceptual data
(Height, Advancement, and Rounding) and in the transformed acoustic data (D0, D1, D2,
and D3) can be used to categorize the vowel tokens into the corresponding intended vowel
categories. To this end, 13 linear discriminant analyses (LDAs) were carried out on the 180
(linear) perceptual data, because it was suspected that the relationship between the perceptual data and the acoustic
data was not completely linear. The correlation coefficient for Height for log-transformed F1 was slightly higher (it
increased from −0.85 to −0.88), and that the correlation coefficient for Rounding for F3 was slightly higher (from
−0.25 to −0.27), but the other correlations were unchanged as compared with Table 9.3.
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vowel tokens. In the first LDA, the values of Height, Advancement, and Rounding for each
vowel token were entered as predictors and the nine vowel categories served as the dependent
variable. For the 12 remaining LDAs, the transformed values of D0 through D3 were entered
as predictors, and the nine vowel categories were the dependent variable. For each of these
LDAs, the percentage of correctly vowel tokens classified (into the corresponding vowel
category), and the corresponding number of misclassified vowel tokens were calculated.
Table 9.4: Percent correctly classified vowel tokens plus the absolute number of misclassified
vowel tokens for the perceptual data (Height, Advancement, and Rounding), the raw acoustic
data (F0, F1, F2, and F3 in HZ), and the acoustic data transformed according to the 11
normalization procedures. Height is referred to a H, Advancement as A, and Rounding as R.
The number of vowel tokens is 180.
Procedure % Correct # Misclassified
Perceptual (H, A, R) 98 4
HZ 79 37
LOG 83 27
BARK 81 31
ERB 83 30
MEL 82 31
SYRDAL & GOPAL 73 40
LOBANOV 95 9
GERSTMAN 88 22
CLIHi4 95 10
CLIHs4 86 24
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM 82 33
MILLER 79 38
Table 9.4 shows the results for the LDAs. It can be seen that the perceptual variables Height,
Advancement, and Rounding have very high scores; only four vowel tokens were put into
another vowel category than the intended vowel category (/I/ once as /E/, /I/ once as /i/, /Y/
once as /y/, and /y/ once as /Y/).
Overall, a similar patter in the performance of the procedures was found here (with
the 180 vowels from the N-R region) as was found when the data from all eight regions
was used, as was the case in Chapter 7. The vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
show the highest scores: LOBANOV and CLIHi4 obtain equally high scores (95% correctly
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classified) and both procedures obtain a roughly equal corresponding number of misclassi-
fications (9 for LOBANOV and 10 for CLIHi4); GERSTMAN (88% correct and 22 misclassifi-
cations) and CLIHi4 (86% correct and 24 misclassifications) performed slightly poorer. The
vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed second best: ERB (83% correct and
30 misclassifications) and LOG (83% and 27 confusions) performed best, followed by MEL
(82% correct and 31 misclassifications) and, finally, BARK 81% correct and 31 misclassifica-
tions). The vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures performed slightly poorer than the
vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, MILLER performed rather poorly (79% and 38
misclassifications), while NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM’s performance was somewhat better
(82% and 33 misclassifications). The vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure, SYRDAL
& GOPAL performed poorest of all procedures (73% and 40 misclassifications), even poorer
than HZ.
LOBANOV and CLIHi4 produced data in which the phonemic variation was strengthened.
This can be assumed, because the overlap between vowel categories was reduced consid-
erably. The other procedures represent the phonemic variation less effectively; the overlap
between vowel tokens was not reduced as much as was the case for LOBANOV and CLIHi4.
Because so few vowel tokens were misclassified when entering the three perceptual vari-
ables and when entering normalized sets of acoustic variables into the analysis, it seemed
rather trivial to analyze the precise nature of the direction of the misclassified vowel tokens. It
suffices to conclude that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures represented phone-
mic variation in agreement with the perceptual data.
9.3.2 Models for baseline data
This section aims to establish how well the phonemic variation in the articulatory perceptual
representations can be modeled using each of the 12 acoustic representations. The perfor-
mance of the 12 articulatory representations (i.e., the 12 normalization procedures) in this task
was tested by carrying out 12 linear regression analyses (LRA). Using the results from the
analyses on the raw measurements ofF0 throughF3, models for raw acoustic data were drawn
up. These models served as the baseline models to which all other models were compared.
The articulatory baseline models were obtained as follows. Three linear regression anal-
yses (LRAs) were carried out. In these LRAs, the four acoustic variables (F0, F1, F2, and
F3) were stepwise entered as predictor variables. In the first LRA, the 180 mean values for
Height served as the criterion variable. In the second and third LRA, the mean values of
Advancement and Rounding served as criterion variables. Only the significant (p < 0.001)66
predictor variables were used in the models. The resulting values for R2 for the models for
Height, Advancement, and Rounding are displayed in Table 9.5. The predictor variables in
the equations are βs, i.e., standardized regression coefficients. These parameters were set in
66Because so many analyses were ran, a low significance level was adhered to.
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this fashion for all the analyses that are described in this chapter. All R2 values in this chapter
are multiplied by 100, so that percentages explained variance are obtained.
Table 9.5: R2 × 100 for the linear regression analyses for the three perceptual criterion
variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and
F3 as predictor variables.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 82 88 61
In Table 9.5, it can be seen that the values for R2 are generally high (above 0.61). The per-
centage for Rounding (61%) is substantially lower than for Height (83%) and Advancement
(88%). The corresponding regression models for Height, Advancement, and Rounding with
their respective β coefficients for the predictor variables are displayed in the equations in
(9.1).
Height = 0.18F0 −0.80F1 +0.26F2 −0.10F3
Advancement = 0.18F1 −0.92F2 +0.18F3
Rounding = 0.22F0 −0.40F1 −0.69F2
(9.1)
Equation (9.1) shows first, that, for Height all four predictor variables are significant. Second,
F1 is the highest contributing predictor and F2 has the second highest β coefficient (0.26).
F0 and F2 contribute relatively little (0.18 and 0.10, respectively). For Advancement, it can
be observed that three out of four predictor variables are significant; F2 is the most relevant
(0.92), F1 and F3 have equal β coefficients (0.18), while F0 did not contribute significantly.
For Rounding, three out of four predictor variables contributed significantly. F2 is the most
relevant predictor variable (0.69), followed by F1 (0.40) and F0 (0.22). F3 did not contribute
significantly to the model for Rounding.
In summary, the results for the models for HZ show a pattern that is, overall, similar to
the pattern in the results found for the correlation coefficients in section 9.2. For Height and
Advancement, it was found that the acoustic predictors that are traditionally associated with
articulatory vowel height (F1), and articulatory tongue advancement (F2) were indeed most
relevant for the models for Height and Advancement (see equation (9.1)). The variance for
Height and Advancement can for a large part be predicted using the raw acoustic correlates F1
and F2. Most of the variance in the scores for Rounding, on the other hand, can be explained
using F2 and F1.
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9.3.3 Models for normalized data
The remaining 11 normalization procedures (12 minus HZ, the baseline procedure) were
carried out on the raw acoustic data. This process was identical to the process described
in Chapter 7, the only difference is that this time the procedures were applied to a subset of
the database used in Chapter 7.
Because the procedures were applied to different sets of vowel data than was the case in
Chapter 7, some of the scale factors that were used by the procedures were re-calculated. The
scale factors used in the two vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures, NORDSTRO¨M &
LINDBLOM and MILLER were set as follows. The scale factor k in equation (2.13) was
calculated as described in section (2.4.4) and set to 0.91 based on the values for the 20
speakers. MILLER scale factor k in equation (2.14) was set to 185.66 Hz, the geometric
mean of µF0 for the 10 female speakers (230.30 Hz) and for the 10 male speakers (149.68
Hz).
For each of the 11 procedures, three LRAs were carried out. In each of these LRAs, the
four transformed acoustic variables (D0, D1, D2, and D3) were stepwise entered as predictor
variables, with either the mean Height values, Advancement values, or the Rounding values
as criterion. Again, only the significant (p < 0.01) predictor variables are used in the final
models.
Vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
Table 9.6 showsR2×100 from the LRAs on the scale transformations. It can be observed that
the portions of explained variance (R2 × 100) do not differ considerably from the baseline.
The highest portion explained variance for all three criterion variables is observed for ERB.
Compared with the baseline, the values are 4% higher for Height, 3% higher for Advance-
ment, while for Rounding a deterioration can be observed: 2% lower than the baseline. In
addition, no great differences can be observed between the four vowel-intrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures.
The regression models for Height, Advancement, and Rounding for the LOG-transformed
data are displayed in the equations in (9.2).
Height = −0.88DL1 +0.26DL2 −0.14DL3
Advancement = 0.29DL1 −0.91DL2 +0.11DL3
Rounding = 0.21DL0 −0.33DL1 −0.64DL2 −0.16DL3
(9.2)
The regression models for acoustic data transformed to BARK are displayed in the equations
in (9.3).
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Table 9.6: R2×100 for the linear regression analyses for the three perceptual criterion
variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and
D3 as predictor variables, normalized to LOG, BARK, ERB, and MEL, respectively.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 82 88 61
LOG 86 90 58
BARK 85 91 59
ERB 86 91 59
MEL 85 90 59
Height = 0.17DB0 −0.84DB1 +0.25DB2 −0.065DB3
Advancement = 0.27DB1 −0.91DB2 +0.12DB3
Rounding = 0.22DB0 −0.34DB1 −0.65DB2 −0.16DB3
(9.3)
The regression models for acoustic data transformed to ERB are displayed in the equations in
(9.4).
Height = 0.14DE0 −0.88DE1 +0.25DE2
Advancement = 0.27DE1 −0.91DE2 +0.12DE3
Rounding = 0.21DE0 −0.34DE1 −0.65DE2 −0.15DE3
(9.4)
The regression models for acoustic data transformed to MEL are displayed in the equations in
(9.5).
Height = 0.15DM0 −0.86DM1 +0.25DM2
Advancement = 0.25DM1 −0.91DM2 +0.14DM3
Rounding = 0.22DM0 −0.35DM1 −0.66DM2 −0.15DM3
(9.5)
The following general observations can be made about these sets of regression models. First,
the models show patterns similar to those found for the baseline data: Height’s primary
predictor is D1, Advancement can be modeled primarily by D2, and D2 served as the most
relevant predictor for Rounding. However, these models differ from the baseline models in
that D3 plays a (small) role in the explained variance for Rounding; for all four procedures
D3 was significant for Rounding, whereas F3 was not.
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Vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures
The resulting values of R2×100 from the LRAs on the data transformed following SYRDAL
& GOPAL are displayed in Table 9.7. Here, it can be observed that the value of R2 × 100
for SYRDAL & GOPAL is higher than the baseline values for Height (2% higher than the
raw data). However, the values show a deterioration compared to the baseline: 1% lower
for Advancement and 15% lower for Rounding. The corresponding regression models for
acoustic data transformed with SYRDAL & GOPAL are displayed in the equations in (9.6).
Table 9.7: R2×100 for the linear regression analyses for the three perceptual criterion
variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and
D3 as predictor variables, normalized following SYRDAL & GOPAL.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 82 88 61
SYRDAL & GOPAL 84 87 46
Height = −0.85Ds&g1 − 0.25Ds&g2
Advancement = −0.22Ds&g1 + 0.88Ds&g2
Rounding = −0.44Ds&g1 + 0.58Ds&g2
(9.6)
In the equations in (9.6), it can be observed that both dimensions are included in the models
for Height, Advancement, and Rounding. Ds&g1 was found to correspond primarily to Height,
while Ds&g2 could be used to model Advancement. For Rounding, the difference between the
β coefficients is smaller than for Height and Advancement, Ds&g1 shows a larger coefficient
than Ds&g2 .
Vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
A total of nine LRAs was carried out to obtain the results for the three vowel-extrinsic/for-
mant-intrinsic procedures. Table 9.8 shows the results for GERSTMAN, LOBANOV, and CLIH-
i4. In this table, it can be seen that the explained variance is considerably higher for the vowel-
extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures than for the baseline. The highest portion explained
variance for all three criterion variables can be observed for LOBANOV. Compared with
Table 9.5, the values are 7% higher for Height, 3% higher for Advancement, and the largest
improvement, 11% was obtained for Rounding.
The regression models for acoustic data transformed using LOBANOV are displayed in the
equations in (9.7).
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Table 9.8: R2 for the linear regression analyses for the three perceptual criterion variables
Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3 as
predictor variables, normalized following GERSTMAN, LOBANOV, and CLIHs4.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 82 88 61
GERSTMAN 88 90 70
LOBANOV 89 91 72
CLIHi4 88 91 65
Height = −0.82Dlobanov1 +0.24Dlobanov2 −0.14Dlobanov3
Advancement = 0.17Dlobanov1 −0.91Dlobanov2 +0.12Dlobanov3
Rounding = −0.45Dlobanov1 −0.70Dlobanov2 −0.28Dlobanov3
(9.7)
The regression models for acoustic data transformed following GERSTMAN are displayed in
the equations in (9.8).
Height = −0.84Dgerstman1 +0.24Dgerstman2 −0.16Dgerstman3
Advancement = 0.17Dgerstman1 −0.90Dgerstman2 +0.11Dgerstman3
Rounding = −0.44Dgerstman1 −0.69Dgerstman2 −0.28Dgerstman3
(9.8)
The regression models for acoustic data transformed following CLIHi4 are displayed in the
equations in (9.9).
Height = −0.88Dclihi41 +0.24Dclihi42 −0.09Dclihi43
Advancement = −0.90Dclihi42 +0.28Dclihi43
Rounding = −0.36Dclihi41 −0.66Dclihi42 −0.29Dclihi43
(9.9)
In these nine regression models, the same pattern can be observed in results for the baseline
data and for the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic models: Height’s primary predictor is D1,
while D2 is the most important predictor for Advancement and for Rounding. A difference
between the baseline model for Rounding and the models for the vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures for Rounding, is that D3 contributes significantly for the vowel-extrin-
sic/formant-intrinsic models, however it was never the dominant cue. Finally, the role of D0
appears to be nonexistent in the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic models.
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Vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures
A total of nine LRAs was carried out to obtain the results for the three vowel-extrinsic/for-
mant-intrinsic procedures. The results for MILLER, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM, and CLIHs4
are displayed in Table 9.9.
Table 9.9: R2 × 100 for the linear regression analyses for the three perceptual criterion
variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and
D3 as predictor variables, normalized following MILLER, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM, and
CLIHs4.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 82 88 61
MILLER 85 91 46
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM 84 89 62
CLIHs4 87 91 60
Table 9.9 shows that the explained variance for Height and Rounding for the vowel-ex-
trinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures is lower than for the vowel-extrinsic/ formant-intrinsic
procedures, for Advancement, the performance is about equal. MILLER shows a very low
value for Rounding (46%). Of the three procedures, CLIHs4 has the highest scores for Height
and Advancement, whereas for Rounding the value is slightly below the value for Rounding
for NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM and HZ. Nevertheless, the performance for CLIHs4 was
considerably poorer than the performance of CLIHi4.
The regression models for acoustic data transformed to MILLER are displayed in the
equations in (9.10).
Height = −0.58Dmiller1 +0.41Dmiller2
Advancement = −0.35Dmiller0 −0.88Dmiller2 +0.31Dmiller3
Rounding = −0.43Dmiller1 +0.56Dmiller2
(9.10)
In equation (9.10), it can be observed that Dmiller1 is the most relevant contributor for Height
(−0.58), followed byDmiller2 (0.41). For Rounding, onlyDmiller1 andDmiller2 contributes signifi-
cantly (−0.43 and−0.88, respectively). For Advancement, all three of MILLER’s dimensions
contribute significantly (−0.35, −0.88, and 0.31, respectively). For Rounding, again only
Dmiller1 , D
miller
2 contributes significantly (−0.43 and 0.56 respectively).
The regression models for acoustic data transformed to NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM are
displayed in formula (9.11).
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Height = 0.11Dn&l0 −0.80Dn&l1 +0.25Dn&l2 −0.10Dn&l3
Advancement = 0.18Dn&l1 −0.90Dn&l2 +0.14Dn&l3
Rounding = −0.43Dn&l1 −0.68Dn&l2 −0.14Dn&l3
(9.11)
For NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM’s results, the pattern is as follows. For Height Dn&l1 is the
dominant predictor (−0.80), followed by Dn&l2 (0.25), Dn&l0 (0.11), and finally Dn&l3 (0.10).
For Advancement, three out of four predictors were significant, where Dn&l2 is dominant
(−0.90), followed by Dn&l1 (0.18), and Dn&l3 (0.14). For Rounding, three predictors were
contributed significantly, Dn&l2 is dominant (−0.68), followed by Dn&l1 (−0.43), Dn&l3 (0.14).
The regression models for acoustic data transformed with CLIHs4 are displayed in the
equations in (9.12).
Height = −0.88Dclihs41 +0.25Dclihs42 −0.07Dclihs43
Advancement = 0.08Dclihs40 0.27Dclihs41 −0.90Dclihs42
Rounding = −0.18Dclihs40 −0.41Dclihs41 −0.64Dclihs42 −0.25Dclihs43
(9.12)
For CLIHs4, Height’s dominant predictor is Dclihs41 (−0.88), followed by Dclihs42 (0.25). Ad-
vancement and Rounding’s dominant predictor is Dclihs42 (0.27 and 0.64, respectively). Com-
pared with the models for CLIHi4 (9.9), the models show the following differences. Dclihi40 is
not significant for Advancement or Rounding for CLIHi4, and Dclihs40 contributes significantly
to the model for CLIHs4 for Advancement and Rounding. In addition, for Height, Dclihi41 does
not contribute significantly to the model for CLIHi4, while Dclihs41 contributes significantly to
the model for CLIHs4. Finally, for Advancement, Dclihi43 contributes significantly to the model
for CLIHi4, while Dclihs43 does not contribute significantly to the model for CLIHs4.
9.3.4 Summary
Table 9.10 shows an overview of the values of R2 × 100 for all 12 procedures, for the three
criterion variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding. These results were presented earlier
throughout section 9.3.3. Overall, these results show that the perceived phonemic variation
in the three criterion variables could be modeled satisfactorily; the percentages explained
variance are between 82% and 89% for Height, between 87% and 91% for Advancement,
and between 46% and 72% for Rounding. It can further be observed that applying the
normalization procedures to the raw acoustic data generally improved the fit between the
acoustic data and the articulatory perceptual data; nine out of 11 procedures performed better
than the baseline (HZ). LOBANOV’s procedure shows the highest scores. SYRDAL & GOPAL’s
procedure performed poorer than the baseline, although only for Rounding and Advancement.
MILLER performed poorer than the baseline as well, but only for Rounding.
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Table 9.10: R2 × 100% for all 12 procedures for the linear regression analyses for the three
perceptual criterion variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the transformed
acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3 as predictor variables. S & G refers to SYRDAL
& GOPAL and N & L refers to NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding Mean Ranking
HZ 82 88 61 77 10
LOG 86 90 58 78 7.5
BARK 85 91 59 78 7.5
MEL 85 90 59 78 7.5
ERB 86 91 59 79 4.5
S & G 84 87 46 72 12
GERSTMAN 88 90 70 83 2
LOBANOV 89 91 72 84 1
CLIHi4 88 91 65 81 3
CLIHs4 88 91 60 79 4.5
MILLER 85 91 46 74 11
N & L 84 89 62 78 7.5
When the scores for the different classes of normalization procedures are compared, it is clear
that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed best: LOBANOV ranks first
in Table 9.10, GERSTMAN ranks second, and CLIHi4 ranks third. Furthermore, the vowel-
intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed second best: LOG, BARK, MEL, and ERB all
rank 6.5th, followed by the vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures: CLIHs4 ranks 4.5th,
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM ranks 7.5th, and MILLER ranks 11th. The vowel-intrinsic/formant-
extrinsic procedure performed poorest: SYRDAL & GOPAL ranks 12th.67
9.4 Modeling sociolinguistic variation
This section describes the modeling of the perceived sociolinguistic variation. The 12 nor-
malization procedures were evaluated on how well they model the Height, Advancement, and
Rounding judgments within each vowel category. The analyses were carried out on the mean
67All analyses described in this section were repeated for the seven individual phonetically-trained listeners. The
results for these analyses showed the same pattern, i.e., the highest scores for LOBANOV’s procedure, followed by
GERSTMAN and CLIHi4.
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values for the seven phonetically-trained listeners, as was done in the previous section. The
sociolinguistic variation was modeled to be able to describe differences between realizations
of vowel tokens belonging to the same vowel category (for instance the differences in the
perceived tongue height of /I/ between a male and a female speaker from the N-R region in
the Netherlands).
9.4.1 Models for baseline data
The first step was to calculate the models for the raw data per vowel category. A series of
linear regression analyses was carried out with F0, F1, F2, and F3 in Hz as the predictor
variables, using Height, Advancement, and Rounding, respectively, as the criterion variables.
Table 9.11 lists the values of R2 × 100 per vowel. It can be observed that overall the values
for R2 × 100 are considerably lower than the percentages that were found when the analyses
were carried out across vowels (see Table 9.5). In addition, some vowel categories show
no significant predictors (/E/, /O/, and /y/), or only significant predictors for one of the three
variables. Furthermore, the significant predictors do not show the same pattern as was found
for the models of phonemic variation, which showed that F1 was generally the most relevant
predictor for Height and that F2 was the dominant predictor for both Advancement and
Rounding. Here, no such pattern can be observed; for instance, F0 is the dominant predictor
for Rounding and Advancement for /i/, F1 is the most relevant predictor for Rounding for /u/.
No such patterns were observed for the comparisons across vowels (i.e., for the phonemic
variation).
Table 9.11: R2 × 100% for the baseline data for Height, Advancement, and Rounding with
the acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3 as predictor variables per vowel category. Only
values significantly different from zero at the p<0.01 level are given.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
/A/ - 49 (F2, F3) 21 (F2)
/a/ - 60 (F2, F0) -
/E/ - - -
/I/ 64 (F0) - -
/i/ - 23 (F0) 65 (F0, F1)
/O/ - - -
/u/ - 62 (F2, F1) 35 (F1)
/Y/ 60 (F1, F0, F2) - -
/y// - - -
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9.4.2 Models for normalized data
This section discusses the results for the sociolinguistic models (within vowel categories) for
all normalization procedures. For each procedure, linear regression analyses were carried out
for each vowel separately, using Height, Advancement, and Rounding as criterion variables
and the transformed acoustic variables as predictor variables.
However, not all results are presented here. When the results of the normalization pro-
cedures were investigated, a pattern similar to the baseline data (Table 9.11) was observed:
relatively low scores for R2, and for some vowels no models could be created. Furthermore,
the most important predictors for each vowel category were not the same as the ones found
for the phonemic comparisons (across vowels); no systematic pattern could be observed in
the relevant acoustic predictors per vowel. Instead, for each vowel, a different pattern was
found (e.g., /A/ showed different predictors than /Y/) as well as across normalization proce-
dures (e.g., Height’s dominant (and only) predictor variable for /I/ is F0 for NORDSTRO¨M &
LINDBLOM and F1 for CLIHs4).
An example is provided by showing the results for two normalization procedures that
show patterns that were exemplary for those found across the results for all procedures.
Tables 9.12 and 9.13 show the results for LOG, one of the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic
procedures, and for CLIHs4, one of the vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure, respec-
tively68.
Table 9.12: R2 × 100% for the LRAs for Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the
acoustic variables transformed to LOG as predictor variables per vowel category.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
/A/ - 50 (DL3 , DL2 ) -
/a/ - 64 (DL2 , DL0 ) -
/E/ - - -
/I/ 60 (DL0 ) 57 (DL0 ) -
/i/ - 59 (DL0 , DL1 )
/O/ - 43 (DL2 , DL1 ) -
/u/ - 0.61 (DL2 , DL1 ) 36 (DL1 )
/Y/ 45 (DL1 , DL0 ) - -
/y/ - - -
68The results for CLIHs4 are in fact the most interpretable of all normalization procedures; for the majority of the
procedures, less significant predictor variables were found than was the case for CLIHi4.
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Table 9.13: R2 × 100% for the LRAs for Height, Advancement, and Rounding with the
acoustic variables transformed to CLIHs4 as predictor variables per vowel category.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
/A/ - 50 (Dclihs42 ), Dclihs43 ) -
/a/ - 38 (F2) -
/E/ 33 (Dclihs41 ) 38 (Dclihs41 ) -
/I/ 40 (Dclihs410 ) 54 (Dclihs40 ) -
/i/ - - 51 (Dclihs41 )
/O/ 46 (Dclihs42 ) 56 (Dclihs42 , Dclihs41 ) 41 (Dclihs42 )
/u/ - - -
/Y/ 41 (F1) - -
/y/ - - -
No systematic significant differences were found between the 12 normalization procedures,
grouped into the four classes of procedures. Still, some general observations across classes
could be made. First, it appeared that none of the procedures produced data that allowed more
vowel categories to be modeled through linear regression analysis than the raw baseline data.
Second, there appeared to be an inverse relationship between the success of the procedure
in modeling phonemic variation and the number of vowels that could be modeled; if the
procedure modeled phonemic variation very well (e.g., LOBANOV) then the number of vowel
categories that could be modeled was low (for LOBANOV, only two vowel categories could be
modeled). If the procedure performed poorly on modeling phonemic category variation, then
the number of categories that could be modeled was high (for SYRDAL & GOPAL significant
predictors could be found for seven out of nine vowel categories), although the number of
categories that could be modeled was never higher than those for the baseline.
To establish whether the data contained variation that could be modeled systematically,
the perceptual data was pooled across the (intended) vowel categories and the LRAs were
run again. This time, the data for the 180 vowel tokens for Height, Advancement, and
Rounding were corrected for their respective vowel. This was done as follows, first the
mean Height, Advancement, and Rounding per vowel category was calculated. Second, this
mean value was subtracted from every vowel token in that vowel category. This process
was repeated for all nine vowel categories. This way only the within-vowel (sociolinguistic)
variation remained in the data. This was done to be able to use all data and to remove
as much between-vowel (phonemic) variation as possible, so that only the sociolinguistic
variance would remain. If listeners use the dimensions Height, Advancement, and Rounding
systematically, they should have do so in the same way within and between vowels. The
results for these LRAs are shown in Table 9.14.
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Table 9.14: R2 × 100% for Height, Advancement, and Rounding, corrected for each vowel
category’s mean value, with the transformed acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3 as
predictor variables. Only values significantly different from zero at p<0.001 were included.
For each percent, the corresponding significant predictor variable(s) is/are listed between
brackets. S & G refers to SYRDAL & GOPAL and N & L refers to NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ 6 (F0) 17 (F2, F1) 3 (F0)
LOG 6 (D0) 18 (D2, D1) 3 (D3)
BARK 6 (D0) 15 (D2) 3 (D3)
MEL 6 (D0) 18 (D2, D1) 3 (D0)
ERB 6 (D0) 18 (D2, D1) 3 (D3)
S & G - 16 (D2, D1) -
GERSTMAN - 14 (D2, D1) -
LOBANOV - 13 (D2, D1) -
CLIHi4 7 (D0) 15 (D2, D1) -
CLIHs4 - 13 (D2, D1) -
MILLER - 18 (D3, D1) -
N & L 7 (D0) 17 (D2, D1) -
In Table 9.14, it is easier to observe a pattern in the results than for the individual vowels.
The results for Advancement are almost identical across normalization procedures. Overall,
between 13% and 18% in the variation in the data for Advancement could be explained
using D2 and D1. However, for Height and Rounding the results are less univocal, for
Height only 6% can be predicted using D0. D0 and D3 appear to be the only variables
that can account for (very little of) the variance in Rounding. Furthermore, none of the
procedures performed better than the baseline. The vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic and the
vowel-intrinsic-formant-extrinsic procedures do not appear to model Height or Rounding at
all. Although Table 9.14 shows a more systematic pattern than was found in Table 9.11,
the results are still lower than, and not as systematic as, the results for the models for the
phonemic variation. However, overall, F2 or D2 and F1 or D1 were the most relevant
predictor variables, a pattern consistent with that found for most of the phonemic models
in section 9.3. Nevertheless, in Table 9.14 for Height (and in some cases for Rounding as
well), it was generally found that F0 or D0 was the most relevant predictor. Generally, D0
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showed the smallest coefficients of all significant predictors (or it was not significant at all,
as was found for the phonemic model for CLIHi4). In sum, given the results presented in
this section, it must be concluded that the perceived sociolinguistic variation could not be
modeled satisfactorily69.
9.5 Elaborating on the results
9.5.1 Phonemic modeling
The results in section 9.3.3 show that the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures were
the most suitable option for modeling perceived phonemic variation, followed by the vo-
wel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic, the vowel-extrinsic/ formant-extrinsic, and the vowel-intrin-
sic/formant-extrinsic procedures, respectively. Apparently, the variation in the perceptual
variables Height, Advancement, and Rounding can be accounted for best when the measured
formant frequencies are transformed to z-scores per speaker (LOBANOV), or scaled relative
to the minimum and maximum formant frequencies for a speaker (GERSTMAN), or when
the formant frequencies are log-transformed and subsequently expressed by their distance
relative to the log-mean for the formant frequencies for a single speaker (CLIHi4). The results
of the phonemic comparisons thus showed that vowel-extrinsic measures such as the mean,
standard deviation, and the maximum and minimum values per speaker can be useful for
modeling perceptual articulatory judgments70.
69As was done for the phonemic variation (across vowels), I attempted to model the sociolinguistic variation
(within vowels) for individual listeners as well, to find out if one or more of them showed a different pattern than
the one found for the mean values. However, only for a few listeners a model could be constructed at all. For
these listeners, the same results were found as for the mean data, as was displayed in Table 9.14. Furthermore, in
addition to the analyses described in this section for the data from sub-experiment 1, the analyses were repeated for
the data for sub-experiment 3. The analyses were carried out for the data of the individual listeners as well as for the
mean values across these seven listeners. The results are not reported here in detail; it suffices to say that the results
appeared to be remarkably similar; the results for the within-vowel modeling did not improve when the data from
sub-experiment 3 were used instead of those from sub-experiment 1.
70Because it was concluded in section 9.3.3 that LOBANOV performed best at modeling perceived phonemic
variance, the model with the (unstandardized) b-coefficients including the intercept is presented. This model can be
used to transform raw acoustic measurements in such a way that a large part of the perceived perceptual variation
can be accounted for. More specifically, when raw (formant) data in Hz is entered into the equation presented here,
89% of the variance found in the Height judgments can be accounted for, 91% of the Advancement judgments, and
72% of the Rounding judgments.
Height = −31.05Dlobanov1 +8.72Dlobanov2 −5.67Dlobanov3 +60
Advancement = 5.55Dlobanov1 −29.93Dlobanov2 +4.03Dlobanov3 +49
Rounding = −13.50Dlobanov1 −20.82Dlobanov2 −8.26Dlobanov3 +49
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Combinations of successful procedures
It may be possible that the models for the perceptual representation improve when a com-
bination of successful procedures is used. The vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures
LOG, BARK, MEL, and ERB performed second best, after the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic
procedures. Of the scale transformations, ERB performed best; 86% for Height, 91 % for
Advancement, and 59% for Rounding.71
Some of the normalization procedures consist of a scale transformation in combina-
tion with another transformation. For instance, CLIHi4, CLIHs4, and MILLER use a log-
transformation, whereas SYRDAL & GOPAL includes a bark-transformation. The procedures
that include a log-transformation were reasonably successful, while the only procedure that
incorporates a bark-transformation performed poorly.
Because the class of the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed best and
the class of the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed second best, it seemed
plausible to try if a combination of these two types of procedures would lead to higher
percentages explained variance in the perceptual variables. The two obvious candidates for
such a combination would be LOBANOV and ERB, as LOBANOV performed best of all 12
procedures, and because ERB was the best option among the scale transformations. However,
as more combinations of z-scores and scale transformations are possible and as there are
relatively small differences between the scores for the raw scale transformations, all four
scale transformation were investigated. A series of linear regression analyses (LRAs) was
carried out on the raw acoustic variables F0, F1, F3, and F3 that were first converted to ERB
and subsequently to LOBANOV (referred to as ERB×LOBANOV). A comparable procedure
was carried out for LOG, BARK, and MEL.
Table 9.15 shows the results for the LRAs, as well as the original results for HZ and
for LOBANOV. It can be observed, that all four combinations of scale transformations ×
LOBANOV show slightly higher percentages than LOBANOV, but only for Height and Ad-
vancement; the percentages for Rounding are overall lower (lowest for LOG×LOBANOV).
The results for ERB×LOBANOV are slightly higher than the other combinations for Height
and Rounding. It appears that combining the best procedure of the vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures and the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures leads to a (small)
improvement of the fit of the models for Height and Advancement.
Interestingly, the results for LOG×LOBANOV show the lowest results for Rounding (67%).
Earlier, in Table 9.10, it was found that CLIHi4, CLIH, and MILLER – procedures incorporating
a log-transformation – showed considerably lower scores for Rounding than other procedures
that show comparable scores for Height and Advancement. Apparently, using a procedure
that incorporates a log-transformation results in relatively lower scores for Rounding. It is
71It should be noted that the percentage for ERB for Rounding was slightly lower than the baseline percentage for
Rounding (for HZ this was 61%).
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Table 9.15: R2 × 100% for HZ, LOBANOV, ERB×LOBANOV, LOG×LOBANOV,
BARK×LOBANOV, and MEL × LOBANOV for the LRAs for the three criterion variables
Height, Advancement, and Rounding, with the transformed acoustic variables F0, F1, F2,
and F3 as predictor variables.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding Mean
HZ (baseline) 82 88 61 77
LOBANOV(original) 89 91 72 84
ERB×LOBANOV 91 93 69 84
LOG×LOBANOV 91 92 67 83
BARK×LOBANOV 90 93 69 84
MEL×LOBANOV 90 93 69 84
unclear why this is the case. Nevertheless, because not one of the combinations of LOBANOV
and a scale transformation show an improvement over all three perceptual variables, it must
be concluded that original LOBANOV remains the best option.
Evaluation of formant-extrinsic transformations and F3
The vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure, SYRDAL & GOPAL, performed poorest of
all. Earlier findings suggest that this poor performance cannot be contributed to the fact
that SYRDAL & GOPAL incorporates a bark-transformation. In Table 9.10, it can be seen
that the scores for BARK are higher than those for the baseline. Perhaps the poor results for
SYRDAL & GOPAL are, instead, due to the fact that this procedure uses formant-extrinsic
transformations.
A series of LRAs was carried out to investigate whether the formant-extrinsic transfor-
mation in SYRDAL & GOPAL could (partially) explain the low scores for this procedure. In
these LRAs, the performance of various (combinations of) predictors was evaluated. This
procedure was also carried out on data in HZ: SYRDAL & GOPAL×HZ, to verify that the
bark-transformation was not the cause of the poor performance of SYRDAL & GOPAL. Fur-
thermore, a series of LRAs with two predictors was carried out: F1 and F2, F1 and F3 − F2,
and F1 − F0 and F2. The new sets of predictors were chosen, to verify whether using a
formant-extrinsic transformation leads to a deterioration. The combination F1 and F2 was
compared with combinations that involved the use of formant-extrinsic transformations such
as F0 and F3, as is the case for F1−F0 and F2, and F1 and F3−F2, and to evaluate the role of
F0 and F3. Through a comparison of these three sets, it could be established whether using
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F1 − F0 improves the performance compared with using F1, and whether using F3 − F2
improves the performance compared with using F2. Table 9.16 shows the results of these
LRAs. In this table, the results for HZ (i.e., F0, F1, F2, and F3), and SYRDAL & GOPAL,
from Table 9.10, are presented as well.
Table 9.16: R2 × 100 resulting from the LRAs with various combinations of predictors, with
Height, Advancement, and Rounding as criterion variables.
R2 × 100 Height Advancement Rounding
HZ (baseline) 82 88 61
SYRDAL & GOPAL (original) 84 87 46
SYRDAL & GOPAL×HZ 82 77 41
F1 and F2 79 85 57
F1 and F3 − F2 78 77 41
F1 − F0 and F2 81 84 60
An analysis of the results displayed in Table 9.16 shows the relative effect of sets of predictor
variables. First, given the difference between results for SYRDAL & GOPAL×BARK and
SYRDAL & GOPAL × HZ for all three criterion variables, it can thus be confirmed that the
poor performance of SYRDAL & GOPAL was not due to the use of a bark-transformation.
Second, it can be seen in Table 9.16 that when F3−F2 was entered as a predictor instead
of F2, a considerable deterioration in the fit of the model for Advancement was found (77%
for F1 and F3 − F2 and 85% for F1 and F2). The same pattern was found in the results
for Rounding (41% for F1 and F3 − F2 and 57% for F1 and F2), and for Height, although
this difference was smaller (78% for F1 and F3 − F2 and 79% for F1 and F2). However, a
different pattern in the results was found when F1 − F0 is used as a predictor instead of F1.
For Height, a small improvement is found when F1 − F0 was used (84% for F1 − F0 and
F2 and 85% for F1 and F2). For Rounding, the same pattern is found (57% for F1 − F0 and
F2 and 60% for F1 and F2). For Advancement, no improvement is found when F1 − F0 was
used instead of F1 (81% for F1 − F0 and F2 and 79% for F1 and F2).
The results of Table 9.16 can be interpreted such that, the bark-transformation in SYRDAL
& GOPAL, led to an improvement in the fit of the models for Height, Advancement, and
Rounding. Second, the poor results for Syrdal & Gopal compared with the baseline are caused
by the use of F3 − F2 as their second dimension. Apparently, using F3 in a normalization
procedure could lead to a considerable deterioration in the fit of the models for Advancement
and Rounding. However, because the results for the combination of F1 − F0 and F2 showed
an improvement for Height compared with the combination F1 and F2, it cannot be concluded
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that the poor results for SYRDAL & GOPAL are due to the fact that this procedure incorporates
any formant-extrinsic transformation.
Nevertheless, the finding that using F3 in a formant-extrinsic transformation lead to a
deterioration of the fit of the perceptual models is useful for explaining the results for MILLER
and NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM. The two formant-extrinsic procedures performed slightly
poorer than the formant-intrinsic procedures, but they performed better than the baseline. As
discussed before, MILLER’s low ranking could partially be explained by the low scores for
Rounding. Given the results Table 9.16, it can be assumed that these low scores are possibly
caused by the use of F3 in MILLER’s third dimension.
Role of F0
In section 9.3.2, it was found that F0 (or D0) did not contribute significantly to the models
for Height for all three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, the procedures that
were most successful at modeling phonemic variation in perceived Height. This seems in
contradiction with the results found by Traunmu¨ller (1981). He found that the value of F0
could be used to predict perceived variation in the tongue height of vowels. On the other
hand, F0 did contribute significantly to the results for Height for HZ, BARK, MEL, ERB, and
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM, which corroborate the findings of Traunmu¨ller. However, the
fit of the models for Height for these procedures was considerably lower than for the vowel-
extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures LOBANOV, GERSTMAN, and CLIHi4.
It is possible, that the effects found for F0 for HZ, BARK, MEL, ERB, and NORDSTRO¨M &
LINDBLOM were caused by the fact that F0 contains considerable anatomical/physiological
variation related to the speaker’s sex, as was the case in Chapter 7. To investigate this, several
combinations of predictors for LRAs were evaluated for the data transformed following
LOBANOV, the procedure performed best at modeling perceived phonemic variation (this
chapter) and best at reducing variation in the acoustic signal related to the speaker’s sex
(Chapter 7).
Table 9.17 shows the results for the LRAs for LOBANOV. The following combinations of
predictors were used. D0 was entered as the sole predictor and D1 was entered as the sole
predictor. The results for these two analyses are compared with the results for a model with
two predictors: D0 and D1. Furthermore, it was evaluated whether using a formant-extrinsic
transformation for LOBANOV led to a deterioration in the results for D1 −D0.
In Table 9.17, it can be seen that using a formant-extrinsic transformation again leads to a
deterioration in the fit of the model. When Dlobanov1 is entered as the sole predictor, a value of
82% is found, whereas forDlobanov1 −Dlobanov0 , a value of 67% is found72. Apparently the effect
72I verified whether deterioration would be found whenDlobanov3 −Dlobanov2 was entered as the sole predictor for
Advancement. I found that this was indeed the case, R2 was 0.56. When Dlobanov2 was entered as the sole predictor
for Advancement, R2 was 0.86.
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Table 9.17: R2 × 100% for combinations of F0 and F1 transformed following LOBANOV for
the linear regression analyses for Height.
R2 × 100 Height
LOBANOV 89
Dlobanov0 24
Dlobanov1 82
Dlobanov0 and Dlobanov1 83
Dlobanov1 −Dlobanov0 67
found for D1 − D0 found in Table 9.16 disappears through the LOBANOV transformation,
which was also found to eliminate the sex-related anatomical/physiological variation.
Furthermore, the results in Table 9.17 show thatDlobanov0 accounts for 24% of the variation
found in Height when Dlobanov0 is the single predictor. The dominant predictor for Height,
Dlobanov1 , explains 82%. However, when the two predictors Dlobanov1 and Dlobanov0 are com-
bined, a percentage of 83% is found, a difference of only 1%. This is surprisingly low, given
the relatively high percentage for Dlobanov0 alone. The small difference indicates that Dlobanov0
and Dlobanov1 show a great deal of correlation.
However, the correlation coefficients for the raw data displayed in Table 9.1 show that
no (significant) correlation between F0 and F1 exists. This result raises the question whether
the transformation to z-scores caused F0 and F1 to correlate. To investigate this question,
Pearson’s r was calculated for the four acoustic variables transformed to z-scores. Table 9.18
shows the results.
Table 9.18: Pearson’s r, calculated between the four acoustic dimensions normalized using
LOBANOV. * p<0.05, **p<0.01.
r Dlobanov0 D
lobanov
1 D
lobanov
2 D
lobanov
3
Dlobanov0 - -0.46** 0.06 -0.25**
Dlobanov1 - -0.16* 0.15*
Dlobanov2 - 0.04
Dlobanov3 -
Table 9.18 shows that transforming the raw data using LOBANOV causes Dlobanov0 to correlate
with Dlobanov1 (−0.46). This result can be explained by the fact that F0 is known to vary
considerably across speakers (especially between female and male speakers), which intro-
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duces noise in the raw data, hence the low correlation for HZ. It is not unreasonable to think
that, for F0, this variation completely overshadows the relationship that exists between the
fundamental frequency and the first formant.
The relationship between the first formant and the fundamental frequency became evident
only after the data is normalized. When all sex-related anatomical/physiological variation is
eliminated from the normalized vowel data, it seems plausible that the remaining variation
in F0 is more phonemic in nature; the remaining F0-variation is probably vowel-dependent
(i.e., vowel intrinsic pitch).
To summarize, the results for phonemic modeling display a pattern in the performance
of the 12 procedure similar to the one reported in Chapter 7. The vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures performed best, followed by the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic and
the vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures, the performance of the vowel-intrinsic/for-
mant-extrinsic procedures was very poor. In addition, the results found in this chapter and
in Chapter 7 mirror results reported in the studies on vowel normalization procedures by
Syrdal (1984) and Deterding (1990); again Lobanov’s (1971) and Nearey’s (1978)’s CLIHi4
procedures performed best, and there was not much difference in the performance of the scale
transformations (LOG, BARK, ERB and MEL). It was further argued that the poor performance
of SYRDAL & GOPAL and MILLER was partially caused by the fact that these procedures
incorporate F3 in their second dimension. It was furthermore found in the present chapter
that using a formant-extrinsic transformation leads to a deterioration of the fit of the models
for Height and Advancement. Finally, in contrast to results reported by Traunmu¨ller (1981),
I found that F0 did not contribute to the model for phonemic variation in Height when the
anatomical/physiological variation related to the speaker’s sex was eliminated.
9.5.2 Sociolinguistic modeling
In section 9.4.2, I concluded that it was not possible to satisfactorily model perceived soci-
olinguistic variation. Only a low percentage of the variation found for Advancement could
be accounted for systematically. A plausible explanation for this finding is that there was not
enough systematic sociolinguistic variation present73.
It seems justified to assume that the acoustic data did not contain enough systematic
sociolinguistic variation, despite the finding reported in section 8.5 that the sociolinguistic
variation was judged reliably for a subset of three vowels (although this effect was relatively
small; the mean value for Cochran’s α across all three perceptual variables was 0.46 for /E/,
0.477 for /O/, 0.423 for /Y/, 0.423 for /a/, 0.299 for /A/, and 0.199 /u/ see Table 8.16). Given the
results for these three vowels, it was concluded in Chapter 8 that the perceptual data of these
three vowels contains systematic sociolinguistic variation and that the listeners were able to
systematically judge sociolinguistic variation. It could be expected that it would be easier
73An alternative explanation for the results of sociolinguistic modeling could be that the behavior of the listeners
could not be modeled using a simple linear function as estimated using linear discriminant analysis.
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to fit the models for Height, Advancement, and Rounding using the acoustic representations
for these three vowels than for the other six vowels. Nevertheless, in section 9.4.2, it was
found that no complete model (i.e., for Height, Advancement, and Rounding) could be fit for
any of the vowels. It must therefore be concluded that these three vowels did not contain
enough variation that could be reliably judged and subsequently modeled using the acoustic
representations; the values of Cochran’s α for /E/, /O/, /Y/, /a/, /A/, and /u/ were too low.
Three additional factors can be put forward that may have attributed to the low reliabil-
ity scores for the individual vowels, in addition to the aforementioned low sociolinguistic
variability displayed in the vowel tokens. First, I concluded in Chapter 8 that the listeners
appeared to be heavily influenced by the response vowel category. It seems plausible that
the listeners used a vowel-specific reference point. It can be hypothesized that they judged
a vowel token’s Height and Advancement by determining the vowel category for that vowel
token, and subsequently by placing that vowel token in the (designated) area in the quadrilat-
eral for that vowel category. They placed the judgment closer or less close to their reference
point for the specific response vowel category. In addition to being influenced primarily by
the response vowel category, the listeners apparently chose not to use the entire area possible
for their Height and Advancement judgments. A possible explanation for this behavior is that
they judged the differences in the vowel tokens relative to the entire range of pronunciation
variation possible. This means that they judged the vowel tokens from speakers from the
N-R region, while somehow keeping in mind the entire variation spectrum that is possible for
Dutch. In other words, the listeners judged the relatively subtle differences as if they were
going to be presented with more variation during the experiment. However, it is not possible
to test this hypothesis using the results of the experiment presented in the present research,
it would take another experiment in which the N-R data was also presented as vowel tokens
that display more sociolinguistic variation. Such a judgment strategy may have caused lower
variability in the judgments.
A second factor that may have contributed to the low reliability scores is that the listeners
did not receive information about their previous judgments in the experiment. Perhaps the
listeners were unsure about the exact location of their reference point (for each response
vowel) across experimental trials. This insecurity possibly introduced noise in the judgments
and caused lower scores for Cochran’s α74.
A third factor that may have affected the reliability scores is that the judgment task was
74It should be noted that the explanation for the low reliability scores refers exclusively to the judgments of
Height and Advancement. For Rounding, the judgment behavior can be argued to be different. First, when judging
Rounding, the listeners seemed to be influenced less by the response vowel category than when judging Height or
Advancement. This was found in Chapter 8, when possible differences between the standard deviations across the
three experimental conditions were studied. It seemed that, when listeners were presented with a judgment area that
did not allow them to reserve a specific area for a specific vowel (as was the case for Rounding), then their judgments
display less phonemic variation. This hypothesis can explain why it was more difficult to fit models for Rounding;
all models for Rounding showed a lower percentage of explained variance than those for Height and Advancement.
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intensive and perceived as fatiguing by the majority of the listeners. This may have led to
noise in the judgments which in turn may have decreased the reliability scores.
In sum, the results for the Height and Advancement judgments can be interpreted as
that the listeners preferred to maximize phonemic variation, at the cost of sociolinguistic
variation in their judgments. In addition, while it was concluded in Chapter 8 that the listeners
did reliably judge the sociolinguistic variation, the reliability scores were too low for the
perceived sociolinguistic variation to be modeled through linear regression analysis. The
present results do not allow me to conclude which one of the normalization procedures is
most suitable for representing sociolinguistic differences in agreement with phonetically-
trained listeners.
9.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a comparison was carried out between the acoustic data described in Chapter 7
and the articulatory perceptual data described in Chapter 8. The 12 normalization procedures
that are evaluated in the present research were compared on how well they produced data that
could be used to model phonemic and sociolinguistic variation perceived by phonetically-
trained listeners. The comparison was carried out for phonemic variation and for sociolin-
guistic variation. First, it was found that phonemic perceived articulatory differences could
be modeled very effectively using (transformed) acoustic data. The vowel-extrinsic/for-
mant-intrinsic procedures performed best, followed by the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic,
vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic, and the vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures, re-
spectively. The success of the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures was attributed
to the fact that all three of these procedures make use of speaker-specific information, such
as the mean across a speaker’s vowels, to re-scale the acoustic data. The poor performance
of the vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic and (two of the) vowel-extrinsic/formant- extrinsic
procedures was attributed to the fact that these procedures use F3 to model their second
dimensions. For the sociolinguistic variation, it was concluded that it was not possible to
model perceived sociolinguistic variation in the perceptual data satisfactorily, because the
stimulus vowel tokens did not reflect enough variation to be judged reliably enough by the
listeners. Because no models could be fit, it was not possible to establish which one of the
normalization procedures was most suitable for representing sociolinguistic differences in
agreement with phonetically-trained listeners.
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Chapter 10
General discussion and
conclusions
10.1 Introduction
The research described in this thesis aimed to establish which procedure for acoustic vowel
normalization meets the following criterion best. The procedure must preserve the phone-
mic variation and the sociolinguistic speaker-related variation, while minimizing the ana-
tomical/physiological speaker-related variation in the transformed acoustic representation of
vowel tokens. As was argued in Chapter 1, this criterion must be met so that the normalization
procedure is considered suitable for use in sociolinguistics.
The present chapter discusses the performance of the normalization procedures, given the
results of three sets of comparisons. The first are the acoustic comparisons (Chapter 7), the
second are the perceptual comparisons, which involved a comparison of the performance of
phonetically-trained experts (Chapter 8), and the third are the perceptual-acoustic compar-
isons of the acoustic normalization procedures to the experts’ judgments (Chapter 9). This
chapter aims further to provide a discussion of the results and to present the conclusions of
the present research.
This chapter is set up as follows. Section 10.2 evaluates how well each of the 12 proce-
dures performed at the three types of comparisons and discusses the core research ques-
tion. Section 10.3 sums up the implications of the findings of the present research for
sociolinguistics, while section 10.4 discusses the implications of the present research for
phonetics. Finally, in section 10.5, a short discussion is provided of the limitations of the
present research, suggestion for further research are given, and some concluding remarks are
made.
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10.2 Results
10.2.1 Results for individual procedures
This section evaluates how well each normalization procedure performed in the acoustic
comparisons (Chapter 7) and the perceptual-acoustic comparisons (Chapter 9). The acoustic
comparisons were carried out using data from all 160 speakers in the sociolinguistically
balanced data set (Chapter 5). The perceptual-acoustic comparisons were carried out using
data from 20 speakers from the N-R region, a subset of the sociolinguistically balanced data
set. To summarize, a normalization procedure is considered to be the most successful when
it performs best at the three tasks of the acoustic comparisons (preserve phonemic variation,
preserve sociolinguistic variation, minimize anatomical/physiological variation) as well as at
representing perceived phonemic variation, tested in the perceptual-acoustic comparisons.
Table 10.1 summarizes per procedure the results presented previously in Tables 7.5 and
9.10 for each individual procedures, as grouped into the four classes of procedures: the vowel-
intrinsic/formant-intrinsic, vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic, vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrin-
sic, and finally vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedures.
HZ was the baseline procedure. In the acoustic comparisons, five procedures performed
better than HZ at preserving phonemic variation in the acoustic data (F0, F1, F2, and F3), two
performed poorer, and four procedures performed equally well. In addition, a considerable
amount of anatomical/physiological variation was present in the data in HZ; nearly all other
procedures (except for the four scale transformations, which performed as poorly as HZ)
reduced more anatomical/physiological variation. Sociolinguistic variation was preserved in
the HZ data, as well as in the data transformed following LOG, BARK, MEL, ERB, CLIHs4,
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM, and MILLER. The three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic pro-
cedures, LOBANOV, GERSTMAN, and CLIHi4 reduced some of the sociolinguistic variation.
For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons, nine of the 11 procedures modeled the phonemic
variation in the perceptual articulatory judgments better than HZ, while two procedures per-
formed poorer.
LOG, BARK, MEL, and ERB performed very similarly. For the acoustic comparisons,
it was concluded that applying these four procedures to the raw acoustic variables improved
the preservation of phonemic variation compared with HZ. Second, data that was transformed
following LOG, BARK, MEL, and ERB contained an equal amount of anatomical/physiological
variation as in the raw data. The same pattern was found for the preservation of sociolinguistic
variation; only a small deterioration in performance was found between the four procedures
and HZ. For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons, all four scale transformations modeled
the phonemic variation in the articulatory variables (Height, Advancement, and Rounding)
slightly better than HZ. Of these four transformations, ERB performed best.
SYRDAL & GOPAL was the only vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedure evaluated.
Regarding the acoustic comparisons, SYRDAL & GOPAL performed poorest of all procedures
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Table 10.1: Relative performance of each normalization procedure. ‘0’: the procedure did
not perform better or poorer than HZ (the baseline). ‘+’: the procedure performed better
than HZ. ‘++’: considerably better than HZ. ‘−’: poorer than HZ. ‘−−’: considerably
poorer than HZ. The acoustic comparisons were carried out on the acoustic data of all
160 speakers, and the perceptual-acoustic comparisons used data from 20 speakers. ‘Vow’:
vowel, ‘form’: ‘formant’, ’in‘: intrinsic, and ’ex‘: extrinsic
Comparisons Acoustic Perceptual-
acoustic
Class Procedure Preserve
phonemic
Reduce ana-
tomical/phy-
siological
Preserve
sociolinguis-
tic
Meet
perceptual
benchmark
Vow-in/
form-in
LOG 0 0 0 +
BARK 0 0 0 +
MEL 0 0 0 +
ERB 0 0 0 +
Vow-in/
form-ex
SYRDAL &
GOPAL
−− −− −− −−
Vow-ex/ LOBANOV ++ ++ − ++
form-in GERSTMAN ++ ++ − ++
CLIHi4 ++ ++ − ++
Vow-ex/ CLIHs4 + + 0 +
form-in NORDSTRO¨M
&
LINDBLOM
+ + 0 +
MILLER −− − 0 −
at preserving phonemic variation. SYRDAL & GOPAL reduced least of the anatomical/physi-
ological variation. It thus reduced the anatomical/physiological variation without improving
the preservation of phonemic variation in the transformed acoustic signal. This is remarkable,
as for the majority of the procedures a reduction in the anatomical/physiological variation was
accompanied by an improved representation of phonemic variation. Furthermore, SYRDAL &
GOPAL performed poorest of all procedures at the task of preserving sociolinguistic variation.
Regarding the perceptual-acoustic comparisons, SYRDAL & GOPAL performed poorest of
all 12 procedures. After closer inspection of the properties of SYRDAL & GOPAL, it was
concluded that the poor performance was probably due to the fact that SYRDAL & GOPAL
uses F3 in its second dimension.
LOBANOV performed best of all 12 procedures at representing phonemic variation in the
transformed acoustic vowel data. This procedure effectively reduced the anatomical/physi-
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ological variation in the vowel data. However, LOBANOV reduced some (very little) of the
sociolinguistic variation, although this reduction was smaller than was found for SYRDAL &
GOPAL and for GERSTMAN. For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons, LOBANOV produced
acoustic data that could be used to model the variation in the three perceptual variables more
effectively than all other procedures.
For GERSTMAN, the results showed that only two procedures, LOBANOV and CLIHi4, rep-
resented phonemic variation in the transformed acoustic vowel data better and that nine per-
formed worse. Furthermore, the results show that GERSTMAN effectively reduced the anato-
mical/physiological variation in the acoustic vowel data, only two procedures, LOBANOV and
CLIHi4, performed better, all other procedures performed worse than GERSTMAN. GERST-
MAN further reduced some of the sociolinguistic variation, although this reduction is smaller
than the reduction found for SYRDAL & GOPAL. For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons,
GERSTMAN performed only slightly poorer than LOBANOV at modeling the perceived phone-
mic variation in the three perceptual variables.
CLIHi4 performed second best of all 12 procedures at preserving phonemic variation in
the transformed acoustic vowel data, only LOBANOV performed better. CLIHi4 effectively
minimized the anatomical/physiological variation. CLIHi4 also reduced some of the sociolin-
guistic variation, although SYRDAL & GOPAL, LOBANOV, and GERSTMAN showed larger
reductions. The perceptual-acoustic comparisons show that CLIHi4 modeled the perceived
phonemic variation in the three perceptual variables better than nine other procedures; only
LOBANOV and GERSTMAN performed better.
The results for the acoustic comparisons show that CLIHs4 performed considerably better
than the baseline at preserving phonemic variation in the transformed acoustic vowel data;
only the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GER-
STMAN, performed better. However, CLIHs4 hardly reduced the anatomical/physiological
variation in the vowel data; it performed this task only slightly better than the baseline.
This result deviates from the general finding that a reduction of anatomical/physiological
variation leads to an improved phonemic representation. Moreover, CLIHs4 preserved the
sociolinguistic variation in the transformed vowel data relatively well, only in the data in HZ
more variation was preserved. In addition, the perceptual-acoustic comparisons reveal that
CLIHs4 was relatively successful at modeling the perceived phonemic variation in the three
perceptual variables; only the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed
better. As argued in Chapter 9, CLIHs4’s relatively poor performance in this last task could
also be explained by the fact that CLIHs4 uses formant-extrinsic transformations. The fact
that CLIHs4 considerably poorer than CLIHi4 can probably be explained by the fact that
CLIHs4 uses a formant-extrinsic transformation, whereas CLIHi4 uses a formant-intrinsic
transformation.
Table 10.1 shows that MILLER performed poorly at preserving phonemic variation in
the acoustic vowel data. Only SYRDAL & GOPAL performed poorer. For the second task
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in the acoustic domain, reducing the anatomical/physiological variation, MILLER performed
slightly better than the baseline. MILLER preserved the sociolinguistic variation in the trans-
formed data. For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons, it was concluded that MILLER per-
formed poorly, again only one procedure (SYRDAL & GOPAL) performed poorer at modeling
the phonemic variation in the perceptual variables. In Chapter 9, it was concluded that
MILLER’s poor performance was due to the fact that MILLER’s third dimension incorporates
F3.
Finally, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM preserved the phonemic variation in the acoustic
vowel data better than HZ. Only the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures per-
formed better. Second, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM did not perform very well at reducing
anatomical/physiological variation in the acoustic measurements; its performance is only
slightly above the performance of the baseline. However, closer inspection in Chapter 7 of the
performance of this procedure shows that this relatively poor performance can almost entirely
be attributed to the variation in F0 related to the speaker’s sex. When F0 was excluded from
the analysis, NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM minimized all variation related to the speaker’s
sex in the acoustic data. NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM was not appropriate for use on F0-
measurements, presumably because it was designed to correct for vocal-tract differences
between (male and female) speakers. NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM preserved the sociolin-
guistic variation in the transformed vowel data. For the perceptual-acoustic comparisons,
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM model the perceived phonemic variation in the three perceptual
variables slightly better than the baseline, although six procedures performed better than
NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM.
10.2.2 Balancing the three variation sources
The results described in Chapter 7 of the present research show that, after normalization
following the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, the phonemic variation is most
prominent in the acoustic measurements, followed by the sociolinguistic variation, whereas
the anatomical/physiological variation appeared to be minimized. In the raw data, the anato-
mical/physiological variation is the most prominent, followed by the phonemic variation, and
finally the sociolinguistic variation.
The core research question was formulated in Chapter 1: which existing procedure for
acoustic vowel normalization succeeds best at separating the three types of variation conveyed
in the acoustic signal: phonemic variation, sociolinguistic speaker-related variation and ana-
tomical/physiological speaker-related variation?
The results of the present research, as summarized in section 10.2, indicate that the
vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed best at separating the three variation
sources. These procedures achieved this by effectively reducing the acoustic consequences
of anatomical/physiological sources of variation, while preserving the most of the acoustic
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consequences of sociolinguistic sources of variation. The vowel-extrinsic/formant-extrinsic
procedures performed second best, followed by the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic proce-
dures75, whereas the vowel-intrinsic/formant-extrinsic procedure did not perform very well
at all.
Of the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures, LOBANOV performed best,
followed by GERSTMAN and CLIHi4. Therefore, it must be concluded that transforming a set
of vowel data using LOBANOV resulted in a separation of acoustic consequences of variation
sources in the acoustic signal that could best be used in sociolinguistic research.
Close examination of the performance of the four classes of procedures reveals a pattern
in the results as can be observed in Table 10.2. Procedures that use a vowel-extrinsic trans-
formation performed better than procedures that use a vowel-intrinsic transformation; while
procedures that use a formant-intrinsic transformation performed better than procedures that
use a formant-extrinsic transformation. This pattern can be illustrated using the difference in
performance between CLIHi4 and CLIHs4. Both are vowel-extrinsic procedures, but CLIHs4
incorporates a formant-extrinsic transformation. Furthermore, MILLER as well as SYRDAL &
GOPAL use a formant-extrinsic transformation (as well as a dimension incorporating F3), but
MILLER performed better, because it uses a vowel-extrinsic information instead of merely
vowel-intrinsic information.
Table 10.2: Results for each of the four types of information that were combined to form four
classes of normalization procedures. ‘0’: not better or poorer than the baseline (HZ). ‘+’:
better than the baseline. ‘++’: best of all four classes. ‘−’: poorer than the baseline. ‘−−’:
worst of all four classes.
Information Vowel-intrinsic Vowel-extrinsic
Formant-intrinsic 0 ++
Formant-extrinsic −− +
10.3 Sociolinguistic considerations
The results of the comparison of the normalization procedures, summarized in section 10.2.1,
show that the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures were most suitable for use
in sociolinguistics. My results suggest that sociolinguistic differences in the pronunciation of
vowels between groups of speakers can be investigated acoustically as follows.
First, the fundamental frequency and the frequencies of the first three formants should
75Although the vowel-intrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures performed slightly better in the perceptual-acoustic
comparisons.
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be measured. Although it was found in Chapter 9 that the models for the perceived artic-
ulatory characteristics could be fit best using only F1 and F2, and that F0 and F3 did not
improve the fit of the models, I do not recommend to exclude F0 and/or F3 a priori76. In
tone languages or dialects such as, Mandarin Chinese or for Dutch dialects including tonal
differences (e.g. some dialects spoken in the S-N region in the present research), F0 can have
a contrastive function for tones. F3 helps listeners to distinguish between certain classes of
front unrounded vowels in languages such as Swedish (cf. Fujimura, 1967) and for American
English, F3 is necessary to classify rhotacized vowels (Ladefoged, 2001).
Second, the measurements in HZ should be transformed to z-scores using LOBANOV.
Nevertheless, it seems advisable to compare the mean values per vowel in LOBANOV with
the mean values in Hz, because the possibility that LOBANOV introduces results that are
inherent consequences of the transformation itself cannot be excluded given the results found
in Chapter 7. Any differences in the mean values found in the data transformed following
LOBANOV and the mean values for HZ should be investigated further, because they may be
indications of language variation.
I would like to emphasize that Disner’s (1980) recommendations are still valid; it is not
advisable to carry out normalization procedures on data sets that are not fully phonologically
comparable. Disner found that each procedure makes ‘implicit assumptions’ (i.e., the mean
values and the standard deviations of both speaker groups have to be comparable) about
the underlying vowel system when languages or dialects are compared on the basis of the
normalized vowel frequencies. When the phonological vowel systems differ, the scale factors
used in the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedure become biased. This may result in
artificial differences between the data sets to be compared, or in the elimination of relevant
differences.
One of the disadvantages of the three vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic procedures is that
they require information across all (monophthongal) vowels of a single speaker to estimate
the scale factors (e.g., the mean formant frequency across all vowels for LOBANOV) that
are used to normalize the raw measurements. Some sociolinguistic studies do not include
all vowels from each informant. Nevertheless, the results in Chapter 7 indicate that it may
suffice to obtain recordings and measurements of the three point vowels per speaker for the
vowel system in question. Using only these three vowels per speaker, the scale factors can
be estimated satisfactorily. I found that measurements obtained from scale factors estimated
with the three point vowels per speaker correlate strongly with measurements obtained with
scale factors estimated using all nine vowels per speaker. It should be noted that, because
the correlations were not 100%, and because the results of the linear discriminant analysis
showed a deterioration for the three-vowel case, measurements transformed using three vow-
els per speaker are of lower quality than the measurements that were transformed using all
vowels for a speaker77.
76It is advisable to also measure duration, for instance for distinguishing contrastive length differences.
77Although it should be noted that the measurements normalized using scale factors estimated using only three
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In Chapter 9, it was concluded that it was not possible to model the sociolinguistic variation
in the perceptual data. This means that it is not clear to what extent (transformed) formant
frequencies must differ to be perceived by phonetically-trained listeners as a sociolinguistic
difference. In addition, in Chapter 7 it was established that applying vowel-extrinsic/formant-
intrinsic procedures to data in HZ may lead to differences between mean values that were not
present in the data in HZ. However, some of these (additional) differences between the mean
formant frequencies of the normalized data and the raw data can be excluded beforehand.
This can be accomplished using the just noticeable difference for these formant frequencies.
Kewley-Port & Watson (1994) measured (language-independent) discrimination difference
limens for pairs of formant frequencies for isolated synthetic vowels (simulating a female
voice). They stated that for the F1 region a constant difference of 14.9 Hz between two
formant frequencies is just noticeable. For the F2 region, a linear difference of 1.5% is
necessary to be noticeable. Kewley-Port & Watson suggested a ‘piecewise-linear’ function
in which the F1 region is defined as < 800 Hz and the F2 region is defined as > 800 Hz.
However, Kewley-Port & Watson’s formula is discontinuous in the region between 800 and
1000 Hz. I therefore suggest that the F1 region is set to < 1000 Hz and the F2 region is
set to > 1000 Hz, to avoid formant means with values between 800 and 1000 Hz showing
difference limens that are too low.
By applying the modified version of the formula proposed by Kewley-Port & Watson,
the differences between mean formant frequencies smaller than the difference limen can a
priori be excluded as possible sociolinguistic differences, for the raw mean values in HZ.
Before subjecting the differences between mean values to further analysis, it must be verified
that these differences are larger than the difference limen. Differences that are smaller than
the difference limen cannot reliably be perceived and are therefore not likely to represent a
sociolinguistic difference. Note that this procedure is only to be applied to mean formant fre-
quencies, and not to formant frequencies from two single vowel tokens. This issue deserves
to be investigated further78.
10.4 Phonetic considerations
The results described in Chapter 9 show that perceived phonemic variation in articulatory
characteristics of vowels were modeled satisfactorily using the acoustic characteristics of
those vowels. For perceived tongue height, a considerable proportion of the perceived phone-
mic variation was modeled primarily using F1. For perceived tongue advancement, this was
modeled best using F2. Perceived lip rounding and spreading was modeled best using F2, and
to a lesser extent, F1, although it should be noted that the proportion of explained variance
vowels per speaker are still of a better quality that raw measurements.
78For information on the perception of formant transitions see Van Wieringen & Pols (1993; 1995).
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was lower for rounding than for tongue height and tongue advancement. These results are
generally in line with those reported by Assmann (1979).
Moreover, the results described in Chapter 9 indicate that if more information about
the speaker is incorporated in the scale factors that are used for transforming the acoustic
measurements, then more of the variation in the perceived articulatory characteristics of
vowels can be modeled. This result was found for acoustic measurements normalized using
LOBANOV, CLIHi4 and GERSTMAN.
The results in Chapter 9 draw a clearer picture of the role of F0 in the perception of tongue
height. Chapter 9 shows that including F0 did not improve the model for perceived height
when the anatomical/physiological variation was eliminated from the data. This result does
not support earlier findings by Traunmu¨ller (1981), who found that vowel-intrinsic F0 did
affect perceived vowel height. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the difference between my
results and Traunmu¨ller’s could possibly be accounted for by the fact that I used read vowels
from standard Dutch, while Traunmu¨ller used synthetic vowels from a Bavarian dialect.
F3 showed a result that was similar to the one found for F0. F3 was also not useful for
modeling the perceived articulation of vowels of standard Dutch.
The research in Chapter 8 and 9 provided the following insight into the performance
and behavior of phonetically-trained listeners when categorizing vowel tokens and when
judging the articulatory characteristics of those vowel tokens. First, it was concluded that the
phonetically-trained listeners had judged the phonemic variation reliably and consistently.
This was found for the category judgments and for the articulatory judgments. Second,
the listeners were influenced primarily by the response vowel category when making their
judgments of the vowel token’s tongue height, tongue advancement, and – to a lesser extent –
of the vowel token’s lip rounding. Third, it seemed plausible that listeners did not need to be
exposed to more than one vowel produced by a single speaker; instead, listeners based their
articulatory judgments on information contained within a single vowel token.
Chapter 8 shows that the availability of additional speaker-related information hardly
affected listeners’ judgments. It was found that the listeners did benefit somewhat from this
information when categorizing vowel tokens but not when making articulatory judgments. I
hypothesized that listeners make an estimation of the speaker’s vowel system on the first pre-
sentation of a stimulus token. This estimation becomes more accurate when more information
about that speaker’s vowel system becomes available.
However, the results in Chapter 8 did not provide cues about which information in the
stimuli, besides F0, F1, F2, and F3, could be used by the listeners to arrive at an estimation
of the acoustic aspects of the speaker’s vowel system. Johnson (1990a; 1990b; 1997) and
Nusbaum & Magnuson (1997) suggested the following candidates.
Johnson (1990a; 1997) suggested that vowel-intrinsic F0 can be used as an “indirect”79 factor
in vowel categorization. When vowel-intrinsic F0 is used indirectly, it serves as a cue to the
79Cf. my description of Johnson’s 1990a study in Chapter 3.
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type of speaker (i.e., male, female, or a child). Johnson claims that Nearey’s (1978) procedure
used F0 indirectly. Nusbaum & Magnuson share Johnson’s view. They envision a process in
which listeners, when perceiving ambiguous values of F1 and F2 due to speaker variability,
direct their attention to F0 and F3 to obtain information about the larynx or vocal tract of the
speaker.
Johnson (1990a) and Nusbaum & Magnuson (1997) thus suggested that listeners use F0
and F3 to estimate the speaker’s vowel system. Although these authors referred to perceptual
processes involved in vowel categorization, my results from the comparison with the acoustic
data in Chapter 9 suggest that similar processes could operate in articulatory judgments of
vowel tokens. Consequently, listeners may have used vowel-intrinsic F0 and F3 to make their
articulatory judgments as well as their category judgments.
The results in Chapter 9 show that neither F0 nor F3 improved the regression models
of the perception of phonemic variation. These results can be accounted for when it is
assumed that the listeners did not directly use the vowel-intrinsic values of F0 and F3 for
their judgments, but instead they used them indirectly, by making an estimation of the ana-
tomical/physiological characteristics of the speaker, as suggested by Nusbaum & Magnuson.
Such an estimation could allow the listeners to evaluate the stimulus vowel tokens relative to
the expected characteristics of the vowel system of the speaker in question. When more
information about other vowels produced by the same speaker became available (as was
the case in my speaker-blocked presentation of the stimuli in the experiment in Chapter
8), this new information was incorporated in the initial estimation of the listeners. The
reliability with which the stimuli were judged, improved as a result of this more accurate
estimation of the speaker’s vowel system. It can thus be hypothesized that, when hearing a
vowel token produced by an unfamiliar speaker, listeners use acoustic information such as
vowel-intrinsic F0 and/or F3 in the “indirect” fashion suggested by Johnson (1990a; 1997).
Using this acoustic information, an estimation may be made of the type of speaker (e.g.
male, female, small, large, young, or old); such a speaker type could have the form of
a template that is based on speech from familiar speakers. Finally, the vowel token to be
recognized is compared with the estimation, as to allow classification. However, this matter
needs further investigation, based on my results no conclusions can be formulated on the
behavior of phonetically-trained listeners.
Finally, in Chapter 1, I referred to Thomas (2002), who argued that Nearey’s (1978)
procedure did not reflect human speech perception, because Nearey’s procedure requires
more than one vowel per speaker to calculate the scale factors, while listeners can normalize
a single vowel from a speaker without hearing another vowel from that speaker. However,
the present research suggests that it is not necessary for a normalization procedure to reflect
or resemble processes involved in human speech perception. For a normalization procedure
to be successful, it is more important whether the procedure’s output (i.e., the transformed
formant frequencies ) resembles the output of the listeners (i.e., the articulatory judgments).
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Given the results presented in Chapter 9, it can be concluded that normalization procedures
that are thought to resemble processes in human speech perception more, as is the case for
SYRDAL & GOPAL and MILLER, produce output that did not resemble the judgments of
listeners any better than the raw acoustic data. On the other hand, the processing mecha-
nisms of listeners and the vowel-extrinsic/formant-intrinsic normalization procedures, such
as Nearey’s CLIHi4, are very different, but their output was very similar. From this point of
view, Thomas’ argument does not seem very convincing.
On the other hand, my findings seem generally in line with Thomas’ remark that listeners
can normalize a single vowel from a speaker without hearing another vowel from that speaker;
listeners appeared to be able to categorize a vowel token using only the information contained
in that vowel token itself. Nevertheless, the fact should not be overlooked that listeners have
had years of exposure to different speakers’ voices before being able to categorize vowel
tokens as effectively as found in studies on vowel perception discussed in Chapter 3. It seems
possible that Nearey’s CLIHi4 procedure (as well as LOBANOV and GERSTMAN) accounts
for the listeners’ experience by using a scaling factor that is calculated using information
distributed across other vowels produced by the same speaker.
10.5 Prospects
The comparison of the acoustic representations with the perceptual representation described
in Chapter 9 revealed that it was not possible to satisfactorily model the perceived sociolin-
guistic variation using the acoustic representations. I argued that this was probably due to
the small amount of sociolinguistic variation present in the speech material. For the present
research, I decided to use speech material that displayed a moderate amount of variation to
be able to establish whether the normalization procedures preserve subtle perceived sociolin-
guistic differences between vowel tokens. As argued in Chapter 1, such subtle sociolinguistic
differences could be indications of possible language changes. Furthermore, presenting
phonetically-trained listeners with vowel stimuli that reflect fine-grained to moderate soci-
olinguistic differences was thought to induce them to use their perceptual scale optimally. If
listeners had been presented with stimuli in which large sociolinguistic differences between
vowel tokens were present, it would not have been possible to establish whether phonetically-
trained listeners can perceive (and reliably record) subtle sociolinguistic differences.
The present research shows that the sociolinguistic difference between two vowel tokens
should be larger than the differences that were presented to the listeners in the listening
experiment, for these differences to be modeled successfully. To evaluate how much two
vowels should differ minimally in their sociolinguistic characteristics, a listening experiment
should be carried out with stimuli that display considerable sociolinguistic differences. This
can be accomplished by carrying out an experiment that is, by and large, identical to the
experiment described in Chapter 8. However, this experiment must be carried out using
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stimulus vowel tokens that were sampled across all eight regions of the sociolinguistic data
set (described in Chapter 5). This way, the sociolinguistic variation in the vowel tokens
related to the speaker’s regional background is maximized and Disner’s (1980) criterion (that
the speakers share comparable phonological vowel systems) is still met. The sociolinguistic
variation in the vowel data can be increased even further when speech material from speakers
who differ more in their sociological characteristics (as was done in Adank, Van Heuven &
Van Hout, 1999).
One of the limitations of the present research is that it did not test whether the cat-
egory judgments and the articulatory judgment were language-independent. It could not
be concluded that the results are language-independent, because the listening experiment
was not carried out with phonetically-trained listeners who were not speakers of Dutch.
However, it was reported that vowel categorization is affected by the language background of
phonetically-trained listeners (e.g., Van Heuven & Van Houten, 1989). Findings by Dioubina
& Pfitzinger (2002) indicate that articulatory judgments also vary with the language back-
ground of the phonetically-trained listener. It seems plausible that the normalization skills
necessary for the task of making articulatory judgments are learned during the acquisition
of the phonetically-trained expert’s native language. It would be interesting to investigate
further how the language background influences the judgment behavior of experts, and to
establish if the results found for Dutch can be replicated for other languages.
It can be concluded that normalization procedures can be useful for research investigating
language variation and change, provided that some restrictions are taken into account. When
normalization procedures are applied to the frequencies of the fundamental frequency and
the frequencies of the first three formants produced by a small database of speakers, the
anatomical/physiological variation is discarded of, and it can be assumed that the variation
that remains in the data is either of a phonemic or a sociolinguistic nature. Normalization is
especially useful when data from male and female speakers is compared, as the normalization
procedures that were most successful eliminated all variation related to speaker-sex.
Finally, the present research shows that perceived articulatory variation between vow-
els can be modeled satisfactorily using normalized acoustic representations of those vowel
tokens. It seems worthwhile for sociolinguistic research to pursue further investigation of
the relationship between perceptual and acoustic representations of vowels. This may lead to
more insight into the development of language changes between and within vowels. I feel that
future research should not be limited to studying F1 and F2; variation in F0 or in the duration
should also be taken into account (e.g., to allow investigation of the dynamic specification of
diphthongs). Finally, it may be fruitful to extend the sociolinguistic research in the acoustic
domain to spontaneous speech, to allow variation within speakers to be recorded as well as
variation between speakers.
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Appendix A
Mean acoustic values
Ellipse plots for N-R and N-S
Figures A.1 and A.2 show the data for the N-R and N-S region, in HZ and normalized
following LOBANOV, GERSTMAN, and CLIHi4, in so-called ‘ellipse plots’. In each of these
ellipses, the mean value per vowel category is plotted as the centroid value. Each centroid
represents the measurements of 40 tokens. The values used to draw the ellipses per vowel
were obtained through a discriminant analysis on the measurements of F1/D1 and F2/D2,
carried out using the built-in tools of the program Praat (Boersma, 2001). The radius of the
ellipses was set for the entire ellipse to cover 68% of the data in that vowel category.
Plots of mean values
In Figures A.3, the mean values per vowel category for the eight regions N-R (Netherlands-
Randstad), N-M (Netherlands-Middle), N-S (Netherlands-South), N-N (Netherlands-North),
F-B (Flanders-Brabant), F-E (Flanders-East), F-L (Flanders-Limburg), and F-W (Flanders-
West), as described in Chapter 5. The means are given for F1 and F2 for the 2880 vowel
tokens in Hz, the data transformed (D1 and D2) following LOBANOV, GERSTMAN, and
CLIH4, respectively. Each mean value represents the measurements of 40 vowel tokens.
Tables of mean values
Tables A.1, A.2, A.3, and A.4 list the mean values of F0/D0, F1/D1, F2/D2, and F3/D3 for
each monophthongal vowel, for each of the eight regions. All mean values are transformed
following HZ, LOBANOV, CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN, respectively. The values for F1/D1 and
F2/D2 are displayed as well in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.1: Ellipse plot for the 20 speakers in the N-R region, r, and the N-S region, s, for
HZ and LOBANOV. Each centroid represents the measurements of 40 tokens.
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Figure A.2: Ellipse plot for the 20 speakers in the N-R region, r, and the N-S region, s, for
CLIHi4, and GERSTMAN. Each centroid represents the measurements of 40 tokens.
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Figure A.3: Un-normalized mean values of F1 and F2 per vowel category per region in Hz,
LOBANOV, CLIHi4 and GERSTMAN. r= N-R, m= N-M, s= N-S, n= N-N, b= F-B, e= F-E,
l
= F-L, and w= F-W.
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Table A.1: Mean values in hertz for the four acoustic variables F0, F1, F2, and F3 for the
nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch, for the four regions in the Netherlands (N-R, N-M, N-S,
N-N) and Belgium (F-B, F-E, F-L, F-W). The number of vowel tokens per mean value is 40.
HZ N-R N-M N-S N-N F-B F-E F-L F-W
/A/ F0 187 180 187 197 175 179 179 178
F1 668 639 663 677 640 642 621 644
F2 1226 1202 1150 1351 1164 1115 1177 1197
F3 2665 2655 2670 2619 2848 2790 2836 2732
/a/ F0 164 163 170 181 159 152 158 164
F1 791 751 808 760 792 823 816 813
F2 1499 1520 1501 1581 1534 1488 1534 1541
F3 2669 2598 2699 2747 2841 2805 2804 2729
/E/ F0 187 181 185 204 176 179 178 179
F1 505 503 682 511 528 617 570 579
F2 1865 1853 1683 1903 1774 1691 1689 1695
F3 2681 2680 2693 2691 2775 2799 2803 2729
/I/ F0 187 193 197 212 195 198 194 188
F1 380 405 450 396 409 445 435 454
F2 2098 2031 1894 2114 1930 1838 1879 1917
F3 2709 2696 2734 2722 2757 2801 2815 2783
/i/ F0 202 190 210 213 191 202 206 196
F1 286 292 294 295 298 318 314 302
F2 2343 2275 2317 2345 2413 2369 2356 2361
F3 2788 2756 2840 2773 3050 2975 3058 2987
/O/ F0 185 184 195 201 185 189 195 185
F1 410 443 455 505 436 465 450 450
F2 869 854 925 1000 919 881 961 995
F3 2932 2662 2697 2633 2899 2891 2803 2769
/u/ F0 206 190 210 216 193 210 208 200
F1 273 285 286 294 294 309 315 303
F2 872 987 1107 935 998 1072 1156 1237
F3 2495 2499 2562 2570 2647 2589 2544 2490
/Y/ F0 200 190 200 209 194 201 185 190
F1 391 411 437 399 405 440 425 451
F2 1713 1676 1555 1705 1639 1532 1626 1620
F3 2528 2536 2551 2480 2699 2703 2712 2691
/y/ F0 204 189 204 213 190 197 199 188
F1 282 286 292 281 301 307 304 297
F2 1826 1827 1903 1830 1951 1933 2038 2058
F3 2420 2382 2513 2407 2491 2451 2502 2496
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Table A.2: Mean values in hertz for the four acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3,
transformed following LOBANOV. for the nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch. for the
four regions in the Netherlands (N-R. N-M. N-S. N-N) and Belgium (F-B. F-E. F-L. F-W).
The number of vowel tokens per mean value is 40.
LOBANOV N-R N-M N-S N-N F-B F-E F-L F-W
/A/ D0 -0.22 -0.24 -0.41 -0.35 -0.30 -0.43 -0.39 -0.39
D1 1.21 1.14 0.92 1.29 1.06 0.90 0.83 0.93
D2 -0.71 -0.79 -0.92 -0.60 -0.88 -0.92 -0.93 -0.98
D3 0.09 0.22 -0.01 -0.02 0.32 0.19 0.33 0.13
/a/ D0 -1.18 -1.27 -1.31 -1.22 -1.26 -1.43 -1.34 -1.22
D1 1.86 1.81 1.65 1.70 1.94 1.89 200.01 1.89
D2 -0.17 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.11 -0.12 -0.20 -0.18
D3 0.02 0.00 0.18 0.66 0.30 0.18 0.11 0.05
/E/ D0 -0.19 -0.12 -0.46 -0.07 -0.29 -0.39 -0.43 -0.33
D1 0.38 0.36 1.02 0.31 0.43 0.76 0.56 0.58
D2 0.54 0.57 0.27 0.55 0.37 0.31 0.20 0.17
D3 0.16 0.43 0.15 0.34 0.03 0.21 0.18 0.12
/I/ D0 -0.10 0.37 0.17 0.32 0.48 0.34 0.22 0.18
D1 -0.33 -0.25 -0.17 -0.35 -0.27 -0.23 -0.21 -0.13
D2 0.98 0.94 0.74 1.00 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.65
D3 0.26 0.51 0.45 0.50 -0.05 0.24 0.22 0.41
/i/ D0 0.42 0.28 0.63 0.34 0.33 0.38 0.64 0.67
D1 -0.86 -0.92 -0.99 -0.94 -0.92 -0.95 -0.90 -0.98
D2 1.46 1.44 1.70 1.49 1.68 1.75 1.68 1.65
D3 0.57 0.83 1.01 0.70 1.20 1.00 1.31 1.38
/O/ D0 -0.14 0.05 -0.04 -0.07 0.04 0.02 0.14 0.06
D1 -0.15 0.02 -0.15 0.28 -0.10 -0.10 -0.14 -0.16
D2 -1.41 -1.53 -1.42 -1.35 -1.38 -1.42 -1.41 -1.43
D3 1.14 0.25 0.29 0.02 0.52 0.69 0.20 0.28
/u/ D0 0.63 0.41 0.69 0.47 0.35 0.79 0.72 0.83
D1 -0.95 -0.96 -1.03 -0.93 -0.94 -1.01 -0.90 -0.97
D2 -1.40 -1.24 -1.01 -1.50 -1.20 -1.01 -0.98 -0.85
D3 -0.66 -0.55 -0.52 -0.22 -0.61 -0.76 -0.92 -1.14
/Y/ D0 0.21 0.36 0.26 0.22 0.44 0.40 0.09 0.16
D1 -0.27 -0.23 -0.25 -0.34 -0.30 -0.26 -0.28 -0.15
D2 0.23 0.20 -0.01 0.13 0.09 -0.03 0.06 -0.01
D3 -0.51 -0.36 -0.61 -0.80 -0.39 -0.25 -0.23 -0.08
/y/ D0 0.58 0.15 0.46 0.37 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.04
D1 -0.90 -0.97 -1.00 -1.02 -0.90 -1.01 -0.97 -1.01
D2 0.48 0.53 0.78 0.41 0.75 0.82 0.98 0.98
D3 -1.07 -1.34 -0.93 -1.20 -1.32 -1.49 -1.20 -1.14
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Table A.3: Mean values in hertz for the four acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3,
transformed following CLIHi4. for the nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch. for the four
regions in the Netherlands (N-R. N-M. N-S. N-N) and Belgium (F-B. F-E. F-L. F-W). The
number of vowel tokens per mean value is 40.
CLIHi4 N-R N-M N-S N-N F-B F-E F-L F-W
/A/ D0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 -0.07 -0.05 -0.05
D1 0.47 0.40 0.38 0.45 0.40 0.34 0.31 0.35
D2 -0.21 -0.23 -0.27 -0.15 -0.27 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27
D3 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01
/a/ D0 -0.15 -0.12 -0.14 -0.13 -0.15 -0.21 -0.17 -0.12
D1 0.64 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.61 0.60
D2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02
D3 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01
/E/ D0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.03
D1 0.20 0.18 0.41 0.17 0.21 0.30 0.24 0.25
D2 0.22 0.21 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.10 0.08
D3 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01
/I/ D0 -0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02
D1 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 -0.08 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.01
D2 0.33 0.30 0.23 0.30 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.20
D3 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
/i/ D0 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.06
D1 -0.36 -0.37 -0.42 -0.37 -0.36 -0.36 -0.35 -0.40
D2 0.44 0.41 0.44 0.40 0.46 0.47 0.43 0.41
D3 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.10
/O/ D0 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 -0.01
D1 -0.01 0.06 0.00 0.16 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00
D2 -0.55 -0.57 -0.49 -0.46 -0.50 -0.52 -0.47 -0.46
D3 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.02
/u/ D0 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.07
D1 -0.42 -0.39 -0.45 -0.38 -0.38 -0.40 -0.35 -0.40
D2 -0.55 -0.43 -0.31 -0.53 -0.42 -0.34 -0.29 -0.25
D3 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 -0.08 -0.08
/Y/ D0 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.07 -0.03 0.04
D1 -0.05 -0.03 -0.04 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05 0.00
D2 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.03
D3 -0.05 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01
/y/ D0 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.02
D1 -0.39 -0.39 -0.44 -0.42 -0.36 -0.40 -0.39 -0.42
D2 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.16 0.25 0.27 0.28 0.27
D3 -0.09 -0.09 -0.06 -0.09 -0.11 -0.12 -0.10 -0.08
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Table A.4: Mean values in hertz for the four acoustic variables D0, D1, D2, and D3,
transformed following GERSTMAN. for the nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch, for the
four regions in the Netherlands (N-R. N-M. N-S. N-N) and Belgium (F-B. F-E. F-L. F-W).
The number of vowel tokens per mean value is 40.
GERSTMAN N-R N-M N-S N-N F-B F-E F-L F-W
/A/ D0 469 433 377 370 412 416 414 378
D1 711 700 690 779 659 647 592 643
D2 284 265 186 328 188 191 185 173
D3 467 595 529 502 564 581 580 516
/a/ D0 199 183 135 141 168 153 161 182
D1 909 902 922 905 923 945 933 926
D2 453 478 424 476 422 429 410 412
D3 458 528 577 688 549 578 520 490
/E/ D0 466 468 362 446 418 430 401 416
D1 446 453 722 463 469 601 511 537
D2 675 698 546 683 568 556 530 517
D3 493 657 566 612 483 587 536 510
/I/ D0 489 596 534 556 623 640 578 550
D1 226 262 326 253 256 298 272 317
D2 815 815 688 820 664 647 656 663
D3 519 682 656 646 460 590 546 592
/i/ D0 634 579 666 558 593 652 707 686
D1 62 58 53 68 59 78 66 57
D2 964 973 978 969 963 981 979 961
D3 605 763 814 703 804 794 845 865
/O/ D0 471 514 482 447 514 541 558 505
D1 284 346 335 455 306 340 296 309
D2 63 33 34 101 37 43 38 40
D3 760 605 612 520 613 710 541 562
/u/ D0 689 612 678 593 611 767 725 727
D1 34 47 42 67 53 59 66 61
D2 67 120 158 59 94 163 171 215
D3 256 352 374 448 307 325 227 147
/Y/ D0 577 603 558 525 617 650 548 552
D1 243 269 300 258 245 289 253 312
D2 580 581 460 553 483 457 487 463
D3 300 410 345 287 364 464 419 450
/y/ D0 671 539 616 567 565 633 619 515
D1 48 42 50 40 65 59 45 48
D2 658 685 700 640 683 709 768 760
D3 144 137 259 175 106 135 153 147
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Appendix B
Questionnaire for
phonetically-trained listeners
This questionnaire was translated from Dutch.
Dear listener,
Thanks again for participating in my experiment. The goals of this experiment are twofold. I,
first, aim to gain more insight in the relation between the acoustic and perceived dimensions
of vowel sounds and, second, I aim to learn more about the strategies used by expert listeners
in judging vowels. Some additional information about the participants is required, to allow
me to optimally interpret the results from this experiment. For this purpose, I have compiled
a list of questions to gather more information about your expertise and personal background.
Would you be so kind as to answer these questions and send the questionnaire back to me
through e-mail? All information will be treated confidentially and will only appear in a coded
form in publications (e.g., thesis). Thanks for your co-operation.
With kindest regards,
Patti Adank
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• Name:
• Age:
• Place of birth:
• Additional cities/countries you have lived in (especially during your childhood years
and longer residencies in foreign countries (please cite the years)):
• Native tongue, languages/dialects parents:
• Additional languages (please also cite your level of proficiency for each language and
how often you use each language):
• City and institute where you received your phonetic (transcription) training:
• Name of your transcription teacher:
• How many years of professional listening experience would you estimate you have?
• Please cite some names of other expert listeners who you have worked with:
• Do you transcribe a lot of speech material from other languages/dialects? If the answer
is yes: which ones?
• Are you more involved with the transcription of vowels or of consonants?
• Are you more involved with the transcription of segmental or supra-segmental phe-
nomena?
• When you are listening to a vowel sound, to judge its linguistic quality (a very open
articulated /E/ or a very fronted /y/ for instance), are you aware of the strategy you use?
Do you try to imitate the vowel sound or do you listen to the sound very often?
• Vowel height, place of constriction, and rounding are used often as dimension to de-
scribe vowel quality. Do you primarily use these specific dimensions too, or do you
use additional ones as well?
• Which vowel scheme of vowel quadrilateral do you usually use when judging and
identifying vowel tokens, the traditional IPA-quadrilateral or another scheme?
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Appendix C
Instructions for the experiment
These instructions were translated from Dutch.
General Instructions
Dear listener,
The experiment you are about to participate in, aims at providing more information on the
strategies used by phonetically-trained listeners when judging the linguistic quality of vowel
tokens. This experiment consists of three parts. The design of these three sub-experiments
is for the largest part identical. In every sub-experiment, nine white buttons on the left side
of the screen are presented. These are the ‘vowel buttons‘. These vowel buttons depict the
phonetic symbols for the nine monophthongal Dutch vowels: /A/ (as in kat), /a/ (kaas), /E/
(hek), /I/ (kip), /i/ (lied), /O/ (bok), /u/ (hoed), /Y/ (put), and /y/ (fuut). The long mid vowels
(/e/, /o/, /ø/, and the diphthongs (/Ou/, /Ei/, and /œy/) are not included.
On the right hand side of the screen, a white square shaped like the vowel quadrilateral
is depicted. This quadrilateral is a scaled copy of the quadrilateral of the International
Phonetic Alphabet (the 1996 corrected version). Almost all of the phonetic symbols have
been erased, except for the phonetic symbols for the point vowels in the four corners of the
quadrilateral. Note that the point vowels at the corners are to be regarded as theoretical end
points of the quadrilateral. The horizontal axis depicts the articulatory dimension ‘place of
constriction’. Along the vertical axis, the articulatory dimension ‘vowel height’ is displayed.
The quadrilateral is regarded as a two-dimensional space in this experiment. Lip rounding and
spreading is judged outside the quadrilateral. The white rectangle directly above the vowel
quadrilateral is used for the depicting the perceived amount of lip rounding and spreading.
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This rectangle contains a scale, with a minus sign on the left (spreading) and a plus sign on
the right (rounding). This scale is used in the experiment to judge rounding and spreading of
the vowel token. The experimental screen looks like this:
 
a
ε

i

u

y
– +
i u
a
 
Figure C.1: The experimental response screen used
The speech material you are going to listen to consists of vowel tokens that were pronounced
in a neutral context: /sVs/. The vowel tokens that are played were produced in the carrier
sentence “In sVs and in sVsse zit de V‘’ [In sVs and in sVsse is the V], (e.g., “In sas en in
sasse zit de a”). The speakers are all speakers of Standard Dutch. In each sub-experiment
you are requested to perform two tasks:
1. The vowel tokens have to be identified. You can do this by clicking the mouse on the
vowel button that displays the phonetic character of your choice. You are asked to make this
choice every time you judge a vowel token.
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2. The vowel tokens have to be judged on their linguistic quality relative to the linguistic
quality of the extremes or end points of the quadrilateral. This judging is a two-step process:
first, you are asked to judge the rounding/spreading of the vowel token. You can do this
by clicking with the mouse on the scale in the rectangle above the quadrilateral, on the
point of your choice relative to the extreme points; the left side of the scale represents a
maximally spread vowel token and the right side represents a maximally rounded vowel
token. Second, you are asked to point out the place of constriction and the vowel height in
the vowel quadrilateral. You can do this by positioning the mouse in the vowel quadrilateral,
on a place that resembles the place of constriction and vowel height you perceived, relative
to the extremes (the point vowels) of the quadrilateral. Clicking the mouse on the place you
selected causes the program to write the corresponding co-ordinates to a file.
All three sub-experiments show (roughly) similar procedures. The exact procedure of each
sub-experiment is explained in separate instructions.
Thanks for your participation in this experiment,
Patti Adank
Instructions for sub-experiment 1
In this sub-experiment, 207 vowel tokens in a /sVs/ context are played. In this specific sub-
experiment, different vowel categories from different speakers are played in a randomized
order.
You are expected to both identify (choose a phonemic symbol) and judge (indicate the
amount of rounding/spreading and indicate the place of constriction and the vowel height)
each vowel token. You can indicate which Dutch vowel category was pronounced by clicking
with the mouse on one of the vowel category buttons. After you have identified the vowel
token, you are to judge the linguistic quality of the vowel token by first clicking the mouse
in the rounding/spreading area on the position corresponding to the amount of rounding or
spreading of that particular vowel and second by clicking the mouse on the position of your
choice in the vowel quadrilateral. Once you have done these two things, the next vowel token
to be judged is played.
The process of one experimental cycle (in which only one vowel token is to be identified
and judged) is as follows. First, a short tone signal is played. After the tone signal, the
vowel token in the nonsense syllable is played. The nonsense syllable is played 10 times
maximally, with one to one-and-a-half second intervals. After the vowel token was played
10 times, the program waits until you have identified and judged the vowel (by clicking on
one of the vowel buttons, clicking in the rounding/spreading rectangle, and clicking in the
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vowel quadrilateral), before the next experimental cycle starts. This is a fixed order: first the
vowel token has to be identified and then judged. In this sub-experiment, the next cycle starts
immediately after you have clicked in the vowel quadrilateral.
You do not have to wait until the vowel token was played the full 10 times, you can start
making your choice after the first time the vowel token was played.
The sub-experiment consists of nine blocks of 20 vowel tokens and a block of 27 vowel
tokens (the first block). Between these blocks, a screen appears with the word ‘pauze’
[pause], plus a number. This number corresponds to the number of the pause screen (there
are nine pause screens). Whenever this screen appears you have an option of taking a short
break. If you want to commence, all you have to do is click with the mouse, and the next
block starts.
The first five stimuli are practice trials. After these five trials the real experiment starts.
You can take a short break after the practice trails, to ask any questions, if you wish. Thanks.
Instructions for sub-experiment 2
In this sub-experiment, 207 vowel tokens are played in a sVs-context. The vowel tokens are
blocked by vowel type. Each block consists therefore of vowel tokens of the same vowel
type, uttered by different speakers.
In this sub-experiment you are asked to judge the vowel tokens by clicking in the vowel
quadrilateral (and in the rounding/spreading rectangle). This means that you do not have
to identify each vowel token by clicking one of the vowel buttons, this was done for you.
You do, however, have the possibility of indicating that you disagree with the ‘labeling’ of
a certain vowel token. If you perceive a vowel token as an /E/ (as in ‘pet’ (hat), while the
vowel token was supposed to be pronounced as /I/ (as in ‘pit’ (pit)), you can indicate this
by clicking the vowel button “E”. If this is the case, you are expected to click on the vowel
button before you click in the rounding/spreading rectangle and the vowel quadrilateral. In
this sub-experiment, the next cycle starts immediately after you have clicked in the vowel
quadrilateral.
The nonsense syllable that the speakers were instructed to pronounce, is displayed be-
tween the nine vowel buttons and the vowel quadrilateral in each trial. In the block in which
the vowels in the syllables “ sis ” (sIs) are to be judged, the syllable “ sis ” is displayed in the
middle of the screen.
The sub-experiment consists of nine blocks of 23 vowel tokens. Between these blocks,
a screen appears with the word ‘pauze’ [pause], plus a number. This number corresponds to
the number of the pause screen (there are eight pause screens). Whenever this screen appears
you have an option of taking a short break. If you want to commence, all you have to do is
click with the mouse, and the next block starts.
The first five stimuli are practice trials. After these five trials the real experiment starts.
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You can take a short break after the practice trails, to ask any questions, if you wish. Thanks.
Instructions for sub-experiment 3
In this sub-experiment, 207 vowel tokens in a sVs-context are played. These vowel tokens
are blocked by speaker. Each block consists therefore of all the vowel tokens of only one
speaker.
As was the case in experiment 1, you are required to both identify (choose a phonemic
symbol) and judge (indicate the amount of rounding/spreading and indicate the place of
constriction and the vowel height) each vowel token. You are expected to indicate which
Dutch vowel was pronounced by clicking with the mouse on one of the vowel buttons. After
you have identified the vowel token, you are to judge the linguistic quality of the vowel token
by first clicking the mouse in the rounding/spreading area on the position corresponding to
the amount of rounding or spreading of that particular vowel token and second by clicking
the mouse on the position of your choice in the vowel quadrilateral. Once you have done
these two things, the next vowel token to be judged is played.
The process of one experimental cycle (in which only one vowel token is to be identified
and judged) is as follows. First, a short tone signal is played. After the tone signal, the vowel
in the nonsense syllable is played. The nonsense syllable is played 10 times maximally, with
one to one-and-a-half second intervals. After the vowel is played 10 times, the program waits
until you have identified and judged the vowel token (by clicking on one of the vowel buttons,
clicking in the rounding/spreading rectangle, and clicking in the vowel quadrilateral), before
the next experimental cycle starts. This is a fixed order: first the vowel token has to be
identified and then judged. In this sub-experiment, the next cycle starts immediately after
you have clicked in the vowel quadrilateral.
You do not have to wait until the vowel token was played the full 10 times, you can start
making your choice after the first time the vowel was played.
The sub-experiment consists of 23 blocks of nine vowel tokens. Between these blocks,
a screen appears with the word ‘pauze’ [pause], plus a number. This number corresponds to
the number of the pause screen (there are eight pause screens). Whenever this screen appears
you have an option of taking a short break. If you want to commence, all you have to do is
click with the mouse, and the next block commences.
The first five stimuli are practice trials. After these trials the real experiment starts. You
can take a short break after the practice trails, to ask any questions, if you wish. Thanks.
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Appendix D
Reliability per listener
Table D.1: Intra-listener reliability for listeners 1-92 per vowel category
across the three sub-experiments; Cochran’s α calculated per listener
per vowel category for Height, Advancement, and Rounding.
Listener 1
Cochran’s α Height Advancement Rounding Mean
/A/ 0.141 0.827 -0.581 0.129
/a/ 0.672 0.598 0.219 0.496
/E/ 0.415 0.164 -0.181 0.133
/I/ 0.725 0.597 0.416 0.579
/i/ -0.144 0.458 -0.332 -0.006
/O/ 0.456 0.476 0.494 0.475
/u/ 0.153 0.560 0.207 0.307
/Y/ 0.554 0.399 0.132 0.362
/y/ 0.211 0.325 0.154 0.230
Mean 0.354 0.489 0.0587 0.301
Listener 2
/A/ 0.472 0.760 0.364 0.532
/a/ 0.693 0.860 -0.152 0.467
/E/ 0.869 0.477 0.007 0.451
Continued on next page
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/I/ 0.295 -0.054 -0.119 0.041
/i/ -0.210 0.670 0.450 0.303
/O/ 0.889 0.361 0.655 0.635
/u/ 0.699 0.392 0.417 0.503
/Y/ 0.474 0.682 0.629 0.595
/y/ 0.485 0.662 0.254 0.467
Mean 0.518 0.534 0.2782 0.443
Listener 3
/A/ 0.561 0.730 0.605 0.632
/a/ 0.266 0.725 0.648 0.546
/E/ 0.718 0.672 0.533 0.641
/I/ 0.465 0.473 0.283 0.407
/i/ 0.071 0.690 0.491 0.417
/O/ 0.137 0.890 0.823 0.617
/u/ 0.459 0.112 0.450 0.340
/Y/ 0.549 0.099 0.318 0.322
/y/ 0.599 0.693 0.613 0.635
Mean 0.425 0.565 0.529 0.506
Listener 4
/A/ -1.016 -0.969 0.289 -0.565
/a/ 0.291 0.626 0.125 0.347
/E/ -1.035 0.037 -0.242 -0.413
/I/ -0.008 0.535 0.189 0.239
/i/ 0.397 0.156 0.082 0.212
/O/ -0.152 0.158 -0.062 -0.019
/u/ -0.792 0.221 0.211 -0.120
/Y/ -0.458 -0.040 -0.031 -0.176
/y/ -0.772 0.480 -0.087 -0.126
Mean -0.394 0.134 0.0528 -0.069
Listener 5
/A/ 0.632 0.785 0.782 0.733
/a/ 0.615 0.759 0.264 0.546
Continued on next page
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/E/ 0.890 0.672 0.266 0.609
/I/ 0.769 -0.111 0.089 0.249
/i/ 0.480 0.568 0.279 0.442
/O/ 0.845 0.834 -0.134 0.515
/u/ 0.463 0.695 0.030 0.396
/Y/ 0.659 0.322 0.366 0.449
/y/ 0.341 0.239 -0.055 0.175
Listener 6
/A/ 0.499 0.919 0.650 0.689
/a/ 0.615 0.255 0.279 0.383
/E/ 0.563 0.445 0.737 0.582
/I/ -0.341 0.013 0.170 -0.053
/i/ 0.599 0.046 -0.049 0.199
/O/ 0.650 0.645 -0.332 0.321
/u/ 0.574 0.666 0.385 0.542
/Y/ 0.724 0.262 0.121 0.369
/y/ -0.120 0.057 0.557 0.165
Mean 0.418 0.367 0.280 0.355
Listener 7
/A/ 0.434 0.815 -0.202 0.349
/a/ 0.379 0.686 0.628 0.564
/E/ 0.688 0.559 0.095 0.447
/I/ 0.540 0.627 -0.624 0.181
/i/ -0.043 -0.627 -0.047 -0.239
/O/ 0.053 0.444 0.460 0.319
/u/ 0.445 0.332 -0.321 0.152
/Y/ 0.623 0.453 0.010 0.362
/y/ 0.355 0.823 0.013 0.397
Mean 0.386 0.457 0.001 0.281
Listener 8
/A/ 0.041 0.308 0.085 0.145
/a/ -0.287 0.245 -0.331 -0.124
Continued on next page
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/E/ 0.797 0.619 -0.553 0.288
/I/ 0.340 0.380 0.142 0.287
/i/ 0.432 0.076 -0.514 -0.002
/O/ -0.051 0.486 -0.054 0.127
/u/ 0.211 -0.740 0.506 -0.008
/Y/ 0.519 0.246 -0.197 0.189
/y/ 0.279 -0.027 -1.216 -0.321
Mean 0.254 0.177 -0.237 0.065
Listener 9
/A/ 0.356 -0.150 0.074 0.093
/a/ 0.157 0.631 0.451 0.413
/E/ 0.576 0.195 0.310 0.360
/I/ 0.614 0.208 0.803 0.542
/i/ 0.490 0.525 0.108 0.374
/O/ 0.476 0.901 0.002 0.460
/u/ 0.478 0.533 -0.302 0.236
/Y/ 0.424 0.542 0.549 0.505
/y/ -0.393 -0.008 0.722 0.107
Mean 0.353 0.375 0.302 0.343
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Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)
Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek werd uitgevoerd in het kader van een overkoepe-
lend sociolinguı¨stisch onderzoeksproject, het zogenaamde VNC-project (Vlaams-Nederlands
Comite´). Ee´n van de doelen van het VNC-project was het in kaart brengen van de akoestische
variatie in de uitspraak van Standaardnederlandse klinkers in Nederland en Vlaanderen.
De akoestische representatie van gesproken klinkers varie¨ert doorgaans afhankelijk van
de bedoelde klinker en de spreker. Deze representatie bevat onder andere de volgende drie
akoestische variatiebronnen:
• Fonemische variatie (variatie tussen verschillende klinkers, gerelateerd aan de door de
spreker bedoelde klinker),
• Sociolinguı¨stische sprekerspecifieke variatie (gerelateerd aan sociologische eigenschappen
van de spreker zoals de regionale herkomst),
• Anatomisch/fysiologische sprekerspecifieke variatie (gerelateerd aan bijvoorbeeld de sekse,
lichaamsgrootte of leeftijd van de spreker).
Fonemische variatie kan ook wel omschreven worden als tussenklinkervariatie (bijvoorbeeld
het verschil tussen de klinkers “i” als in ‘pit’ en “e” als in ‘pet’) en de sociolinguı¨stische
variatie als binnenklinkervariatie (bijvoorbeeld het variatie in uitspraak van de klinker “i” in
‘pit’)80. In het VNC-project was men vooral geı¨nteresseerd in de eerste twee variatiebronnen
in het akoestisch signaal, dwz. de fonemische en de sociolinguı¨stische variatie, en minder in
de anatomisch/fysiologische variatie.
In sociolinguı¨stisch onderzoek is het gebruikelijk al luisterend fonetische transcripties te
maken om linguı¨stisch relevante verschillen in uitspraak binnen en tussen klinkers vast te
stellen. Deze transcripties worden gemaakt door fonetisch getrainde expertluisteraars. Deze
80Als dit bijvoorbeeld wordt uitgesproken door iemand uit (Nederlands) Zuid-Limburg, klinkt de “i” meer als de
“e” in ‘pet’).
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expertluisteraars kunnen in spraak zowel variatie tussen als variatie binnen klinkers duiden.
Fonetische transcriptie heeft echter als nadelen dat het handwerk is en daardoor zeer
tijdrovend en dat weinig bekend is over de repliceerbaarheid van de resultaten. Een alter-
natief voor de handmatige transcriptie is het semi-automatisch meten van relevante frequen-
tiewaarden in de akoestisch representatie van de klinker. Deze semi-automatische methoden
worden in de fonetiek gebruikt om uitspraakvariatie binnen en tussen klinkers te meten.
Deze methoden zijn minder tijdrovend en optimaal repliceerbaar. Zo kan een klinker a-
koestisch worden gerepresenteerd als een verzameling relevante frequentiewaarden, ook wel
formantfrequenties genoemd, gemeten aan het akoestisch signaal. Bijvoorbeeld, voor een
“aa” uitgesproken door een mannelijke spreker zijn de formantfrequenties ruwweg 700 hertz,
voor F1, de eerste formant, 1200 hertz, voor F2, en 2200 hertz, voor F3. De toonhoogte, of
F0 is meer afhankelijk van de spreker dan van de klinker, en varieert voor een man ruwweg
tussen de 70 en 150 hertz.
Ee´n van de nadelen van formantmeetmethoden is echter dat de gemeten formantfrequen-
ties niet altijd direct gebruikt kunnen worden, omdat onder andere de anatomisch/fysiologi-
sche variatie het zicht op de andere twee typen variatie verstoort. In de fonetiek zijn daarom
zogenaamde formantnormalisatieprocedures ontwikkeld. Het doel van deze procedures is de
formantwaarden zo om te rekenen, dat de sprekergerelateerde variatie wordt gee¨limineerd en
de fonemische variatie bewaard blijft. Echter, het is niet duidelijk hoe deze procedures over
het algemeen omgaan met de drie variatiebronnen in het akoestisch signaal.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft hoe ik heb onderzocht welke in de fonetische literatuur reeds
voorgestelde normalisatieprocedures het meest geschikt zijn om toe te passen in sociolinguı¨s-
tisch onderzoek naar taalvariatie. Dit heb ik gedaan door uit te zoeken hoe deze procedures
omgaan met de drie variatiebronnen. De centrale vraag is: welke normalisatieprocedure
transformeert formantfrequenties dusdanig dat de fonemische variatie en de sociolinguı¨s-
tische sprekerspecifieke variatie het best bewaard blijven en de anatomisch/fysiologische
sprekerspecifieke variatie geminimaliseerd wordt?
De normalisatieprocedures zijn gee¨valueerd middels een akoestische vergelijking en een
perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking. De akoestische vergelijking werd uitgevoerd door de
procedures toe te passen op de waarden van de eerste drie formanten (F1, F2 en F3) en
van de fundamentele frequentie (F0) van een grote hoeveelheid klinkerdata (2880 klinkers
in totaal), afkomstig van de in totaal 160 sprekers uit het VNC-project. Vervolgens is er
bepaald welke procedure het best scoorde in het bewaren van fonemische en sociolinguı¨s-
tische variatie en het elimineren van anatomisch/fysiologische variatie. De perceptueel-
akoestische vergelijking hield in dat resultaten van de twaalf normalisatieprocedures (dwz.,
genormaliseerde formantfrequenties) van een set klinkerdata werden vergeleken met luis-
teroordelen van expertluisteraars op basis van diezelfde set klinkerdata. De procedure die
resultaten produceerde die het meest leek op de luisteroordelen was de beste optie voor
gebruik in sociolinguı¨stisch onderzoek, aangezien expertluisteraars heel goed in staat zijn
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de anatomisch/fysiologische variatie te negeren en oordelen te geven over de fonemische en
de sociolinguı¨stische variatie. De procedure die het beste presteerde in zowel de akoestische
als de perceptief-akoestische vergelijking was het meest geschikt voor sociolinguı¨stisch on-
derzoek. In de rest van deze samenvatting beschrijf ik hoe het onderzoek is uitgevoerd.
Selectie normalisatieprocedures
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de selectie van de normalisatieprocedures. Bij deze selectie wer-
den twee criteria gebruikt. Ten eerste moeten de procedures klinkers normaliseren door de
formantfrequenties te transformeren (en niet door, bijvoorbeeld, een transformatie van het
gehele amplitudespectrum). Ten tweede moeten de procedures al eens eerder vergeleken zijn
met andere procedures. In totaal werden elf procedures geselecteerd, plus de zogenaamde
baseline-procedure, de ruwe ongenormaliseerde data in hertz. Deze elf procedures plus de
baseline werden vervolgens ingedeeld volgens het type informatie dat wordt gebruikt voor de
normalisatie:
• klinkerintrinsiek: informatie van e´e´n klinker,
• klinkerextrinsiek: informatie van meerdere klinkers van een spreker,
• formantintrinsiek: informatie van e´e´n formant,
• formantextrinsiek: informatie van meerdere formanten binnen e´e´n klinker.
De eerste van de vier groepen bestaat uit de klinkerintrinsieke/formantintrinsieke procedures.
De procedures in deze groep maken dus gebruik van informatie van e´e´n klinker en van e´e´n
formant. In totaal heb ik vier van deze procedures getest. Deze procedures, LOG, BARK, MEL
en ERB, zijn zogenaamde schaaltransformaties.
De tweede groep zijn de klinkerintrinsieke/formantextrinsieke procedures. Deze proce-
dures maken gebruik van informatie van e´e´n klinker en van meerdere formanten van die
klinker (bijvoorbeeld het verschil in frequentie tussen twee opeenvolgende formantfrequen-
ties: F2 minus F1). Ik heb e´e´n klinkerintrinsieke/formantextrinsieke procedures gee¨valueerd.
In deze procedure, SYRDAL & GOPAL, wordt eerst een barktransformatie (met de eerder
genoemde procedure BARK) toegepast. Het kenmerkende is dat de klinkers worden gerepre-
senteerd als afstanden tussen formanten: F1 − F0 in barks representeert eerste dimensie en
F3 − F2 representeert de tweede dimensie van de klinker.
De derde groep zijn de klinkerextrinsieke/formantintrinsieke procedures. Deze proce-
dures maken gebruik van informatie op basis van meerdere klinkers van een spreker en
informatie van e´e´n formant. Deze groep bevat drie procedures: LOBANOV, GERSTMAN en
CLIHi4. Zo wordt een klinker in LOBANOV’s procedure als volgt gerepresenteerd. Eerst
worden per formant voor alle (beschikbare) klinkers van e´e´n spreker het gemiddelde en de
standaarddeviatie uitgerekend. Vervolgens worden de individuele formantfrequenties uitge-
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drukt in gestandaardiseerde z-scores ten opzichte van dat gemiddelde.
De vierde groep zijn de klinkerextrinsieke/formantextrinsieke procedures. Deze proce-
dures maken gebruik van informatie van meerdere klinkers van een spreker en van informatie
van meerdere formanten binnen een klinker. Deze groep bestaat uit drie procedures: NORD-
STRO¨M & LINDBLOM, MILLER en CLIHs4. Zo normaliseert NORDSTRO¨M & LINDBLOM
een klinker door elke formant apart te transformeren met een correctiefactor. Deze correc-
tiefactor corrigeert voor de verschillen in de lengte van het spraakkanaal (dwz. de keel- neus-
en mondholte). Deze correctiefactor is zelfs gebaseerd op de gemiddelde waarden van de F3
van alle sprekers in de groep.
Literatuurstudies
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt naast de beschrijving van de normalisatieprocedures ook een aantal
artikelen uit de fonetische literatuur besproken waarin eerdere vergelijkingen van normalisa-
tieprocedures beschreven staan. Deze literatuurstudie werd uitgevoerd om een eerste indruk
te verkrijgen over hoe goed de procedures presteerden in eerdere akoestische vergelijkingen.
De conclusie van deze literatuurstudie was dat er een uitputtende akoestische vergelijking
van alle twaalf de normalisatieprocedures nodig was. Deze vergelijking diende uitgevoerd te
worden op een database van spraakmateriaal waar naast de fonemische en de anatomisch/fy-
siologische variatie ook sociolinguı¨stische variatie aanwezig is.
Hoofdstuk 3 bespreekt experimenteel-fonetische en -psychologische literatuur over per-
ceptuele klinkernormalisatie. Ten eerste worden artikelen besproken die de rol beschrijven
van F0, F1, F2 en F3 voor luisteraars in luisterexperimenten met als taak klinkercategorisatie.
Al deze experimenten maakten gebruik van gesynthetiseerde stimuli. Ten tweede wordt
in dit hoofdstuk een overzicht gegeven van een aantal artikelen waarin experimenten met
natuurlijke (voorgelezen) stimuli worden beschreven. In deze experimenten moesten de
proefpersonen klinkers categoriseren in experimentele sprekergeblokte en sprekergemengde
condities waarin ze meer (gegroepeerd per spreker) of minder (verschillende sprekers door
elkaar) informatie over de spreker van de klinkers tot hun beschikking hadden. Ten derde
werd een aantal artikelen besproken waarin het beoordelingsgedrag van expertluisteraars cen-
traal stond. Op basis van dit literatuuronderzoek werd geconcludeerd dat het nodig was vast
te stellen hoe betrouwbaar expertluisteraars de (sociolinguı¨stische) variatie binnen klinkers
kunnen beoordelen en hoe de beschikbaarheid van meer of minder informatie over de spreker
de luisteroordelen beı¨nvloedt.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het onderzoeksdesign van dit proefschrift. Er wordt beschreven
hoe de conclusies uit de twee literatuurstudies uit de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 zijn meegenomen
in dit design.
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Spraakmateriaal
Het spraakmateriaal werd verzameld in het kader van het VNC-project onderzoek en staat
in detail beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5. Het spraakmateriaal bestaat uit de negen monoftonge
Nederlandse klinkers, /A, a, E, I, i, O, u, Y, y/ in een “neutrale” doelsyllabe: /sVs/ (‘V’
representeert e´e´n van de negen klinkers). Deze klinkers waren voorgelezen door 160 sprekers,
jonger en ouder, mannen en vrouwen, allen leraren Nederlands. Van de 160 sprekers waren
80 afkomstig uit vier regio’s in Vlaanderen en 80 uit vier regio’s uit Nederland. Per regio
waren er 20 sprekers, vijf jongere vrouwen, vijf jongere mannen, vijf oudere vrouwen en vijf
oudere mannen. Elk van deze sprekers sprak de doelsyllabe twee keer uit (9 klinkers × 160
sprekers × 2 keer uitspreken = 2880 klinkers in totaal).
Akoestische meetwaarden
Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt hoe de waarden van de formanten (F1, F2 en F3) en de toonhoogte
(F0) werden gemeten voor elke klinker. De toonhoogtemetingen werden verricht met het
programma Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 1996). De formantmetingen werden verkregen
met een ander programma, geschreven door Nearey (2002). Voor elke klinker werden de
formantwaarden gemeten op het temporele midden.
Akoestische vergelijking
Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft de akoestische vergelijking van de twaalf normalisatieprocedures toe-
gepast op de meetwaarden van de klinkers van alle 160 sprekers. Drie series vergelijkingen
werden uitgevoerd.
De eerste serie vergelijkingen werd uitgevoerd om te vast te stellen hoe goed de fonemi-
sche variatie bewaard bleef in de getransformeerde formant- en toonhoogtewaarden. Dit werd
getest middels een serie lineaire discriminantanalyses. In deze discriminantanalyses werd
vastgesteld hoe goed de 2880 genormaliseerde klinkers in te delen waren in hun bijbehorende
klinkercategorie. Als het percentage correct ingedeelde klinkers hoog is, dan betekent dit dat
de procedure er goed in geslaagd is, de fonemische variatie in de akoestische representatie
van klinkers te bewaren.
In de tweede serie vergelijkingen werd vastgesteld hoe goed de procedures de anato-
misch/fysiologische variatie minimaliseerden. In deze serie werd wederom een aantal dis-
criminantanalyses uitgevoerd op de data, genormaliseerd volgens elke procedure. In deze
discriminantanalyses werd gekeken of er na normalisatie nog anatomisch/fysiologische vari-
atie in de data aanwezig was. Hiertoe werd gekeken hoe goed de genormaliseerde data te
groeperen was op basis van de sekse en leeftijd van de spreker (beide bronnen van anato-
misch/fysiologische variatie). Als de genormaliseerde data op kansniveau scoorde, betekende
dit dat alle anatomisch/fysiologische variatie in het signaal geminimaliseerd was.
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De derde serie vergelijkingen had als doel vast te stellen hoe goed de sociolinguı¨stische
variatie bewaard bleef. Dit werd vastgesteld met discriminantanalyses en met multivariate
variantieanalyses. In de discriminantanalyses werd gee¨valueerd in hoeverre de procedure
regionale variation (een bron van sociolinguı¨stische variatie) in het signaal bewaarde. Dit
werd getest door te bepalen hoe goed de data zoals genormaliseerd volgens elk van de elf
procedures in te delen was in de bijbehorende regionala achtergron van de spreker. Hoe
hoger het percentage correct ingedeelde klinkers was, des te beter bewaarde de procedure
de sociolinguı¨stische variatie. In de multivariate variantieanalyses werd ongeveer hetzelfde
getest; hier werd vastgesteld welke proportie van de variatie in de akoestische meetwaarden
te verklaren viel op basis van de genormaliseerde akoestische data. Als de procedure bi-
jvoorbeeld alle sociolinguı¨stische variatie bewaarde, dan was de proportie regionale variatie
relatief hoog.
Uit de resultaten bleek dat de klinkerextrinsieke/formantintrinsieke procedures over het
algemeen het beste presteerden, gevolgd door de klinkerextrinsieke/formantextrinsieke, klin-
kerintrinsieke/formantintrinsieke en klinkerintrinsieke/formantextrinsieke procedures.
Luisterexperiment
Het doel van het in Hoofdstuk 8 besproken luisterexperiment was tweeledig: ten eerste het
genereren van luisteroordelen voor de perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking in Hoofdstuk 9
en ten tweede om inzicht te verkrijgen in de betrouwbaarheid van expertluisteraars.
In het luisterexperiment hadden in totaal 10 luisteraars de volgende taak. Ze kregen de
stimulusklinker in de /sVs/-context te horen. Ze moesten eerst de klinker categoriseren als een
van de negen Nederlandse monoftonge klinkers. Daarna moesten ze de waargenomen klin-
kerhoogte (graad van mondopening), tongpositie en lipronding beoordelen door achtereen-
volgens in twee responsievelden met de muis te klikken op de volgens hen linguı¨stisch
meest toepasselijke plaats. Ee´n van deze responsievelden was de IPA-vierhoek (International
Phonetic Association), waarin de klinkerhoogte en de tongpositie beoordeeld werd. Klink-
erronding werd beoordeeld in een tweede responsieveld. De gekozen klinkercategorie en
de coo¨rdinaten van de twee responsievelden waren de luisteroordelen, ofwel de perceptuele
representaties van de klinkers. De 180 stimuli waren de negen monoftonge klinkers uitge-
sproken door 20 sprekers uit de database van 160 sprekers. Alle 20 sprekers waren afkomstig
uit dezelfde regio in Nederland (de Randstad).
De luisteraars moesten de 180 klinkers beoordelen in drie experimentele condities. In
conditie 1 werden de klinkers en sprekers random aangeboden, de stimuli werden dus niet
gegroepeerd per klinkercategorie of per spreker. In conditie 2 werden de stimuli per klinker
geblokt aangeboden en de sprekers werden door elkaar gemengd aangeboden. In conditie
3 werden de stimuli gegroepeerd per spreker en gemixt per klinker gepresenteerd. Het idee
was dat de luisteroordelen zouden worden beı¨nvloed door de hoeveelheid informatie over
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de stem-en-spraakkarakteristieken van de spreker en over de identiteit van de klinker. Als
de luisteraar bijvoorbeeld minder informatie over de spreker zou krijgen, zou de betrouw-
baarheid van de oordelen lager kunnen worden en andersom. Daarnaast zouden de oordelen
ook kunnen varie¨ren onder invloed van de informatie over de klinker. Als de luisteraar meer
informatie over de identiteit van de klinker heeft, dan zou de luisteraar meer ruimte kunnen
gaan gebruiken in de responsievelden, en andersom. De expertluisteraars moesten dus het
experiment in totaal drie keer uitvoeren.
De oordelen van de zeven betrouwbaarste expertluisteraars werden geselecteerd als per-
ceptuele representatie. De gemiddelde waarden van de luisteroordelen (waargenomen klin-
kerhoogte, tongpositie en lipronding) voor de 180 beoordeelde klinkers, werden gebruikt voor
de in Hoofdstuk 9 beschreven perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking.
De resultaten van het experiment lieten zien dat de luisteraars de tussenklinkervariatie
zeer betrouwbaar beoordeelden, terwijl de betrouwbaarheid van de oordelen van de binnen-
klinkervariatie lager was. Dit laatste kwam waarschijnlijk doordat de aangeboden stimuli te
weinig sociolinguı¨stische variatie bevatten, aangezien alle sprekers uit dezelfde regio kwa-
men. Daarnaast was het experiment redelijk vermoeiend voor de expertluisteraars, en hadden
de luisteraars geen mogelijkheid hun oordelen met eerder in het experiment gegeven oordelen
te vergelijken. Deze laatste twee factoren kunnen geleid hebben tot meer ruis in de data.
Met betrekking tot de drie experimentele condities waren de resultaten als volgt. De
statistische analyse liet zien dat de luisteraars zich niet substantieel hadden laten beı¨nvloeden
door het beschikbaar maken van meer of minder informatie over de stem-en-spraakkarakter-
istieken van de spreker en over de identiteit van de klinker. Deze resultaten wijzen erop dat
luisteraars in staat zijn betrouwbare oordelen over waargenomen klinkerhoogte, tongpositie
en lipronding te geven op basis van de informatie die besloten ligt in e´e´n enkele klinker.
Perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking
Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft de perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking van de normalisatieprocedu-
res met de perceptuele oordelen. De perceptuele representatie van de 180 klinkers is dezelfde
als die uit Hoofdstuk 8. De akoestische representatie werd verkregen door elk van de twaalf
procedures toe te passen op de 180 klinkers die beoordeeld waren door de expertluisteraars.
Op deze wijze werden twaalf sets genormaliseerde waarden van F0, F1, F2 en F3 (gemeten
in Hoofdstuk 6) verkregen. Elk van deze sets werd vergeleken met de perceptuele oordelen
middels lineaire regressieanalyse.
De resultaten voor de fonemische variatie, of tussenklinkervariatie laten zien dat formant-
frequenties, genormaliseerd volgens de klinkerextrinsieke/formantintrinsieke procedures het
meest leken op de perceptuele oordelen, gevolgd door de klinkerextrinsieke/formantextrinsie-
ke, klinkerintrinsieke/formantintrinsieke en tenslotte de klinkerintrinsieke/formantextrinsieke
procedures. De resultaten voor de sociolinguı¨stische variatie laten daarentegen zien dat
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de door de expertluisteraars beoordeelde variatie binnen klinkers veel minder goed viel te
voorspellen op basis van de twaalf akoestische akoestische representaties dan de fonemische
variatie.
Algemene conclusies
De algemene conclusie luidt dat normalisatieprocedures zeer goede resultaten opleveren voor
sociolinguı¨stisch onderzoek naar taalvariatie in klinkers. De beste normalisatieprocedures uit
de hoofdstukken 7 en 9, de drie klinkerextrinsieke/formantintrinsieke procedures LOBANOV,
GERSTMAN en CLIHi4, bewaarden de fonemische en de sociolinguı¨stische variatie en mini-
maliseerden de anatomisch/fysiologische variatie.
De resultaten van de perceptueel-akoestische vergelijking laten zien dat waargenomen
fonemische variatie goed voorspeld kan worden op basis van akoestische meetwaarden die
genormaliseerd zijn met procedures die gebruik maken van informatie van meerdere klinkers
en binnen e´e´n formant.
Tenslotte geven de resultaten van het onderzoek inzicht over welke informatie nuttig is
voor het normaliseren van ruwe akoestische meetwaarden voor gebruik in sociolinguı¨stisch
onderzoek. Het gebruik van klinkerextrinsieke informatie werkt beter dan klinkerintrinsieke
informatie en formantintrinsieke informatie werkt aanzienlijk beter dan formantextrinsieke
informatie.
Het onderzoek gaf ook meer inzicht in het gebruik van klinkerintrinsieke (binnen e´e´n
klinker) en klinkerextrinsieke (meerdere klinkers) informatie door expertluisteraars. Luis-
teraars lijken alleen gebruik te maken van klinkerintrinsieke informatie voor het geven van
luisteroordelen. De klinkerextrinsieke informatie leek hun oordelen niet direct te beı¨nvloe-
den.
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